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This dissertation examines food tropes in Italian films of the Economic Miracle, 
investigating moments of continuity with prewar gastronomic traditions, as well as denoting 
drastic breaks with the familiar. The kitchen is a place of traditional culinary practices and 
ingredients, and from which sensations of hominess and conviviality are continually generated; 
yet, the kitchen is where the changes to the postwar foodscape are most visible. In my analysis of 
films released from 1954 to 1973, the kitchen is treated as a site of both recognizability and 
unrecognizability: the feeling that someone does not belong among the people, objects, and 
rituals part of that changing arena; alternatively, they might not be recognized themselves. In the 
readings that follow, these directors, actors, and writers grapple with such unrecognizability by 
way of the stomach: the organ with which to digest food and, moreover, to process the changes 
that that gastronomy represents. 
This dissertation is divided into four chapters, or, rather, two halves: first, continuity and 
desire, and later, rupture and violent rejection. These halves represent continuities and breaks, 
respectively, as this project follows the transformation of Italy’s “rosy” cinema into dark, nihilist 
auteurism. 
At the center of the first half are two stars: Totò (Chapter Two) and Sophia Loren 
(Chapter Three). In the work of Totò, the visceral hunger that he experiences matches that of the 
very recent past, and in particular, that of the South. When food became readily available, 
however, a new hunger emerged: a hunger for what was, as Totò upheld the dietary routines to 
which he was long accustomed. 
Meanwhile, Sophia Loren embodies the multivalence of hunger. As Cesira in La ciociara 
(1960), Loren portrayed a mother struggling against la carestia of occupied Italy; hunger is once 
again a physical sensation. But through later roles, as well as the authorship of her own 
cookbook, not only is the stomach satisfied, but there is now a sexual dimension to hunger. 
Loren softened both the hunger pangs and the blows of the changing sociopolitical arena, leaving 
her viewers to desire simultaneously her body and the food she prepares, ultimately inviting us to 
eat with her. 
Chapter Four, meanwhile, uses the cinema and narrative theories of Pier Paolo Pasolini to 
explore the connections between continuity, rupture, and “revolution.” Revolution is, in the 
Marxist sense, the proletariat contending with exploitative forces, as seen through Stracci in La 
ricotta (1963). It is also the turning of a wheel, emblematic of a progression in a cycle back to 
naturality and austerity. Despite violent eating and existential crises, the characters of Luna 
(Uccellacci e uccellini, 1966) and Emilia (Teorema, 1968) reveal a continued relationship with 
the earth, within which seeds – signs of new life – are planted. 
This project also suggests a turn towards the tenets of 1940s neorealism, particularly the 
notions of survival and rebirth. In Marco Ferreri’s La grande abbuffata (1973), the subject of 
Chapter Five, four wealthy protagonists gather for the ultimate “gastronomic seminar”: a 
weekend during which they are suicided by overconsumption, choosing to abandon a world so 
deeply unrecognizable from the traditions and virtues of decades past. Yet, in bequeathing the 
world to Andréa, there is a reawakening. Andréa is left to perpetuate not only the rich traditions 
and rituals of previous generations, but also a world of anxieties, unsure of what the future holds. 
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I first arrived at Columbia in September 2012, fresh out of college, and more or less 
obsessed with the following: the legacies of Fascism; food; and films by Vittorio De Sica. Little 
did I know that these three factors would come to form the cornerstones of, firstly, a Master’s 
thesis, and now, this dissertation; these interests would ultimately shape me as an academic and 
person. For these life-changing developments, I am indebted to Professors Elizabeth Leake and 
Barbara Faedda for not curtailing these passions, but for cultivating them further. Through 
rigorous coursework, attentive advising, and the most productive conversations, they have 
inspired and overseen a project which is so labyrinthine, yet so uniquely “me.” Thank you for 
everything. 
I also would like to thank Professors Jo Ann Cavallo, Daniele De Feo, and Ara Merjian 
for serving on my dissertation committee, and, in so doing, offering most valuable feedback over 
the years. I wish to extend a special thanks to Professor De Feo, as well as to his co-editors, 
Claudia Bernardi and Francesca Calamita, for their insightful comments on my work on Sophia 
Loren, part of which will be published in their forthcoming volume. 
I also am grateful for Professor Nelson Moe’s constructive suggestions as I prepared this 
project, and, most importantly, for introducing me to the work of Totò, whose presence and 
development is so palpable across this dissertation. 
Having completed this dissertation at a premier research institution, I am fortunate to 
have had access to such powerful resources, both on and beyond Columbia’s campus. This 
dissertation would not have been written so swiftly or efficiently without my weekly visits to the 
Writing Studio of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, directed by Kate Daloz. Thank you 
for all the post-its and coffee, as well as for organizing numerous writing sprints. In addition, I 
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am incredibly grateful to have participated in one of the Studio’s writing groups, facilitated by 
Valerie Bondura. Focused on exchanging pages and providing feedback on a weekly basis, this 
interdisciplinary group was one of the most productive aspects of my dissertation process. Many 
thanks to the participants: Danielle Drees, Velia Ivanova, and Ira Soboleva; my chapter on La 
grande abbuffata (1973) would certainly not be what it is without their incredibly insightful 
notes. 
In terms of logistics and financial support, I am thankful for the Italian Department at 
Columbia, especially the administrative staff: Lani Muller and Aurelia Rabot-Hernández. They 
have been so helpful in, among innumerable other things, organizing writing boot camps, 
publishing and teaching workshops for the department, and the department’s film series, all of 
which have honed my professional development. To this end, I am also grateful to my second 
writing group, that of Italian modernists: Carlo Arrigoni, Irene Bulla, Massimiliano Delfino, 
Jenny Rhodes, and Julia Sirmons. I especially thank this group for their patience and highly 
constructive criticism in reviewing early drafts of my work. 
In addition, I would like to thank all those responsible for awarding me the department’s 
Austin Oldrini Travel Fellowship in 2018, with which I was able to conduct research at the 
Mario Gromo Bibliomediateca in Turin, Italy. Thank you to Fabio Pezzetti for guiding my 
library research, and special thanks to Carla Ceresa for assisting me in the archives. These 
findings are most clearly shown in my chapter on Totò. 
I give special thanks to my Intermediate Italian I and II classes, for their boundless 
flexibility and patience as I worked to incorporate my research into classroom activities. It’s 
certainly not easy to interpret, let alone watch, La ricotta (1963) for the very first time – in 
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another language, no less! But nevertheless, their fresh eyes and the novel ideas they voiced 
informed my own analyses. 
I am so thankful for those outside my department, and even outside Columbia, who 
dedicated a tremendous amount of time to read first drafts of my work, as well as write and 
conference with me over the years. 
Many thanks to Eleonora Sartoni for her friendship and insightful comments across this 
entire project; I think she, besides my committee, is the only one who has read the project in its 
entirety. 
Thank you to Erica Drennan for our writing sessions in our great borough of Brooklyn! I 
thank her additionally for her extremely constructive feedback that put my chapter on Pier Paolo 
Pasolini on a much stronger, more viable track. 
And certainly, thank you to Almu Marín-Cobos, for making our Thursday mornings co- 
working together some of my most productive, and certainly fun, time writing. 
I thank Kate Kent, Stephanie Berland, Serena Rivera, Christina Lopez, Keli Young, 
Carter Rogers, Amanda Yepez, Reed Coots, Christine Holl, Heather Dow, and Chase Gregory 
for their endless support and the joys of friendship, both on and off the page. The reformulation 
of this project would not have been possible without Chase Gregory’s wisdom. I also want to 
especially thank Heather Dow and Carter Rogers for taking the time to proofread my work very 
diligently and astutely, and Christina Lopez and Serena Rivera for reviewing later drafts of 
Chapters Two and Three. I also thank Serena for helping me to cultivate my interest in food 
studies through our repeated conference and publishing collaborations. Many of the ideas in the 
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final chapter come from editing our own volume on food and the abject: (In)digestion in 
Literature and Film: A Transcultural Approach (Routledge, 2020). 
I also need to thank Paula Fleischer and Tabitha Satterfield for our friendship formed 
over a love of reading; thank you both for taking on the role of “outside reader” and helping me 
make the introduction as strong and compelling as it can be. Although I’m crossing state lines, I 
still hope to join some GBC outings! 
Finally, the saying goes, “Family first.” I would like to thank my mom and dad, Mary and 
John, for always pushing me to be my best. I would like to thank my stepparents, Steve and Sue, 
for their kind, attentive ears, and a constant willingness to help. I’m forever moved, shocked 
even, by the celebratory pride and genuine curiosity that the Kiviats and the Birnbaums shower 
me with – thank you all for believing in me. 
This project would be nothing without Ben’s partnership or Suzy’s warmth. I love you 
both to the moon and beyond. 
In addition, some important editorial notes: 
• Besides occasions when it begins a sentence, fascism has been capitalized only in 
reference to Benito Mussolini’s regime and policies (i.e., the Fascist ventennio). 
Otherwise, when speaking on fascist ideologies in general, it is lower-case. 
• Since my defense in October 2019, part of Chapter Three (on Sophia Loren) has 
been published elsewhere, in Eve’s Sinful Bite: Foodscape in Italian Women’s 
Writing, Culture, and Society (Bloomsbury, 2020), a volume edited by Claudia 


























Old man, take a look at my life; 
I’m a lot like you. 
In loving memory of my father, John Krieg 
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Introducing the Filmic Foodscape of the Boom 
 
Il boom economico, or the Economic Miracle, describes the decades following World War II. 
These are the years in which Western Europe revitalized its infrastructure and experienced 
demonstrable fiscal growth, thanks in part to the funds disbursed by the U.S. Marshall Plan. As 
per the European Recovery Program – better known as the Marshall Plan, named after U.S. 
Secretary of State George C. Marshall – the United States offered financial assistance to sixteen 
European nations in the aftermath of World War II. It has been publicized that, by way of the 
Plan, these countries at once departed from fascism, overcame hunger and devastating poverty, 
and welcomed the big-brand novelties embedded within America’s “Coca-Cola” culture.1 This 
dissertation considers the levels of changes impacting Italy, one of the greatest recipients of such 
funds, receiving a total of approximately $1204 million from the Plan’s inception in 1948 to 
1952.2 Italy invested ninety percent of its funds into extensive public works projects, revitalizing 
the infrastructure of the South in particular.3 But this project discusses a consumers’ Europe, 
which the Marshall Plan did not intend.4 The socioeconomic plane appeared to be full of 
transformative promise as Italy rebuilt its roads and bridges – but what about the domestic space 
 
 
1 American experts on Western Europe frequently associate Coca-Cola with America’s postwar hegemony, even 
colonization, creating the play-on-words “Coca-Colonization.” In particular, Richard Kuisel, whose focus is postwar 
France, writes, “Perhaps no commercial product is more thoroughly identified with America than Coca-Cola. One 
company official called it ‘the most American thing in America.’ Another wrote approvingly of this confusion: 
‘Apparently some of our friends overseas have difficulty distinguishing between the United States and Coca-Cola.’ 
When a magazine wanted three objects for a photograph that were particularly American it selected a baseball, a hot 
dog, and a bottle of Coke.” Kuisel, Seducing the French: The Dilemma of Americanization (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles, Calif.: University of California Press, 1993), 52. 
2 Data extracted from The Marshall Plan: Fifty Years After (2001), ed. Martin Schain. 
3 Vera Zamagni, The Economic History of Italy, 1860-1990 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 332. The foremost 
revitalization initiative was the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno. The Cassa, proposed in 1950, was modeled off the 
Tennessee Valley Authority project of America’s New Deal and oversaw public works improvements in the Italian 
South. For more on the impacts of the Marshall Plan on the South, see Loredana Pellè’s Mezzogiorno e il piano 
Marshall (2009). 
4 Victoria de Grazia, Irresistible Empire: America’s Advance Through Twentieth-Century Europe (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Belknap Press, 2005), 346. De Grazia underscores America’s “politics of productivity” embedded within the 
Plan, pushing recipients to invest in industrial retooling and infrastructure. 
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and, more specifically, that of food consumption? Where in that domain can such “miraculous” 
changes be visualized? This dissertation, in turn, examines Italy’s postwar filmic foodscape, 
investigating moments of continuity with prewar gastronomic traditions, but also denoting 
drastic breaks with the familiar. 
 
The kitchen is a place of traditional culinary practices and ingredients, and from which 
sensations of hominess and conviviality are continually generated; yet, as the arena in which 
food is stored, prepared, and often, consumed, the kitchen is where the changes to the postwar 
foodscape are most visible. In my analysis of films released from 1954 to 1973, the kitchen is 
treated as a site of both recognizability and unrecognizability: terms that require some expansion. 
The foremost point of recognizability is the food itself; as one watches these films, her visual 
register acknowledges and accepts that pizza is pizza and cherries are cherries. 
Unrecognizability, meanwhile, represents the changes surrounding those foods, and the 
consumer functioning within a space that is hereby alien. It is the feeling that someone does not 
understand, belong among, or recognize the people, objects, and rituals part of that changing 
arena; alternatively, they might not be recognized themselves.5 In the readings that follow, these 
directors, actors, and writers grapple with such unrecognizability by way of the stomach: the 
organ with which to digest food and, moreover, to process the changes that that gastronomy 
represents. 
My lens comprises two pillars, food and film, which at once undergo and reveal some 
transformation in Italy in the decades following World War II; this investigative tool explores 
 
5 The gender-neutral, plural pronouns of “they” and “themselves” anticipate two discussions. First, Chapter Three 
focuses on food preparation and procurement alongside shifting gender roles. A key component of that chapter is the 
increasing recognition of women for both their domestic duties and their entry into the public (male-dominated) 
domains of society. Second, lack of recognition – or, even more extremely, invisibility – extends to Stracci of Pier 
Paolo Pasolini’s La ricotta (1963), discussed in Chapter Four. 
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narratives of austerity and radical gluttony. It is argued that Italy’s eating habits changed 
relatively little, but as these films posit, the transition from hunger to excess – and from 
starvation to supermarkets – is not only apparent, but enormous. This project reveals the 
evolution of the filmic foodscape; the anxieties surrounding food begin as a lighthearted, 
comedic nostalgia, but later transition to fatalistic panic. This progression stands in contrast to 
what historians and anthropologists have argued, that being, that there is more continuity in this 
period than rupture. 
 
Continuities and Breaks with Italy’s Eating Traditions 
 
The degree to which the boom was “miraculous” remains ambiguous among scholars, 
and moreover, questions abound concerning continuities and transformations in eating in the 
West. For example, the 1959 Kitchen Debate, a contentious meeting between U.S. Vice 
President Richard Nixon and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev at the Moscow World Fair, 
demonstrated strong contrasts in ideologies and consumption habits: Communist versus capitalist 
priorities; East versus West; strides in outer space positioned against the vibrance and sparkle of 
the American domestic space. Historian Victoria de Grazia offers the following portrait of the 
Debate: 
The Soviets had shown the latest advances in space exploration, including full-size models of the three 
Sputniks, advances in agricultural technology, peaceful uses of atomic energy, and their latest-model 
automobiles. Only as an afterthought did they add a couple of ‘way of life’ touches, a fashion show and a 
kitchen. By contrast, the U.S. exhibit was entirely dedicated to the American way of life. The 50,000- 
square-foot main exhibition hall, enveloped by a fan-shaped aluminum roof, was divided into two areas: 
‘the house of culture,’ with a diorama of American life; and a ‘house of items,’ chock-full of consumer 
goods. Between one exhibition and another, the fair included three kitchens, the one set up by General 
Foods and General Mills to prepare ready-made cakes, frozen, and other convenience foods; Whirlpool’s 
Miracle Kitchen; and the color-coordinated kitchen that was the center of the three-bedroom ranch house, 
jokingly called ‘Splitnik’ to call attention to the walkway that enabled visitors to cut across the interior.6 
 
6 de Grazia, Irresistible Empire, 454-455. 
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The imagery above paints a scene of contrasts in the kitchen; its very name is “Splitnik,” which 
makes one immediately think of schisms. I cite de Grazia’s description at length because these 
divisions resonate with Italy in the 1950s and 60s. This project, thus, is situated amid clashing 
value systems, socioeconomic stratification, and the debate between the conveniences and 
mesmerizing novelties of American consumption, versus the traditions and austerity – la cucina 
povera – of Italy’s own eating habits.7 Similar to the rendering of the American home on enemy 
Russian soil, Italy directed its attention to revamping the infrastructure destroyed by war. By 
extension, Italian films in this period captured massive cranes, gargantuan housing projects 
climbing towards the sky, planes and helicopters, and the Fiat 500. New homes were also 
constructed and, as this project zooms in on, there was a kitchen revolution: Italy’s foodscape 
rebuilt – despite the claim that, gastronomically, little changed in these decades. This project, 
thus, presents a filmic trajectory of such continuities and changes: the grappling with recent 
hunger, and how that hunger morphs from a physical into a spiritual desire. 
“Simplicity” and “rusticity” perhaps best define Italians’ relationship with food in recent 
history.8 Above all, historians underscore Italy’s austerity, dating back to price controls and 
rationings under Fascism, as well as sharecropping systems which determined the country’s 
agricultural output. Carol Helstosky emphasizes how Italy’s food choices derived from contests 
of power; food was a resource that had to be managed in order to preserve the order and 
 
7 Anthropologist Vito Teti speaks of wide-ranging contrasts in the Italian diet: “Protagonisti, allora, sono gli uomini, 
le donne, i bambini che mangiano, sognano e desiderano di mangiare ‘bene’; i mangioni e i beoni nella realtà o nella 
fantasia; le persone con le ‘pance piene’ e quelle con le ‘pance vuote’; i mangiatori di erbe e i mangiatori di carne; i 
contadini che consumano il pane nero e le signore da pane bianco; gli uomini che mangiano insieme e che non 
capovolgono la ‘faccia tonda’ del pane, perché ‘volto del Signore.’” Teti, Il colore del cibo. Geografia, mito e realtà 
dell’alimentazione mediterranea (Roma: Meltemi, 1999), 11-12. 
8 The following discussion of Italy’s foodscape is, of course, a synthesis of trends in consumption. While these 
continuities and changes were certainly widespread, it is important to note the (occasionally small) sample sizes of 
these data and, thus, to acknowledge the contrasts within Italy’s gastronomy, accounting for geographical, 
generational, and class differences – among others – not readily visible in more widely circulated findings. 
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productivity of a nation.9 The government worked to diminish Italy’s export markets and 
discourage consumers from buying foreign goods, thereby seeking to increase the domestic 
production of foodstuffs, such as wheat.10 Thus, across the ventennio and later, the war, as they 
navigated tight rations and the increasing monopoly of the black market, Italians learned to 
“make do”: to survive on whatever resources were available. The consequences of making-do 
were twofold. The need to stretch and substitute ingredients sparked great culinary creativity, 
inspiring housewives to convert rations into healthy, simple, yet pleasurable meals.11 Authors of 
cookbooks and other domestic literature promoted the healthfulness and simplicity of the Italian 
diet, judging it superior to the heavier diets of Northern Europe, and they encouraged housewives 
to make versatile recipes such as minestra: “simple and inexpensive, it was defined by one 
author as ‘a dish that keeps the population healthy and strong and demonstrates our fairly simple 
way of life.’”12 Thus, Italians consumed a rather limited diet of cheap ingredients capable of 
 
 
9 Helstosky elaborates that, under Mussolini’s Fascist, autarkic regime, cadres “set out to control every aspect of 
food consumption and to nationalize Italian cuisine, essentially by making all Italians consume less food. […] 
Instead of worrying about balancing consumer interests with available resources, Fascism denied the possibility of a 
more diverse or nutritious diet, opting instead to bring consumer habits more in line with its goal of economic self- 
sufficiency.” Helstosky, Garlic and Oil: Politics and Food in Italy (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2004), 4. 
10 Historians, de Grazia and Helstosky among them, write at length about the propagandist “battles” initiated by the 
Fascist regime in the 1920s, compelling Italians to divest their time and energy toward a certain cause. Such 
“battles” included the “Battle for Lira” (1926) to stabilize the currency, and, particularly important to this project, is 
the enormously unsuccessful “Battle for Grain” of 1925. The Battle for Grain, which Helstosky describes as “an 
agricultural production program that constituted the first plank in the regime’s plan for economic self-sufficiency” 
(66), forced farmers to cut their production of other crops (grapes, tomatoes, etc.) and repurpose that farmland for 
wheat. Because of the government’s lack of foresight – not taking poor weather conditions or the varying 
geographies of the peninsula into account – not only was wheat output down, but also the output of diverse 
foodstuffs was virtually nonexistent; the Battle backfired, as Italy had to import wheat regardless. 
11 Alberto Capatti and Massimo Montanari praise the resourcefulness and creativity inspired by such deprivation: 
“Obligatory food rationing followed the outbreak of war, and this resulted in the recourse to substitutes (such as 
saccharine, chicory, barley coffee, and synthetic oil), ‘poor’ cooking (vegetable broth and chestnut meal), the 
practice of making-do (with recycled fats, for example), and the deliberate falsification of rationed products. In 
response to the pressures of need and availability, culinary creativity flourished in this climate, with a special 
emphasis on ritual and on the possibilities offered by leftovers.” Capatti and Montanari, Italian Cuisine: A Cultural 
History (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), 270. For more on the ways that leftovers were utilized, I 
recommend Olindo Guerrini’s L’arte di utilizzare gli avanzi della mensa (1918). Published before Mussolini’s rise 
to power, this work underscores the repurposing of previously cooked foods as both art and a tradition that precedes 
Fascism. 
12 Helstosky, Garlic and Oil, 84. 
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sustaining farmers and manual laborers, adapting their food choices to government interventions 
and suggestions by the media and propaganda campaigns. 
In addition, in the absence of food, there was a heightened emphasis on conviviality and 
family values: a feeling of togetherness that existed independently of how much (or how little) 
food was on the table. There was a positive spin put on material deprivation. Thus, these foods 
and rhythms of eating became so habitual, so ingrained in the culture, that after Fascism, Italians 
continued to treasure and sought to uphold the simplicity of their diet. Between the years 1948 
and 1958, the Italian diet changed, but largely in terms of the quantity and the availability of 
novel foodstuffs. As consumers’ disposable incomes increased, the Italian plate expanded 
calorically, decreasing in starches and allowing for more meat, as well as for more exotic and 
pre-prepared products, such as tropical fruits and cake mixes, respectively.13 And yet, although 
the average caloric intake had doubled since the war, people still ate rather conservatively, 
preferring a diet largely based on pasta, vegetables, legumes, and bread.14 Hunger was decidedly 
a thing of the past as the nation encountered abundance for the first time. Nevertheless, Italians’ 
consumption habits changed very little, as families purchased and ate the same ingredients as 
before, and the media, too, perpetuated the prowess and allure of austerity.15 
 
13 Economic historian Carmela D’Apice offers valuable data on the changed composition of the Italian plate: 
“All’inizio del periodo considerato (1951), una quota rilevante della spesa totale viene destinata all’acquisto di ‘pane 
e farinacei’ (21,1%), ‘frutta, patate ed ortaggi’ (17,5%), ‘latte, formaggi ed uova’ (14,1%); mentre una quota 
relativamente modesta va all’acquisto di ‘carni’ (17,6%). Sul finire degli anni Cinquanta sono già percepibili le 
prime modificazioni: drastica riduzione della quota destinata a pane e farinacei (15,3% nel 1961), che comprende 
tutta una serie di alimenti poveri: aumento sensibile della quota carni (21,5%); caduta della quota latte, formaggi ed 
uova (12,7%), di dubbia interpretazione, nel senso che essendo ‘prodotti ricchi’ ci si sarebbe dovuto aspettare 
un’evoluzione positiva del loro peso relativo; aumento della quota frutta, patate ed ortaggi (19,7%) e zucchero, 
cacao e confetture (5,1%).” D’Apice, L’arcipelago dei consumi: Consumi e redditi delle famiglie in Italia dal 
dopoguerra ad oggi (Bari: De Donato, 1981), 100. 
14 Carole Counihan, Around the Tuscan Table: Food, Family, and Gender in Twentieth-Century Florence (New 
York: Routledge, 2004), 55. This is one example of a small sample size of data, since Counihan’s research, though 
important to the field, comprised only 23 subjects. 
15 Helstosky confirms: “Years of going without, along with a nostalgia for an imagined past of simple abundance, 
influenced consumer habits. Ultimately, the past would prove difficult to discard; food habits tended to reflect a 
culinary conservatism. Women’s magazines were full of splashy advertising copy for new products but suggested 
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In the supermarket space in particular, one sees the persistence of old consumption and 
purchasing habits despite the introduction of groundbreaking novelties; these incongruities 
define eating during the Economic Miracle. Several historians report on the advent of the 
supermarket in 1957. Emanuela Scarpellini records the Italians’ fascination with the novel, pre- 
packaged and frozen products adorning the supermarket’s fluorescent-lit aisles and filling 
shopping carts. Her commentary below reflects the very contrasts of the “Splitnik” kitchen – the 
euphoria of American consumer novelties mixed with Italian conservative values of austerity and 
practicality: 
According to the newspapers there were ‘God’s gifts from all over the world’: sharks’ fins, swallows’ 
nests, Neapolitan mozzarella, all kinds of boxes and tins, meat in clear film wrapping, an entire department 
dedicated to quick-frozen food (thank goodness for the fridge!), not to mention ‘normal’ food at bargain 
prices. The customers were ecstatic. An elderly lady stopped a manager to enthuse: ‘My relatives in 
America have for years told me of these wonderful stores… I have prayed over the years that I might see 
one and shop in it before I must pass on… believe me, this is the answer to all my prayers,’ while another 
lectured: ‘Just remember this next time you vote, they don’t have any of these in Russia.’ It was just like 
having America in Italy. One’s first visit to the supermarket was unforgettable.16 
However, Italy’s reception of the new shopping space is not universally positive. de Grazia’s 
investigation of Nelson Rockefeller’s Supermarket Italiani SpA is particularly relevant to my 
argument of gastronomic contrasts and continuities. Rockefeller and his proxy, Richard 
Boogaart, sought to impose the American supermarket system onto the wealthy capoluogo of 
Milan, which, as of 1958, was already home to 14,000 outlets that sold some kind of food. In 
seizing full control of the production, refrigeration, packaging and shipping sectors, the 
supermarket offered products at one low price, unburdened by a lengthy, costly chain of 
distribution. Italian consumers, however, continued to opt for the neighborhood grocery. De 
 
menus remained the same: tagliatelle in broth, meatballs, salad, cheese, fruit. Even the upscale La cucina Italiana 
carried features on shopping economically, checking market prices, using rabbit fur, and preparing tripe (La trippa: 
nutriente ed economica). A popular contest from 1959 challenged women to feed a family of five for under 1,000 
lire. The winning entry came in at 810 lire and consisted of grated carrots, semolina gnocchi, meatballs, spinach, and 
baked apples, along with bread and wine.” Helstosky, Garlic and Oil, 145. 
16 Emanuela Scarpellini, Material Nation: A Consumer’s History of Modern Italy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 125. 
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Grazia maintains that the supermarket was initially unpopular because, firstly, Italy’s 
infrastructure (narrow stone streets; dense concentration in urban areas) was no match for the 
mammoth supermarkets and wide-ranging parking lots of, for example, suburban California. 
Secondly, Italy’s shopping habits (intimate connections and friendships with the neighborhood 
fruttivendolo, butcher, etc.; a credit system; shopping at specialty shops for daily necessities 
instead of shopping en masse) did not align with the anonymity and independence of the 
supermarket experience. With supermarket expenditures comprising only two percent of Italy’s 
food shopping in 1971, a disappointed Boogaart poignantly remarked, “If I were a 
psychoanalyst, I would say that they [Italians] had some kind of quirk which we can’t 
locate…”17 This project, in turn, explores these quirks and contrasts, as Italians clung to the 
foods of the past. 
What changed in these decades, then, was the desire surrounding food, as hunger 
transformed from a physical, visceral feeling to an emotional, spiritual craving. Now that food 
was readily available, the desire to survive was thus fulfilled; Italians no longer had to “make 
do” with limited quantities and substitute ingredients. Instead, Italians had to “make do” with 
excess, negotiating their alimentary abundance with a nostalgia for economically harder, yet 
gastronomically simpler, times. Italians sought to extract the tastes, imaginative creativity, 
conviviality, and memories of years past. Thus began a circling back to Italy’s food traditions, 
primarily those of hunger: hungering for not only food, but for what was. The road to tradition 
was, however, by no means effortless or linear. Over the course of my film analysis, this friction 
manifests initially as nostalgia and hilariously taboo acts not yet in tandem with changing 
 
 
17 Victoria de Grazia, “American Supermarkets Versus European Small Shops, or how transnational capitalism 
crossed paths with moral economy in Italy during the 1960s,” paper delivered in Trondheim, Norway, for the 
Trondheim Studies on East European Cultures & Societies, March 2002. 
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socioeconomic expectations. It then progresses more darkly into panic, lamentation, and, 
ultimately, a state of nihilism, where, by 1973, any traces of gastronomic tradition and of sense 
appear all but lost. 
 
Hungers from Neorealism to Marco Ferreri 
 
This project explores continuities and changes as manifest in film. The dissertation 
begins in 1954, in the wake of neorealism, a landmark period in Italian cinema. This point of 
departure is important, because despite the growing quantity of food in the decades following 
World War II, and despite the stark formal differences between neorealism and later cinematic 
periods, there remained an unease communicated through food. 
What is neorealism? With the use of non-professional actors, recycled film stock, and on- 
location shooting, neorealist cinema of the 1940s illustrates societal downfalls: the loss of 
community and of morals amid high unemployment, homelessness, and, as my project 
underscores, hunger. In Ladri di biciclette (1948), through the employment of non-actors and 
seemingly banal objects, from bicycles to Rita Hayworth posters, director Vittorio De Sica and 
screenwriter Cesare Zavattini constructed an ethical code with which to seek truth in the face of 
fascism and the war’s vast traumas. Ostensibly, Ladri is about Antonio and Bruno, a man and his 
young son, who track down Antonio’s stolen bicycle. Through the glaring loss of this singular 
object, De Sica and Zavattini reveal deeply troubling, more macrocosmic changes in society, 
such as the loss of solidarity in a time of desperate unemployment and its chain of repercussions: 
starvation, eviction, heightened crime, and worse yet, death. Surrounding the missing bicycle are 
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feelings of panic and anxiety, as the two protagonists ultimately question how they will procure 
their next meal. 
Meanwhile, in the films discussed in this project, unlike the material scarcities of 
neorealism, food is not only present, but it grows to excess. Yet, the anxieties around eating 
continue, which I assess through points of recognizability and unrecognizability. Quantitatively, 
the amount of food has increased. More profoundly, these characters and their creators must 
reckon with the myriad socioeconomic and political changes that enable such an increase in 
food, leaving people hungering for a status quo – for an arena of familiarity in which to consume 
these foods. 
This project, thus, accentuates that element of panic that ensues when one ventures 
beyond one’s comfort zone and ultimately realizes that she does not belong. Unrecognizability is 
a connective tissue which links neorealism to later works. Neorealism, built on the glaring 
absence and the feverish pursuit of food, as well as the lack of community and solidarity, 
underscores moments of intrusion: of permeating a space where people are not welcome. In 
Roberto Rossellini’s Roma, città aperta (1945), Pina oversees the storming of a bakery, with 
police looking on stoically; in breaking into the bakery, Pina and the other women of the 
neighborhood violate someone else’s property. And returning to Ladri, Antonio and Bruno’s 
sense of doom is most poignant as they spend their last lire on cheese sandwiches. In this scene, 
Bruno and Antonio, too, receive messages that they do not belong in this site of food. The viewer 
is made to feel uncomfortable as the camera occasionally cuts to a wealthy boy across the room, 
sneering menacingly at Bruno, looking down on the gas attendant and his unemployed father. In 
addition, the diegetic song of “Tammuriata Nera” infiltrates the scene, where a neighborhood 
band sings of Italy’s Black babies, born to Italian mothers who fornicated, forcibly or 
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voluntarily, with Black American GIs, thus presented as striking outliers within a predominately 
white society.18 These intrusions – of a bakery, of a woman’s body, of the white nation – are 
hereby presented as a long-lasting legacy. In turn, this project follows suit, exposing characters 
eating, cooking, fornicating, and defecating outside their usual zones of comfort and 
recognizability. 
In terms of Italian film criticism, the 1950s is presented as an anomalous era, comprising 
films that do not belong alongside neorealism. The “rosy” films of the 1950s and the comedies of 
the 1960s were, perhaps, a platform for little more than rising comedic stars and beautiful, 
buxom, iconic figures. This era is generally dismissed by film scholars as meaningless fluff. In a 
chapter titled “Difficult Years,” Mira Liehm cites the ire of film critic Sandro Zambetti: “The 
fifties represent the worst period in the history of the Italian cinema – with the exception of 
fascism. It was a period of so-called pink neorealism, of ‘Love, Bread and…,’ and ‘Poor but 
Beautiful,’ of flat composite films put together for a fast profit. The Italian cinema was pervaded 
by mystifying optimism, escapism, and happy misery. […] Not too many films deserve to be 
remembered.”19 Based on the interactions with food in these films, I encourage a much more 
serious reading of these works, as these instances of hunger, consumption, and preparation 
reflect just the beginning of the changing foodscape beyond the theater. Despite the motifs of 
sameness and continuity illustrated in the aforementioned historicizations of the material culture 
of the boom years, and despite film scholars dismissing the 1950s as a “rosy” and even 
 
18 For further commentary on “Tammuriata Nera” in Ladri di biciclette, I recommend Nelson Moe’s essay, “Naples 
’44 / ‘Tammuriata Nera’ / Ladri di biciclette,” which can be found in John A. Davis’s edited volume, Italy and 
America, 1943-44: Italian, American, and Italian-American Experiences of the Liberation of the Mezzogiorno 
(1997). 
19 Mira Liehm, Passion and Defiance: Film in Italy from 1942 to the Present (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University 
of California Press, 1984), 138. Liehm is recording Zambetti from Adelio Ferrero’s edited volumes, Storia di 
cinema (1978). 
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meaningless time in Italian cinema, the films in question are, instead, exhibitions of major 
transformation. While these films do make light of issues such as hunger, the black market, and 
grave poverty, the characters in the films I consider not only recognize that their society has 
indeed experienced great shifts, but they also seek – hilariously, seductively, and later, savagely 
and nihilistically – to return to what they conceive as “normalcy.” But the new normal is not 
what once was, so their interactions with foods – foods recognizable or easily imagined despite 
such shifts – illustrate acts of panic parallel to 1940s neorealism. 
 
The organization of the dissertation 
 
With neorealism in the rear-view mirror, what comprises the filmic foodscape of the 
boom? How does this nexus of austerity and change transpire on screen? This dissertation is 
divided into four chapters, or, rather, two halves: first, continuity and desire, and later, rupture 
and violent rejection. These halves represent continuities and breaks, respectively, as this project 
follows the transformation of Italy’s “rosy” cinema into dark, nihilist auteurism. 
At the center of the first half are two stars: Totò (Chapter Two) and Sophia Loren 
(Chapter Three). During the dopoguerra and through the beginnings of the boom, Totò and 
Loren, representatives of a humble, impoverished Naples, rise to an apex of Italian – and, in 
Loren’s case, global – stardom. The films discussed in these chapters reflect this tumultuous 
history: the changes rocking the nation to its core. In the work of Totò, the visceral hunger that 
he experiences matches that of the very recent past, and in particular, that of the South; his 
portrayal of physical hunger in Miseria e nobiltà (1954) is continuous with the material 
deprivations that viewers themselves recently felt. When food became readily available, 
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however, a new hunger emerged: a hunger for what was, as Totò upholds the dietary routines to 
which he was long accustomed. When Totò and Peppino, preparing for their trip to “faraway” 
Milan in Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina (1956), fill their bags with several kilos of the foods 
of their native South, they are clinging to the foods of their roots, of their past – as if a return to 
the “old world” of Naples were unfathomable. 
Meanwhile, through her interactions with foods in some of her early films, as well as in 
her 1971 cookbook, Sophia Loren embodies the multivalence of hunger. As Cesira in La 
ciociara (1960), Loren portrayed a mother struggling against la carestia of occupied Italy; 
hunger is once again a physical sensation. But as Sofia in L’oro di Napoli (1954), and as Sophia 
Loren, the budding culinary icon, not only is the stomach satisfied, but there is now a sexual 
dimension to hunger. Loren softened both the hunger pangs and the blows of the changing 
sociopolitical arena, leaving her viewers to desire simultaneously her body and the food she 
prepared, ultimately inviting us to eat with her. In the process, Loren crafted a stardom at the 
nexus of Italy’s various cultural networks, one which exuded a sense of harmoniousness between 
the polarized entities of the Marxists and Christian Democrats, North and South, and one which 
suggested a balance between the sexes at a pivotal moment for women’s emancipation. The 
viewers’ points of recognizability are, thus, Loren’s body and the foods that she procured and 
prepared amid the unrecognizable, that being the turbulence of changing sociopolitical protocols 
and expectations. 
The iconicity of Totò and Sophia Loren positioned the two stars at the epicenter of this 
changing national narrative, as their characters contend with war, starvation, and the 
repercussions of organized crime and the black market; their very stardom, their massive 
symbolic capital, was founded on the trials and tribulations of Italian society. These are two 
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figures into which the Italian public grounded and envisioned itself, because the struggles that 
characters and spectators faced appear to be the same; despite the hierarchical distance that 
separates spectators and stars, Totò and Loren were one with their audiences. These performers 
constructed sites of recognizability and an overarching sense of belonging, the foundations of 
which are the commonalities of hunger and food. Indeed, little is more convivial than food, and 
its absence is universally regarded as painful. Both stars, thus, capitalized on these modes of 
community. 
But Totò and Loren’s respective relationships with food are more complicated; it is not 
merely a question of hunger or consumption that defines their performances. They both 
channeled the desires of food, but they interacted with the aforementioned consumption history 
in different ways. Totò, the star persona of Antonio de Curtis, translated the newfound 
alimentary excess into his bodily demeanor, turning the once-excruciating pursuit of food into 
comedy. By 1958, as the commedia all’italiana movement took off, viewers were long 
accustomed to de Curtis’s maschera: the comportment of a clown, a collection of bewildered 
looks and excessive gesticulations, and the furbizie of a stooge, hilariously parodying the hunger 
that once was. Totò’s buffoonery placated the new distaste and consumers’ wariness surrounding 
food. In Chapter Three, Loren, too, applies her bodily features to the food, but she sexualized 
and capitalized on the struggles not only to survive, but, really, to fit within Italy’s Catholic 
heteropatriarchy. Her voluptuousness aesthetically softened the poverty, hunger pangs, and 
illegality of the black market prominent throughout her early work directed by Vittorio De Sica. 
By 1971, she became an author herself, inviting readers of her cookbook to partake in the 
conviviality, family values (love, harmony, togetherness), and nostalgia; everyone was welcome 
at her table. 
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On the other hand, as stars, Loren and de Curtis were situated at the very top of Italy’s 
socioeconomic pyramid. Accordingly, they offer an inaccurate representation of how these 
changes – rapid industrialization chiefly among them – impacted the working class and, 
proceeding even further, the lumpenproletariat, devoid of class altogether. Meanwhile, other 
filmmakers exhibited those who longed for not only the wholesome community that 
characterizes the work of Totò, but, really, for recognizability at all: for a moment that precedes 
industrialization, exploitation, and the cultural markers that construct and marginalize the Other. 
In the films discussed in the second half of this dissertation, the outcome of the analysis is 
decidedly darker and more pessimistic. The lightheartedness at the core of Totò and Loren’s 
work transitions to exploitation, defeatism, and nihilism. As the filmography advances toward 
worldwide protests, the global energy crisis of 1973, and the terrorist acts of the Years of Lead, 
once-simple times grow increasingly turbulent. In turn, the eating in these latter films becomes 
frenetic, savage, and grotesque – representative of a panic not unlike neorealist dealings with 
food, although food is now very much available. The hunger and consumption presented in the 
work of filmmaker and poet Pier Paolo Pasolini are centered around these very inequities. 
Thus, using the cinema and narrative theories of Pasolini, Chapter Four explores the 
connections between continuity, rupture, and “revolution.” In this project, revolution is defined 
two ways. It is, in the Marxist sense, the proletariat contending with exploitative forces. It is also 
the turning of a wheel, emblematic of a progression in a cycle back to naturality and austerity. In 
La ricotta (1963), Stracci, an extra in Orson Welles’s diegetic rendition of The Passion of Christ, 
struggles to procure not only his next meal, but for recognition of any kind, because his existence 
is repeatedly overshadowed by the demands of the star and of film production at large. Literally 
crucified by indigestion, Stracci had no other way of “making revolution”; he does not die 
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because he eats too much cheese, but because, until his very public death, he is invisible to the 
capitalist forces of the film industry. As the film poignantly concludes, Stracci had to die in order 
to be recognized. While Stracci does not lead a political revolution, his death, nevertheless, 
marks a turn – a revolution – in Pasolini’s oeuvre. 
In his 1966 film Uccellacci e uccellini, Pasolini reveals further contentions within 1960s 
society, ultimately lamenting the death of Communist leader Palmiro Togliatti. Uccellacci e 
uccellini reflects the struggles of the proletariat to persevere as the Party enters grim, uncharted 
territory upon Togliatti’s passing; a Marxist crow warns of such changing tides of power, but he 
is savagely consumed by none other than Totò, thereby marking the satiation of his hunger ten 
years prior. Through the employment of a violent food chain, along which hawks, sparrows, a 
talking crow, and Totò are situated, the need to survive is prioritized over brotherly love; the 
hawks eat the sparrows, and Totò eats the wise crow. Whether Totò gains any value from his 
consumption of the professorial bird is questionable. What happens next in this societal digestive 
cycle? 
This project also suggests a turn towards the tenets of neorealism: deprivation, the 
aforementioned absence of solidarity, but also the notions of survival and rebirth. Chapter Five, 
thus, takes leave of Pasolini and discusses the work of Marco Ferreri, a longtime apprentice of 
Cesare Zavattini; we enter the realm of neorealism, Ferreri-style. The hunger presented in 
Ferreri’s La grande abbuffata (1973), shot during the height of what economist J.K. Galbraith 
names “the affluent society,” is very different from that in Miseria e nobiltà and, before that, 
neorealist films. Nevertheless, death at the hands of food continues to be the central theme 
connecting these film periods. In neorealism, the objective was to eat to survive and, thus, escape 
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death. In La grande abbuffata, meanwhile, four wealthy protagonists – played by comedic stars 
Marcello Mastroianni, Ugo Tognazzi, Michel Piccoli, and Philippe Noiret – gather for the 
ultimate “gastronomic seminar”: a weekend during which they are suicided by consumption. 
Overwhelmed by an excess of food, the protagonists lose their ability to distinguish between 
smells, appearances, and tastes, and eating has become an automated fixture of the day’s routine. 
Ferreri’s response to the loss of sense is the loss of life. The director orchestrated a feast of total 
destruction: the stripping of all symbols, of all cultural markers, of his protagonists’ 
consciousness, as a way of abandoning a world so deeply unrecognizable from the traditions and 
virtues of decades past. This undoing of symbols and, ultimately, of lives is reminiscent of 
neorealism, which exhibits the simplest mode of existence – where “we just are.” Indeed, at the 
end of this world is a reawakening: an almost paschal rebirth that Ferreri’s work shares with 
neorealism. The children of 1940s neorealism persevere, as does Andréa of La grande abbuffata; 
the four men bequeath the world to the schoolteacher, leaving her to perpetuate not only the rich 
traditions and rituals of previous generations, but also a world of anxieties, unsure of what the 
future holds; the feeling of unrecognizability continues. 
In sum, what follows is a procession through Italy’s postwar foodscape, across 
continuities and ruptures, and through filmic tropes of recognizability and unrecognizability. 
These characters satisfy the fundamental need to eat, occasionally exaggerating such moments of 
procurement and consumption, within spaces and moments of significant change. The following 
images of hunger, conviviality, predation, and overeating reveal the continuities of eating, as 
well as just how little has remained the same. 
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Chapter Two: Totò and the Continuity of Hunger 
 
Introduction: The rise of Italian comedy and of Totò 
 
The year is 1958: the unofficial start to the boom economico, and the year comedic masterpiece I 
soliti ignoti was released. In this film, Mario Monicelli introduces his viewers to a group of 
fumbling, inept men: Tiberio, a camera-less photographer (Marcello Mastroianni); Peppe, a 
washed-up, hopelessly romantic boxer (Vittorio Gassman); a young womanizer (Renato 
Salvatori) who falls in love with the sister of Ferribote, a hot-headed and overly jealous Sicilian; 
and Capannelle, an old, toothless man simply on the hunt for food. They organize what promises 
to be the ultimate assignment – breaking into a luxury apartment and conducting a major jewel 
heist – but they lack both the self-control and strategic thinking to be even remotely successful. 
They fail to extract the keys for the neighboring apartment because love-lost Peppe gets 
sidetracked. Once inside, in order to access the jewels on the other side, they attempt to drill a 
hole through a wall, only to hit a water pipe and flood the room. Drilling a second time, they 
realize belatedly that their hole destroyed the kitchen of the same apartment. With time running 
out and the jewels inaccessible, the men give up the heist. The kitchen being the one space open 
to the men, in the end, they settle for the sustenance and comfort of pasta e fagioli. If nothing 
else, the men’s hunger is satiated, and their failure is placated with a steaming bowl of comfort 
food.20 Pasta, it turns out, is the gem in their grasp. 
The chapter begins with this synopsis for two reasons. I soliti ignoti represents a pivotal 
moment in Italian film history: a significant step towards the 1960s commedia all’italiana, a 
decisive break from the comedies of Italy’s past. Indeed, comedy, Italian-style came at the 
 
20 Even this moment, as Georgia Lawrence-Doyle reminds us, is not ideal, considering that Tiberio comments, “If I 
were being picky, I would add a drop more oil.” The use of the conditional/caso ipotetico does imply, nevertheless, 
some degree of satisfaction. 
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decline of neorealism. In the dopoguerra, viewers did not want to be bogged down by the 
documentary melancholies of neorealism. Neorealism was seen as an appeal for outside aid, for 
the war’s victors to witness and respond to the devastations ravaging Italy.21 But the Italian 
public, enveloped within the very conditions that neorealism mirrored, did not wish to revisit 
such conditions on-screen. In Vittorio De Sica’s Ladri di biciclette (1948), for example, the 
overall instinct was to turn away from young Bruno’s face as he quietly eats his mozzarella 
sandwich – bought with the last of his father’s money – all the while trying to emulate the far 
wealthier boy at a nearby table who, through his sneers and condescending glances, rejects 
Bruno – and, by extension, Bruno’s poverty – from the restaurant space.22 The anxiety that this 
scene induces is reflective of viewers’ own experiences in the postwar period; in turn, viewers 
sought refuge from, not repetition of, these painful sensations. The 1950s, then, became an era of 
international co-productions, peplum films, and lighthearted, “rosy” domestic films, where 
beauty glossed over poverty.23 This new levity is precisely the grounds for the farces of Antonio 
de Curtis, far better known by his screen persona, Totò. 
Totò, playing the minor role of Dante Cruciani in I soliti ignoti, is a wizened, near-senile 






21 A key example of such commentary is Karl Schoonover’s Brutal Vision: The Neorealist Body in Postwar Italian 
Cinema (2012). Schoonover maintains that neorealist films experienced greater commercial success outside of Italy 
(chiefly, in the United States), because these viewers abroad did not have a direct connection to Italy’s collective 
suffering; they were thus inclined to watch exhibitions of such conditions. Meanwhile, Italy experienced grave 
poverty, high unemployment, and significant hunger and housing insecurities in the years immediately following 
World War II. Since, according to neorealist screenwriter Cesare Zavattini, there was to be no gap between real life 
and the silver screen, Italians were not as inclined as Americans to watch the very devastations in which they were 
living. 
22 Vittorio De Sica, dir. Ladri di biciclette, prod. Produzioni De Sica, 1948. 
23 Here we may of course reference Dino Risi’s pink neorealist films, Poveri ma belli and Belle ma povere, both 
released in 1957. 
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skills. Totò’s role is small yet powerful. Film scholar Domenico Cammarota, for one, gives the 
film a scathing review, with the exception of Totò: 
La partecipazione di Totò (nel ruolo di Dante, un vecchio, esperto scassinatore, ritiratosi in ‘pensione’ a dar 
lezioni di furto con scasso agli apprendisti) al film fu marginale, e legata soltanto alla necessità di attirare il 
pubblico con il nome del suo beniamino preferito. E secondo il nostro parere personale, questo film 
mediocre per non dir peggio, si salva solo per l’interpretazione di Totò.24 
 
Despite Totò’s radiant, commanding presence, the senility that Monicelli assigned to Totò – not 
to mention the near-cameo size of the role – is thus an interesting choice. Monicelli cast Totò as 
the old, senile teacher as a means of juxtaposition; he embodies tensions between continuity and 
change. For one, he was decidedly older and more experienced than Gassman and Mastroianni, 
who both proceed to dominate the screens of the 1960s. Yet, as Gassman settled into his comic 
niche,25 and as Mastroianni’s career was just taking off – and therefore, as these two actors’ path 
to stardom had only just begun – Totò’s career had meanwhile been heavily marked by changes. 
In particular, this chapter examines Totò and his filmography as representative of a gastronomic 
crossroads. 
Food, and the camaraderie surrounding a meal, are exhibited only in the closing sequence 
of I soliti ignoti. Yet, this film is a demonstration of how far Italy, in terms of history and its 
cinema, had come since World War II. Over the course of the decade following the dopoguerra – 
specifically, from the launch of the Marshall Plan in 1948 to I soliti ignoti of 1958 – Italy 
underwent remarkable transformations. The notion of hunger is generally considered among such 
changes. In this decade, as discussed in the introduction, the diet of Italians contended with 
abundance, as innovative, frozen and pre-prepared products flooded the market, and there was 
 
24 Domenico Cammarota, Il cinema di Totò. La prima guida critica a tutti i film del Principe della Risata (Roma: 
Fanucci, 1985), 181. 
25 Before his comic debut in I soliti ignoti, Gassman had been active in dramatic theater for 16 years. There was 
actually concern about casting Gassman in Monicelli’s comic-caper film, given his extensive background in more 
“serious” productions. 
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simply more food available, both in terms of quantity and differing options. Through Miseria e 
nobiltà (1954) and Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina (1956), viewers recognized in Totò the 
very gastronomic transformations imposed upon themselves: chiefly, the overcoming of hunger, 
as well as the influx of new, foreign products into the Italian market. 
 
Totò: Clowning Around with Hunger 
 
As the neorealist film movement waned and the golden age of Italian comedy was born, 
Totò utilized both food and his body to veer from the neorealist tradition of depicting a very real 
and painful hunger. By prompting the viewer to laugh at those very pangs, Totò’s comedies 
promoted the continuity of hunger, as well as austerity and the rusticity of Italy’s eating. 
However, his work prioritized the conviviality, imagination, and nostalgia associated with the 
gastronomy of the past.26 As food increased in availability, these emotions and expressions 
guided viewers’ remembrance of hunger in a way that bypassed the darkness of neorealism. 
Totò’s humorous interactions with food – both real and imagined – encouraged a “return to the 
whole”: the evocation of wholesome memories and experiences in order to maneuver through 
life in a foreign place and, as this project emphasizes, a foreign time.27 
Although not the most traditional method of working through trauma, psychologists have 
defined humor as a way in which people confront adversities, mitigate negative circumstances, 
 
26 For a comprehensive historicization of Italy’s austerity, see Carol Helstosky’s Garlic and Oil: Politics and Food 
in Italy (2004). 
27 In his Remembrance of Repasts: An Anthropology of Food and Memory (Oxford: Berg, 2001), David E. Sutton 
utilizes food as a tool of memory. Conducting his fieldwork in Kalymnos, Greece, as well as with Kalymnian 
emigres, Sutton cites food – its tastes, sights, and smells, as well as the pestelloma care package – as a way that his 
subjects negotiate xenitia: living in a foreign place. He writes that food is “one strategy for returning to the whole: 
through what [James] Fernandez calls the shock of ‘recognition of a wider integrity of things’ captured in the 
metaphor of the ‘whole world,’ but specifically triggered by memory of taste and smell” (81). The italics are 
Sutton’s. 
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and see light through darkness;28 Jacqueline Garrick describes humor “as being connected to the 
ability to view the world as something other than an awful place.”29 To quell the hunger of the 
dopoguerra, and also to make sense of the massive changes impacting Italy in the 1950s, Totò 
offered that beacon of hope. Through exaggerations and by calling attention to the absurd, Totò 
was the human embodiment of humor. In so doing, Totò not only alleviated the tensions once 
associated with hunger, but he also encouraged a sense of togetherness and continuity, 
heightening the notion of conviviality in the Italian food tradition. Totò functioned as a kind of 
group therapy; viewers gathered at the movie theater to watch a recognizable act through which 
they, as a collective, were able to acknowledge and process the trauma of hunger as it unfolded 
on the big screen, and also to recognize that, upon exiting the theater, a world of consumer 
novelties awaited. Psychologist Konstantinos Papazoglou affirms and adds, “Humor helps 
traumatized clients better share their traumatic experiences with their therapists and integrate 
their traumatic experiences with the rest of their past memories.”30 Thus, for their ninety minutes 
together, Totò invited spectators to reminisce – even laugh – over the hunger that was, and 
reflecting on the onslaught of changes that Italy underwent in this period: at once upholding 
continuity and suspending worries about what lied beyond the theater. Totò guided Italians to the 
oasis31 of comedy which, albeit temporarily, concealed such transformations as the influx of pre- 
prepared and frozen products, the rise of Americana, and the increased stratification between 




28 Konstantinos Papazoglou, “Humor and Trauma,” Encyclopedia of Trauma: An Interdisciplinary Guide, ed. 
Charles R. Figley (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE Publications, Inc., 2012), 316. 
29 Jacqueline Garrick, “The Humor of Trauma Survivors: Its Applications in a Therapeutic Milieu,” Trauma 
Treatment Techniques: Innovative Trends, eds. Jacqueline Garrick and Mary Beth Williams (Binghamton, N.Y.: 
The Haworth Maltreatment and Trauma Press, 2006), 173. 
30 Papazoglou, “Humor and Trauma,” 317. 
31 Papazoglou, “Humor and Trauma,” 316. 
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What follows, thus, is an exploration of de Curtis’s creation of Totò, and how this figure 
embodies continuity: the connections not only with his audience, but also between hungrier times 
and Italy’s increasing affluence, as well as between 16th-century comic tradition and the 
commedia all’italiana. In so doing, this chapter considers Totò’s strong attention to the body: not 
merely his heightened awareness of the body’s presence and kinesthetics in performance, but 
also, his marriage of corporeality and theatrical props. Food – and just as notably, the lack 
thereof – is Totò’s prop par excellence. He converted the collective feeling of hunger, the 
sensation of nothingness in one’s belly, into a source of laughter; he thus accentuated 
conviviality, an emotional fullness, amid such changes in gastronomy. Through Miseria e nobiltà 
and Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina, Totò rendered a world where we can laugh at his – and 
greater Italy’s – hunger: a very real experience just ten years prior, but now one rich with 
absurdly imaginative possibilities. Indeed, as the credits roll and the curtain goes down, the 
filmic escape comes to an end, snapping viewers back to reality; Totò’s “therapy session” has 
ended. Just like the spaghetti of Miseria e nobiltà, referenced later in this chapter, the world that 
Totò perpetuates is contained to the filmic imaginary. 
 
The maschera of Totò and the Traditions of Hunger 
 
The relationship that Totò fostered with his audience on the premise of hunger positions 
him on a long timeline of hungry comics. Totò reflected the highlights of Europe’s Golden Age 
of literature and courtly performances, as well as the turbulence of Italy’s rural South in the 
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1950s and 60s.32 Totò transported picaresque,33 extravagant, and crude episodes of consumption, 
crafted by the likes of Francois Rabelais and Miguel de Cervantes34 in the 1500s, to the 20th 
century; Totò was, in particular, a modern-day Arlecchino, a comic stock character of Italy’s 
commedia dell’arte. By modeling the behaviors of Arlecchino, Totò recuperated an icon of 
centuries past who was also on the search for food, among other gluttonous pleasures. 
Indeed, more than Don Quijote and Rabelais’s giants, Arlecchino is the preexisting case 
in the European comic tradition to which scholars most frequently compare Totò. Totò shared 
Arlecchino’s puppet-like movements, as well as the furbizie he committed to survive the system 
– to “get by.”35 Historian Georgia Lawrence-Doyle, writing on the archetypes in the commedia 
all’italiana, defines Arlecchino, or Harlequin, as a caricature “deriving from the masked ‘types’ 
of the commedia dell’arte of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, an historic exemplar of the 
Italian ‘everyman’ who simultaneously evades and exploits in the established order in order to 
‘get by,’ ‘get ahead’ and ‘survive.’”36 She proceeds with a brief character profile of Arlecchino, 
citing the work of Jean-François Marmontel: “A rogueish clown and trickster (zanni), Arlecchino 
 
32 Salvatore Gelsi, Lo schermo in tavola. Cibo, film e generi cinematografici (Mantova: Tre Lune, 2002), 116. 
33 With its roots in 16th-century Spain, the objective of the picaresque novel is, in short, to “get by.” These stories 
detail the adventures of pícaros – social rogues, such as beggars, tricksters, and con-artists, generally born into poor 
families – who must outwit their superiors/masters to survive. In 1899, picaresque scholar Frank Wadleigh Chandler 
defined the trajectory of the pícaro as, “Either he enters the world with an innate love of the goods of others, or he is 
innocent and learns by hard raps that he must take care of himself or go to the wall. In either case the result is much 
the same; in order to live he must serve somebody, and the gains of service he finds himself obliged to augment with 
gains of roguery” (Chandler, Romances of Roguery: An Episode in the History of the Novel [1899], pp. 45-46). This 
description resonates greatly with Totò, who, too, engages in acts of charlatanism and trickery to achieve his 
objectives – which in Miseria e nobiltà is, simply yet fundamentally, to eat. 
34 I mention these two authors in particular not just because of their iconic, carnivalesque tales, but also because of 
the attention they give to food. Totò’s interactions with food recuperate the grotesque banquets in which Rabelais’s 
giant characters, Gargantua and Pantagruel, partake, as well as the relationality de Cervantes assigns to the idealism 
of Don Quijote and the struggle against starvation. For more profound readings, Mikhail Bakhtin has written 
extensively on Rabelais’s feasts; for Don Quijote, I recommend an article from El Español, “Cervantes y sus 
personajes eran lo que comían,” April 2016: https://www.elespanol.com/reportajes/20160422/119238275_0.html. 
35 For an extensive reading of l’arte di arrangiarsi, see Rémi Fournier-Lanzoni’s Comedy Italian Style: The Golden 
Age of Italian Film Comedies (2009). 
36 Georgia Lawrence-Doyle, “From Arlecchino to Wertmuller: modern Italian archetypes in the commedia 
all’italiana,” Modern Italy, Vol. 22, No. 3 (pp. 275-89), 275. 
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is the most enduring of the stock characters of la commedia dell’arte. Marmontel describes this 
figure as ‘…a mixture of ignorance, simplicity, wit, awkwardness and grace. He is not so much a 
fully-developed man as a great child with glimmerings of rationality and intelligence, whose 
mistakes and clumsy actions have a certain piquancy…’”37 In terms of gastronomy, Maria Park 
Bobroff, though writing from the French perspective, names several instances in which 
Harlequin sinfully enjoys wine and macarons, and even manages to sexualize his girlfriend’s 
casserole, licking his finger after penetrating the sauce.38 Bobroff furthers Harlequin’s deviation 
when he drinks from a sick maid’s enema, mistaking it for broth; soap is mistaken for cheese.39 
However, whereas Arlecchino played tricks to satiate his gluttonous vices and penchant for 
mindless eating, Totò’s foremost objective was to procure food. Harlequin’s confusions are 
repulsive and hilariously nonsensical, but his thoughtless consumption of inedible objects – both 
with the purpose of cleaning – actually fouls the body. Totò’s consumption practices, meanwhile, 
sought to restore the body and soul: to feed and replenish an active yet starving body, and also to 
give him – and his wider audiences – a means of stabilizing the body, at least physiologically, in 
a period of national flux. It is to this end that scholars underline Totò’s unique maschera: a 
“mask” accentuating his struggle for control and his theatrical excess, prompted by the collective 





37 Lawrence-Doyle, “From Arlecchino to Wertmuller,” 277. 
38 Bobroff recalls: “[…] She [Violette] made a fricassee and said, ‘Arlequin, dip your finger in the sauce.’ With a 
hero’s courage, I fearlessly stuck my finger into the casserole. ‘Ah, beautiful Violette! The cinnamon, lemon, and 
Parmesan stand out in this ragout as much as your beauty does among all the girls in the region.’” This may be 
found in Maria Park Bobroff’s essay, “Gluttonous Pleasures: Arlequin, the Nouveau Théâtre Italien, and the 
Eighteenth-Century French Stage,” Food and Theatre on the World Stage, eds. Dorothy Chansky and Ann Folino 
White (New York: Routledge, 2015), 38. 
39 Bobroff cites notes to Le Baron allemande (1667): “Trivelin leaves Arlequin to take care of matters. He returns 
and knocks at the door. Arlequin asks him what is in the little jar next to the fireplace. Trivelin responds that it is an 
enema for one of the sick maids. Oh no! cries Arlequin, I drank it, thinking it was broth. And that white thing that 
was on the mantel? That’s soap, responds Trivelin. Well, says Arlequin, I thought it was cheese and I ate it” (35). 
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He surely shared the excessive buffoonery of Arlecchino, but Totò’s own maschera is the 
subject of numerous books. The maschera speaks to the elastic versatility of Totò; de Curtis 
developed a character so intensely that, regardless of role, name, or job description, Totò 
remained Totò, thereby masking both the character profiled in any screenplay as well as de 
Curtis the actor.40 In Miseria e nobiltà, in which Totò played a 19th-century scribe by the name of 
Felice Sciosciammocca, the idea of Felice is all but forgotten, as Totò’s essence consumes every 
scene. The maschera of Totò even outshined the deeply auteurist work of Pier Paolo Pasolini, 
which will be elaborated further in Chapter Four. How, then, did Totò monopolize any film in 
which he starred, and hence, how does hunger emerge as the master signifier of his narratives? 
Massimiliano Scuriatti provides a particularly nuanced reading into Totò’s development, 
embarking on the notion of autotradizione. Scuriatti argues, brilliantly citing the work of Julia 
Kristeva, that Totò is an intertextual figure, “in quanto costituisce un sistema composito di 
citazioni, riferimenti, rielaborazioni, trasposizioni tali da ricreare nuove forme teatrali e 
individuali.”41 De Curtis studied and expanded upon the preexisting work of Chaplin, Macario, 
and Gustavo De Marco, and in particular, the meticulous attention these greats paid to the 
body.42 Hunger is a physical sensation, manifested by a growling stomach, headache, and dizzy 
spells – even hallucinatory visions, like a mirage in the desert. Since Totò’s comedy is one of 
hunger, de Curtis did not merely distort his physical features for comic effect, but really, his 
body was a demonstration of the hunger once collectively felt by Italians, the South in 
 
 
40 Emanuela Patriarca, Totò nel cinema di poesia di Pier Paolo Pasolini (Firenze: Firenze Atheneum, 2006), 22. 
41 Massimiliano Scuriatti, E io lo nacqui: Totò, o l’arte della commedia bassa (Milano: Bietti, 2015), 126. The 
italics are Scuriatti’s. 
42 Gordon Poole writes that de Curtis was particularly struck by the contortions of Gustavo De Marco, known as the 
“rubber man.” Poole writes, “Exercising every day to gain limberness, Antonio soon learnt how to mime all De 
Marco’s numbers, even outdoing the master, whose stage costume he also mimicked, consisting of oversized shoes, 
baggy pants, a tight, checkered jacket, and a bamboo cane.” From Poole’s “Totò’s talking body,” Gesture, Vol. 7. 
No. 2 (pp. 241-253), 241. 
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particular.43 Indeed, words are inefficient in expressing hunger, especially compared to the 
body’s dependence on food. It is through “il suo modo di camminare e di correre saltellando con 
le gambe divaricate e sollevate, lo strisciare i piedi, l’appoggiarsi a una parete che non c’è, 
l’accarezzarsi i capelli senza toccarli, lo sporgere in avanti ripetutamente le labbra serrate in 
segno di intensa segreta e i mille movimenti delle braccia”44 that Totò communicated the 
physical sensations of hunger, such weakness and delirium. Totò’s bulging eyes and violently 
erratic gesticulations convey bewilderment – because in what, or who, could he or his fellow 
citizens seek solace amid such changes? Totò’s gestures, as literary expert Gordon Poole posits, 
spoke particularly strongly to Neapolitan spectators, fostering the aforementioned sense of 
collectivity: “He uses all parts of his body to execute a gesture […] He produces a kind of 
rapture in the spectator, who becomes so amazed by such a plethora and vivacity of gestures that, 
although he does not know what draws his attention the most, he is not only persuaded, but he 
comes to share in the very feelings of the gesturer himself.”45 
It is very important to note, however, that hunger is not just physical. Totò communicates 
a more multidimensional hunger, exhibiting an intense desire for more than just food: a desire for 
stability, harmony, and, ultimately, a sense of continuity between the disparate parties of a 
geographically and socioeconomically stratified country, upon which the next section elaborates. 
Totò remained Totò, without having to shape-shift or assume different roles to “get by,” and was 
thus a means of constancy amid the waves of changes Italy underwent in the 1950s. Especially 




43 Glenda Mottura, “Totò: La maschera, il corpo, il linguaggio dell’assurdo,” thesis completed at L’Università degli 
Studi di Torino, 2001 (accessed 17 September 2018 through the Bibliomediateca Mario Gromo, Turin, Italy), p. 11. 
44 Ennio Bìspuri, Totò Principe Clown. Tutti i film di Totò (Napoli: Alfredo Guida, 1997), 17. 
45 Poole, “Totò’s talking body,” 245. 
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both on- and off-screen. The letter not only effectively cements de Curtis as Totò, but it also 
hints at the social stakes of Totò’s cinema. Petri wrote: 
Totò potrà impersonare qualunque personaggio, sulla scena, sullo schermo, e noi ne ricaveremo 
l’impressione che egli lo smàscheri socialmente, che ne riveli l’essenza di maschera fittizia: fittizia nella 
società, non sulla scena, sullo schermo; insomma, che essere poveri è assurdo, che è assurdo essere ricchi, 
che è assurdo fare il ladro, come la guardia, l’impiegato, o lo scienziato. Egli fa tutto ciò restando 
miracolosamente se stesso, con la levità d’un Mandrake anarchico.46 
 
Though I would not necessarily deem Totò anarchical, as Petri writes above, Totò embodied 
feelings of conservatism amid the macrocosmic changes of the postwar period: the governmental 
coalitions forming within and outside of Italy; the advancements of the West and the growing 
American hegemony; and the schisms dividing the Industrial Triangle from the South. Totò 
communicated a wishfulness for less complicated, less turbulent times. Several scholars 
underline the multiple dimensions of hunger47 that Totò expressed by way of a single look. As 
film scholar Goffredo Fofi writes beautifully: 
Era necessaria anche alla marionetta una spinta interna, la ricerca di un punto motore, di un’‘anima’ del 
comico. Totò la trovò rapidamente, istintivamente, nella tradizione di Pulcinella e nell’analisi delle razioni 
del suo pubblico: la molla di tutto è la fame, nel suo duplice aspetto di fame fisica, materiale, di viscere, 
improrogabile, e di fame astratta, di desiderio di ‘qualcosa’ ora definito e definibile (sesso, sicurezza, 
prestigio), ora indistinguibile tematicamente se non come pulsione generica e metafisica allo 
sconvolgimento di un ordine, di limitatezza obbligata sociale e naturale, e successivamente, 
contradditoriamente di ritorno a un ordine, a una quiete dopo i turbinii caotici dell’esperienza cumulata e 
crudele della distruzione dell’ordine. In entrambi i casi si tratta di fame (di desiderio) frustrata, di sete 
insoddisfatta e, qualora soddisfatta, da difendersi a ogni costo perché continuamente rimessa in forse – una 
sicurezza minacciata, un’insicurezza minacciosa.48 
Throughout Fofi’s commentary, one readily grasps the multivalence of hunger, as well as an 
atmosphere of precariousness in this period; diction such as “turbinii caotici” and “distruzione 
dell’ordine” underscores the sense of chaos impacting every level of society. In turn, Totò 
 
46 Elio Petri, “Volonté Totò ecc,” letter received by Franca Faldini, 11 August 1981; accessed 18 September 2018 at 
the Historical Archives of the Museo Nazionale del Cinema, Turin, Italy. 
47 Dario Fo writes, “Totò ha la natura del grande comico in quanto alla base della sua comicità premono e vivono 
sentimenti tragici. Direi, anzi, che la grande comicità di Totò è determinata proprio dal fatto che ogni suo discorso è 
sempre tragico: c’è dentro la morte, la paura, l’orrore, la miseria, la fame. La fame soprattutto, in ogni senso: di 
sesso, di dignità, di libertà, di giustizia.” Fo, Manuale dell’attor comico, 12. The italics are mine. 
48 Goffredo Fofi, “Totò e Pulcinella,” Totò: Storia di un buffone serissimo, eds. Goffredo Fofi and Franca Faldini 
(Milan: Oscar Storia [Mondadori], 2004), 83-84. 
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suggested laughing at such madness. Totò’s consistent maschera and food-centered sketches 
emotionally grounded spectators, even if the food is as much a hallucination as the promises of 
the boom itself. 
An Interlude on Naples and Jettatura 
 
A discussion which combines Totò, hunger and desire, and the imaginative quality of 
eating and storytelling would be incomplete without Naples. In my exploration of continuities 
and ruptures in Italy’s filmic foodscape, Naples remains an important site. On one hand, as the 
backdrop for Miseria e nobiltà – both the film and Eduardo Scarpetta’s 1887 play – as well as 
the home of the Caponi brothers in Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina, Naples is presented as the 
geographical point of recognizability, the hub of the food and folkloric traditions that Totò 
practices and perpetuates across these works. On the other hand, historians frequently reference 
Naples, bustling city and capoluogo of Campania, in their treatments of Italian stratification: 
moments of geographic, cultural, and socioeconomic rupture. Throughout the late 18th and early 
19th centuries, Italy was the prism through which Enlightenment thinkers imagined the European 
South. In his 1826 L’homme du midi et l’homme du nord, ou l’influence du climat, Swiss 
philosopher Charles-Victor de Bonstetten establishes a set of binaries dividing North from South 
and, by extension, Italy from its neighbors north of the Alps: 
MAN OF THE NORTH MAN OF THE SOUTH 
 
Lives in a monotonous environment lives in an abundant and varied 
environment 
 
reason, reflection imagination, feeling 
industry effortless subsistence off the earth 
lives indoors lives outdoors 
fixed routines no fixed routines 
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planning no thought for future 
banks no banks 
social opinion egotism 
can be educated/reformed cannot be educated/reform49 
 
In this period, philosopher, writers, and travelers considered Naples to be an epicenter of the 
contrasts between nature and society, civilization and savagery, and past and present. According 
to northerners (those north of Italy, but also those in the northern Italian regions of Piedmont and 
Lombardy), the South was considered the “sick sister” of the Italian nation or, to quote 
Communist leader Antonio Gramsci, a “ball and chain.”50 The capoluogo was even described as 
the “last stop” in Europe before Africa, thereby likening Naples to a city at the end of 
contemporary civilization: The farther south one traveled, the farther into filth51 and into the past 
one delved.52 This language is indeed negative and extremist, and this exploitative, even racist 
treatment of the South deserves more commentary than I give here. However, the first half of this 
dissertation focuses on two of Bonstetten’s descriptions of the South: In the next chapter on 
Sophia Loren, I expand upon subsistence off the earth and the sex appeal of her autochthony; 
 
 
49 Charles-Victor de Bonstetten, The Man of the North and the Man of the South, New York: F.W. Christern, 1864. 
Excerpted from Nelson Moe’s The View from Vesuvius: Italian Culture and the Southern Question (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2002), 28-29. 
50 In an entry of his Prison Notebooks, titled “The Problem of Political Leadership in the Formation and 
Development of the Nation and the Modern State in Italy,” Antonio Gramsci describes the North’s misguided views 
of the South – and, in particular, their fraught justifications for the poverty of the Mezzogiorno. Gramsci states that, 
in the North, the Mezzogiorno was believed to be a “ball and chain” for Italy; without this burden, the “modern 
industrial civilization of Northern Italy would have made greater progress.” Gramsci, however, underscores the fact 
that Italian unity had not taken place on the basis of equality, but as hegemony of the North achieved through an 
exploitative town-country relationship with the South. He writes poignantly, “[…] the North concretely was an 
‘octopus’ which enriched itself at the expense of the South, and that its economic-industrial increment was in direct 
proportion to the impoverishment of the economy and the agriculture of the South.” This entry may be found in 
Selections from the Prison Notebooks, edited and translated by Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell-Smith (London: 
Lawrence & Wishart, 2005). 
51  In his travel logs from 1848 to 1852, British economist William Nassau Senior describes the squalor of 
Neapolitan streets: “I think it the most hateful place that I ever had the misfortune to traverse. Now, after a 
fortnight’s fine weather, its dirt is indescribable. Filthy carriages, full of filthy people, threaten every instant to crush 
you. Filthy pedestrians, whose contact is loathsome, elbow you at every turn; the air is full of dust and stink; horrible 
beggars swarm round.” Nassau Senior, Journals Kept in France and Italy from 1848 to 1852, with a Sketch of the 
Revolution of 1848 (2 vols.), ed. M.C. Simpson (London: Henry S. King, 1871), Vol 2, pp. 2-3. 
52 In his Voyage en Italie et Sicilie (1806), Frenchman Augustin Creuzé de Lesser wrote, “Europe ends at Naples 
and ends there quite badly. Calabria, Sicily, all the rest belongs to Africa” (96). Cfr. Moe, 37. 
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central to this chapter on Totò are, meanwhile, imagination and feeling, and how his exaggerated 
body and facial expressions uphold the gastronomic history and traditions of his native South. 
While on the imagination of Naples, and along with Totò’s connections to the commedia 
dell’arte and the picaresque of the 15th and 16th centuries, it is also necessary to mention 
jettatura: a literary custom, borne of Naples’s own Enlightenment movement, founded upon 
images of intense desire and fascination. Jettatura, although it avoids the dark, occult 
connotations of the “evil eye,” presents disorienting images and ideas that fascinate the human 
eye, working off of one’s subconscious desires and greed.53 Jettatura is important to mention in 
a chapter on hunger, as it begins to transform from a visceral need for food into different 
dimensions of desire. In the following films, viewers encounter images of lavish banquets and 
heaping plates of spaghetti, and this chapter assesses how Totò amplified the notion of desire, 
converting those images into something multisensorial, leaving the viewer to imagine the 
aromas, the flavors, and the warmth of such dishes – to, in the words of Nicola Valletta, “give 
body to a shadow and create something from nothing, for the amusement of a learned brigade.”54 
In other words, building upon the collective’s recent exodus from a physical hunger, these 
images bewitch Totò and, through Totò’s exaggerated expressions, they fascinate the viewer. 






53 In his Magic: A Theory from the South (1959), Ernesto De Martino records the thoughts of Tomasso Campanella: 
“The eye manifests many magical things, because when one man meets another, from pupil to pupil, the more 
powerful light of one man disorients and strikes the other, who cannot withstand this, and often the former transmits 
the passion that he has on his patient. […] One who looks at something with admiration arches his brows and wishes 
to open his eyes as wide as possible to take in the admired thing, in order to know it and enjoy it better. Through this 
widening of his eyes, he sends out spirits that are very greedy for the desired and admired thing.” Campanella, Del 
senso delle cose e della magia, Book IV, ch. 14; excerpted in De Martino, Magic: A Theory from the South, trans. 
Dorothy Louise Zinn (Chicago: HAU Books, 2015 edition), 135-136. 
54 Valletta, civil law instructor and disciple of Genovesi and Giuseppe Pasquale Cirillo, penned Cicalata sul fascino, 
volgarmente detto jettatura (1787). In this work, Valletta comments on binding, and the idea of “untrue truths,” as it 
was manifest in literary works, as discussed at salons hosted by the Marquis of Villarosa. Cfr. De Martino, 144. 
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are left hungering for more. Naples, home of this tradition of irrationalism, is a most fitting 
setting for the imagination and trickery that arises in the following pages. 
 
Miseria e nobiltà: Imagining Hunger 
 
Miseria e nobiltà, directed by Mario Mattoli in 1954, showcases Totò, food and hunger, 
as well as theatrical co-presence: a oneness shared between performers and the audience. Miseria 
e nobiltà sits at the nexus of food and spectacle: a simultaneous focus on one’s hungry stomach 
and on diegetic theater, ballet, the families’ elaborate game of “make believe,” and the theatrical 
film product itself. With Totò at the helm, this film is perhaps the strongest example of Italy 
laughing at its longstanding tradition of hunger – the newfound satisfaction with which hunger 
was treated amid the tumults of the boom. This section further explores this exemplar, defining 
Mattoli’s theatrical medium and underlining the development and solidification of Totò by way 
of theater. In so doing, this section assesses Totò’s kinesthetic and performative responses when 
food was first absent but became not only available, but abundant, through the 
Sciosciammoccas’ evening of charlatanism. 
Miseria e nobiltà is the third time Totò reprised his role of Don Felice Sciosciammocca, 
following Un turco napoletano (1953) and Il medico dei pazzi (1954), all of which were directed 
by Mattoli and adapted from 19th-century comic plays written by Eduardo Scarpetta. Totò is 
assumed by several film scholars to be perfect for the role of Felice. Alberto Anile, for one, 
deems the Scarpetta/Mattoli trilogy to be a decisive moment for the maschera, in which Totò 
was bestowed with a most fitting archetype: one more contemporary than Arlecchino or even 
Charlie Chaplin’s Charlot, more specific to the provincialism of the South, and focused most 
intensely on food. Anile writes: 
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Che Totò abbia delle caratteristiche in comune con Felice Sciosciammocca è evidente. La stessa maschera 
di Totò è figlia, per un buon cinquanta per cento, dell’esperienza scarpettiana. Bastino, per rendersene 
conto, le parole che Vittorio Viviani definisce il personaggio di Felice Sciosciammocca, parole che si 
potrebbero usare anche per un efficace identikit di Totò: ‘Nessuno è realmente più ‘felice’ di lui, beffardo e 
furbo, edonista e donnaiolo, interessato e taccagno, eppur così piacevole nei tratti, così simpaticone e faccia 
tosta…’55 
 
Totò and Felice embody the same personality traits, including and especially Felice’s namesake: 
happiness. Despite the hardships, hunger chiefly among them, devastating the South, happiness 
prevails on several levels. Miseria e nobiltà concludes with a happy ending in the plot, but, more 
specifically, the concluding line of the film has Totò breaking from character and, before a 
curtain call, appealing to the audience (the diegetic spectators of the play, but also viewers of 
Mattoli’s film), “Mi basta di sapere che il pubblico è contento.” Totò the actor, paid to put on a 
promising spectacle, depends on their good reception; the icon thrives when his spectators get 
the jokes, especially when they are told “live.” The spectators’ happiness derives from Totò’s 
theatricality and his excessive physical responses to food, and lack thereof. 
Indeed, before discussing the particularities of this film, it is crucial to note that Totò was 
developed over decades of theatrical revues, debuting on the silver screen in 1937. His deep- 
seated connection to the theater deeply impacted his cinema, as he treated a film set as if it were 
a live performance. Film scholar Masolino d’Amico mentions just some of Totò’s quirks amid 
production: “Totò continuò a lavorare nel cinema come a teatro, andava a braccio, si rifiutava di 
doppiarsi; replicava malvolentieri; […] e aveva bisogno dell’applauso delle maestranze; 
osservava perfino gli orari del teatro, imponendo di girare di pomeriggio (non si può far ridere 
della mattina, diceva).”56 I discuss the theater because of its co-presence, which distinguishes the 
medium from cinema. Plays are performed in real-time, whereas films are but the final cut of a 
 
 
55 Alberto Anile, I film di Totò, 1946-1967: La maschera tradita (Genova: Le Mani, 1998), 175. 
56 Masolino d’Amico, La commedia all’italiana. Il cinema comico in Italia dal 1945 al 1975 (Milano: Arnoldo 
Mondadori, 1985), 51. 
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lengthy process, including repeated takes, editing, and dubbing. In addition, in cinema, the cast is 
among the audience only virtually, as actors’ images are captured on a reel for widespread 
distribution. In plays, meanwhile, a curtain is raised, rendering the actors not only visible, but 
tangible; in certain performances, audiences are even active participants, engaging directly with 
the actors. The divisions between star and spectators are reduced by the conventions of theater. 
Acting in theatrical productions about hunger thus adds yet another dimension of universality to 
Totò’s work, as he is theatrically co-present, but he also communicates a sensation widely and 
collectively experienced over the past decade. Although we must remember that Miseria e 
nobiltà is, in fact, a film, Totò’s co-presence with the audience – a move harkening back to his 
revue days – is showcased perhaps most strongly in his collaborations with Mattoli. 
The theatricality of the film is clear in its very conception; the screenplay was adapted 
from Scarpetta’s 1888 play of the same name. Scarpetta’s play, a glimpse into the socioeconomic 
changes affecting Naples at the turn of the 20th century, is centered around the life and loved 
ones of Felice Sciosciammocca, a character that Scarpetta invented at the tender age of 
seventeen, and whom scholars readily define as a “Pulcinella ‘storico’ della scena popolare 
napoletana.”57 Felice is a scribe whose career prospects are dwindling due to rising literacy rates, 
and whose family is thus forced to room with that of his friend Pasquale, an equally unfortunate 
photographer. With no incoming work, there is no pay, and thus, no means to buy food to feed 
the families. Just when total starvation appears inevitable, Ottavio, a local marquis who wishes to 
marry a ballerina, presents Pasquale and the families with a proposal. In order to convince the 
ballerina’s father, a chef, that she is marrying into an elite family, as well as to verify that she is 
 
 
57 Sergio Arecco, “Il cinema e il suo doppio. Totò e la pochade, a prescindere,” Cineforum, Vol. 48, Issue 1 (Jan- 
Feb. 2008, pp. 52-55), p. 52. As I explained earlier, the reference to Pulcinella alone will connect Totò to the 
character. 
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an acceptable bride in the eyes of the nobles, Ottavio hires both families to play his relatives at a 
dinner held at the chef’s house. With nagging hunger pangs and thoughts of nothing but food, the 
group enthusiastically agrees to engage in the fraudulent act, assuming fake names and donning 
costumes to uphold Ottavio’s scheme. When the scheme fails, foiled by Felice’s wives of past 
and present who come to reveal Felice’s true identity and thus unravel the plan, love nevertheless 
reigns supreme, as the play ends with several couplings: the ballerina and the marquis; 
Pasquale’s daughter with the ballerina’s brother; and Felice and his first wife, too, rekindle their 
relationship. The play ends on a happy note, as hungers for food and love are both satisfied. 
In Mattoli’s adaptation, he frames the film as a play, maintaining the theatrical qualities 
designed by Scarpetta. The film’s opening mirrors the moments preceding a play; the viewer 
sees members of the audience settling into their seats, evaluating what parts of the set they can 
see despite the drawn curtains, and scanning the playbill for more information on the cast and 
performance they are about to watch: “la miglior commedia di Scarpetta.” The opening credits, 
in fact, assume the form of a playbill. The audience of the “play,” and thus the audience of the 
film, immediately recognize the name of Totò, listed first as the “play’s” lead actor; Sophia 
Loren, as Gemma the ballerina, is second.58 These two stars are thus the principal actors, 
although it is clear from even the earliest scenes of the film that hunger is the most palpable, 
recognizable presence. The sketches developed by Totò enrich Scarpetta’s play, transporting the 






58 Here, it should be added that, in Scarpetta’s play, Felice does not appear until the middle of Act I, Scene 6, 
whereas in Mattoli’s film, Totò appears on screen in the fourth minute of the 90-minute production. This 
demonstrates Totò’s star power and how the maschera overtakes the role of Felice, although it becomes immediately 
evident that the maschera does not and cannot engulf the more powerful sensation of hunger. 
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hunger; hunger is the master signifier. Cammarota writes at length on the dominance of hunger 
in Miseria e nobiltà, brought to the forefront through Totò’s gags: 
[…] virtualmente assenti nel testo originario Scarpettiano, e praticamente improvvisati a soggetto ogni 
volta sulle scene, questi sketch citati, questi geniali tour de force linguistici e mimici compiono il miracolo 
di arricchire al massimo un testo già di per sè estremamente ricco di situazioni umoristiche davvero 
esilaranti, dialogati magnificamente nei limiti della farsa con i mezzi genuini (benché rari, e oggi purtroppo 
in via d’estinzione) della vera commedia dell’arte. 
Il risultato scivola nel surreale: il topoì della fame, da sempre presente nella storia del teatro Napoletano 
(insieme ai temi, se si vuole, gemelli, della morte e dell’amore), si eleva sino ai vertici di una dimensione 
onirica, ossessiva, vitalistica sino al parossismo; non c’è una sola battuta, in pratica, durante tutta Miseria e 
nobiltà, che, in termini occulti o in termini palesi, non evochi l’Imago persistente di una fame rabbiosa, 
potente, ancestrale, poiché connaturata alle radici stesse del vivere napoletano, oggi come ieri, come 
sempre.59 
I quote Cammarota’s commentary in its entirety because of his emphasis on the tradition of 
hunger in Naples and its resonance in popular culture, whether manifested in theater or in 
cinema.60 Hunger – “powerful” and “ancestral” – is a common denominator between the Naples 
of 1887 and of the dopoguerra. At the start of the 20th century, studies by social scientists Pietro 
Albertoni and Felice Rossi (1906) and anthropologist Alfredo Niceforo (1901, 1907) highlighted 
the connections between the southern Italian diet and trends of physical, intellectual, and moral 
underdevelopment.61 Niceforo’s Italiani del Nord e italiani del Sud (1901) publicized a 
 
 
59 Cammarota, 127. 
60 As a noteworthy counterpoint to the tradition of hunger in 19th-century Naples, anthropologists Elisabetta Moro 
and Marino Niola paint a decidedly different picture for their readers. Their depiction includes a lengthy list and 
description of food, which reveals not only a variety in local produce and seafood, but also the multiple ways in 
which these foods were prepared and served. They write: “Il lungomare da qualche anno è diventato una passeggiata 
gastronomica. Qui la dieta mediterranea è servita per tutte le tasche. Pizze, spaghetti ai frutti di mare, zeppole di 
alghe fritte, pezzogne all’acqua pazza, alici fritte. Verdure ripassate, saltate, ‘mbuttunate, parmigianizzate. Nelle 
mani dei napoletani melanzane e peperoni, friarielli (cime di broccolo) e ciurilli (fiori di zucchina), zucchine e 
carciofi abbandonano il loro corpo vegetale per diventare leccornie. Così buone da far socchiudere gli occhi, perché 
il principio di piacere per questo popolo refrattario all’idea del peccato, diventa una filosofia di vita.” Moro and 
Niola, Andare per i luoghi della dieta mediterranea (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2017), 40. 
61 It is extremely crucial to note the racist, eugenic nature of these studies. These studies, particularly the work 
undertaken by Niceforo, were conducted for the North to understand the circumstances behind the poverty and 
inferiority of the South – though this rationale is flawed. Instead of acknowledging that the causes of this poverty 
were external – in short, that the North exploited the South – these studies concretized that “there remained only one 
explanation – the organic incapacity of the inhabitants, their barbarity, their biological inferiority. These already 
widespread opinions (Neapolitan ‘vagabondry’ is a legend which goes back a long way) were consolidated and 
actually theorized by the sociologists of positivism (Niceforo, Sergi, Ferri, Orano, etc.). […] Thus a polemic arose 
between North and South on the subject of race, and about the superiority or inferiority of North and South” 
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correlation between the lack of protein in the Neapolitan diet and a “deficit of energy and a 
tendency toward indolence,”62 which would support the hypothesis that hunger was the motive 
for Totò’s furbizie. Meanwhile, Albertoni and Rossi, describing the peasantry of Abruzzo, 
denoted physical features that suggested malnutrition: “Gestures are without enthusiasm, the eye 
without expression, the mouth impassive and half-open, cheekbones protruding.”63 Totò’s early 
work shares this backdrop of hunger, but the negative, racially charged portrayal of hunger stops 
here. Totò’s exaggerated gestures and expressions – the way his body maneuvered the hunger 
and austerity of Naples in both the 1880s and later decades – could not be more different than the 
portrait suggested by Albertoni and Rossi. His physicality is a driving force behind a newer 
perspective of hunger, that being, one associated instead with humor and togetherness. Quoting 
anthropologist David E. Sutton, the food events in Totò’s work convey a “burning desire,” both 
for certain foods and for the community and creativity that once surrounded hunger. As seen 
most poignantly in Miseria e nobiltà, that desire is satiated through sensory, deeply physical 
experiences, which evokes local knowledge, revalues a domain of experience (hunger) that has 
fallen into disuse, and conjures feelings of “wholeness, or fullness in experience.”64 
Indeed, since food and its absence are so central to Scarpetta’s play and to the identity of 
the greater nation, in order to best anticipate the physical sensations among the audience, as well 




(Gramsci, “The Problem of Political Leadership in the Formation and Development of the Nation and the Modern 
State in Italy,” Prison Notebooks). 
62 Alfredo Niceforo, Italiani del Nord e italiani del Sud (Turin: Fratelli Bocca, 1901), 203. 
63 Pietro Albertoni and Felice Rossi, “Bilancio nutritivo del contadino abruzzese e sue condizioni fisiologiche, 
psichologiche ed economiche,” originally published in 1906 and reprinted in Commissione per lo Studio di Problemi 
dell’Alimentazione, Studi sulla alimentazione di Pietro Albertoni e di Angelo Pugliese (Naples: N. Jovene, 1937), 
152. 
64 Sutton, Remembrance of Repasts, 81. Sutton claims that one’s senses (smell and taste in particular) trigger 
memories that lead to greater emotional affects: laughing, crying, and feelings of soothing fullness. 
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aspects of the food in his film. The use of real food draws the viewer closer to Totò, connecting 
the spectator and the performer. By putting his stars in contact with real food, Mattoli compels 
the viewer to imagine the very sensations the cast was experiencing, as if she were right 
alongside them – as if at a live performance of Scarpetta’s play.65 From a tear-jerking raw onion, 
to a steaming vat of spaghetti, to the ice cream splattered on Totò’s nose, these foods play upon 
the body’s five senses, prompting physical sensations and desire among the cast and audience. 
This sensory overload is a symptom of the connection that Mattoli forges between hunger, 
spectacle, history, and city,66 shared between the stars and the audience, despite the barrier of the 
movie screen. Indeed, considering the viewers’ absence from the set, and that they are 
encouraged to imagine all of the smells, textures, and tastes of the foods, the act of imagination 
forges a connection between hungry Felice/Totò and the audience. It is almost as if we can 
interact with the products of hunger-induced hallucination: to feel the warmth of the pasta or 
smell the garlic in the sauce; alas, those foods and feelings are also out of the viewer’s reach, not 
available for consumption, instead stuck inside the mind’s eye. 
From the very outset of Scarpetta’s play, and, by extension, the film, hunger is apparent. 
 
Naples is depicted as squalid, poor, and hungry, leaving much to desire; Pupella, Pasquale’s 
daughter, is seated by a window – looking outward, as a sign of longing – and cries to her 
 
65 Film scholar Stefano Della Casa notes Mattoli’s choice to utilize real foods in his production: “La fisicità del cibo, 
sembra dire Mattoli, è la garanzia che la storia raccontata (senza tempo, proprio perché esibita nella sua matrice 
teatrale) non è un’operazione intellettuale ma affonda le sue radici reali nei sentimenti del pubblico cui è diretta: 
insomma, non c’è niente di peggio del cercare di staccare il teatro dialettale dal proprio humus naturale, che è il 
sentimento forte, immediato, corporeo.” Della Casa, Mario Mattoli (Firenze: La Nuova Italia, 1989), 91-92. 
66 In terms of Naples and senses, I am reminded of Moe’s discussion on Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Italian 
Journey. In the construction of his portrait of Naples, Moe denotes the extremes to which Naples has been 
described; the diction of the following lines (which I have italicized) repeatedly recognizes and attempts to make 
sense of the city through one’s senses: “[…] frequently represented in superlative, hyperbolic terms. Naples 
presented a bombardment of the senses that for many visitors, from Goethe to Dickens and beyond, was thrilling and 
overwhelming. As a friend of Goethe’s put it in a letter that Goethe included in his Italian Journey, ‘Never in my 
life have I experienced such noise, such crowds of people.’ Goethe’s friend is effusive about this ‘place where God 
sheds His blessings copiously on all the senses.” Moe, View from Vesuvius, 41; he is citing the 1971 edition of 
Goethe’s Italian Journey. 
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mother, “Mammà, songo li quatt’e meza e papa non se vede ancora. Mo vide che facimmo lo 
stesso fatto d’aiere. A n’ora de notte nce magnaieme no ventre de puorco cinche perzune. 
(Gridando) I’ tengo famma, i’ tengo famma!”67 In the opening scenes of the film, Pasquale 
chastises Pupella for “allowing herself the luxury of waking up with an appetite” – never mind 
that she is biting into a raw onion, attempting to satiate her hunger by likening the pungent, acrid 
vegetable to a piece of fruit. This scene, though decidedly minor compared to the grand-scale 
battute that follow, is crucial to this discussion. Exactly as the form of an onion symbolizes, with 
many rings wrapped around a hard core, Pupella’s strange food choice reveals the desperation of 
the families’ hunger and the many layers of their desire. The hunger that was firstly and 
fundamentally alimentary – where Pupella would eat whatever was available, no matter how 
implausible – is soon translated into other forms of desire: desires for economic improvements, 
for love and conviviality, for a woman’s flesh. 
The rest of my analysis of Miseria e nobiltà focuses on these last two tenets: the 
corporeality of flesh, and the importance of imagination: envisioning and hungering for what is 
not real. The desire for a woman’s flesh is a topic more profoundly discussed with Sophia Loren 
in the next chapter. Here, the focus is entirely on Totò and how his theatrical excesses, as well as 
his power of imagination, correspond to society’s remembrance of a hunger that no longer exists 
and which was supplanted in this decade by desires for other satisfactions. 
The above desires are intertwined in an early scene of the film, when Felice, Pasquale, 
and Felice’s son, Peppino, visit Nadia, the Piedmontese seamstress (Franca Faldini) who lives 
downstairs from them. Through the mise en scène, as well as through Mattoli’s experimentations 
 
 
67 Eduardo Scarpetta, Miseria e nobiltà (1887), from the compilation Miseria e nobiltà e altre commedie, a cura di 
Vanda Monaco (Napoli: Guida, 1980), 213. 
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with color, Nadia’s apartment is framed as a pleasure palace for the three men, a venue in which 
their alimentary hunger and – at least for promiscuous Felice – sexual frustrations could be 
satisfied. The rosy hues of Faldini’s body and, later, of poultry are not to be read as just a 
conflation of “flesh” – la carne – but, instead, as the multiplicity of desire; the men’s desires for 
food, warmth, fullness, and sexual pleasure are compounded together.68 Additionally, Mattoli 
utilizes color contrasts – Nadia’s lacy black bodice against her pink skin, her rouge lipstick, and 
the men’s drab brown clothing juxtaposed with her luminous, colorful apartment – not only to 
illustrate this plurality of desires, but also to accentuate a series of disparities. These contrasts 
convey what, and who, the men want but cannot afford. More poignantly, this scene reveals the 
differing attitudes towards food between North and South: a significant theme in Totò’s oeuvre. 
For example, Peppino seeks to satiate his hunger by smelling heaps of burgundy jam 
Nadia leaves untouched on a plate. What is striking about this scene is not just the gross quantity 
of food present, but also Nadia’s blasé attitude towards food: circumstances opposite those 
against which the Neapolitans struggle. Whereas Peppino is reprimanded for attempting to fill 
his stomach with mere fumes of jam, Nadia responds, “Magari non ho fame, ma l’abitudine è 
tanta che devo mangiare lo stesso.” Nadia, whom we must remember is a transplant from 
Piedmont, an affluent region of the North, has little regard for food. Her use of dover mangiare – 
to have to eat – instead of poter mangiare – to be able to eat – marks the divide between her 
personal wealth and her poor surroundings. Whereas the men cannot eat because they cannot 
access food, she actively chooses not to eat; she has no desire for food because, for her, it is 





68 Cammarota, Il cinema di Totò, 128. 
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“Lei, la signora, quando arriva quest’ora deve69 mangiare.” In addition, as she eats in front of 
them, spreading butter and the jam on bread, she states how she, a Northerner, is still 
unaccustomed to their food. In her conversation with Felice and Pasquale, gastronomic 
differences between North and South are further elaborated, but the overarching distinction is 
that of presence versus absence. The audience, meanwhile, watching this scene unfold in 1954, is 
situated along the spectrum of continuities and ruptures portrayed by Totò; having recently 
satiated their own hunger, viewers both sympathize with the starving Sciosciammoccas and 
welcome newfound luxuries afforded by Nadia: butter, jam,70 and the sizable quantities of these 
foods. Through the following dialogue, the audience is inclined to snicker at Felice’s repeated 
jabs at Nadia’s ignorance, but they can also recognize the positionality of the more affluent 
Northerner: 
Nadia: E poi, non sono ancora abituata alla vostra cucina. 
Felice: Alla nostra cucina? 
Pasquale: E come vi potete abituare? 
Felice: Non siamo abituati neanche noi! 
Nadia: No, ma io dicevo quella napoletana. Qui a Napoli, si cucina tutto quanto con l’olio, mentre su da 
noi, nel nord, si fa tutto con il burro. 
Felice: Ah sì? Fate tutto71  col burro? 
Nadia: Tutto! 
Felice: Noi invece facciamo tutto con l’olio. Consumiamo damigiane d’olio. Lo mettiamo persino 
sull’insalata! Le macchie, ci macchiamo con l’olio! 
Pasquale: E da loro…? 
Felice: Sono macchie di burro! 
Nadia: Oh no, magari questo no, ma certo che ne consumiamo molto, né?72 Mettiamo il burro persino nel 
caffellatte! (pours coffee from a porcelain kettle into a cup, with Felice looking on) 
Pasquale: Noi nel caffellatte non mettiamo niente. 
 
69 The italics are mine. 
70 In Steno’s Un americano a Roma (1954), Nando Mericoni (played by then-rising comic Alberto Sordi) is a young 
adult hypnotized by the allure of Americana. In the most memorable scene of the film, Nando, coming home late 
from seeing a Western at the movies, rejects the plate of spaghetti and cask of wine his mother left out for him, 
creating instead a bizarre concoction of American foods, which he insists are precisely the foods that make 
Americans the wealthy, strong victors of the world. As he prepares an “American” dish, spreading jam on white 
bread – and later mixing it disgustingly with mustard, milk, and yogurt – Nando speaks directly to the pasta. 
Assuming the point-of-view of the powerful American, Nando threatens the pasta, symbolic of “lowly” Italy: 
“Maccarone, ti distruggo – sei come un verme!” 
71 The italics are mine. 
72 Nadia’s lines are peppered with the Piedmontese “né,” meaning “no?” – as in, “Italy was united in 1861, no?” 
This little word links her linguistically to the affluent region. 
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Felice: Né latte, né caffe. 
Nadia: (smiling, laughing) Oh, Signur! Non ci mettono niente! 
Pasquale: Ma parliamo d’altro. 
Felice: Il latte e caffè non ti piace? (His eyes widen, eyebrows are raised, and his lips begin to pout) 
Preferisci una tazza di cioccolata? (Smiling wide) Con i brioches, maritozzi? 
 
I record their entire conversation because of Felice’s sarcastic jabs, all of which reflect a set of 
schisms: hungry versus full, rich versus poor, and that between North and South, explored 
further in Totò’s later films, such as Totò, Peppino, e…la malafemmina (1956). 
The concluding line of the conversation is particularly important because Totò begins to 
exhibit a physicality that mirrors the men’s desires, both for food and for women. Totò’s bulging 
eyes and wide smile communicate the immense pleasure that arises not only from imagining 
foods and the satisfaction they provide, but also from Nadia’s sex appeal. Returning to the jam, 
Felice commands Peppino to “non guardarla,” which presents the viewer with a sexualized 
double entendre. One may read the jam – sticky, sweet, and connoted as a feminine food73 – as 
forbidden fruit, and thus in a similar position as Nadia, whom the men can ogle but not touch. 
The men exit from this scene with their stomachs mostly empty – after having stolen collectively 
one piece of bread and jam from her – but they leave with satiating visions of her supple body; 
unlike foodstuffs, these memories shall be recuperated for later, repeated enjoyment. Indeed, the 
men must rely on imagination to satisfy themselves in non-alimentary ways, as a response 
mechanism to feel full and pleasured off the pretend, the nonexistent: the impossible to obtain. 
As Pupella must imagine that the raw onion is appetizing, like a similar-looking but infinitely 
sweeter apple, imagination is a driving force in Mattoli’s film. As evidenced through the primary 
furbizia of the film, the Sciosciammoccas must get creative – they, like Totò the actor, must 
 
73 One may code jam – la marmellata in Italian – as feminine, not necessarily because of its etymology, but because 
of its composition and flavor profile. Jam is a thick and sweet spread prepared from fruit juice and sugar. 
Anthropologists categorize softer foods (such as yogurt) and sweeter foods as feminine, particularly those from 
seed-bearing fruits. By contrast, a food considered “masculine” is steak, a savory and texturally more durable food 
which requires sharp teeth for consumption. 
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embrace the maschera and pretend play – to quell their hunger pangs, even for food that is 
entirely imagined. 
As stated in the synopsis, in order to win over Gaetano, Gemma’s father, Ottavio the 
marquis enlists Pasquale, Felice, and their relatives to pretend to be Ottavio’s extended family. 
They must thus perform within the performance, attending a luncheon at Gaetano’s house, 
donning costumes and going by new names to convince Gaetano that Gemma and Ottavio are a 
suitable match. The objectives are that, by the end of the meal, Ottavio will officially be 
engaged, and the families will finally eat; indeed, Ottavio states matter-of-factly to Pasquale and 
Felice, “Se reciterete bene, sarete ben ricompensati,” and Felice affirms towards the end of the 
film, “Se stiamo lavorando, ci guadagniamo la minestra!” This luncheon, complete with a 
roasted chicken, whole fish, a platter of cheeses, bruschetta, and ice cream sundaes, is considered 
the moment when the Sciosciammoccas’ hunger dissipates, although the road to consumption is 
far from simple. Reminiscent of the excesses of the maschera, elaborated upon in the coming 
paragraphs, Felice’s ravenous hunger and crass behavior outdo the aristocratic appearance of il 
Principe di Casador – which, always preoccupied with food, Felice mistakes for Cassarola, or 
casserole. The Principe’s costume fails to contain Felice’s destitution, deteriorating to allow the 
real Felice to shine through: He74 eats off part of his glove while gnawing on chicken, and his 
mustache falls off in a brawl between his wives. In addition, reminiscent of Nadia’s jam, Felice 
enjoys little morsels of food – such as the chicken so voraciously consumed that he eats his glove 
off – but I see these moments as coitus interruptus, in that Felice’s chances of eating are soon 
jettisoned by, for example, watching Gemma in the ballet, and the unexpected arrival of Luisella. 
 
 
74 I decided to leave the “he”/“his” pronouns as ambiguous referents to further blur the distinction between il 
Principe and Felice and, by extension, de Curtis and Totò. 
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Once more, external circumstances dictate when food is available, barring Felice from satiating 
his massive appetite. But as his impatience, wait-time, and hunger level increase, enter the 
climax of the film, when Totò is at his most Totò; viewers are immersed in his excess – an 
overwhelming grandiosity, the boom in food, but one that is entirely imaginative. 
But before the feast, and even before the grand act of charlatanism begins – even before 
the characters must rigorously play “make believe” – imagination again subsumes the characters. 
This time, they collectively partake in a hallucination that not only epitomizes Totò’s 
relationship with food, but is also one of the most memorable scenes of consumption in all of 
Italian cinema. Scarpetta’s treatment of this scene is little more than stage directions, which 
Mattoli elevates by way of not only his use of color, but also, the vast creative liberties that he 
extends to Totò, allowing the actor’s physicality to flow most freely and even violently. The 
directions, ending Act One, are as follows: 
Scambio d’ingiurie e d’invettive a soggetto e volontà dell’attore. Questa scena deve essere eseguita con 
molto calore. Poi tutti seggono. Dalla porta in fondo a dritta, si avanzano uno sguattero ed un facchino che 
portano una grande stufa. Senza parlare, si avvicinano alla tavola e posano a terra, ai piedi di Felice, la 
stufa. Il facchino va via, poi torna con due fiaschi di vino. Lo sguattero scopre la stufa, tira fuori una grossa 
zuppiera di maccheroni, poi dei polli, del pesce, due grossi pezzi di pane, tovaglioli e posate, mentre il 
faccino pone in tavola i due fiaschi di vino. Egli e lo sguattero riprendono poi la stufa vuota, arrivano sotto 
la porta in fondo, si voltano, salutando con un cenno della testa, e vanno via. Pasquale, Concetta, Pupella, 
Luisella e Felice si avvicinano alla tavola. Poi si alzano di botto e, tutti in piedi vicino alla tavola, si 
slanciano con grande avidità sui maccheroni fumiganti, divorandoli e abbrancandoli con le mani. Cala la 
tela.75 
From these stage directions, I focus on two particular aspects: the wordlessness (“senza parlare”) 
of this scene, as well as the “grande avidità” with which the characters devour the spaghetti. I 
underline, moreover, how Totò transforms the scripted instructions of “flinging oneself,” 





75 Scarpetta, Miseria e nobiltà, 247. 
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aesthetic that cements contemporary spectators’ own recollections of the hunger of the 
 
dopoguerra – never mind that this scene is purely imagined. 
 
To further summarize the scene that unfolds in Mattoli’s film: Ottavio takes leave of the 
families, and Luisella, Felice’s new wife, is offended that Ottavio excluded her from the scheme; 
if she stays home, she cannot act or, thus, eat. Frustration stems from their unrequited, dire, and 
even animalistic hunger; Felice exclaims, “Qua si mangia solo veleno!” and then begins to bark, 
as a dog does when he is bothered and/or needs something, as if talking about hunger is no 
longer a viable coping mechanism. Indeed, for the rest of the scene, words are practically 
nonexistent, allowing for heightened focus on their hunger and, consequently, the power of 
imagination that physically overtakes the characters. Felice’s barks are answered when a chef 
enters the room and assesses the number of guests, returning moments later with assistants, 
carrying picnic baskets brimming with loaves of bread, bright red apples (which again contrast 
the stone-grey of the walls and distressed wooden beams), and wine. The chef sets the table for 
his seated guests: a beige tablecloth, sparkling wine glasses, and porcelain settings. The 
assistants unpack the baskets, revealing a roasted chicken, platters of fish, and, most famously – 
as the music crescendos and Mattoli zooms in for a close-up – a crock of steaming spaghetti. The 
chef departs, leaving the families alone with the table of plenty. Anxious and confused, the 
characters glance nervously at each other, all the while sliding their chairs closer to the table. The 
characters abruptly seize the spaghetti – Totò at this point even growls and jumps up to kneel on 
the table, allowing him to dominate the crock and also to hide from outsiders as he continues to 
enjoy his handfuls of noodles; he even eats Pasquale’s handful, hiding behind his back. The 
scene fades to black as Totò stands atop the table, stuffing handfuls of pasta into his pockets; 
similar to Nadia’s flesh, this is yet another figment of imagination stored for later enjoyment. 
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Confusion, anxiety, and even shame are the emotions that surround this table. Firstly, 
they do not know what to make of the feast that magically “appears” before them. When the chef 
arrives, Felice and Pasquale widen and rub their eyes, stating simply, “Un miraggio,” and “Io ho 
sognato del padre della ballerina, il cuoco.” The characters then hide their ravenousness from one 
another; Felice momentarily dances on the table, for example, instead of devouring the food – or, 
rather, going through a manic charade of eating, as the food is just a figment of his imagination. 
In an attempt to make sense of the feast before him, Totò maximizes the use of his senses; if he 
were to touch, see, smell, and taste elements of the feast, those sensations would confirm their 
existence. He reaches for the basket sitting at his feet, removing the cloth covering to reveal the 
plate of fish; he “sees” and “touches” the food. He also repeatedly exaggerates his olfactory 
sense, tilting his chin upward and flaring his nostrils to get a whiff of the foods that pass right 
under his nose. And, of course, Totò engulfs the spaghetti, shoveling noodles into his mouth and 
stuffing more into his pockets. Valeria Moriconi, who played Pupella, was amazed by the 
massive creative liberties Mattoli granted Totò, as well as the excessive, even harmful, measures 
Totò took to make himself one with the pasta: to eat the pasta, but also to make the pasta an 
extension of his body, bulging from his pockets. Anile reports: 
Valeria Moriconi, che interpreta la giovane Pupella, è testimone diretta degli esilaranti sviluppi della 
ripresa: ‘Il regista ci aveva spiegato che l’avvicinamento delle sedie doveva essere fatto un po’ per volta e 
che poi dovevamo buttarci tutti sopra la pasta; è chiaro che poi tutte le scene andavano ad libitum, non era 
detto che si dovesse smettere finite le battute, perché Totò ne inventava di tutti i colori e Mattoli lasciava 
andare. […] Alzo lo sguardo e vedo che Totò si era alzato, era salito sopra il tavolo e s’era inventato di 
mettersi gli spaghetti nelle tasche. Chissà la scena quanto sarebbe andata avanti, e invece il regista fu 
costretto a dare lo stop perché mentre infilava questi spaghetti dentro le tasche, Totò aveva preso anche uno 
zampirone messo dentro la pasta per fare del fumo, e questo zampirone gli stava bruciando la tasca.’76 
Through this scene, Totò stuns not only his fellow cast members, but also the audience. Smells 
and tastes are impossible to share with moviegoers, who are shown only images; in contrast, it is 
 
 
76 Anile, I film di Totò, 184. 
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difficult to recall these sensations without an image.77 However, Totò’s sniffing, in combination 
with visual stimuli, draws the viewer in, leading her, too, to insist on the reality of the feast. The 
viewer cannot smell the pasta, but the steaming pot of spaghetti is in clear view within the frame; 
the filmic image evokes and affirms the scents, and the tastes, that the food exudes. Despite the 
verity of this image – the fact that the viewer recognizes the pasta, the steam, and the characters’ 
reactions to the food – the viewer is jarred by the realization that this feast is imagined. The 
hunger, that on-screen and the recent collective experience, sparks a hallucination that both the 
characters and the viewer negotiate by way of their senses. In so doing, food moments of the past 
are not only captivated, but remembered.78 
Moriconi’s testimony underscores the prowess of Totò’s maschera. The way in which 
Totò overtook a scene and captivated his audience matches the excessive amounts of spaghetti.79 
Indeed, the maschera feeds off of such excess; as Patriarca affirms, “…bisogna ricordare che la 
maschera non si costruisce per un difetto di qualità o forze emotive del personaggio ma, al 
contrario, per un eccesso di tali forze.”80 It only makes sense, then, Mattoli cast Totò as the 
central persona of Scarpetta’s hallucinatory consumption, in a scene where there appear to be no 
limits: The food will not run out, and there are no rules and regulations subduing the consumers, 
because the spaghetti is all in their minds; as in a dream, they are free to act as they see fit and 
 
77 Dan Sperber draws contrasts between smells and colors. He claims that it is easy to imagine a color without a 
stimulus; for example, if prompted to envision a Granny Smith apple, most people experience little difficulty in 
mentally producing that shade of green. Smells, meanwhile, require a visual stimulus. Before imagining the smell of 
garlic, for example, one needs to recall an image of garlic cloves. Once in the presence of that object or image, any 
associated smells can be recognized for extended periods of time. Mattoli’s combination of images and smells – as 
evoked by Totò’s reactions – doubles down on the (non)existence of the feast. Sperber, Rethinking Symbolism, trans. 
Alice L. Morton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 117. 
78 Sutton, Remembrance of Repasts, 87. See also Sperber, Rethinking Symbolism, 122. 
79 Moro and Niola recuperate an image of Pulcinella with spaghetti, which further solidifies the connections between 
Totò, food and hunger, and older comedic traditions: “le lave rosseggianti degli spaghetti che guizzano dalle mani di 
un Pulcinella che accoglie i visitatori che entrano nelle imponenti scuderie sotterranee di Palazzo Sansevero...” 
Moro and Niola, Andare per i luoghi della dieta mediterranea, 44. 
80 Patriarca, Totò nel cinema di poesia, 21. The italics are mine. 
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eat as much as possible, because the spaghetti and its limit concepts are nonexistent. I view this 
free-for-all as a microcosm of the Economic Miracle: After decades of austerity and 
consumption under surveillance and severe controls, the 1950s, by contrast, presented a world of 
new products and extensive consumer freedoms. One could liken the mountain of pasta to the 
terrain of Cockaigne, an imagined land of promises and plenty, reminiscent of an affluent 
America across the Atlantic: completely opposite Italy’s autarkic austerity. As one gathers from 
Miseria e nobiltà, satiation was once possible only through imagination; appetites were curbed 
by way of mind-games. But once such abundance arrived at Italy’s shores, the atmosphere was 
one of confusion, unrecognizability, and uncertainty; now what do we do with such things? The 
spaghetti scene epitomizes the lack of restraint but also a sense of continuity in consumer 
attitudes, even in the face of novelty: a duel between bodily needs and psychological habits. This 
scene is especially telling because this nexus of a very real, lived miseria and the imagined 
prosperity of nobiltà represents a crossroads that Italy approached in the 1950s: a web of 
possibilities and concerns surrounding the boom. 
The next film, Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina, is primarily concerned with the 
widening stratification between North and South. Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina is once 
again full of furbizie demonstrative of people trying to “get by.” The film also exhibits a deep- 
seated attachment to the foods of the South, the home of Totò and Peppino De Filippo – the son 
of Eduardo Scarpetta, who thus grew up entrenched in Neapolitan theater. Wherever the 
Southerner may be, always close at hand are the foods of his native village: a ridiculous vision at 
which any Italian would laugh, but a recognizable image intended to provide comfort and 
normalcy in otherwise turbulent times. 
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Totò, Peppino e… i comfort del Sud 
 
Directed by Camillo Mastrocinque, Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina (1956) is the first 
of the four-part Totò, Peppino e… series,81 in which both comics, Totò and Peppino De Filippo, 
develop and get entangled in their hairbrained schemes of “getting by.” In line with Rémi 
Fournier-Lanzoni’s definition of arrangiarsi, Totò and Peppino commit furbizie, scamming 
loved ones and sabotaging rivals; in Totò, Peppino e… i fuorilegge (1956), for example, the two 
men stage the kidnapping of Antonio (Totò) by the outlaw Il Torchio, so as to procure ransom 
money from Teresa, Antonio’s rich, greedy, and tyrannical wife. Yet, beyond the formulaic 
narrative – the messy teleology of achieving a goal, followed by the film’s happy ending – at the 
core of these films are psychosocial crises, where the struggle to “get by” is to withstand the 
myriad of changes of the 1950s. The backdrop of these films is no longer the painted set of a 
play or a Naples of the distant past, both of which were the case in Miseria e nobiltà, but these 
films illustrate an Italy “on the move,” in a state of geographical and socioeconomic flux. The 
premise of these films, released during the peak of the boom, is internal migration: the exodus 
from South to North, and from rural provincialism to the hustle-and-bustle of the industrialized 
city. In this period, families took leave of their crippling farms to pursue work in the factories of 
the North, Fiat chiefly among them, or, perhaps, to go in search of more emotional prosperity, 
such as love or stability. This film portrays the exploration of uncharted territory: the passage 
from the recognizable to the unrecognizable, from “what was” to more alien surroundings – no 
matter that Italy was at once the protagonists’ point of departure and the destination. In 
 
 
81 The four films are as follows, released in this order: Totò, Peppino e … la malafemmina (1956); Totò, Peppino 
e… i fuorilegge (1956); Totò, Peppino e … le fanatiche (1958); and Totò, Peppino e… la dolce vita (1961). A 
possible fifth film in the series is Totò e Peppino divisi a Berlino (1962), although this film – despite gags and 
sketches similar to their earlier work – not only bears a different title but also, more importantly, marks a decisive 
end to their years of collaboration, which grew increasingly tense over time. 
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particular, the imaginative tendencies surrounding food in Miseria e nobiltà begin to vanish as 
society rises in affluence and food is henceforth available; thus, continuity is most clearly 
manifest through a physical attachment to food. In Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina, Totò will 
once again stow away food for later, but the spaghetti he once stuffed in his pockets will not only 
become real, but these foods of the South will now accompany him on a faraway journey, as he 
navigates what he envisions to be a place as cold and foreign as the North Pole: Milan. Food, 
then, is the attempt to root oneself in two worlds at once: while consuming caciotta and pasta 
fills Totò with essences of his home, Naples, he meanwhile struggles to make sense of the 
striking contrasts of the North. 
Before homing in on two key scenes in Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina, I will provide 
a brief biography of Totò’s partner, Peppino, and how at the center of the film is no longer the 
monolithic icon of Totò, but two pulcinellesche figures, both with strong ties to provincial 
Naples. Peppino, son of Scarpetta and hence raised in Naples’s theater scene, also underwent 
extensive training to develop a maschera, a stage persona that mirrors Pulcinella, another 
archetype of the commedia dell’arte. Film scholar Giuliana Prestipino describes Peppino’s 
connections to models of Pulcinella: 
Peppino più di Totò è cresciuto a stretto contatto con la tradizione di Pulcinella. Infatti il primo maestro di 
Peppino fu Salvatore De Muto, l’ultimo vero attore, che insieme ad Antonio Petito, impersonificò la 
maschera pulcinellesca. […] Disse Peppino De Filippo: 
‘L’accostamento ad un grande attore come Salvatore De Muto fu per me “sangue e pane” per le mie 
tendenze artistiche. De Muto fu una maschera pulcinellesca di grandissima risonanza nel mondo del nostro 
teatro. (…) Negli anni che gli fui vicino, da giovane, appresi molto dell’arte spontanea e improvvisata di 
De Muto studiandolo e imitandolo nella impostazione di ogni mio personaggio a carattere farsesco.’ 
Nella sua formazione, quindi, Peppino, si orientò verso la tradizione pulcinellesca, sottraendosi al 




82 Giuliana Prestipino, “Il comico popolare nel cinema: Totò e Peppino,” thesis completed at L’Università degli 
Studi di Torino, 2004; accessed 17 September 2018 through the Bibliomediateca Mario Gromo, Turin, Italy, pp. 41- 
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I record Prestipino at length because one remembers that the maschera of Totò was developed 
similarly, but over the course of Totò and Peppino’s collaborations, one immediately recognizes 
how Totò’s excesses overpower Peppino. Totò’s presence electrifies the space, whereas Peppino 
appears so meek in comparison; Totò goes to great lengths to distort his body to captivate his 
audience, the image of his jutted chin and bulging eyes, so recognizable, practically cemented on 
the viewer’s brain, whereas Peppino’s physicality is alarmingly static. Film scholar Stefano De 
Stefano notes that, through such collaborations, the figure of Peppino cannot stand alone: 
“Peppino compiutamente non rappresenta altro che l’alter ego comico del protagonista, quasi 
come se la figura del protagonista non possa vivere se non in una sostanziale complementarità e 
dove cioè non è pensabile lo scindersi di queste attribuzioni di ruolo, pena una sostanziale 
impoverimento dello spessore comico del gesto teatrale…”83 As filmic evidence, one may recall 
Mattoli’s Signori si nasce: a film featuring two estranged aristocratic brothers, Pio (Peppino) and 
Zazà (Totò), who “come from the same tree” but whose personalities and lifestyles could not be 
more different. As Pio says bitingly to Zazà on the night of their reunion, “Nostro padre lasciò 
giustamente anche a te una parte di eredità, e tu l’hai consumata in bagordi, nel vizio, nella brutta 
vita, nella lussuria! Io no, io invece, grazie a Dio, ho fatto fruttare la mia parte e oggi sono un 
signor sarto!” Indeed, across the twelve films in which Totò and Peppino co-starred, what 
emanates is Peppino’s more introverted conservatism and Totò’s outlandish antics; Totò 




43. The quote from Peppino was excerpted from Antonella Ottai’s edited volume, Peppino De Filippo: Vita è arte 
(2003). 
83 Stefano De Stefano, “Peppino attore del futuro,” Per Peppino De Filippo, attore e autore, a cura di Pasquale 
Sabbatino e Giuseppina Scognamiglio (Napoli: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 2010), 138-139. 
84 Prestipino, “Il comico popolare,” 93-94. 
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If Peppino appears to lack autonomy, and if Totò’s maschera easily engulfs that of 
Peppino, why is this alter ego important? On one hand, referring to De Stefano, it is as if “Totò e 
Peppino” form one holistic presence in these films; the conservative yin of Peppino contends 
with the outrageous yang of Totò to perform one narrative, therefore upholding the contrasts 
displayed in not only Miseria e nobiltà, but in greater Italy in this period. Indeed, the 
antagonizing force between the two stars of the Totò, Peppino e… series are the binaries of North 
vs. South, provincial vs. city, and home vs. elsewhere. The duo mirrors the socioeconomic 
bifurcation of greater Italy, unsure of whether to gravitate towards consumer novelties or tried- 
and-true traditions. Totò, embracing the spendthrift possibilities of Italy’s new consumer era, is 
put into check by Peppino, who is more cautious and, perhaps, more nostalgic than his co-star. 
These differences are amplified within the consumers’ paradise of Milan. Throughout their 
travels, Peppino is perhaps as strong a reminder of Italy’s provincial, austere past as the foods 
from home packed in their suitcases, which are discussed in greater detail in the coming pages. 
At first glance, Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina is a love story with an objective 
similar to that in Miseria e nobiltà. A young Neapolitan student, Gianni (played by popular 
singer Teddy Reno), falls in love with an aspiring actress, Marisa (Silvana Pampanini), who is 
considered by Lucia, Gianni’s mother, to be a hussy and bad influence on her son. When Marisa 
announces that she is leaving for Milan to pursue her career, Gianni follows her northward, 
sending his family into a panic. Lucia and her brothers – Antonio (Totò) and Peppino Caponi – 
venture to Milan with the goal of locating Marisa and verifying whether she is marriage material. 
Lucia confronts Marisa directly, while Antonio and Peppino, fumbling around these strange, new 
surroundings, decide to write Marisa a letter, bribing her with 700,000 lire – which the brothers 
frame as consolation money – to leave Gianni. Marisa refuses the money, choosing to marry 
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Gianni. Indeed, the closing shots reveal a resolution: Marisa and Gianni remain together, have 
children, and although their windows of quality time are small, they manage to bond over the 
occasional pizza. Most pertinent to my project are such feelings of community and togetherness 
over food – and, moreover, how that wholesomeness is jeopardized by migration. There is not 
one, but two, settings of the film: Naples, framed as a hub of tradition, and Milan, a city of the 
boom, of economic promise. Anxiety surrounds the Caponis’ trip to the North, as made evident 
through certain cultural manifestations of fashion choices, language, and, of course, food. 
The title of the film, …la malafemmina, alludes to a song of the same name written by 
Totò in 1951. The lyrics of the song depict a woman who was born to deceive her suitors, to 
poison one’s soul. The song surely does conjure the idea of la corna, but Marisa – the supposed 
malafemmina of Mastrocinque’s film – turns out to be a mostly honest woman, who flirts and 
utilizes her body with the sole purpose of furthering her acting career. Why, then, does the title 
continuously code Marisa as a “bad woman”? The concluding lines of the song do not speak of a 
faulty moral compass but, rather, how the woman is representative of changing times: “Te voglio 
ancora bene,/ ma tu nun saje pecchè…/ pecchè ll’unico ammore/ si’ stato tu pe’ me!.../ E tu, pe’ 
nu capriccio,/ tutto hè distrutto oje nè’…/ Ma Dio nun t”o pperdona/ chello ch’hè fatto a 
me…”85 The caprice, the unpredictable and perhaps even dangerous changes that the 
malafemmina embodies, is the source of Totò’s negativity. Marisa, affiliated with the affluence 
and dazzle of Milan, thus frightens the Caponis, whose radius of worldly knowledge is – at least 
until this point – centered around their farm in Campania. She functions in a space outside the 
Caponis’ comfort zone, and the young nephew’s pursuit of such “dazzle” within the uncharted 
 
 
85 “Malafemmena,” lyrics written by Totò, 1951; accessed via Web 19 November 2018: 
https://lyricstranslate.com/en/malafemmena-bad-woman.html. The italics are mine. 
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territory of the North jeopardizes all that Antonio and Peppino thought they knew about their 
native Italy, on geographic, generational, socioeconomic, and cultural levels. 
It is important to recognize that Antonio and Peppino are farmers in the South: a 
profession that, as explained previously, was drastically waning in the 1950s. Antonio and 
Peppino seem to defy the trend of destitution, however, as they are seen in the beginning scenes 
of the film conducting various transactions, and Antonio even gifts their donna di servizio a 
necklace. Marisa evaluates their wealth in terms of food; when Gabriella, her friend, asks if 
Gianni is wealthy, Marisa exclaims, “Ricchissimo! Possedeva un’intera caciotta!” The farmers’ 
easy access to food marks their economic well-being, but this wealth fails to buffer the changes 
impacting society at large: the increased technologization of society, as well as the widening 
stratification between North and South. 
In terms of technologization, Antonio purchases a tractor for their farm, hoping to squash 
the Mezzacapa family, their rivals. In this scene, one recognizes the consumerist differences 
between the two men. Peppino calls the tractor “un carro armato,” implying both its prowess and 
menacing appearance, and he all the while asks Antonio how much and with whose funds did he 
pay for the tractor. Antonio/Totò, meanwhile, literally swats such questions away with his hands, 
reframing the vehicle as “un gioiello di…meccanica,” which signals a simultaneous praise for 
and confusion about the new innovation. Overall, the tractor is a symbol of unrecognizability. It 
is soon apparent that neither brother knows how to operate the machine; they are much more 
accustomed to animals – horses, oxen, etc. – pulling their plows. They nevertheless dismiss the 
instructions written on the tractor, claiming that since the tractor is from Milan, the instructions 
are thus in Milanese, an apparently foreign language; Antonio encourages Peppino to mount the 
tractor, commanding him to civilizzarsi despite Peppino’s hesitations. The investment in the 
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tractor is meant to bolster the Caponi farm – to “civilize” them, consonant with the depictions of 
Naples mentioned earlier – but it turns out to be completely harmful; in two minutes, they 
damage their wooden fence and, after a series of haphazard burnouts on their land, continually 
repositioning their bodies to keep the tractor upright, they crash through the Mezzacapas’ 
concrete wall, seriously injuring them both. The tractor, a second emblem of Milan, is yet 
another foreign presence that the Caponis fail to understand, and which thus endangers the men 
and their farm: the locus of their wealth which suffers against the urbanization and increasing 
prosperity of the North. The tractor’s damages are inflicted upon the bodies of Antonio and 
Peppino; with his head bandaged and arm placed in a sling, Totò’s body is no longer a site of 
hunger, as it was depicted in Miseria e nobiltà, but it now receives the blows of societal changes 
– for better but mostly for worse. 
 
The tractor is a Milanese import on Southern soil, but what happens when the Caponis 
are transported to Milan? The tractor demonstrated a violent physicality against the provincial 
farmers, but how does that physicality change when Antonio and Peppino themselves become 
the imports? In their travels to Milan, food becomes the connective tissue between their native 
Campania and the alien characteristics of the North. On the tractor, Antonio and Peppino shifted 
their bodies to preserve a center of gravity; the tractor would have tipped if the men did not 
reposition their bodies against the bumps and turns in the soil. Once in Milan, food provides that 
sense of stability; the Caponis fill their bellies with the foods they brought from home in order to 
feed their southern roots, to keep their sense of home alive, while exploring the North. 
Although Milan and Naples are capoluoghi part of the same Italian nation, the Caponis 
nonetheless imagine Milan to be as foreign and distant as Mars; Milan is viewed as far outside 
Italy. When Lucia declares that they will follow Gianni to Milan, Antonio is shocked by the idea 
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of such an expedition, exclaiming, “Per andare a Milano perlomeno ci vogliono quattro giorni di 
mare!” This statement is completely erroneous, as Antonio believes that Milan is in neighboring 
Calabria, but then corrects his answer – wrongly – to Sardinia. More ridiculous questions and 
predictions are revealed as Antonio asks Mezzacapa, who did his military service in Milan, how 
the Milanese walk and how they greet one another. Likewise, on the subject of climate, the word 
bufera, repeated multiple times, is new to the Caponis’ vocabulary, as the men are unaccustomed 
to snow; the men also do not know how to handle la nebbia, failing to understand the vaporous 
intangibility of fog, treating it instead as a phantom blanketing the city – “non la tocco, per 
carità!” Milan poses an otherworldly challenge for the Neapolitan farmers. These conceptions of 
the North, although absurdly comical to the contemporary viewer, reflect the Southerners’ 
miniscule radius of geographic knowledge in the 1950s, as well as the consequent anxieties 
about such areas that extend beyond the hub of Naples but present the Southerner with a wealth 
of [employment] opportunities. Totò, whose knowledge of the world is thought to have spanned 
from the South to Cuneo, is no exception to such a trend.86 In playing Antonio, then, Totò treats 
his character’s trip to the North as a global expedition, amplifying the supposed alienness of the 
North through his outfits, his speech, and, of most importance to my project, his food choices. 
These extensions of his body exhibit the confusing labyrinth of changes Italy was undergoing in 






86 Film scholar Ornella Petraroli writes, “Il viaggio compiuto da Napoli a Milano dei fratelli Capone e il distacco 
dalla campagna alla città mise in luce soprattutto la lontananza geografica e la distanza sociale, economica e 
culturale tra il Nord e il Sud dell’Italia. Cinquant’anni fa per un napoletano, ma in generale per un meridionale, 
sembrava infinita la distanza che separava il Sud da Milano, dalla Lombardia e da tutto il Nord, tanto che per Totò 
avere fatto per tre anni il militare a Cuneo significava essere, per estensione, conoscitore del mondo.” Petraroli, 
“Totò e Peppino come Arena e Troisi. Due esempi di coppie comiche,” Per Peppino De Filippo, attore e autore, a 
cura di Pasquale Sabbatino e Giuseppina Scognamiglio (Napoli: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 2010), 324. 
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will inevitably be” (the urbane prosperity of Milan and the North, both of Italy and continental 
Europe). 
From the moment the Caponis disembark the train in Milan, the only ways to describe the 
juxtaposition between the business-class Milanese and the bewildered Southern farmers are 
“contrast,” “bizarre,” and indeed, “alien.” However, the Milanese – wearing suits and dresses, 
carrying briefcases, and rushing through their day’s commute – are not presented as foreign 
creatures; the Caponis instead offer a striking contrast to the bourgeois, urban surroundings. 
Having prepared for their trip with only the information that Mezzacapa provided them, Antonio 
and Peppino dress as if they were traveling to Siberia; the Cossack dance music playing in the 
background further likens Milan to the Russian wilderness. Fur hats top their heads and stoles 
cover their shoulders, canteens and binoculars hang around their necks, and under their arms, 
viewers find a framed portrait and packages brought from home. The Milanese ridicule their 
excessive costumes and props; indeed, Antonio and Peppino’s ignorant and blatant stereotyping 
of the North backfires, making them appear extraterrestrial. What outdoes the laughter, however, 
is Antonio/Totò’s stubbornness; he claims to see the fog and feel “un freddo caldo,” ignoring his 
siblings’ complaints about the heat, only antagonized by their fur accessories. One might argue 
that Antonio’s defense of the Milanese stereotypes is a way of assimilating to his new 
surroundings, arming himself with mechanisms to cope with the supposed differences of the 
North, adopting a sort of “when in Rome” mentality. Or, this is a means of resisting change, of 
upholding continuity despite the surrounding novelties, as he continues to treat the North as a 
distant other, upholding the polarizing stratification between North and South, and attaching 
himself to his native South despite his new geographical positionality. 
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This attachment to the South is made most apparent through the Caponis’ food choices. 
 
At the hotel, the siblings begin to unpack their suitcases, all of which contain foodstuffs that they 
believe can be found only in Naples. Mastrocinque’s focus in this scene is entirely on the food; 
characters’ faces are initially out of view as the camera captures their hands, pulling out foods 
sandwiched between their undergarments. Indeed, in this scene, the foods are regarded as objects 
as personal and intimate as what is worn behind closed doors, not to mention as fundamental a 
staple as underwear. Bread and underwear are both seen as equally immediate extensions of the 
body – one to cover the most vulnerable parts of the body, under one’s street clothes, and the 
other to fill the belly and keep the body in motion. The foods include three bottles of wine, a loaf 
of bread, a caciotta, and four kilograms of pasta; in the background, already on a clothesline that 
the siblings put up, hang cloves of garlic, eight sausage links, and an entire leg of prosciutto. The 
mise en scène is, in a word, excessive, considering that these foods are meant to nourish the three 
Caponis during a three-day journey. This excess is not the same as the imagined table of plenty 
in Miseria e nobiltà; whereas Felice Sciosciammocca second-guesses his senses around the 
spaghetti, Antonio has no doubt that he can touch and eat these four kilos of pasta bianca – 
Antonio actually questions whether four kilos will be enough food. Not only does this excess 
match the growing quantity of food in postwar Italy in general, but this moment is similar to that 
of the Siberian outfits showcased in the previous scene; the abundance of foods of the South, and 
the familial conviviality that these foods promote, is meant to combat the frigidity of the urbane 
North.87 This clothesline of foods is a portrait of the South recreated in the mostly bare, gray 
space of their hotel room; the viewer is immediately reminded of the alleys of Naples, where 
 
 
87 Gianpaolo Fissore, “Gli italiani e il cibo sul grande schermo dal secondo dopoguerra a oggi,” Il cibo dell’altro. 
Movimenti migratori e culture alimentari nella Torino del Novecento, a cura di Marcella Filippa (Roma: Edizioni 
Lavoro, 2003), 174. 
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clotheslines of colorful garments hang over the streets, bridging two palazzi. Indeed, the 
clothesline and the foods it holds are the means of retaining and recuperating the Caponis’ 
Neapolitan culture while in Milan. Although certainly available for purchase in Milanese 
groceries, these foods – that the Caponis selected to represent Naples, packed for their journey, 
and treat with the utmost care in their “cold” living quarters – create a foothold of stability and 
recognizability for the Neapolitans, as they navigate across Milan and attempt to free Gianni 
from Marisa’s grasp.88 Although Milan appears to be uncharted territory and a site of 
unpredictability (remembering the caprice of the malafemmina), the Caponis can at least control 
their food consumption. An active recollection of Southern, rustic traditions, these foods 
comprise “what was” amid such newness.89 
And yet, these foods hold a solely symbolic value, as the viewer never sees the Caponis 
eat them; the rest of the film focuses on their encounters with Milan and its people, and how 
Milanese customs compare to those of the South. Indeed, while the four kilos of pasta are left 
unconsumed in the hotel room, when Lucia encounters Marisa and evaluates whether she is 
suitable for her son, she asks Marisa, “Do you know how to make pasta?” The provision of food, 
and particularly of pasta, is thus framed as a crucial criterion of marriage and motherhood.90 
 
 
88 Anthropologist Vito Teti uses the very term “recognizability” – in Italian, riconoscimento – in describing a 
migrant’s relationship with the foods of his/her homeland: “Nella società tradizionale, dove sono forti le differenze 
all’interno di uno stesso territorio (si pensi a quelle di ordine sociale) il cibo appare costantemente come elemento di 
distinzione e di riconoscimento. L’individuo che si sposta per lavoro o per altre ragioni portava con sé i cibi, le 
reserve, il ‘fagottino’ alimentare.” Teti, Il colore del cibo: Geografia, mito e realtà dell’alimentazione mediterranea 
(Rome: Meltemi, 1999), 88. The italics are mine. 
89 Defining the pestelloma care packages delivered to Kalymnian emigrants, Sutton describes foods from one’s 
home as a site for the “re-imagining of ‘worlds’ displaced in space and/or time” (96). The italics are mine. Cfr. 
Sutton, Remembrance of Repasts, 11. 
90 One may also find this benchmark of pasta in Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s The Leopard (1957), when 
Tancredi brought Cavriaghi, a Milanese soldier, to the house, with the hope that Cavriaghi and Concetta may wed. 
When Concetta rejects Cavriaghi, Tancredi attempts some comic relief in consoling Cavriaghi, joking that their 
relationship would have failed because “she’s Sicilian to the very marrow,” and, with that regional allegiance, comes 
a deep attachment to pasta, which is generally unavailable in Lombardy. Tancredi exclaims, “She might never feel at 
home in a place where one has to arrange a week ahead for a plate of macaroni!” Cavriaghi smiles and responds, 
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Because this aspect will arise when discussing Sophia Loren’s cookbooks of the 1970s, for now, 
the focus will instead be on the buffoonery and decorum – or lack thereof – of Antonio and 
Peppino as they dine with Marisa’s theater troupe at the Gran Milan, a decidedly bourgeois 
eatery. 
The restaurant space could not be more different than the Caponis’ hotel room, and it is a 
true site of tensions between North and South, Milanese industrialist and quintessentially 
Neapolitan street urchin. This scene illustrates, in a word, differences: the major disparities 
between the affluent, urbane North and the provincial South. Firstly, reminiscent of the 
conversation Felice has with Nadia, the Piedmontese seamstress, in Miseria e nobiltà, 
Northerners eat and cook differently. Ingredients popular in the North, such as butter and cream, 
starkly contrast the ubiquity of olive oil and tomatoes, two staples of the Mediterranean diet. 
Secondly, at the Gran Milan, there is a luxurious refinement that is not as prominent in Southern 
eateries, which instead boast simple meals such as pizza, made with inexpensive, filler 
ingredients. These differences come as a shock to Antonio and Peppino, Neapolitan farmers who 
likely have never eaten out before, so they fail to fit into restaurant culture. At the Gran Milan, 
Antonio and Peppino retain a sense of provincialism, as they do not know how to maneuver the 
niceties of the front-of-house staff, and as their “poor” dietary choices clash with those promoted 
by the restaurant. 
Indeed, the restaurant setting upholds an unspoken code of etiquette that all participants, 
staff and customers alike, are expected to follow. There is a certain chronological rhythm and 
decorum involved in one’s dining experience, and the Caponis miss these cues ingrained in Gran 
 
 
“But I’d have laid in cases of macaroni for her, of course!” Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, The Leopard, trans. 
Archibald Colquhoun (New York: Pantheon Books, 2007 edition), 165-166. 
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Milan’s culture. Firstly, Peppino is infuriated by the coat-check system, accusing the attendant of 
stealing his hat, because he does not understand that the ticket is used to retrieve his hat at the 
end of the night. Even more comical are Antonio and Peppino’s troubles communicating with the 
maître d’, the manager of the front-of-house: a French term that the brothers mistake for “metro.” 
When the maître d’ says “Buona sera” to the two men, Peppino questions whether Antonio 
knows the maître d’ because Antonio reciprocates the maître d’s greeting; Antonio dismisses the 
confusion, stating matter-of-factly, “A Milano ci sono persone educate.” In addition, they take 
the maître d’s questions literally; for example, Antonio and Peppino are bamboozled by “Quanti 
sono i signori?” – a question meant simply to assess how many will be dining that night – 
because, as they respond, they do not know how many signori live in Milan. When the maître d’ 
clarifies, Antonio proceeds to introduce themselves: “Due. Siamo due. Siamo i fratelli Caponi. 
Ca-po-ni. Io sono il primogenio, e lui…il secondo primogenio.” The information that Antonio 
provides, however, is excessive and completely irrelevant to their dining experience that night, as 
Antonio and Peppino are actually joining Marisa’s fellow cast members. Much like their arrival 
in Milan, in which the Caponis stand out as exceedingly bizarre creatures who do not belong, at 
the Gran Milan, too, their presence is the subject of ridicule. The viewer hears laughter directed 
at the brothers as they trip up the stairs leading to the salotto superiore; their hand-holding, as 
well as Antonio kicking Peppino after his stumble, only draw more attention to the anomalies. A 
final sign of comic excess is when the maître d’ closes the curtains that separate the salotto from 
the other diners – a spatial move that casts the brothers aside as different – and the brothers 
mistake the sound of the curtains for their garments being torn, frantically checking each other’s 
backsides for rips. The atmosphere can thus be described as “alien,” as the noises and gestures 
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comprising the restaurant space confuse, anger, and even frighten the Caponis, but their crass 
behavior offers an equally bewildering contrast to the refinement of the restaurant. 
Likewise, as the Gran Milan is coded as a bourgeois space, the restaurant’s cuisine is a 
far cry from the Caponis’ clothesline of foods, or even the vat of saucy spaghetti in Miseria e 
nobiltà; I use the word “cuisine” to underline the fine art and polished techniques of cooking, 
versus the necessity to eat to survive. Thus, food itself is another factor that distinguishes the 
refinement of the Gran Milan from the Caponis’ more quotidian caciotta and pasta bianca, and 
these foods come at a high price. Initially, when realizing that they only have 20,000 lire to host 
a cenetta for seven people, Antonio suggests, “Concordiamo una cenetta a prezzo di costo.” This 
ridiculous idea devolves into further malaprop misunderstandings and, eventually, panic. Firstly, 
the Caponis protest against the obligatory sette coperti, because, mistaking coperte for 
“blankets,” they do not understand why they would need seven blankets in a city that is not as 
cold as they anticipated; they do not realize that the restaurant requires a cover charge per 
customer. Secondly, perennially concerned with costs, and since the maître d’ explains that all 
meals begin with a soup course, the Caponis reject the decidedly exotic turtle soup in favor of the 
“unico piatto” of pasta e fagioli, that, as explained previously, involves cheap filler ingredients 
meant to stretch one’s resources; the pasta e fagioli would feed seven mouths considerably more 
cheaply than turtle. This counter-suggestion is immediately dismissed by the maître d’, and the 
brothers panic about how to finance the cenetta; Antonio even prays to his patron saint, asking 
for a miracle. Fortuitously, the actresses arrive, carrying with them the consolation money that 
Antonio and Peppino had given to Marisa. Antonio’s prayers, as well as the girls’ exclamatory 
requests for champagne and turtle soup, have thus been answered. Debauchery ensues as the 
Caponis squander the 700,000 lire – the bribery money, the so-called “sporco denaro” – on the 
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restaurant’s myriad of expensive offerings; Antonio cries out, “A tavola! Si mangia! Zuppa di 
verdura! Zuppa di tartaruga! Tartine di pesce! Pesce d’Africa! Champagne! Champagne!” As the 
scene fades, Antonio – feeding off the youthful, spendthrift energy of the five actresses – is seen 
tossing the banknotes into the air, much like how a child plays with fallen leaves. Again, as seen 
in Miseria e nobiltà, Totò elevates scenes to utmost excess; with the box full of money thus 
vanishes the idea of a modest meal such as pasta e fagioli, subsumed by the exotic luxuries of 
the Gran Milan, and the viewer is caught once more in a frenzy of consumption. 
This frenzy, the abrupt transition from a bean soup to turtles and African seafood, is no 
longer the animalistic pursuit of food that we saw in Miseria e nobiltà. Instead, this is a 
commentary on the gross increase in food in this period and on radically changing tastes. In his 
work, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1979), sociologist Pierre 
Bourdieu constructs and interprets axes that correlate one’s class affiliations and level of 
education to her leisurely interests and consumption tendencies. With respect to food 
consumption, his findings reveal that upper-class members of society prefer meals that are 
“original, exotic, and delicate,” whereas those of the working class choose dishes that are 
“simple and well-presented.”91 The “before and after” in the salotto exhibits a shift along 
Bourdieu’s axes; the surprise of 700,000 lire – a massive spike in the Southerners’ budget – 
allows the Caponis to eat like the other diners, not merely to eat but enjoy Milanese cuisine. The 
Caponis forget about the fagioli, as well as the array of foods hanging in their hotel room, and 






91 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University 
Press, 1984 edition. 
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This jump towards “exotic” foods is an exciting move, but the allure diminishes when we 
realize that Totò’s hunger and provincialism – and even Totò himself – is just an act. Although 
born and raised in Naples, and although their collaborations on first, Miseria e nobiltà, and later, 
Vittorio De Sica’s L’oro di Napoli (1954), celebrate “a world and a culture that seemed proud, 
joyous, and self-sufficient,”92 Totò and, as the basis of my next chapter, Sophia Loren, do not 
share the poverty and provincialism of their fellow citizens; class differences separate the 
average Neapolitan from the stars. Totò is not even a real person. Totò, as de Curtis’s on-screen 
persona, is but a character; he is just a mask worn by someone else, detached from the Italian 
public. We must remember that Totò is a fictional creation, imagined and executed by a man of 
nobility and wealthy tastes. Indeed, on one hand, we laugh at Totò’s excessive role as il Principe 
di Casador/Casserola, but beneath the façade of the imposter prince lies a royal truth; de Curtis 
was adopted in 1933 by the marquis Francesco Maria Gagliardi Focas di Tertiveri, and de Curtis 
thus inherited not only the noble titles of Tertiveri, but also a namesake that forever guaranteed 
him food, despite the war, black market, and devastations of the South.93 De Curtis’s daughter, 
Liliana, discusses the simple tastes of Totò, but even a description of bread and oil speaks of 
bourgeois tastes; whereas Felice Sciosciammocca would have gone to great lengths for a slice of 
bread in his hand, de Curtis required a more elegant culinary experience. Liliana writes, “Ogni 
cibo, secondo Totò, andava curato nella sua semplicità. Se si decideva di mangiare pane ed olio, 
entrambi gli ingredienti dovevano essere di prima scelta e consumati ad una tavola bene 
apparecchiata perché l’occhio e lo stomaco hanno eguali diritti.”94 How do we believe Totò’s 
 
92 Stephen Gundle, “Sophia Loren: Italian Icon,” Historical Journal of Film, Radio, and Television, 15:3, 1995, p. 
381. 
93 Ennio Bìspuri, Vita di Totò (Roma: Gremese, 2000), 125. 
94 Totò, Fegato qua, fegato là, fegato fritto e baccalà, a cura di Liliana de Curtis e Matilde Amorosi (Milano: 
Rizzoli, 2001), 10. This book is a compilation of recipes developed by Totò, but the introductory pages are written 
by Liliana de Curtis. 
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excess and furbizie, tied to an animalistic level of hunger, when a privileged de Curtis was 
excused from Italy’s hunger pangs? We must thus question the authenticity of the connection 
that Italians share with Totò, as well as his ability to perpetuate feelings of hunger, especially 
since he is not even real, and is instead an extension of someone not like his Neapolitan 
counterparts. Just like the spaghetti in Miseria e nobiltà, the artificiality of Totò compels the 




Antonio de Curtis, known universally as Totò, was a source of continuity and 
connectivity, restoring a sense of harmonious brotherhood to those left hungry and distraught in 
the wake of World War II. As the neorealist movement – decrying the social injustices of the 
1940s – came to a close, the commedia all’italiana of the 1950s, by contrast, viewed the hunger 
pangs of the dopoguerra in a new light: filling empty stomachs with laughter. Through his body 
language, from bulging eyes to exaggerated gestures, Totò reflects the difficulties of procuring 
food and, later, of upholding food traditions amid geographic and socioeconomic stratifications. 
In stuffing his pockets with imaginary spaghetti, Totò reminds his viewers at once of their recent 
hunger and, also, of the importance of pasta bianca to Italy’s longstanding food heritage, thereby 
bridging together past and present, suggesting a harmony missing since before Fascism. As the 
closing sequence of I soliti ignoti conveys, pasta remains the true gem: a versatile, rustic culinary 
mainstay of Italy, despite the rapidly revitalizing North and the influx of “exotic” and American 
products. 
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It is important to remember, however, that this ridiculous scheme makes the audience 
laugh because Totò functions within a world of imagination. The spaghetti is imaginary, the love 
stories are clouded by charlatanism, and even Totò is but the maschera of de Curtis. As an 
abundance of new products and ideas floods Italy’s marketplace, we are left to imagine hunger: a 
sensation, at least in the physical sense, hereby lost to the past. 
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Chapter Three: From Pizzaiola to Phenom: Sophia Loren, the Nexus of Networks 
 
The previous chapter discussed the massive changes Italians experienced in the decade following 
World War II: the increased stratification of North and South, the wariness towards new 
consumer products, Italy’s increased supermarketing, and, ultimately, how Italians were 
ultimately able to make light of the hunger of the prior decade. Yet, until this point, women – the 
providers of food par excellence – have been absent from the discussion. In light of their 
connections to food production and provision, both inside and, increasingly in these decades, out 
of the traditional kitchen space, women are the focus of this chapter. More specifically, whereas 
the first chapter followed the career of Totò, a male star, this chapter explores how Sophia Loren 
aimed to fit into the Christian-Democratic heteropatriarchy of the boom, and, curiously, how she 
both upheld and challenged societal norms previously instated under Fascism. First, this chapter 
considers how, through food and film, Loren appeased her fans of various backgrounds and 
beliefs. Through the following food tropes, and through cookbook authorship, Loren exhibited a 
femininity that countered the popular image of the sweet yet repressed housewife, adding a star- 




Before discussing Loren’s career, further historicization is necessary to contextualize the 
changing positionalities of women in the postwar period and, in addition, how the kitchen is 
framed as a site of traditional gastronomic and family values, as well as a venue for containment, 
with which women of the postwar period had to contend. After World War II, as Italy 
transitioned from the Fascist ventennio to a democratic, constitutional republic, the role of 
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women in Italian society became quite blurred. When men left home to fight, women replaced 
men at work, leaving their posts in the domestic space to substitute men in factories and 
workshops. It was assumed that, with the war’s end, women would seamlessly retreat from the 
public sphere and return to the kitchen, ready to birth, rear and feed new children. The retreat to 
the kitchen was, however, not as fluid as predicted. Although the domestic space – and, by 
extension, the kitchen – was imagined as a site exclusively associated with women, in the 
postwar period it became increasingly clear how women were not recognized for their efforts 
within that space. The absence of men from the domestic space, coupled with women’s right to 
vote in 1946, caused the contours of Italy’s sociopolitical arenas to shift; these conditions 
ultimately enabled women to participate more actively and equitably in the consumer economy.95 
This invitation of equity was, however, not exactly welcoming. This chapter thus qualifies the 
power of – to quote historian Victoria de Grazia – the “Mrs. Consumer.” Despite women’s 
entrance into the public workspace, and despite their engagement with the new commodities of 
Reconstruction, women’s participation in the market was not necessarily free. 
Indeed, the 1950s witnessed the birth of a complicated socioeconomic actor, the Mrs. 
 
Consumer, which embodies women’s exploration of and position within the consumer’s domain. 
Women enjoyed new political freedoms and were exposed to consumer durables – such as the 
washing machine and refrigerator – that alleviated and even invigorated household duties. Some 
historians – de Grazia and Gloria Chianese among them – argue that these “electric servants”96 
 
95 Molly Tambor, “Mothers, Workers, Citizens: Teresa Noce and the Parliamentary Politics of Motherhood,” La 
mamma: Interrogating a National Stereotype, eds. Penelope Morris and Perry Willson (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2018), 54-55. 
96 De Grazia describes the mass influx of electric appliances in the decades following World War II: “The new 
household’s center of operations was the kitchen. Here the battery of machinery was located - the set defined from 
the mid-1950s and 1960s as the stove, refrigerator, washing machine, vacuum cleaner, together with assorted 
automatic mixers, blenders, and coffee grinders; from the 1970s it included dishwashers and television sets as well; 
and from the 1980s microwave ovens, toasters, and electric steamers and fryers. The kitchen’s manager was the 
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gave new value to women’s labor. De Grazia is particularly optimistic in her discussion of such a 
household revolution, as she argues that these consumer durables empowered women, since they 
substituted tedious time commitments for greater disposable incomes and superior taste; de 
Grazia writes, “In the process she acquired qualities that were widely regarded as indispensable 
to a well-functioning consumer economy such as good taste, expertise, and foresight, in addition 
to the ability to measure her family’s well-being with respect to her neighbors’, her 
community’s, and national conventions of consumption.”97 But in claiming that a woman’s 
responsibility was to measure her family’s reputation according to certain communal standards, 
De Grazia fails to underline that a woman’s positionality was continually read with respect to 
men and to systems constructed and dominated by men; the standards imposed on women thus 
increased, as women were expected to excel in these pursuits and do so in a way that pleased her 
family. Indeed, women were considered the foremothers of Italy’s reviving economy, but their 
responsibilities as consumers remained in the service of men; images from advertisements, and 
those embedded in the popular culture of this period, thus perpetuated the idea of the sweet 
housewife, determined above all to please her husband and children.98 In other words, although 
women entered the public domain, and although it appears that they were full-fledged 
participants in the postwar economy, containment presented itself in a new way, as institutions – 
the Church, a conservative government, etc. – upheld the traditional roles of women, 





modern homemaker, a Mrs. Consumer who worked solo or with her ‘electric servants.’” De Grazia, Irresistible 
Empire, 418-9. For further reading, I also suggest Maria Chiara Liguori’s article, “Donne e consumi nell’Italia degli 
anni Cinquanta,” Italia Contemporanea, Vol. 255 (Dec. 1996), as well as any historiography by Emanuela 
Scarpellini. 
97 De Grazia, Irresistible Empire, 419. 
98 Gloria Chianese, Storia sociale della donna in Italia, 1800-1980 (Napoli: Guida Editori, 1980), 110. 
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I have presented optimistic reactions to consumer durables, but not all historians believe 
that these novelties were so empowering; instead, some see them as tools for containment. These 
novelties could be read instead as ploys to lure women back into the kitchen; there was the 
underlying objective to contain women to the domestic space: in line with the containment 
policies resulting from the Cold War, but also reminiscent of the gendered principles of Fascism. 
Cookbook scholar Amanda Laroche cites Ellen Tyler May and the consumerist attempts to 
uphold traditional gender roles, in which women were bound to the private sphere: 
‘The goods purchased by middle-class consumers, like a modern refrigerator or a house in the suburbs, 
were intended to foster traditional family values […] and uphold traditional gender roles’ (May, 166). In 
contrast to urban housing with constant contact with the outside world, suburban neighborhoods and houses 
not only put physical distance between families and the rest of the world, but also isolated neighbor from 
neighbor. Thus, families were contained within their home forcing family togetherness, while purchases to 
maintain a house and foster a home environment reflected gendered divisions of labor. In particular, 
innovations marketed towards women, such as appliances and processed foods, kept them in the home, and 
more so, in the kitchen.99 
Consumer durables of the postwar period signify a continuation of women’s containment, but the 
limitations imposed on women were certainly not exclusive to a washing machine or the 
bountiful aisles of a supermarket. Regarding the Italian case, we must also consider the ideals 
promoted by domestic manuals, which date to the ventennio. 
Postwar aesthetics reflect the tensions that women faced in their permeations of the 
public domain. Women were encouraged to reassume the role of the donna madre and reject the 
spendthrift, cosmopolitan, individualistic tendencies of the donna crisi.100 My recuperation of 
 
 
99 Amanda Ray Laroche, “The Cookbook Canon: How Women Authors Tamed the Domestic Sphere,” PhD 
Dissertation, University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 2017, p. 77. 
100 Donna crisi, or “crisis woman,” is a propagandistic term developed and publicized by the Fascist regime which 
denounced women of the “roaring” 1920s who favored watching movies, smoking cigarettes, playing sports, and 
American fashions over starting a family. The family policies of the regime instead prized the donna madre, 
“mother woman,” who was charged with birthing and raising multiple children: future soldiers servicing the regime. 
For further reading on the donna crisi, I recommend Natasha V. Chang’s The Crisis-Woman: Body Politics and the 
Modern Woman in Fascist Italy (2014), or, as the first historical undertaking of this kind, Victoria de Grazia’s How 
Fascism Ruled Women: Italy, 1922-1945 (1992). 
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Fascist terminology is intentional in that, for one, the marketing ploys of the autarkic regime in 
the 1920s and 30s mirrored those of the boom; the instructions and advice imparted by domestic 
manuals, among other media, continued to surveil, codify, and, certainly, contain women. 
Domestic literature of the ventennio instructed women on how to “make do” in the kitchen, 
stretching limited resources to concoct filling, even satisfactory, meals for her family; minestra 
comes immediately to mind. With the boom, domestic manuals continued to flourish in this way, 
suggesting trendy dishes and cleaning tips,101 but they also continued to limit feminist agency 
and discourage self-fashioning. In addition, the terms of donna madre and donna crisi are 
analogs of continuity and rupture. Donna madre is the imagined ideal of how women were to 
behave, continuous with pre-war trends; the donna crisi, by contrast, reflects the changing arenas 
in which women functioned, endowing them with increased social and consumer freedoms. In a 
comparison between domestic manuals and novels and films of the postwar period, film scholar 
Rebecca West notes that the manuals of the 1950s “propose ‘ideals’ toward which real people 
aspire and, in the case of women, I would suggest that many of the ideals are harmful in that they 
draw upon concepts of femaleness and femininity that often stifle agency and choice.”102 These 
ideals, which West aligns with feminist theorist Adriana Cavarero’s concept of “whatness,” 
project a set of norms detailing what women should represent, particularly with respect to the 
 
 
101 Historian Carol Helstosky describes a contest developed in 1959 by La cucina Italiana, which – more than fifteen 
years after the fall of Mussolini – nonetheless perpetuated the austerity of the regime: “Years of going without, 
along with a nostalgia for an imagined past of simple abundance, influenced consumer habits. Ultimately, the past 
would prove difficult to discard; food habits tended to reflect a culinary conservatism. Women’s magazines were 
full of splashy advertising copy for new products but suggested menus remained the same: tagliatelle in broth, 
meatballs, salad, cheese, fruit. Even the upscale La cucina Italiana carried features on shopping economically, 
checking market prices, using rabbit fur, and preparing tripe (La trippa: nutriente ed economica). A popular contest 
from 1959 challenged women to feed a family of five for under 1,000 lire. The winning entry came in at 810 lire and 
consisted of grated carrots, semolina gnocchi, meatballs, spinach, and baked apples, along with bread and wine.” 
Helstosky, Garlic and Oil: Politics and Food in Italy (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2004), 145. 
102 Rebecca West, “‘What’ as Ideal and ‘Who’ as Real: Portraits of Wives and Mothers in Italian Postwar Domestic 
Manuals, Fiction, and Film,” Women in Italy, 1945-1960: An Interdisciplinary Study, ed. Penelope Morris (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 22. 
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family unit. West proceeds, “What men and especially women were and should be; what the 
ideal family was; what normative sexual behavior should be: these whats underlie much of the 
prescriptive material to be found in postwar domestic manuals.”103 Particularly striking is the 
analogy Laroche draws between “ideal” and “traditional”: how the woman was tasked with 
recuperating the notion of the wholesome family, despite turbulent circumstances. Women were 
granted new freedoms in this era, but they contended with the traditional expectations and values 
of the patriarchy. Italian women thus approached a complicated crossroads: On one hand, they 
were instructed by domestic literature and advertising strategies to mimic the innovative 
American housewife;104 on the other, these very strategies were heavily influenced by Italy’s 
recent fascist past. 
As emphasized in the previous chapter, throughout Totò’s oeuvre – and particularly the 
hallucinations of the Sciosciammocca family in Miseria e nobiltà (1954) – viewers were given a 
vehicle with which to explore an imagined past. Laroche, too, describes the fantasy constructed 
and perpetuated by domestic literature. To persuade Mrs. Consumer to purchase new appliances 
and food products, marketers referred to a glorious mythical past: the old-fashioned family, a 
quiet, secure life, and the return of Cockaigne: “the abundant food, the lavish supply of eggs and 




103 West, “‘What’ as Ideal,” 23. The italics are West’s. 
104 Marketing historian Adam Arvidsson, too, noting the presence of American-style “aditorials” in Italian women’s 
magazines, argues that the image of women was constructed in such a way that they appeared to serve no other 
function than to support their families. When Arvidsson writes particularly about Grazia, one of Italy’s foremost 
women’s magazines, he also underlines the “ideal”: “Their articles covered American middle-class life; their advice 
for home building and decoration began replicating American design and architecture and, most importantly, the 
female ideal they proposed began to mirror that of the American housewife. Grazia’s reader now emerged as a 
woman whose prime interest in life was consumption and social mobility or, more precisely, who would use 
consumer goods primarily to stage the social standing of her family unit.” Arvidsson, Marketing Modernity: Italian 
Advertising from Fascism to Postmodernity (London: Routledge, 2003), 72. The italicization of “the female ideal” is 
my doing. 
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and the distance in time make it easy to gloss over the past’s rough edges (89).”105 Whereas Totò 
perpetuated feelings of hunger, where audiences engaged in fictional yet therapeutic screenings 
depicting their collective trauma, now, women continued to be central to this imagined portrait of 
a wholesome family. But this portrait, bolstered by the verbiage and images of domestic 
literature, and influenced by the governance over women during Fascism, was in fact a 
mechanism of women’s containment – and thus, what women fought to overturn in this period. 
Ostensibly, there did not appear to be any relief for women; divorce and abortion were, 
until this period, illegal,106 and remained sinful in the eyes of the Church. It was long projected 
that God intended for women to be faithful wives and caring mothers, but, in this decisive period 
in history, this notion was met with great friction. Women began to band together to liberate 
themselves from the grand expectation of motherhood, taking to public spaces and demonstrating 
their autonomy and own jurisdiction over corporeal, political, and economic matters. I do not 
mean solely the waves of protests during the 1960s, although these manifestations were indeed 
significant and deserve far more attention than I devote here. Instead, my focus is on consumerist 
actions: employment of the products and advertising that targeted women, thereby enacting a 
femininity that broke with traditional gender standards and ideals. Food is a foremost example of 
products with which women challenged the norms that long contained them to the private realm; 






105 Laroche, “The Cookbook Canon,” 78. Laroche is referencing Mcfeely’s Can She Bake a Cherry Pie? American 
Women and the Kitchen in the Twentieth Century (2001). 
106 As we read in Susan Bassnett’s Feminist Experiences: The Women’s Movement in Four Cultures (London: Allen 
& Unwin, 1986), what began as a “hitherto silent majority” (91) escalated in the mid-1970s to rally numbers in the 
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fill their families’ bellies and uphold their reputation. Marketing historian Adam Arvidsson 
references advertisements of Barilla pasta dating to the 1960s, in which the woman is 
confident in her own values and abilities. Her family remains peripheral to the situation, if not entirely 
absent. What counts is her self: her individual effort and contribution […] Thanks to the product [Barilla], 
the woman consumer had become an individual for whom pasta was primarily a way of channeling her own 
creativity and desire for self-expression; a way of marking off her presence in the world, and only 
secondarily something that fulfilled the needs of kids and ‘man.’107 
 
This idea inspires the fundamental question that will guide my readings of the films: If 
housewives were constructed and subordinated by the media to serve their families gracefully 
and stoically, is food a tool with which women can fight for total rights, to be recognized as 
equal to their male counterparts? In other words, could women utilize the foods and tools of the 
kitchen – symbols of family and of tradition – as points of departure away from those very 
signposts of containment, of subservience? As demonstrated through both the roles and star 
persona of Sophia Loren, my answer is, to a certain extent, yes. 
 
Sophia Loren: Breaking the Chains of Containment 
 
Where does Sophia Loren fit into this picture I have painted? Sophia Loren is 
unanimously thought to be a star, but that was not always so. This chapter investigates Loren’s 
struggles toward stardom amid such radical socioeconomic and cultural transformations in 
postwar Italy. Working within a capitalistic, man-made star system, and facing harsh scrutiny for 
her early relations with producer Carlo Ponti, Loren had to fight to become an icon, recognizable 
among all networks of Italians. Loren’s ascendance to stardom is, curiously, peppered with her 
interactions with food. As food was purchased and prepared predominately by women, the use of 
food in Loren’s cinema is certainly a poignant way to document the trajectory of women in the 
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1960s and 70s, as they struggled against Catholic, heteropatriarchal norms and legislation for 
equal rights. Loren’s public demonstrations of cooking and eating spoke volumes to the millions 
of women across the peninsula, who had been long confined to private spaces, but were 
beginning to acknowledge that their status was changing. This chapter traces, by way of Loren’s 
oeuvre, the intersections between food consumption, production, and reproduction across Italy 
between 1954 and 1971: these years marked Italy’s Economic Miracle, but also the battle for 
gender equality. Through close readings of Vittorio De Sica’s L’oro di Napoli (1954), La 
ciociara (1960), Ieri, oggi, domani (1963), as well as Loren’s own cookbooks, Loren’s path to 
stardom segues into the everyday woman’s stakes, both inside and out of the kitchen, in such a 
transitional period in history. In other words, Loren’s body became a site of recognizability and 
relatability among Italians, and particularly, women, who in this period broke the chains of their 
containment. 
Much like the 1960s housewife, Sophia Loren’s choices were, too, largely enforced by 
men: not only inspirational male figures in Loren’s life, but the laws dictating Catholic Italian 
society. On one hand, when one contemplates Loren’s career, three men immediately come to 
mind: director Vittorio De Sica, her mentor of nearly twenty years; producer Carlo Ponti, her 
longtime husband and agent; and actor Marcello Mastroianni, a very frequent co-star. These 
three men were instrumental in molding and bolstering Loren in her path toward everlasting, 
global stardom,108 but it is clear that Loren was confined to a male-dominated star system; these 
men determined her roles and reputation on- and off-screen, based on certain social criteria. As a 
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of four cultural networks that comprised Italy’s patriarchy in the postwar years.109 Through my 
analysis of Loren’s oeuvre, this chapter explores her reception by – and the space she carved for 
herself and for greater womankind within – this nexus of networks. Firstly, Italy’s Catholic 
subculture was most deeply entrenched in society, so there was widespread attachment to the 
Church and religious hierarchy. Secondly, boasting the largest Communist party outside of the 
Soviet Union, Italy’s Left was strong, upholding the values of the working class; the Left also 
scorned the third cultural influence, that being the oncoming waves of American products and 
ideas. And finally, there was also the urban poor of Rome and Naples: underbellies of two cities 
that defined Loren’s upbringing. Satisfying all four subcultures proved arduous for Loren, but – 
thanks to her cinematic collaborations with De Sica, Ponti, and Mastroianni – Loren came to 
demonstrate that she was more than just a “mobile of miscellaneous fruits and melons.”110 
Indeed, the following analyses underscore the combination – both by the aforementioned men 
and by Loren herself – of Loren’s sex appeal with the sensual pleasures of food. By multiplying 
the notion of desire, in which the viewer simultaneously desires Loren’s body and the foods with 
which she interacts, Loren attracted a fanbase across these subcultures. In so doing, she was able 
to reverse their respective criticisms, all the while championing women who, similarly, had to 
find their niche within the patriarchy. 
L’oro di Napoli: The Promiscuous Pizzaiola 
 
Loren’s connections to Naples are noticeably different than Totò’s rootedness to the 
South. Totò’s iconicity is mostly limited to Italy, his performances consonant with the changes 
impacting the country, and particularly, the South, in the 1950s. Loren, by contrast, fondly 
 
109 These networks are elegantly elaborated in Stephen Gundle’s “Sophia Loren: Italian Icon,” Historical Journal of 
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remembers her upbringing in Pozzuoli, but she utilized her southern autochthony as a means of 
symbolic capitalism, enabling her career to extend beyond the peninsula. Loren’s southernness 
stands opposite the filth of Naples described in the previous chapter; instead, the desires and the 
sensory overload surrounding earlier portraits of Naples, as well as of Totò’s hunger, are now 
channeled through the body of Loren. The viewer no longer desires just food; they desire Loren 
herself, who embodies the exotic, picturesque aspects of the Italian South. In the previous 
chapter, Naples had been described as a point marking the end of the civilized world, beyond 
which lied uncharted territory, unrecognizable to the Northerner. That unrecognizability has been 
romanticized and exoticized, rendering it a place of desire. Overlooking the filth and the dusty 
streets, the outsider imagines a beautiful spectacle: volcanoes, blue seas and green fields, 
multicolored dawns, all of which offer a picturesque appeal to the aforementioned squalor.111 
One need only remember Giovanni Verga’s short story “Fantasticheria” (1880), in which he 
describes a woman who imagines the allure of the Sicilian town of Aci Trezza, clapping her 
hands in wonder at the deep blue sea and its giant rocks, looking out her carriage-window onto 
Aci Trezza and exclaiming, “I’d like to spend a month down there!” Within forty-eight hours, 
however, the woman grows bored and restless, ultimately leaving her to question “how people 
can spend the whole of their lives in a place like this.”112 The viewer experiences this same 
desire towards Loren, but she escapes that ultimate feeling of boredom, perpetuating her allure 
for decades. She does so through an act of Northernization, opening herself and her career up to 
the rest of the world. Loren, born as Sofia Scicolone, changed her name twice, thus willing to 
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change a major signifier of her identity for her career, thereby solidifying an international 
recognizability and memorability. During her career in photoromances, in which she was 
frequently cast as a gypsy temptress or a slave girl because of her darker complexion, she was 
known as Sofia Lazzaro, implying that her beauty was so violent it could awaken even the 
dead.113 The change to “Sophia Loren,” meanwhile, reflects the need to northernize her identity 
to increase her viewership beyond Italy – to overcome that eventual ennui described by Verga. In 
a conversation with producer Goffredo Lombardo, which, in her autobiography, Loren named 
her “artistic christening,” Lombardo wanted to give her “a short name that was easy to 
pronounce, a name with a certain allure.” Inspiration came from a poster of Swedish actress 
Märta Torén. Loren added, “While we were at it, he also decided to replace the f with a ph and 
voilà, it was the right name for an international star.” The change to the consonant cluster of 
“ph,” one foreign to the Italian register, granted Loren a recognizability beyond Italy’s shores, 
particularly among Anglo-Saxon audiences, but it also increased her exoticization, a cultural 
displacement, among her native Italians. To this end, Loren concluded, “People in Pozzuoli 
somehow became convinced I’d changed my name to Sopìa, with a p, although they didn’t 
understand why.”114 As this chapter proceeds, this is just one way in which Loren negotiated the 
contours of her iconicity. 
Loren’s career began to blossom in 1954, following the production of L’oro di Napoli: 
her first of eight collaborations with De Sica.115 In this film of six vignettes, adapted from 
Giuseppe Marotta’s novel of the same name, De Sica had intended to paint a pre-war portrait of 
Naples: a beautiful and primitive world, not yet touched by the overbearing influence of America 
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and the rapid industrialization of the new West. Indeed, over the course of L’oro di Napoli, 
audiences encounter some of the quintessential stereotypes of the Italian South: a family 
subservient to a local Mafia boss; a hopeless gambler; a prostitute whose life turns to shambles; 
and an earthy, sexy pizzaiola. As seen across Totò’s oeuvre, the setting of the vignettes, Naples, 
is an important component – a protagonist perhaps as central to the films as any human role. 
Remembering the Caponis’ misadventures in Totò, Peppino e…la malafemmina (1956), Naples 
was the “home base” for which the farmers – and audiences at large – long, comparing the alien 
Milan to the more comforting surroundings of the Mediterranean.116 It makes sense, then, that 
Totò stars in the first vignette of L’oro di Napoli, portraying a man who explodes against and 
expels Il guappo from his home, because Il guappo commanded that they eat a lean preparation 
of fish for Christmas, instead of the traditional fried baccalà. Similar to the hotel room of La 
malafemmina, laden with mortadella and pasta bianca, in L’oro di Napoli, Totò is once again 
championing tradition, rooting his tastes in and upholding his allegiance to his native South. 
With Loren, meanwhile, the viewer hungers for the foods with which she interacts, on one hand 
because she extends a sexualizing, tantalizing component to these products; on the other, 
perhaps, because we wish that we were those foods, being touched and consumed in the ways 
seen on screen. In so doing, however, Loren negotiates against certain societal traditions. 
Loren’s role is, like Totò’s, centered around food, as she plays the pizzaiola in a later 
vignette. With “his third eye, which was trained to discover the actor behind the appearances,”117 
De Sica extracted Loren’s autochthon, unearthing and projecting her Neapolitan roots to the 
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world at large as his explosive, blowsy pizza girl. Loren related to A.E. Hotchner, “He [De Sica] 
said I had a quality of spontaneity, an outgoing impulsiveness, typically Neapolitan, that he 
wanted to capture in this part. […] It was a part made to order for me: an explosive, earthy 
Neapolitan woman, a type I knew so well; she was even called Sofia.”118 In this role, Loren 
accrued the first of her fan base: those living in the poor, urban South who immediately 
recognized De Sica’s Naples, meanwhile wary of the cultural traces left behind by the American 
GIs. She did so with an Italian product as iconic as she: pizza. 
Pizza perfectly embodies Neapolitan culture. In a book dedicated entirely to pizza, food 
historian Carol Helstosky claims that pizza started as a street-food consumed largely by the poor 
of Naples, eaten on weekdays (so as to pay for a more lavish meal on Sunday) and paid on 
credit.119 It makes sense, then, that De Sica’s vignette, appropriately titled “Pizze a credito,” was 
shot mostly on the street, centered around the small, makeshift pizza stand managed by Rosario 
and Sofia, husband and wife. The episode is centered most specifically around Sofia, her body 
portrayed as more mouthwatering than her pizzas, and more supple than the dough. The viewer 
is immediately jarred by her presence; through a series of long shots, we meet the tall, buxom 
woman, dressed in white, whose appearance commands her fellow street urchins. Despite Sofia 
and Rosario’s egregious shouts of “Come have a snack!” and “Eat today and pay within eight 
days!”, it soon becomes clear that their clientele flocks to the stand not for the pizza, but, rather, 
to get a glimpse of Sofia. As she kneads the dough, her customers stand on the street and 
consume not only the fresh pizza, but also her voluptuous body; viewers, watching from within 
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herself, we are reminded that Sofia’s curves match the suppleness of the dough she shapes into 
pizzas, and she embodies the fertility of the yeasty dough with which she works. Loren’s star- 
power is strongly rooted in her body: hearty and rounded, like the iconic pizza. But her allure is 
also carnal and scandalous, as this episode underlines. 
While De Sica chose to shoot most of the vignette outdoors, the shots that take place 
indoors are far more revealing. The vignette begins not at the family pizza stand, nor at Church 
as Sofia has her husband believe, but at Sofia’s lover’s house. Worse yet, Sofia lies to her 
husband not only about her whereabouts, but also about her ring, which she claims that she 
accidentally misplaced in the dough and ultimately baked into a customer’s pizza. While 
intended as a simple alibi, this scenario bears deep consequences. In Sofia’s attempt to jettison 
an adulterous reputation, the couple ventures to the customer’s house and demands to inspect his 
pizza. The pizza, however, was the man’s snack-break from mourning his wife. Rosario and 
Sofia disrespect the man’s privacy, as the pizza ultimately becomes a sign of betrayal: a betrayal 
of communal solidarity (i.e., not standing together during funerary proceedings),120 and of 
Sofia’s infidelity. The sexualized metaphor of the dough is furthered and dirtied, amplifying the 
use of Sofia’s hands on both her dough and her lover, and the emblem of her marriage gets lost, 
even forgotten, in the amorphous, sticky substance. But, were we to look back on Loren’s 
budding career in the 1950s, in this moment, we remember her own messy, illegal romance with 
Carlo Ponti, producer of L’oro di Napoli, which subjected her to years of chastisement by the 
Vatican and by men and women alike across Italy. 
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Ponti and Loren first met in 1950, when Loren was a contestant in a beauty pageant; 
Ponti was one of the jurors. What began as platonic, even fatherly, communication soon 
escalated to a secret, illicit romance, as Ponti was a married man. Loren related to Hotchner: 
Carlo was aware of my fears and reticence, aware that I wasn’t just another accessible starlet (how I despise 
that word!) and he never tried to go very far with me. From what I gathered, Carlo had always had little 
affairs with actresses, and his wife didn’t seem to mind as long as he didn’t see the same girl very often and 
there was no threat of a serious relationship. That’s why we saw each other secretly, so that his wife 
wouldn’t become aware of me.121 
But, as with all facets of her life, Ponti’s affair with Loren was hardly private, thus subjecting her 
to the biting criticism of the patriarchy. 
Divorce was at that point illegal in Italy, but Ponti’s lawyers had found a loophole: a 
proxy marriage in Mexico, unbeknownst to Loren and Ponti. One morning in 1957, while 
enjoying breakfast together in Washington, D.C.,122 they were shocked to discover – in the 
newspaper, of all places – that they were married. Loren wrote in her memoir, “I almost fell off 
my chair. Even Carlo, although it was he who had unleashed his legal office in search of a 
solution outside of Italy, was taken by surprise. His lawyers, evidently, had gone ahead with it 
without his knowing.”123 While everything appeared to be in order for the supposed newlyweds, 
in Italy both legal and social troubles ensued. The media had come to portray Loren as much of 
an unfaithful saboteur as the pizzaiola of three years prior: a stark contrast from the universally 
adored star we know today. Indeed, in the months that immediately followed their proxy 
marriage, conservatives attacked the budding starlet; among women in particular, Loren “became 
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family without regard for morality or the sentiments of others.”124 (Ponti, “the stolen man,” had 
faced more lenient criticism.) More macrocosmically, the Church – already confronting a period 
of radical secularization – condemned Loren. Cultural historian Stephen Gundle noted, “Sophia 
was not a practicing Catholic but, as she later said, ‘emotionally Catholicism was my heritage 
and ex-communication was a chilling threat’ [23].”125 Never mind these obstacles that the “due 
superpromessi sposi dell’Italia moderna”126 had to endure, and that, in spite of such attacks, 
Loren and Ponti’s marriage lasted a remarkable five decades; Loren’s reputation was jeopardized 
from these choices off-screen, as her career wavered under the critical eyes of the Church and its 
millions of congregants. She was not the traditionally chaste, virtuous wife, nor was she a 
mother: two aspects for which Italy’s conservatives long chastised Loren the woman, but guided 
Loren the actress in the many roles that followed. 
 
La ciociara: A Mother’s Greed to Feed 
 
Then there were the Marxists: wary of light-hearted, Hollywoodized pulp, and, hence, 
Loren’s “confectionary” performances, such as Houseboat (1958) and It Started in Naples 
(1960).127 But, following the success of L’oro di Napoli, Loren got the opportunity to work with 
De Sica once again, this time on a film that documented the struggles of motherhood and of 
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forefather of the neorealist movement128 – was able to revisit the devastations of the war and 
explore la carestia, material deprivation, through the lens of Italy’s new consumer economy.129 
La ciociara, adapted from Alberto Moravia’s 1957 novel of the same name, is a narrative of 
hunger, but one drastically different from the hallucinatory buffoonery that Totò illustrated for 
his audiences. Totò’s hunger is comical and imagined, whereas the hunger of Cesira and her 
daughter, Rosetta, is carnal and violent, themselves forcibly becoming objects for consumption, 
as they struggle to survive in – as the title suggests – la Ciociaria, Cesira’s native province. 
Production of the film was, similarly, a struggle. This collaboration between De Sica and 
Loren was, in a word, serendipitous. Originally, the film was to be directed by George Cukor, 
and Anna Magnani, the doyenne of Italian actresses and queen of neorealism, was to play Cesira; 
Loren was supposed to play Rosetta. Magnani had fiercely rejected that casting choice: “‘She’s 
too tall,’ she told Cukor. ‘How can I perform with a daughter I have to look up to?’”130 Magnani 
had thus abandoned the project, and, without Magnani, Cukor lost interest and withdrew. Ponti 
had thence bought the rights to the film, made De Sica his director, and Loren had been 
promoted to the role of Cesira, mothering Rosetta – now only twelve years old. 131 
These changes undoubtedly made the Left nervous: How could Loren, by this point a 
Hollywoodized bombshell, possibly portray a valiant mother weathered by war? At certain 
points, De Sica’s film is a drastic departure from Moravia’s anti-American, anti-consumerist 
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work. In his novel, Moravia draws a binary between American GIs and Italian civilians, treating 
their relationship like a market exchange: Americans offer gifts and good cheer to the hungry, 
distressed Italians, thus cementing the image of Americans as supreme victors and, in line with 
this role, generous benefactors of the places they occupied. Yet, according to Moravia’s text, 
these transactions – the gifting of niceties such as candies and cigarettes – did little more than 
boost America’s public relations. Cesira observes bitterly: 
Insomma, si era già formata in quelle poche ore l’atmosfera che, in seguito ebbi modo di osservare a Roma 
per tutto il periodo che durò l’occupazione alleata: gli italiani chiedevano la roba per fare piacere agli 
americani e gli americani davano la roba per far piacere agli italiani; e nessuno dei due si rendeva conto di 
non far alcun piacere all’altro. E io penso che queste cose nessuno le vuole e avvengono da sé, come per 
tacito accordo. Gli americano erano i vincitori e gli italiani vinti e questo bastava.132 
 
De Sica’s film, by contrast, avoids the Americans’ hubris, and it upholds the Italians’ feelings of 
celebration and gratitude towards the Americans, which was in line with the propagandist visions 
of the Marshall Plan ten years prior.133 Historian Thomas Cragin, writing on the differences 
between Moravia and De Sica’s versions of La ciociara, elaborates: 
Here [in the film] the Italians cheer the singing Americans in a powerful scene that seems a celebration of 
real liberation. There is no mention of American arrogance, and they do not inspire Cesira’s hatred of the 
Germans. They do throw part of their rations to the Italians, but the latter remain composed and receive 
these gifts with joy. We see not the slightest suggestion that the Americans have demeaned Italians or that 
they have ushered in an empty, corrupted capitalism to the ruin of everyone’s morals. Far from it, the film 
upholds the very dominance of American leadership in postwar Europe.134 
 
Although his reading of this scene is certainly plausible, Cragin berates De Sica for his 
abandonment of Moravia’s critique of America, but he fails to acknowledge De Sica’s keen 
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the peak of the Economic Miracle, complete with its questionable traces of Americana. Loren, 
who by 1960 was a recognizable figure on both American and Italian screens, thus took on an 
ambassadorial role amid such cultural transactions; as an Italian not only recognized, but also 
strongly desired, by the American public, viewers of either country were inclined to follow her 
into a darker, more politicized agenda than the cheerfulness described by Cragin. With Loren at 
the helm of Moravia’s story, which decries both the war and the commodification of society, De 
Sica was able to continue a directorial mission dating to his neorealist days: underlining 
moments of social injustice, and ultimately holding the Italian popolo accountable for sustaining 
the Fascist ventennio. Whereas in, for example, De Sica’s Ladri di biciclette, the glaring absence 
of the bicycle signifies the painful absence of solidarity, community, and any chance at material 
prosperity, in La ciociara, the focus is no longer on banal objects. Rather, the new central object 
is Loren’s body. The starlet’s pin-up is torn down as Cesira’s body is violated, thereby exposing 
the moral privation and willful ignorance blatant throughout Italy’s Reconstruction: a key 
objective among leftists. 
Indeed, before analyzing De Sica’s film, a brief discussion of first, Marxist ideals, and 
subsequently, Moravia’s novel, is necessary for best understanding Cesira’s moral deviance: the 
selfishness and greed that blind and block her from protecting her daughter in wartime. Readers 
acknowledge that Marxists were against two tenets, both of which informed the backdrop of 
Moravia’s narrative: war and capitalism. To this end, readers are meant to praise Michele, a 
proponent of Resistance, and sympathize with Cesira, who falls victim to the alluring spell of 
consumerism and, consequently, the Allied occupation, as she and Rosetta become spoils of war. 
Cragin even cites Michele as a spiritual leader of sorts, “who guides Cesira toward her 
conversion from the selfishness of Cesira – the Roman shopkeeper – to the humanitarianism of 
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Cesira, the victim of war.”135 At no point would I consider Cesira a humanitarian, in either 
Moravia’s or De Sica’s rendition of La ciociara, as she is perpetually seized by material goods, 
whether she possesses them or strives endlessly to restock her personal supply. Angelo Fàvaro’s 
assessment of Cesira is a bit more balanced, as he seamlessly blends Cesira’s duties of 
motherhood with her obsessive occupations with objects that fill her home and grocery store: “La 
passione che Cesira mette nella cura della casa, nell’impegno a mandare avanti il negozio e 
nell’educazione della figlia è la medesima, indistinguibile in ogni attività. Ella prova il 
medesimo sentimento di gioia per gli oggetti, per la roba e per quell’essere umano della 
figlia.”136 This balance is especially important in this role of Loren’s, as she worked to gain 
acceptance among and represent the more dissenting networks of Italians, fostering connections 
between the disparate binaries of Hollywood and Cinecittà, Left and Right, and, as developed in 
the coming pages, humble mother and glamorous star. 
As discussed above, Cesira is a material woman: From the very first page of the novel, 
lists, inventories, and accumulations of stuff come to define this nouveau riche. Having landed137 
a husband who ran a successful grocery store in Rome, Cesira moves to the capital and is 
continually immersed in goods: 
Il mercato era lì a pochi passi da casa, e io giravo tra le bancarelle, per più di un’ora, non tanto per 
comprare, perché gran parte della roba ce l’avevamo al negozio, ma per guardare. Giravo tra le bancarelle e 
guardavo tutto, la frutta, le verdure, la carne, il pesce, le uova: me ne intendevo e mi piaceva calcolare i 
prezzi e i guadagni, valutare la qualità, scoprir gli imbrogli e i trucchi dei venditori. Mi piaceva pure 





135 Cragin, “Responses to Cold War Crisis,” 43. 
136 Angelo Fàvaro, “‘Mamma quando si parte?’… Cesira o della madre colpevole,” Atti del Convegno 
Internazionale (III): Alberto Moravia e La ciociara. Letteratura, storia, cinema, a cura di Angelo Fàvaro (Avellino: 
Associazione Culturale Internazionale; Edizioni Sinestesie, 2015), 76. 
137 I choose these words because it is clear from the beginning that Cesira marries her husband strictly for social 
mobility. 
138 Moravia, La ciociara, 6. 
141 Moravia, 269. 
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Cesira is, in other words, obsessed with the spectacle of commodity goods: the abundance of 
commodities and people’s interactions with these goods. The spectacle diminishes, however, 
with the invasion of the Allies, as pantries are emptied and shelves lie bare. Cesira loses her way 
in the war, as hunger drives her and Rosetta to Sant’Eufemia, Cesira’s hometown in the 
Ciociaria. Hereafter, Moravia emphasizes the trivialities of Cesira’s search for food, especially 
amid bombardments, partisan resistance, and severe threats to human life. 
It seems that, only when positioned with respect to another mother, does Cesira actually 
acknowledge the pangs of war. One moment in both the novel and the film that is especially 
grotesque is Cesira’s encounter with Lena, a young mother whose infant son was recently killed 
by the Nazis. Lena, in turn, is psychotically traumatized, obsessed with her leftover breastmilk: 
the remaining link to her son. In the novel, Cesira, noticing that Lena is meandering aimlessly, 
asks Lena if she has seen any Nazis, and is perturbed by Lena’s reaction: 
L’acchiappai per un braccio allora, ripetendo la domanda; e lei, sottovoce: ‘Se te lo dico, tu poi non vai a 
raccontare dove tengo le provviste?’ Rimasi a bocca aperta di fronte a queste parole, perché erano al tempo 
stesso intonate alle circostanze e completamente assurde. Dissi: ‘Ma che dici? Che c’entrano le provviste?’ 
E lei, scuotendo il capo: ‘Vengono e prendono… vengono e prendono … sono tedeschi, si sa… ma sai che 
gli ho detto l’ultima volta che sono venuti? Io non ci ho nulla, gli ho detto, non ci ho farina, non ci ho 
fagioli, non ci ho strutto, non ci ho nulla… ci ho soltanto il latte per il mio bambino… se lo volete 
prendetelo … ecco.’139 
De Sica’s filmed portrayal of this moment is, while only roughly 90 seconds, decidedly more 
shocking. De Sica provided his audience with a visual that Moravia’s written words could not 
fully convey: he captured Lena’s lunacy, as she, through tears, reenacts the Nazis shooting her 
baby, and then – without skipping a beat – pulls out her breast for Cesira, causing Cesira to flee; 






141 Moravia, 269. 
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We must, firstly, consider the usage of milk in these scenes. A fetus grows in the 
mother’s womb, receiving her nutrients by way of the umbilical cord, but, upon birth, it is milk 
that connects mother and child. The milk of any animal is a white, pure, perfect140 food, but the 
idea of breastmilk signifies the mother’s provision of strength and immunity for her developing 
child; in consuming the mother’s milk, the child is readied for the tumult of the world beyond the 
womb. Milk, then, is the symbol par excellence of life and of a mother’s loving protection. In a 
war story in which the daughter is “like a lamb taken to the slaughter,”141 the use of milk is 
therefore quite striking: The production and offering of milk implies the strength and conviction 
of mothers in dangerous circumstances, but it also underlines the innocent defenselessness 
against the Nazi enemy. Lena’s foremost responsibility was to nurse her child, but that 
fundamental tie was severed by war; all that remains is the milk. Tragically, Cesira fails to 
register that, behind Lena’s excess of milk, lies a childless void. All Cesira sees is the 
commodity. 
Indeed, Cesira, too focused on furtively procuring more materials, wrongly positions 
Lena on the same spectrum. For Lena, provisions are irrelevant. In De Sica’s version, the viewer 
sees bread in Lena’s hand, but she displays a sense of ownership over only that milk: the essence 
of her lost child. Lena does not seek the commodities that Cesira so desperately craves, but 
rather, with breast out and body on such raw display, she is the commodity. Because Cesira is 
too enamored with the spectacle of material items, the striking spectacle of Lena fails to shake 
Cesira’s ignorance. Lena not only signifies the stark contrast in mentality between the two 
mothers – victim of the war in 1944 versus victim of the boom in 1960 – but it also foreshadows 
 
140 We may consult E. Melanie DuPuis’s work, Nature’s Perfect Food: How Milk Became America’s Drink (2002), 
for a closer reading on the correlation between the whiteness and perfection of milk, and the political and racial 
supremacy of Northern Europe. 
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Cesira’s own fate as a mother. No matter where Cesira goes, and no matter how much potential 
she believes her wad of cash142 wields, she cannot escape the horrors of the war on fascism, 
including and especially witnessing the brutal rape of Rosetta. This act of violence against 
Rosetta reveals the fallacies of a consumer economy; no amount of money, or chewing gum or 
candy or cigarettes gifted by the Americans, is a guarantee of one’s security, nor can these goods 
erase the continued commodification of, and threats against, the female body. With respect to 
Marxist subculture, the capitalist ideals promoted through America’s hegemony only distracted 
from greater socioeconomic and sociocultural inequities. Loren’s body does, to a certain extent, 
serve the same purposes of appeasement and of distraction; her body could be read as analogous 
to the Americans’ candy: something sweet we desire. However, through the ways in which she 
exhibited the gravity of the mutual exclusivity between one’s capital and safety, Loren curried 
the favor of Italian Marxists. She won the Oscar, Hollywood’s top prize, for this role, indicating 
her acclaim among American audiences, but her portrayal of such desperation and defeat, 
running counter to her usual “star” qualities, impressed the Marxists as well. Unlike in her 
lighthearted comedies and saccharine romance films, in La ciociara, Loren communicated a 
solemn message on accountability, the absence of solidarity and of total equality, and the 
nation’s struggle against fascism and its haunting legacy, which – as underscored later in my 
analysis of Ieri, oggi, domani – De Sica wove into their later collaborations. 
Another dark truth that lingered was Loren’s motherhood – or, rather, the impossibility 
thereof. With this Academy-Award-winning performance, Loren had earned the admiration of 




142 Cesira hid her money, dangerously, under her skirt, under the false impression that “no one would think to look 
there.” 
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stardom. Their disdain began to thaw, however, as Loren not only continued to play “motherly” 
types, but also struggled to become a mother off-screen. These sympathies were generated, of 
course, through more of Loren’s interactions with food: foods signifying the fertility that Loren 
herself hoped to embody eventually, both in a fascist world where fecundity was intensely 
monitored and treasured, and later, at the turn of the 1970s, when the once-dichotomous, unequal 
arena between men and women underwent significant leveling. 
 
Ieri, oggi, domani: “Gestations Like Fruit” 
 
This next section analyzes Loren’s performance in Ieri, oggi, domani. Despite De Sica’s 
own criticisms143 of this work, it remains a cornerstone of the commedia all’italiana movement, 
as well as of Loren’s career. Ieri, oggi, domani, composed of three vignettes based in Naples, 
Milan, and Rome, respectively, illustrates a fundamental transition in Italian history: 
disentangling from the Fascist ventennio, and, against a backdrop of secularization and economic 
revitalization, progressing toward the age of the emancipated woman. Loren, as the star of all 
three chapters, is at the helm of this fictionalized film, embodying the collective spirit of women 
beyond the screen: mothers, wives, and economically independent free-thinkers alike. 
The film begins in Naples, the “ieri” of the film, where we are immediately absorbed not 
only into the black market, but a world dominated by sex, food, and procreation: fertility abound. 
The premise of the film is as follows: There is a warrant out for Adelina’s (Loren) arrest for 
 
143 Stephen Snyder readily classifies De Sica’s late work as “miles away from his neorealist art,” nor have these 
films “occasioned interesting commentary.” Critics argue that De Sica sold out to the demands of industry 
filmmaking, falling prey to the desires of producers like Carlo Ponti and Dino De Laurentiis, hypnotized by the 
prowess of Hollywood. Even De Sica himself, in a 1972 interview with Charles Thomas Samuels, lamented his ruin 
by money. All of these ideas have been extracted from the edited volume, Vittorio De Sica: Contemporary 
Perspectives (2004). 
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selling black-market cigarettes. The announcement of her pregnancy, however, puts her 
punishment on hold. Come December, when she gives birth to that child, she almost 
immediately thereafter gets pregnant again. This cycle persists, and Adelina and her husband, 
Carmine (Mastroianni), ultimately welcome seven children into the world. When they fail to 
have an eighth child, Adelina is sent to jail, but she is soon released thereafter and happily 
reunited with her family. 
I offer this summary because the vignette speaks to the interference of civic offices in 
women’s most private, intimate moments: the conception and gestation of a baby. In this 
episode, a woman’s pregnancies are not only for public exhibition, but they are historicized. 
While Loren and Mastroianni dominate the screen, one could make the argument that History is 
in fact the greatest protagonist in this first vignette. The idea of bearing seven children – to avoid 
a prison sentence, no less – is, certainly, laughable. This sort of behavior, however, would have 
won the family prizes and great acclaim under Benito Mussolini’s rule. How, then, did the 
government’s once-fervent encouragements of fertility change – or not – in the 1960s? And how 
does Adelina take advantage of such a system to remain a “free”144 woman? To underline the 
conditions that women fought to overcome in later decades, and to highlight the prowess of 
women in the postwar period, it is important to invite the ghost of Fascism, in terms of its 
economics and gender politics, into this discourse. 
We can begin our discussion with the setting and mise en scène. This vignette takes place 
in Naples, a city which, with the invasion of the Allies in 1943 and the requisitioning of 
foodstuffs by the Nazis, became the central hub of Italy’s black-market economy, developed in 
 
 
144 I place “free” in quotes to welcome the notion that although Adelina’s conceptions keep her out of jail, her duties 
to her children expand as she bears more children. However, as I proceed to explain, it is Carmine, not Adelina, who 
bears the weight of childcare. 
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strong collaboration with American GIs.145 The black market was, of course, an economy of 
crime built in response to Fascist autarky, but one that was hardly curbed. Contraband goods 
filled the homes of Italy, but predominantly the Neapolitans’. 
We see this bounty in Adelina and Carmine’s neighborhood and apartment. De Sica fills 
these spaces with not only heaping amounts of colorful produce – watermelon rinds in a bowl, 
green grapes at dinner, a tumbling mountain of oranges – but also symbols of Americana: Lipton 
tea, canned chicken, and, of course, the ubiquitous red and white of Coca-Cola. These choices 
have prompted critics to suggest that De Sica was viewing the 1950s with thick, rose-colored 
glasses; film scholar Stephen Snyder writes, “It is as though a large screen painting of 
overflowing fruit bowls has been placed in front of Umberto D.,146 rendering the world of that 
film effectively invisible.”147 While the fresh fruit is indeed a stark contrast from, say, the 
burning of ants in Umberto D’s kitchen,148 these objects signify something much more poignant: 
the promise and fertility of the boom, and the tumultuous birth of modern, mechanized, even 
Americanized Italy in the aftermath of Fascism. 
In connection with fruit, we may also begin to unpack the questions of fertility and 





145 For a more profound reading of GI crimes in the South, I highly recommend Isobel Williams’s Allies and Italians 
Under Occupation: Sicily and Southern Italy, 1943-1945 (2013). 
146 This is a reference to De Sica’s neorealist masterpiece, Umberto D. (1952), in which a retired pensioner debates 
suicide when he and his dog, Flike, are threatened with eviction from their Roman apartment. The film underscores 
the vast social injustices against marginalized groups – in this case, the elderly – in the years following World War 
II. Vittorio De Sica, dir. Umberto D., prod. Rizzoli, 1952. 
147 Stephen Snyder, “Hiding in the Light: De Sica’s Work in the 1960s,” Vittorio De Sica: Contemporary 
Perspectives, eds. Howard Curle and Stephen Snyder (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000), 235. 
148 Although in other parts of this dissertation, I have portrayed the kitchen space as a warm, welcoming, and, 
indeed, maternal space, in Umberto D., Maria, the building’s young servant and Umberto’s companion, reveals to 
Umberto that she is pregnant and does not know who the father is. This news is disclosed in the kitchen, and, as a 
further contrast to the conception and deliverance of life, Maria ignites newspaper and burns pesty ants while she 
speaks. 
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analogous to Adelina’s booming family. The nut vendor outside Adelina’s home even likens her 
“get out of jail free” gestational periods to the seasons of commercializing produce: 
Tenta ancora di leggere; alla fine ci riesce. 
PASQUALE: …Sra, sga…sgravata… Ah, sgravata! Il 20 ottobre. Io vendevo i fichi d’India… 
Smette di leggere, si fa i conti con le dita. 
PASQUALE: Sei mesi d’allattamento: novembre, dicembre, gennaio, febbraio, marzo, aprile... Aprile, 
maggio, quando escono le prime primizie delle ciliegie, scade l’impunità. 
CARMINE (sicuro di sé): E mo’ stammo a gennaio. Il tempo ci sta… 
PASQUALE (scherzoso): Se vuoi un aiuto, senza offesa. 
CARMINE: Pasquà, se ti serve un figlio, t”o vengo a ffà a domicilio ... 149 
 
De Sica affirms Pasquale’s analogy in the following shot, focusing his camera on the bright 
cherries of May. Pasquale is selling cherries to the passersby, and it is announced that the police 
are camped outside Adelina’s home, waiting to arrest her: 
Seguiamo Elvira, la quale raggiunge la bancarella del marito. 
ELVIRA (concitata): So arrivate ‘e guardie into’ basso ‘Mellino. Carminello sta solo, Adelina nun ce sta. 
Ma ‘e guardie hanno detto che l’aspettano, che non se ne vanno. 
PASQUALE: Mannaggia ‘o diavolo… Guardame ‘e cerase ... 150 
 
And yet, Adelina dupes the officers once more, presenting them with yet another certificate of 
pregnancy. When asked how many more children she could possibly want, she responds matter- 
of-factly, “As many that I can hang on to.”151 Through her multiple pregnancies, Adelina 
actively chooses to upend a longstanding expectation of women, to “get by” the police and 
prison systems – the very institutions closely monitoring a woman’s most intimate, personal 
moments – through pregnancy itself. Thus, in this moment of defiance, Adelina brings into 
question a “woman’s place.” Women were thought to belong152 to the domestic, private realm, 
and, in particular, the kitchen, providing not only children but also food: traditional elements of 
hominess. But the home-space feels fraudulent when women, managers of that very space, no 
 
 
149 Cesare Zavattini, et al. Sceneggiatura di Ieri, oggi, domani. Excerpted from Ieri oggi domani di Vittorio De Sica: 
Testimonianze, interventi, sceneggiatura, a cura di Gualtiero De Santi e Manuel De Sica (Rome: Associazione 
Amici di Vittorio De Sica, 2002), 142. 
150 Zavattini, et al, Sceneggiatura di Ieri, oggi, domani, 143. 
151 Zavattini, Ieri, oggi, domani, 144. 
152 The voluntariness of belonging, however, is diminished when one remembers that these women were contained. 
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longer subscribe to the terms and conditions of their containment. In turn, Adelina utilizes the 
very means of her containment – pregnancy – to remain active in the public realm: to conquer a 
new place of belonging. 
In assessing Adelina’s defiance of the law, and of the patriarchy of the police, I am 
reminded of the “unruly woman.” Coined by Kathleen Rowe in her book, The Unruly Woman: 
Gender and the Genres of Laughter (1995), the unruly woman is “a woman who disrupts the 
norms of femininity and social hierarchy of male over female through outrageousness and 
excess.”153 This excess functions similarly to Totò’s maschera, in which his kinesthesis and 
bodily engagements outshined his fellow cast members, as well as the role itself. But the excess 
of unruly women is not exclusive to acting; it is a way of life, and a way of navigating oneself 
amid – and despite – power structures. Thriving on the power of her femininity, the unruly 
woman embarks on a life of independence, rebelling against traditional, oppressive gender 
structures. Instead of being tamed and subsumed into the greater patriarchy, the unruly woman 
resorts to body performance to achieve her goals, thereby fending off the inetto: the impotent, 
inept male.154Adelina’s constantly pregnant belly, quite literally paraded around Naples, is, thus, 
a sign of the unruly woman in action. Adelina does not become a mother to assume the 
traditional tasks of wet nursing and childrearing; instead, Adelina utilizes maternity to defy the 
police (itself a signpost of the heteropatriarchy) and evade her prison sentence. The 
“outrageousness and excess” to which Rowe refers are Adelina’s six pregnancies of incredibly 
quick succession: the bearing of fruit to fight the Law. Further inverting the traditional notion of 
“father works, mother rears the children,” it is Adelina who goes to work each day and Carmine 
 
 
153 Jacqueline Reich, Beyond the Latin Lover: Marcello Mastroianni, Masculinity, and Italian Cinema 
(Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 2004), 105. 
154 Reich, Beyond the Latin Lover, 108. 
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who takes care of their several children; the unruly woman breaks into the public domain, long 
occupied by men alone, as the inetto retreats into the private sphere, once predominantly a 
woman’s space. 
The idea of the inetto also underlines sexual potency, or, rather, a lack thereof. 
 
Referencing the fieldwork of David Gilmore, film scholar Jacqueline Reich notes that the phallus 
is the most determinant sign of manhood; to “be a good man” is to procreate. The inetto fails at 
this singular, yet fundamentally important, task – as we see in Ieri, oggi, domani. An exhausted 
Carmine drops a box of oranges on the street; he is unable to sustain his family’s growth. When 
Adelina fails to conceive an eighth child, not only does her cigarette enterprise come to a 
screeching halt with her imprisonment, but we also question Carmine’s manhood. The viewer is 
led to believe that, thanks to the impotency of the inetto, Adelina is imprisoned. Since Adelina is 
arrested by the police (the “Man”) because of a man’s inabilities, one could even read this as a 
metaphor for women’s subordination to Man, which women in this period began to resist. This 
said, despite Loren’s increasing star prowess, combined with women’s protests against 
patriarchal laws, Loren received universal praise only when she became a mother herself.155 
After repeated miscarriages, Loren landed the new, long-coveted role of “mother” in 1968. This 
dual struggle towards universally recognized stardom and motherhood will be unpacked in the 
next section, as read through Loren’s first cookbook. 
 
In cucina con amore: Recipes from Mamma Sophia 
 
La stanza è interamente rivestita di boiseries e di vetrine che racchiudono gli innumerevoli premi ricevuta 
dalla Loren durante la sua carriera. I Bambi d’oro, le statuine del Donatello, le medaglie, l’Oscar formano 
intorno a lei una trionfale cornice. Adattissima a una campionessa dello schermo. Ora, però, ciò che più 
importa a Sofia è che il salotto in cui ci troviamo sia a pochi passi di distanza a suo figlio. Ha bisogno di 
andarlo a vedere continuamente, di sentirlo respirare se dorme, di accarezzargli, se è sveglio, la peluria 
 
155 We could make the argument that since Loren’s children are both male, these are two more men (following De 
Sica, Ponti, and Mastroianni) who have sculpted Loren into the woman she is today. 
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tenue, scura (“sembra un uccellino,” mi dice) sulla testina rotunda… Come per assicurarsi che non è 
svanito, che non era un miraggio. 
“Eppure c’è,” le assicuro. “È una realtà ben precisa. Esiste: l’ho anche toccato.” 
Sorride. “Me ne rendo conto un po’ per volta, ma non riesco ancora,” confessa, “a convincermi 
completamente. Diciamo che sono persuasa all’ottanta per cento.”156 
 
In 1969, journalist Anita Pensotti painted this picture for her readers: an image that demonstrates 
most vividly Loren’s longtime struggles with pregnancy and maternity. A critically acclaimed 
master of the cinema, winner of numerous awards, recognizable star across the oceans, sultry 
pin-up … but, until December 1968, “mother” seemed but another fictional role. In her memoir, 
Loren lamented the two miscarriages that she suffered: “I felt gutted. It was as if the world had 
been turned off forever. I tried, but I could see nothing ahead of me, nothing that could console 
me. […] My life as a star was nothing compared to the happiness of the new mothers I’d 
glimpsed at the clinic, getting ready to breast-feed their newborn babies.”157 For years, Loren had 
felt this void, and this struggle could be read as the missing component to Loren’s universal 
acclaim. To win the hearts of all Italians – including and especially the Catholic conservatives 
who for decades had scorned Loren’s illicit sexuality – Loren had to retreat, temporarily, from 
acting, and from public to private spheres, to focus instead on becoming a mother. Through this 
sabbatical, Loren embraced cooking. 
Once Loren had gotten pregnant for a third time, under the authoritative watch of a 
Doctor Hubert de Watteville, Loren took leave of Cinecittà and moved to Geneva, to be near her 
obstetrician and wait for him to deliver her child.158 To curb her anxiety and distract herself, 




156 Pensotti, Le italiane, 180. 
157 Loren, Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, 170. 
158 de Watteville once exclaimed to Loren, “We can give you estrogen, with some good strong injections, and this 
child will be born in December. Just like the Baby Jesus!” Loren, Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, 174. Loren’s third 
pregnancy did prove to be quite miraculous, indeed reminiscent of the Christmas story. 
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and her recent travels around the world, all the while taking copious and meticulous notes on her 
experience. This compilation was published three years later: In cucina con amore (1971), 
Loren’s first cookbook.159 
At first glance, In cucina con amore is a typical cookbook of the 1970s. The table of 
contents outlines recipes for festive appetizers, soups, meat- and seafood-based dishes, desserts, 
and side dishes containing eggs and vegetables. Through these recipes, Loren writes with the two 
dimensions of women in mind: public and private. She addresses women tasked with bolstering 
their family’s image at public functions, as she encourages them to accommodate their guests’ 
dietary needs and suggests recipes for piatti sfiziosi such as eggplant-and-mayonnaise crostini, 
bruschetta, and tuna meatballs – flavor combinations not exactly appetizing to the contemporary 
American, but ones that are resonant with the tastes of the time.160 These women are also 
expected to be in the daily service of their families, as Loren recommends preparing the 
mainstays of Italian gastronomy. Besides entire sections devoted to polenta and the ubiquitous 
minestra, Loren suggests ways to enjoy pizzas in the comfort of one’s home. She also recounts a 
history of pasta in Italy and lists “the eight commandments for preparing la pastasciutta,” where 
Loren insists that doneness of the pasta is determined only through taste, and she emphasizes the 
importance of adding a teaspoon of olive oil to the water before straining.161 Loren’s recipes are 
a testament to not only Italy’s longstanding food traditions, but also tastes that have adapted to 
outside influences – namely, a household’s increased budget for food and, of course, trendy 





159 Besides numerous reprints, Loren in 1997 published a second cookbook, Sophia Loren: Recipes and Memories. 
160 Sophia Loren, In cucina con amore (Milano: Rizzoli, 2013 reprint), 18-23. 
161 Loren, In cucina con amore, 40. 
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film in Beverly Hills, is one such example).162 Her cookbook is a celebration of traditions and 
ideals but is also an acknowledgement of the enormous changes of the boom. 
A cookbook is, by basic definition, a catalog of recipes, peppered with definitions and 
advice – technical and otherwise – to facilitate one’s preparation of the dishes. The core of any 
cookbook is, as one may deduce from the descriptions in the aforementioned paragraph, food and 
flavor combinations. But, as seen through Loren’s work, cookbooks are also stories: narrations of 
food, as the author illustrates how these foods intertwine with life beyond the kitchen. The idea 
of “beyond the kitchen,” however, was farfetched for the traditional housewife, contained to the 
private sphere. In addition, prior to the boom, cookbook authorship was decidedly a man’s work. 
One need only think of the Italian cookbook par excellence, Pellegrino Artusi’s La scienza in 
cucina e l’arte di mangiar bene, from 1891. La scienza in cucina, which from the title alone is 
quite technical, is a compilation of “family recipes” that are written by a man, based on his 
experiences in restaurant and university settings: spaces from which women were long excluded 
and unwelcome. For decades, women, though charged with executing such recipes, had no 
agency, no authorship, in their cooking. Thus, for female authors of the postwar period, the 
cookbook became a means of being recognized: of inscribing oneself and one’s womanhood into 
domestic culture, of gaining individuality and ownership inside and out of the kitchen – of 
carving a woman’s space in what was once a wholly man’s world. Cookbooks penned by women 
became their point of entry into public life: a way to explore their femininity in such changing 
times. Loren, not just acting within a work but now assuming the role of author, was thus able to 
not only commit her struggles with pregnancy to the public domain, but also, through the 
cookbook medium, was able to utilize her star status to comment on the shifting of traditional 
 
162 Loren, In cucina con amore, 28. 
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gender roles. Using In cucina con amore as her platform, Loren acknowledged and, indeed, 
celebrated these transformations and the construction of spaces for women, by women. 
Loren’s cookbook narrative is at once personal and political, as she combines food with 
her imminent motherhood and, more macrocosmically, womanhood. Through her extremely 
approachable tone, Loren provides a sense of warmth, homeliness, and nostalgia, feelings that 
the star sought to embody as a mother, but which also conjure notions of conviviality and 
wholesomeness, in that all are unconditionally welcome to partake in the pleasures of cooking 
and eating. At the end of her preface, Loren writes, “Non mi resta che farvi gli auguri e 
raccomandarvi la massima attenzione, perché voglio che con le mie ricette abbiate un grande 
successo. E’ anche questione di orgoglio personale. Vi prego, non mi fate fare brutte figure. 
Aprendo questo libro siate le benvenute nella mia cucina. Mangiate con me.”163 As gathered 
from this preface, where she hopes in earnest for her readers’ success in the kitchen and implores 
them to not embarrass her (as a mother asks of her children before any outing), this cookbook is 
the means by which Loren prepared for her biggest role yet. Indeed, more than any of her films, 
the cookbook holds tremendous weight, as it signifies the success of her pregnancy with Carlo 
Junior; it was cooking that carried Loren along to her long-awaited due date, and, even today, the 
cookbook stands as Loren’s personal reminder of those days of expectancy.164 But considering 
the position from which Loren was writing, as well as whom she was addressing, this cookbook 
achieved so much more, both for Loren and for women overall. 
As a point of comparison, to demonstrate the wide breadth of cookbooks – and, thus, the 
diversity of women’s food narratives – I reference Julia Child’s influential domestic tome, 
Mastering the Art of French Cooking, published eight years before In cucina con amore. I make 
 
163 Loren, In cucina con amore, 13. 
164 Loren, Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, 175. 
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this digression for two reasons. Firstly, Child’s cookbook is yet another demonstration – and 
certainly a more recognizable model among American audiences – of how women did not fit the 
mold of “housewife.” Mastering empowered women to cook to not simply please their families, 
but to please themselves. As underlined, the cookbook is a platform upon which the author 
asserts herself into conversations on domesticity and women’s endeavors; thus, let us consider 
Child and her entrance into the world of cooking. Like Loren, and unlike the domestic gurus of 
previous decades (Artusi on the Italian side, but also Irma Rombauer, creator of The Joy of 
Cooking [1931]), Child was a far cry from the American housewife. She was not a housewife, 
nor did she intend for Mastering to be the housewife’s everyday cookbook. At a commanding 
height of 6’2”, extremely well-traveled, and who chose a college education and confidential 
government research over shadowing her family’s domestic servants, Child lived an 
extraordinary life, to which domesticity was superfluous. Indeed, as Laroche comments, “Born 
neither a foodie nor natural cook, Child has famously been quoted as saying, ‘I started cooking 
when I was 32, up until then I just ate,’ and her process of learning was a bumpy one.”165 Her 
foray into cooking was entirely voluntary, as were her commitments to family. Child married at 
the age of thirty-five and was childless, but, in time, and by Child’s own volition, cooking came 
to be like her baby; Child’s first meal while living in France was a transformative moment, 
inspiring her to explore French gastronomy on numerous, official levels.166 Laroche writes: 
In her autobiography, Child describes the sensory experience of the meal; a small warm dining room, the 
scent of sautéed shallots in fresh butter and wine reductions, the flavor and textures of briny oysters, biting 
through the flesh of the sole flavored with brown butter, and a chewy baguette (Child 16-18). Regardless of 
sole or duck, what remains obvious is the pleasure Child garnered from such sensory eating, and ultimately, 
creating this same pleasure through eating is at the core of Mastering the Art of French Cooking.167 
 
165 Laroche, “The Cookbook Canon,” 84-85. 
166 Child was one of only a few women to enroll at the prestigious Cordon Bleu culinary institute; her tenure at 
Cordon Bleu gave her the technical preparations that inform her cooking and, for the sake of this discussion, the tone 
of Mastering. 
167 Laroche, “The Cookbook Canon,” 74-75. 
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One may therefore read Child’s Mastering as synonymous with the birth of Loren’s son: 
a moment of insurmountable joy, in which life was breathed into a new creation, but both 
processes had their obstacles. Publication of Mastering was, similarly, challenging. Originally a 
massive encyclopedia nearing 1,000 pages, Mastering was rejected by numerous publishers for, 
primarily, its length, but also because Child’s painstaking attention to details and technique 
differed greatly from the convivial mood other cookbooks embodied; whereas Loren’s text is, in 
a word, motherly, Child’s style is too formal and even erudite, as if she demanded too much of 
the run-of-the-mill housewife. In her foreword, Child writes, “This is a book for the servantless 
American cook who can be unconcerned on occasion with budgets, waistlines, time schedules, 
children’s meals, the parent-chauffeur-den-mother syndrome, or anything else which might 
interfere with the enjoyment of producing something wonderful to eat.”168 
The similarities between the two cookbooks, however, stop at their gestation. The recipes 
and the tone of Loren and Child’s works are thus markedly different. Loren’s book is wholly 
welcoming, whereas Child’s is one of refinement and rigor. Taking the example of la minestra, 
Loren suggests five variations, each of which involve simply the seasoning (with only salt and 
pepper), combining, sautéing (with olive oil), and slow-cooking of vegetables.169 Child instead 
provides a “master recipe,” which may alternatively be chilled as a vichyssoise, and many of her 
variations call for cream, wine, and/or broth (canned or homemade); all variations require 
appliances such as a food mill, blender, and pressure cooker.170 And regarding tone, as 
transcribed above, when Child prefaces Mastering by describing her targeted audience, the 
“servantless, unconcerned American cook,” in the third-person, Loren, in order to achieve 
 
168 Julia Child, et al, Mastering the Art of French Cooking, Volume One (New York: Alfred A. Knopf Press, 1963), 
vii. 
169 Loren, In cucina con amore, 94-96. 
170 Child, et al, Mastering, 37-53. 
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maximum conviviality among her readers, commands her readers directly to “eat with me,” 
welcoming women to eat and to the social pleasures of mealtimes. Whereas Child is pushing for 
the production of delicious food, Loren encourages women to consume the meals they have 
created with enjoyment: an unorthodox, yet deeply progressive, message for a cookbook to 
relay.171 Loren carved a space within the nexus of cultural networks, and now she was inviting 
all to join her. 
The work of Julia Child is also noteworthy because, although the styles of the two 
cookbooks differ, the messages of both works speak on the patriarchy and the transformations of 
the arenas in which women live, work, cook, and eat. Despite Child’s perceptions of the 
American housewife, in the same foreword, she draws striking contrasts between the modern 
housewife and the French patron, claiming that the patron is stuck in an unrealistic land of 
make-believe. Child writes, “We have purposely omitted cobwebbed bottles, the patron in his 
white cap bustling among his sauces, anecdotes about charming little restaurants with gleaming 
napery, and so forth. Such romantic interludes, it seems to us, put French cooking into a never- 
never land instead of the Here, where happily it is available to everybody.”172 In other words, 
gone is the world of gastronomy dominated exclusively by male gourmands; through her 
cookbook, Child breaks the elitist and sexist barriers to French cuisine, opening the domain up to 





171 Anthropologist Vito Teti notes that gatherings and feasts of conviviality were exclusive to men, almost always 
occurring outside the home in public spaces such as bars, taverns, and grottos: venues long occupied exclusively by 
men. He writes, “[…] gli uomini praticavano in occasioni conviviali alle quali le donne non partecipavano. Il saper 
fare da mangiare degli uomini veniva apprezzato e considerato soltanto se esercitato fuori dalla dimensione 
domestica o allorquando la donna era assente e impedita. Da ricordare le mangiate e le bevute degli uomini nelle 
cantine, nelle taverne, nelle baracche delle fiere, nelle grotte, dove si conservava il vino.” Teti, Il colore del cibo: 
Geografia, mito e realtà dell’alimentazione mediterranea (Roma: Meltemi, 1999), 77. 
172 Child, et al, Mastering, xxiii. 
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pronouns, thus implying that the future of French cooking is hereby universalized, open to all 
genders. 
In Loren’s cookbook, the messages are similar, amplified within the national arena. On 
one hand, only through Loren’s miscarriages and relentless pursuit of motherhood did she win 
the favor of the Church and of Italy’s Catholics: the last cultural network to render Loren a true 
icon. Gundle commented, “…By spectacularizing her struggle to become a mother, Sophia 
rendered herself more human and acceptable even to those who had long viewed her with 
distaste. As the large circulation Catholic weekly Famiglia Cristiana acknowledged in 1967, 
‘The misfortunes of Loren render her more human and bring her nearer to us. They make her 
poorer than she appears, more simple and therefore more worthy of compassion.’ [33]”173 
Loren’s cookbook, an exposé of her very public struggles with pregnancy, reduced her from a 
godlike diva to a human star. Loren’s acting credentials were, apparently, not enough; she was at 
last recognizable to all Italians because she was a mother: the signpost of womanhood. Once 
“‘Sophia mamma felice,’ ben lontana da quella di Sophia rubamariti,”174 Loren became Italy’s 
icon. Thus, it seems that, by satisfying the ultimate expectation of motherhood, and, in turn, the 
provision of food for her children175 and for readers at large, Loren remains inscribed in the 
patriarchy. Loren’s remarks in Women & Beauty (1984), her manual on health and beauty 
regimens, only further such problematics: “When I became pregnant, my concern for my career 
evaporated. Nothing mattered to me but my baby. If necessary, I would have given up my work 
to have a child. If this means I am not modern, then I am not modern.”176 Do Loren’s steps to 
superstardom underline a regression, an immutable subscription to the patriarchy? 
 
173 Gundle, “Sophia Loren: Italian Icon,” 380. 
174 Alessandro Gatta, Sophia Loren (Roma: Gremese, 2014), 97. 
175 In 1972, Loren gave birth to a second child, Edoardo. 
176 Sophia Loren, Women & Beauty (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1984), 184. 
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Not necessarily. While the cookbook signifies her paradoxical triumphs in motherhood 
and in placating steadfast conservatives, this text is Loren’s commentary on the continuous 
struggle for emancipation for tens of millions of women: the fight to cook and to be a mother by 
choice only, and to control their own bodies and lives. In the introduction, Loren acknowledges 
that Italy’s social arena has changed greatly, that “equality between the sexes, even in the 
kitchen, has almost been reached.”177 But, later in the cookbook, Loren takes a profound stab at 
her remaining conservative naysayers, most – if not all – of whom are male. In a digression 
titled, “I mariti ai fornelli/Husbands at the stove,” Loren suggests that, if men are so appalled at 
the idea of cooking for their wives and families, perhaps they could learn a thing or two from her 
recipes: “Anzi sono proprio loro, con le loro idee inadeguate all’evolvere della società, che 
avrebbero più bisogno di questa, diciamo, terapeutica culinaria.”178 After decades of harsh 
scrutiny, Loren took to her cookbook to suggest that these men could learn something from her, 
but a “poor, simple woman.” At the same time, she acknowledged the wide-scale oppression of 
women, utilizing the subjunctive mood to express her hope that women choose cooking out of 
love, not by force: “Comunque, poiché è naturale che il maggior numero dei miei lettori siano 
donne, a loro dico: la cucina vi piaccia, non sia una fastidiosa routine.”179 In these concluding 
words, Loren expresses solidarity with her fellow countrywomen, as they weathered the changes 
both within and beyond the kitchen. 
Conclusion 
 
The first half of the dissertation underlined how Totò and Sophia Loren captivated 
audiences of the 1950s and 60s, putting their bodies, including their pursuits and consumption of 
 
177 Loren, In cucina con amore, 10. 
178 Loren, In cucina con amore, 213. 
179 Ibidem. The italics are mine to highlight the subjunctive mood. 
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food, in conversation with history. Their narratives, however, could not be more different. 
Whereas Totò’s performances were consonant with the overcoming of hunger, progressing 
towards material excess, Loren’s work instead offered women a respite from surveillance, 
codifications, and marketing strategies: all practices left over from Fascism. Loren’s films and 
her authorship depict at once a departure from the Fascist policing of women’s bodies and a 
quest for agency: agency that food providers had in restructuring the public and private spheres 
of society, and in creating a space to which women felt like they belonged, at last enjoying the 
fruits of their culinary labors. 
Although Totò is an icon of postwar Italy, his fame is not international like Loren’s. His 
fame is contained to the peninsula, but Loren’s stardom is more apparently a response to 
Containment: Cold War containment, but also the ideals of womanhood and housewifery in this 
period, in which women contested their binds to the kitchen. Indeed, these foods, as we have 
seen, spoke to the stakes of womanhood, as well as the problematics and dreams surrounding 
motherhood, during a pivotal moment in Italy’s social arena. Loren has assumed countless roles, 
bringing to life – by way of food tropes – some of the most beautiful characters to ever grace the 
screen, recognizable among several generations, and across a web of cultural networks: Italy’s 
South, an Americanized youth, and Catholic conservatives. Food, and the culmination of her 
cookbook, was the means through which Loren attained such relatability, allowing her to carve a 
space into the heteropatriarchy in which her stardom could blossom, unchecked, but also in 
which she could be a working mother of two. 
Yet, as with Totò, it is important to note that Loren’s struggles with pregnancy were so 
public precisely because she was a star: a woman of the highest social and economic standing. 
This chapter analyzed her cookbook with respect to her pregnancy, but, on the other hand, one 
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may read her cookbook as an exhibition of her wealth, as a compilation of recipes for “qualche 
pietanza esotica, scoperta e adottata nel corso dei miei tanti viaggi…”180 In other words, Loren’s 
cookbook is just one example of her upper-class life, offering the average reader glimpses into 
her luxurious travels: the story of her miraculous escape from poverty and entrance into the 
extravagant, jet-setting ways of the rich and famous. As with de Curtis, who through his nobility 
was exempt from his nation’s hunger, Loren is, too, an extremely rare case. Though her films 
and books present a narrative aligning her with Italian women at large, we must isolate her 
because of her extraordinary wealth. What, then, about the working class – or even those devoid 
of class altogether? In a radical departure from the lifestyles of the rich and famous, the next 
chapter considers the plight, the invisibility, of the lumpenproletariat. Enter the “revolutionary” 
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Chapter Four: Crises and Revolutions in the Work of Pasolini 
 
 
E’ in brusio la vita, e questi persi 
in essa, la perdono serenamente, 
se il cuore ne hanno pieno: a godersi 
eccoli, miseri, la sera: e potente 
in essi, inermi, per essi, il mito 
rinasce … Ma io, con il cuore cosciente 
di chi soltanto nella storia ha vita, 
potrò mai più con pura passione operare 
se so che la nostra storia è finita? 
 








































181 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Le ceneri di Gramsci,” in Pasolini: Poesie e pagine ritrovate, a cura di Andrea Zanzotto and 
Nico Naldini (Roma: Lato Side, 1980), 118-128. The italics are mine. 
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The above citation is from the poem Le ceneri di Gramsci, written in 1957 by Pier Paolo 
Pasolini: poet, novelist, essayist, and filmmaker. Although published the same period that L’oro 
di Napoli and Totò, Peppino e… la malafemmina were released, Pasolini appears to break from 
those “rosy” representations of continuity. Instead of the humor, love, and wholesomeness that 
exudes from the aforementioned films, in Pasolini’s work, the connections to that harmonious 
past are severed as he depicts an increasingly precarious, violent future. In this elegiac poem 
addressed to the late Antonio Gramsci, Pasolini confronts crisis, questioning how life proceeds 
despite the greatest rupture of all: when our history, la nostra storia, is finished.182 Indeed, what 
would come next? How would society function in the uncharted, unrecognizable territory of 
post-history? Where is any sense of continuity to be found amid sociopolitical upheaval, neo- 
capitalist exploitations, and, more specifically, the death of a second Communist leader, Palmiro 
Togliatti? 
“Crisis,” however, must be understood not as an end; history has not finished. A crisis is, 
instead, a turning point: a change in the expected course – a revolution. Revolution is, by 
definition, the overthrow of a social order or system of governance; it also indicates a circular, 
even cyclical, motion. This chapter unpacks these meanings of revolution through some of 
Pasolini’s metaphors of food and eating. Two of Pasolini’s films, La ricotta (1963) and 
Uccellacci e uccellini (1966), depict crises through tropes of hunger, predation, or indigestion. In 
 
 
182 Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) was the pioneering leader of Italy’s Communist Party, dying in prison under 
Mussolini’s regime. “La nostra storia,” our history, refers to the sense of fraternity Pasolini feels towards the late 
Gramsci. In Il sogno del centauro (1983), a series of Jean-Paul Duflot’s interviews with Pasolini, Pasolini expresses 
how formative Gramsci’s writing was in his intellectual development, even hinting that he is one such organic 
intellectual that Gramsci envisioned in his Prison Notebooks: “In quegli anni ’48-49, scoprivo Gramsci. Il quale mi 
offriva la possibilità di fare un bilancio della mia situazione personale. Attraverso Gramsci, la posizione 
dell’intellettuale – piccolo-borghese di origine e di adozione – la situavo ormai tra il partito e le masse, vero e 
proprio perno di mediazione tra le classi, e soprattutto verificavo sul piano teorico l’importanza del mondo 
contadino nella prospettiva rivoluzionaria. La risonanza dell’opera di Gramsci fu per me determinante.” Il sogno del 
centauro (Roma: Edizioni Riuniti, 1983), 27. 
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La ricotta, Stracci, the protagonist, consumes too much cheese, too quickly. In Uccellacci e 
uccellini, hawks attack sparrows, and protagonists Totò and Ninetto devour a Marxist crow. 
These three moments of eating reflect the grander-scale socioeconomic and political tensions of 
the 1960s, but they suggest not definite rupture, but, instead, a revolutionary progression. The 
consumption of these animals and animal products brings life to an end, whether that of the prey 
or the consumer himself; this change is final and irreversible, signaling a crisis in the alarmist 
sense. Yet, through those moments of eating and death, society progresses. The results of the 
predatorial, grotesque eating in Pasolini’s work are ultimately absorbed into the continuum of 
history, leaving future generations to digest and adapt to the changes that have unfolded. As we 
shall see, Pasolini positions these food tropes within cultural and religious narratives with which 
his viewers are very familiar. However, he perverts these stories, detouring from their usual 
trajectories, as well as from the norms of eating therein. Indeed, these moments will be analyzed 
as changes in direction: movements off-course, diverging from the viewers’ expectations, but 
also a circling back to some simpler time. 
 
Perversions of Catholicism, Perversions of Narration 
 
Pasolini situated La ricotta and Uccellacci e uccellini within Christian contexts: 
respectively, the Passion of Christ and St. Francis of Assisi’s interactions with the animal 
kingdom. Pasolini’s Catholicism exerted a constant influence upon his life and oeuvre, but he 
was a Catholic only in the cultural sense, not sociopolitically183 or religiously. Hence, despite the 
 
183 In April 1948, two years after the inception of the Italian Republic, the Christian Democrats – aided in large part 
by propaganda of America’s European Recovery Program (ERP) – emerged as Italy’s foremost political party, 
remaining firmly in power for forty-six years. Given the strength of Italy’s Communist Party – the largest outside 
the Soviet Union – the Americans offered ERP Aid on the condition that Italians reject their “Communist peril.” 
American agents thus aligned with both the Christian Democrats (DC) and the Catholic Church on the eve of Italy’s 
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allusion to Catholic figures and stories that his viewers would readily recognize,184 he darkened 
these narratives, presenting perversions – or contaminations, as many scholars classify them185 – 
of the Word of God. These perversions are simultaneously allusions to and detours away from 
canonical and Biblical tales and tenets, as well as from cinematic precedents.186 In La ricotta and 
Uccellacci e uccellini, Pasolini presents the more malicious sides of the Passion of Christ and St. 
Francis’s sermons to animals. St. Francis, along with Jesus Christ and His twelve disciples, are 
deeply venerated within Catholicism. The viewer is uncomfortable, then, with Pasolini’s 
treatment of these figures: their exploitation, their predation, and how, ultimately, these 
characters and their virtues not only go unrecognized, but they are ignored. In La ricotta, 
Pasolini bypasses the paschal Resurrection of Christ, and how He died for one’s sins, to create 
instead a spectacle through the exploitation of Stracci’s basic needs – namely, hunger. Similarly, 
in Uccellacci e uccellini, the animals misinterpret God’s message of brotherly love and empathy, 
delivered vicariously by St. Francis, as the hawks kill the smaller, hungrier sparrows; likewise, 
Totò and Ninetto ignore the prophecies of the crow, consuming his flesh instead of his 
 
 
1948 elections, feverishly promoting the DC through a wide array of propaganda. As historian Paul Ginsborg writes, 
“From the States itself the large and predominantly conservative Italo-American community devised all manner of 
propaganda initiatives in favor of the Christian Democrats. Hollywood stars recorded messages of support, rallies 
were held, and more than a million letters were dispatched to Italy during the election campaign. The letters all 
stressed the Communist peril, often contained a few dollars, and were for the most part not even addressed to 
relatives. On 17 March [1948] Cardinal Spellman, in the presence of President Truman, declared: ‘And one month 
from tomorrow as Italy must make her choice of government, I cannot believe that the Italian people ... will choose 
Stalinism against God, Soviet Russia against America – America who has done so much and stands ready and 
willing to do so much more, if Italy remains a free, friendly, and unfettered nation.” Ginsborg, A History of 
Contemporary Italy (London: Penguin Books, 2003), 115-116. For filmic examples, I recommend Paola Bonifazio’s 
Schooling in Modernity: The Politics of Sponsored Films in Postwar Italy (University of Toronto Press, 2014), 
which discusses documentary films created by Italian and American governmental agencies to celebrate the 
“lifeblood” of the Marshall Plan. 
184 Another such allusion to Catholicism is Pasolini’s Il vangelo secondo Matteo (1964). 
185 Such scholars include Sam Rohdie (The Passion of Pier Paolo Pasolini, 1995), Robert S. Gordon (Pasolini: 
Forms of Subjectivity, 1996), and Noa Steimatsky (Italian Locations, 2008). 
186 For example, in Federico Fellini’s Le notti di Cabiria (1957), a prostitute is mesmerized by the benevolence of 
Christianity and the ceremoniousness of the Church; a decade prior, Roberto Rossellini casts Anna Magnani as Pina 
in Roma città aperta (1945), a mother and bride-to-be who seeks solace in Don Pietro, a priest and Resistance 
fighter. 
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reasonings. Thwarting this traditional, religious lore with instances of excessive, grotesque 
eating, Pasolini’s protagonists are agents of spiritual crisis. These breaks – from the typical 
innocence of these tales and from the usual expectations of these narratives – come as an 
unsettling shock to the viewer. 
 
Stracci: Non aveva altro modo per fare “rivoluzione” 
 
In La ricotta, the protagonist, Stracci, plays the Good Thief in Orson Welles’s diegetic 
rendition of the Passion of Christ. He is starving. His work on the film is his meal ticket, as he 
earns a boxed lunch each day he reports to work, which he in turn delivers to his family. 
Donning a blonde wig and a dress, Stracci’s “double” earns a second lunch, but a dog – 
belonging to the star of Welles’s film (Laura Betti) – finds and eats it. Stracci sells the dog to a 
visiting journalist for 1,000 lire, and, with that money, he purchases a wheel of ricotta, which he 
stores in a cave. When there is a break in production, Stracci runs to the cave to eat the cheese, 
only to be taunted by his fellow cast members with more food: eggs, a whole watermelon, and a 
banquet table representative of the Last Supper. Immediately following this episode of binge- 
eating, Stracci is bound to the cross for his crucifixion, but dies of indigestion before he delivers 
the words, “Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy Kingdom.” Welles demands him to 
say his line, ultimately realizing that Stracci is dead; Welles thus concludes, “Povero Stracci. 
Crepare… non aveva altro modo di ricordarci che anche lui era vivo.” Pasolini closes his film by 
zooming in on the fateful table of plenty, particularly on the cheese, centrally situated. 
La ricotta is Pasolini’s narration of Jesus Christ’s crucifixion and Resurrection: two of 
the most defining moments of the Christian calendar. The Gospels describe the crucifixion as a 
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spectacle. Jesus was publicly mocked in the hours immediately beforehand,187 and His death was 
on very public display; in Luke 23: 48-49, it is written: “When the people who had gathered 
there to watch the spectacle saw what happened, they all went back home, beating their breasts 
in sorrow. All those who knew Jesus personally, including the women who had followed him 
from Galilee, stood at a distance to watch.”188 A spectacular crucifixion is the very premise of 
La ricotta, as Pasolini converts the sacredness of Biblical Jerusalem into a filmic production of 
the Passion of Christ. The director (both Welles and Pasolini) thus capitalizes upon one of the 
holiest moments in Christianity, employing the Gospels in a money-making scheme, cast and 
crew profiting as viewers pay an admission fee to watch a modern-day crucifixion. Yet the 
crucifixion is not that of Jesus, and not everyone gains from the spectacle. Pasolini’s protagonist 
is, instead, Stracci, playing the role of the Good Thief. In the Bible, the Good Thief is publicly 
crucified next to Jesus; in La ricotta, Stracci, too, dies on the cross, at the center of the spectacle. 
Stracci, too, is killed by Romans – not the governors of the ancient empire, but the bigwigs of 
Cinecittà. Film is both what kills Stracci and, in a way, resurrects him, as film commits his death 
to public memory. 
La ricotta is a perversion of the Biblical narrative particularly through Stracci’s frenzied 
eating. The Bible does not report what the Good Thief eats in the hours preceding his death; 
instead, Christians immediately remember the Last Supper that Jesus shared with His disciples 
the night before the crucifixion – an intimate dinner laden with tension and hints of betrayal. 




187 In Luke 23: 34-37, it is written, “They divided his clothes among themselves by throwing dice. The people stood 
there watching while the Jewish leaders made fun of him: ‘He saved others; let him save himself if he is the Messiah 
whom God has chosen!’ The soldiers also made fun of him: they came up to him and offered him cheap wine, and 
said, ‘Save yourself if you are the king of the Jews!’” Good News Bible, American Bible Society, 1992 edition, 
1552. 
188 Luke 23: 48-49. Good News Bible, pp. 1552-3. The italics are mine. 
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body and blood, symbolize the forgiveness and compassion Jesus unconditionally extends to His 
closest confidants and generations of followers, despite the severity of their sins and their 
culpability in His death. 
Pasolini’s rendition of the Last Supper, meanwhile, is the “Stracci Show” – which 
denotes immediately the spectacle of consumption. Jesus is absent, and Stracci consumes an 
entire table of food for the voyeuristic pleasure of two audiences: the cast of Welles’s 
production, who encourages the binge eating, and Pasolini’s viewers. Nor is the “Stracci Show” 
the initiation of an everlasting covenant with God. The laws governing Stracci’s world are, 
instead, decided and enforced by the film director: not just Welles, but Pasolini, who Welles 
represents. As the “Stracci Show” is, indeed, a spectacle, Stracci’s access to food and the rate at 
which he consumes it are conditioned by the demands of film production: both the diegetic film 
directed by Welles, and La ricotta itself, with Pasolini at the helm. Stracci must, firstly, report to 
work and act in accordance with the script in order to receive a meal. Then, his eating is subject 
to changes enforced by Welles and the star of his movie, as well as by changes in weather that 
impact the shooting schedule; these production aspects betray and kill Stracci. His relationship to 
food, when impacted by such precarious factors, is hardly stable; Pasolini underscores this 
instability by manipulating the time at which his narrative unfolds, slowing his frame rate to 
speed up Stracci’s eating – at a speed unnaturally too fast for healthy digestion. 
Indeed, Pasolini engineers a number of constraints – executed through his characters’ 
actions and directorial choices – which ultimately crucify his protagonist. Stracci’s consumption- 
death is because of the social circumstances by which the eating occurred. “Constraints,” a term 
borrowed from sociologist Anthony Giddens, is one way in which Pasolini manipulates Stracci, 
exemplifying the significance of his consumption. In an essay titled, “Time, Space, and 
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Regionalisation” (1984), Giddens, writing in response to notions of time-geography established 
by Swedish geographer Torsten Hägerstrand, underlines five boundaries that limit behaviors 
within the axes of time and space. One of the boundaries is of particular relevance to my 
investigation of not just eating, but of the laws – the constraints – that govern the spectacle of 
eating: “The limited ‘packing capacity’ of time-space. No two human bodies can occupy the 
same space at the same time; physical objects have the same elemental characteristic. Therefore 
any zone of time-space can be analyzed in terms of constraints over the two types of objects 
which can be accommodated within it.”189 Scientifically, this factor is true: A container with a 
fixed volume can only hold so many molecules, no matter their size. Socially, were we to 
consider a “container” with fixed dimensions of time and space, a human living and working 
within such a space thus needs to make choices with respect to the constraints imposed by other 
individuals occupying the same space. In Pasolini’s films, here we may begin to discuss a similar 
hierarchy, where one’s everyday choices – especially eating – are impacted by industrialized 
time; in the case of La ricotta, the industrialized time is the tight yet precarious production 
schedule, and Stracci, the sub-proletariat, exists outside this capitalistic structuring of time. 
Stracci, who exhibits solely the fundamental need to eat, must obey the tight schedule and the 
rules of his domain, the film set – but with deleterious consequences. As an extra, Stracci works 
tirelessly just so he and his family could secure even one meal a day. In this role, he must meet 
the exorbitant demands of production, particularly those of the film’s star, thereby attempting, 
but failing, to defy the scarcity of time. Stracci’s biological needs are scheduled according to 




189 Anthony Giddens, “Time, Space, and Regionalisation,” Social Relations and Spatial Structures, eds. Derek 
Gregory and John Urry (London: Macmillan, 1985), 266. 
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such needs.190 Ostensibly, Stracci dies of indigestion, but that is a symptom of his inability to 
adhere to a schedule and the standards by which he is exploited. 
In line with the constraints that Giddens puts forth, the underlying tensions of the film 
surround two opposing entities. Pasolini’s short focuses on a single film set, but the opening 
shots of La ricotta immediately establish two disparate worlds that struggle, and ultimately fail, 
to coexist in one space. The first world is shot in Technicolor and is embedded with aspects of 
both popular and Mannerist cultures; Pasolini’s camera focuses on two men gaily dancing the 
twist, alongside a long banquet table overwhelmed with eggs, grapes, dangling garlic cloves, an 
enormous cut of prosciutto, bread, and, as the title of the film hints, ricotta cheese. The world of 
these two men is one of abundance, conviviality, and leisure: a pleasurable break before they 
reassume their positions within a profoundly colorful tableau vivant of Welles’s Passion of 
Christ. But their sense of pleasure is by no means universal. Pasolini is quick to juxtapose these 
color shots with a second, grimmer world – that of the two protagonists, Stracci (Mario Cipriani) 
and Welles. Behind the scenes of Technicolor, by way of mostly reverse-zoom but also shot- 
reverse shots, these two characters gaze into the realm of color, dance music, and fun from 
without. Their vantage point remains black-and-white, the absence of color portraying a grimmer 
perspective on the events that unfold. Being behind-the-scenes, standing opposite the carefree 
consumerism shown in Technicolor, Stracci and Welles convey not only loneliness, but also a 
sense of unrecognizability and even invisibility. Although Stracci and Welles are consistently 
shown in black and white, thus belonging to the same domain, Pasolini’s use of low- and high- 
angled shots separates the two characters so that they are never seen together. This separation 
 
 
190 Stefano Baschiera, “The Embodiment of the Bourgeoisie: Body and Social Class in Pasolini’s Mamma Roma and 
Fassbinder’s Martha,” Pasolini, Fassbinder, and Europe: Between Utopia and Nihilism, eds. Fabio Vighi and 
Alexis Nouss (Newcastle Upon Tyme, U.K.: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2010), 71-72. 
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accentuates the stakes of working, eating, and starving alone.191 The feelings of community and 
conviviality underlined in previous chapters have shifted, becoming more exclusive. The banquet 
table, containing the Last Supper prepared for the diegetic Christ and His disciplines, is out in the 
open, its foods readily available for consumption – but by those principal characters only. 
Watching a film, viewers see the director’s work but not the director himself; the extras, 
meanwhile, are hired to occupy the background of frames, to blend in, thus contrasting the easy 
recognizability of stars in the foreground. As an extra who is denied such recognition, Stracci 
sees the table of plenty, but he is not invited to eat; the food is rooted in a space to which he does 
not belong. The extra’s mouth is to be closed; there is no talking or eating while the main and 
supporting actors come forth to deliver their lines. One could connect the silence of the extra to 
his exclusion from the convivial meal. The mouth and tongue are sites of speech, as well as of 
eating and taste; if one is refrained from opening his mouth to speak, he is, likewise, forbidden 
from eating and, consequently, from partaking in conversations over a meal.192 Because Stracci’s 
sole job is to be invisible, his fundamental survival needs are refused by those in positions of 
authority: the star in the Technicolor space, as well as the directors, Welles and Pasolini, both 
inside and beyond the black-and-white scenes. 
The viewer’s first glimpse of Stracci – a close-up of him lying on the ground, starving 
and feverish, as if he were already dead – affirms not merely Stracci’s invisibility, but the life- 
 
191 Writing on the alimentary cultures of the Mediterranean, anthropologist Vito Teti stresses the importance of 
eating together: “Eating well and staying healthy also means mangiare insieme, eating together with others. He who 
eats alone schiatta, drops dead or chokes. Only the person who has nothing eats alone, so say numerous proverbs 
from the Italian South, and they attest the sad condition of those who eat alone out of greed or shame.” Teti, “The 
Alimentary Cultures of the Mediterranean: Tradition and Invention in the Dietary Regimes of the Italian South,” The 
Mediterranean Reconsidered: Representations, Emergences, Recompositions, eds. Mauro Peressini and Ratiba 
Hadj-Moussa (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2005), 55. 
192 In his own monograph, Teti draws upon the work of Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin and Roland Barthes in 
connecting “la gastronomia” to “conversazione,” recording Barthes: “Si taglia via la lingua, non c’è più né gusto né 
parola (Barthes, 1978, pp. xx-xxi).” Teti, Il colore del cibo: Geografia, mito e realtà dell’alimentazione 
mediterranea (Rome: Meltemi, 1999), 80. 
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denying constraints imposed upon him by the greater cast and crew.193 It is precisely this 
invisibility that kills Stracci, because the two men in Technicolor – and we, the paying viewers – 
fail to truly see Stracci’s hunger as a dire physiological need. If we recall, from Chapter Two, the 
positive correlation between hunger and humor, we fail to acknowledge that Stracci is actually 
dying; assuming his hunger as part of the greater spectacle, an outside viewer’s response is to 
laugh – all the while denying Stracci food and, hence, life. But whereas Totò’s exaggerations of 
hunger were a means of placation, of softening the blows of the recent dopoguerra, Stracci’s 
hunger is, instead, a matter of capitalist exploitation. Stracci will not be fed because, if 
nourished, the source of laughter dissipates; for the success of the film product, his hunger is 
manipulated to extremes. Referring to Giddens’s theory once more, Stracci’s deathly exploitation 
results from a combination of two constraints: capability constraints and coupling constraints. 
Below are Giddens’s important findings at length: 
 
The encounters into which individuals enter in the trajectories of daily life are subject to constraints 
deriving from the list indicated previously. Hägerstrand acknowledges, of course, that agents are not merely 
mobile bodies, but intentional beings with purposes or what he calls ‘projects.’ The projects which 
individuals seek to realize, if they are to be actualized, have to utilize the inherently limited resources of 
time and space to overcome constraints which they confront. ‘Capability constraints’ are those of the sort 
listed above. Some affect primarily time-distribution – for example, the need for sleep, or for food at 
regular intervals, ensures certain limits to the structuration of daily activities. ‘Coupling constraints’ refer to 
those that condition activities undertaken jointly with others. The volume of time-space available to an 
individual in a day is a prism bounding the pursuance of projects. Prisms of daily conduct are not just 
geographical or physical boundaries, but have ‘time-space walls on all sides.’ The size of such prisms, of 
course, is also very strongly influenced by the degree of time-space convergence in the means of 
communication and transformation available to agents.194 
 
Regarding La ricotta, what is problematic is that Stracci’s “project” and primary “capability 
constraint” are one and the same: Stracci needs to eat and to provide for his family, and he must 
therefore report to work to earn the boxed lunch available on set; if he does not work, neither he 
nor his family get to eat. Paradoxically, he is too starved and feverish – too invisible – to 
 
193 See also Maurizio Sanzio Viano, A Certain Realism: Making Use of Pasolini’s Film Theory and Practice 
(Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1993), 101. 
194 Giddens, “Time, Space, and Regionalisation,” 268. 
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complete his sole job of delivering a single line as the Good Thief.195 Due to the coupling 
constraints upon which I will now elaborate, no one – neither the cast and crew, nor Pasolini’s 
audience – really notices Stracci until it is too late. 
The space in which Stracci works is not necessarily controlled by Welles, but rather, by 
the film’s star. Stracci and the star jointly, but by no means equally, occupy this space; whereas 
Stracci is dispensable, the show could not go on without the star. As a result, the star establishes 
the rules, and the cast and crew – including Welles – must concede. Stracci, a mere extra, must 
conform to all demands and scheduling changes set forth by the star; otherwise, he would lose 
his job and, thus, his lunch. Without even knowing who Stracci is, the star is responsible for 
Stracci’s death. She is the coupling constraint whose symbolic capital and overall presence 
overshadow and render Stracci invisible, 196 but she – and her dog – commandeer the chain of 
events that leads to his fatal bout of indigestion. As mentioned, the star’s dog discovers and eats 
the food that Stracci cleverly earned by way of cross-dressing. In order to eat anything at all, 
then, Stracci must again be creative: Selling the dog to the journalist,197 Stracci at last has the 
financial means to eat. However, Stracci is still subject to the rules and rhythm of the film set, so 
 
195 Indeed, at one point in the film, Stracci states, “My calling has been to starve”; his life is defined by his 
starvation. 
196 One may also choose to read the star as a metaphor for Hollywood, or at least the allure of Americana in the 
1960s, as a monolithic, cross-Atlantic material culture was further solidified. Despite Italy’s golden age of cinema in 
this period, Hollywood (entertainment representative of the United States) was king. Stephen Gundle writes, “By 
furnishing a rich corpus of seductive attractions that were deployed in films that, generally speaking, were optimistic 
and upbeat and celebrated democracy, equality of opportunity, and urbanized prosperity, Hollywood did not only 
educate and amuse. Through its transmission of ideas, fashions, and more modern, less cumbersome modes of 
interpersonal interaction, it paved the way for the future incorporation of ever wider strata into a pattern of 
consensus in which entertainment and material life were closely related aspects of a new model of society that had 
the consumption of goods as its primary rule of social conduct.” Gundle, Between Hollywood and Moscow: the 
Italian Communists and the Challenge of Mass Culture, 1943-1991 (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 
2000), 33. 
197 There appear to be no [legal] repercussions for Stracci’s theft; the star does not exhibit any signs of anger or grief 
over her dog, nor does she realize that her dog is even missing. However, Stracci’s role as the Good Thief is 
concretized; his theft of the dog may be seen as just cause for his crucifixion. In addition, one could potentially 
argue that the dog, too, is an invisible character. Multiple scholars believe that, since the one moment Stracci is seen 
crying is with the dog, Stracci is able to openly display such vulnerability only before someone who is his equal – in 
this case, an animal. 
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he must proceed to purchase and consume his food in tandem with the tempo of the set, and, 
more specifically, the tempo of the star. In other words, Stracci has no choice but to eat quickly – 
more quickly than the human body physically allows. 
Pasolini’s manipulation of Stracci is most clearly manifest through his slowed frame rate, 
and thus, the noticeable increase in the speeds at which Stracci first abandons the film set, 
purchases the ricotta, and hides the cheese in a cave for safe-keeping, and, later, when Stracci 
rushes to the cave to eat the cheese. Scholars recognize the change in tempo as an homage to 
comic actors, such as Charlie Chaplin, whose films were centered around the procurement of 
food.198 While this reading is certainly plausible, the increase in tempo is the only way for 
Stracci to combat the constraints that constrict his time-space; Stracci needs to increase his speed 
in order to eat – to alleviate his hunger and survive – and to remain employed in order to keep 
feeding his family. In other words, Stracci’s eating must never conflict with the schedule of 
production. Stracci must defy nature, his own circadian rhythm, in an attempt to both satisfy his 
hunger and play his role as the Good Thief; hence, these scenes of food procurement unfold with 
unnatural speed.199 As the extra with no say in the production, Stracci cannot eat, nor taste, foods 
at times when he is hungry, nor at a tempo at which he could truly enjoy what he is eating, either. 
In his research, anthropologist Vito Teti underscores the slowness of the Mediterranean diet, 
where a slower tempo of eating invites the consumer to really taste the food, savoring and 
reflecting upon the flavors, and even taking the time to rediscover the foods for which previous 




198 See also Albert Elduque, “Pasolini and Third World Hunger: An Approach to Cinema Novo through La ricotta,” 
Journal of Italian Cinema & Media Studies, 4:3 (2016), p. 374. Elduque, a Brazilian film scholar, emphasizes the 
repression of Stracci’s personal rhythms to align with those of film production. 
199 Elduque, “Pasolini and Third World Hunger,” 374. 
200 Teti, Il colore del cibo, 83. 
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its dance on one’s senses, as consumption is squeezed into an industrialized routine. Indeed, 
Stracci must wait to eat the ricotta, because the expectations of his role – being bound to a 
crucifix adjacent to Christ’s – supersede his need to eat. 
 
An Interlude on Cheese 
 
Before continuing with my analysis of the film, it is important to isolate and better define 
another constraint impacting Stracci’s eating: the ricotta itself. Ricotta cheese, renowned for its 
sweetness and creamy, buttery texture, is a by-product of, most generally, sheep’s milk.201 In 
Chapter Three, I spoke of breastmilk and its quality of connectivity between a mother and her 
child. Indeed, since the Renaissance, milk – not just from one’s mother, but also from a cow, 
goat, or sheep – has been praised as a substance of strength and good health. Italian scholar 
Bartolomeo Sacchi, otherwise known as Platina, wrote on milk in On Right Pleasure and Good 
Health (1465): “It is agreed among all doctors that milk nourishes well, generates much blood 
(since blood may be drawn from udders and breasts), warms the brain, is good for the stomach 
and lungs, and increases fertility.”202 If milk, and by association, cheese, so strongly embody 
qualities of healthfulness and versatility – in other words, if the innumerable varieties of cheese 
aid digestion and can sustain a worker’s long hours – one wonders why Pasolini established 





201 This description of ricotta cheese, particularly the Roman variety, may be found in the glossary of ingredients in 
Oretta Zanini De Vita’s Popes, Peasants, and Shepherds: Recipes and Lore from Rome and Lazio (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2013), 332. 
202 Platina, Book 2.16, On Right Pleasure and Good Health (circa 1465), ed. Mary Ella Milham (Tempe, Ariz.: 
Medieval & Renaissance Text Studies, 1998), 157. As another example in support of milk’s healthfulness, Papal 
steward Antonio Latini wrote: “Milk strengthens the brain, fattens the body, is beneficial for the consumptive, cools 
the urine, is highly nourishing, gives a beautiful color to the body, invigorates for coition, removes cough, clears the 
chest, and heals the convalescent or consumptive…” Tommaso Astarita, The Italian Baroque Table: Cooking and 
Entertaining from the Golden Age of Naples (Tempe, Ariz: ACMRS, 2014), 211. 
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In addition, the titular food of ricotta cheese is a whey byproduct. Casein, a milk protein, 
is used to make cheese, and through that process, there remains a precipitate of secondary 
proteins; these secondary proteins, when acid-fermented and brought to a boil, comprise the 
whey of ricotta. I state this process for two reasons. Firstly, metaphorically speaking, Stracci’s 
inferior role in La ricotta mirrors the precipitate left behind in creating cheese; Stracci, a word 
which in cheese terminology refers to “shreds,” is himself a byproduct in Welles’s production. 
Secondly, as dairy, ricotta promotes the aforementioned health benefits, and it may be served in a 
myriad of ways, used in both sweet and savory dishes,203 but the process of making ricotta is 
deeply precarious. As one of the fresher varieties of cheese, ricotta is extremely perishable; the 
cheese will spoil if it is not either used or consumed immediately, or refrigerated to extend its 
shelf-life. Likewise, Stracci’s indigestion by ricotta – a stark contrast to the delicious versatility 
and digestive benefits of the cheese – is a question of time. Ricotta is a cheese with urgency, with 
a rapidly dwindling expiration window; unlike aged cheeses, such as Parmigiano Reggiano or an 
asiago, ricotta must be eaten now. Pasolini’s choice of ricotta, then, is extremely appropriate, as 
it only aggravates Stracci’s challenges with time; Stracci will lose his third lunch of the day if he 
does not quicken his pace. The ricotta is as problematic as his duties on set. 
The postponement of eating the ricotta continues as Stracci, the Good Thief, is called to 
set, and he must be tied to a cross lying on the ground. This position of immobility and 
frozenness further foreshadows his death. Although published four years after La ricotta, 
Pasolini wrote extensively on the connections between death and cinematic montage. In 
Heretical Empiricism (1967), he explains that, when someone dies, their life is thus preserved 
and expressed through a series of curated moments; language gives meaning to the life that was 
 
203 Astarita, The Italian Baroque Table, 212. See also Deborah Valenze’s Milk: A Local and Global 
History (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2011), 63. 
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lived. He writes, “Death effects an instantaneous montage of our lives; that is, it chooses the 
truly meaningful moments (which are no longer modifiable by other possible contrary or 
incoherent moments) and puts them in a sequence, transforming an infinite, unstable and 
uncertain – and therefore linguistically not describable – present into a clear, stable, certain and 
therefore easily describable past.”204 Film, Pasolini advocates, thus captures events that had once 
happened in real time, “as if death had already occurred. This means that in cinema time is 
complete, even if only through a pretence. […] Time in this context is not that of life when it 
lives, but of life after death.”205 The entirety of a film, an amalgam of edited frames, is analogous 
to death: the cessation of corporeal actions, but the attribution of meaning to that completed life. 
In her essay, “Dark Fragments: Contrasting Corporealities in Pasolini’s La ricotta,” Jill Murphy 
alludes to Pasolini’s ideas on the significations of life and death as narrated through cinema. 
Murphy homes in on the stillness of Pasolini’s images in La ricotta: not merely the Mannerist 
tableaux vivants, but also Stracci’s binding to the cross. She argues that a singular frame 
signifies stasis – a moment frozen in time, an instance of cessation and paralysis.206 Murphy 
writes: 
Inherent in the ontology of the frame is stasis and the paradox of the analogue moving image, composed of 
a sequential series of still images. Accordingly, from Pasolini’s theory that death and editing perform the 
same processes of rendering the present past, one might draw the conclusion that editing to the single frame 
– and thereby stilling movement – can be interpreted as the embodiment of death, in a corollary to 
Pasolini’s suggestion that any given life could be described as an infinite sequence shot.207 
 
When Stracci’s supernatural quickness is brought to a jarring halt, his movements paralyzed by 
his binding to the cross, Pasolini is hereby accentuating film – both the demands of Welles’s 
 
 
204 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Observations on the Sequence Shot (1967),” from Heretical Empiricism, eds. Ben Lawton 
and Louise K. Barnett, trans. Louise K. Barnett (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1988), 236-7. 
205 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Is Being Natural? (1967),” from Heretical Empiricism, eds. Ben Lawton and Louise K. 
Barnett, trans. Louise K. Barnett (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1988), 243. 
206 See also Elduque, “Pasolini and Third World Hunger,” 374. 
207 Jill Murphy, “Dark Fragments: Contrasting Corporealities in Pasolini’s La ricotta,” Alphaville: Journal of Film 
and Screen Media, Issue 7, Summer 2014, p. 6. 
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Passion and the editing of La ricotta itself – as the instrument of Stracci’s death.208 Stracci may 
not eat, or move, because that is what film production demands; film first suspends, then 
terminates, his corporeality. 
Stracci’s fellow cast members eagerly continue to deny him his basic needs and, thus, his 
life, particularly while he is forcibly immobilized. It is the star, and the complacent director, who 
keep Stracci confined to this position, as she insists that the shooting schedule be changed so that 
her scene may be shot first, or else she will leave for the day.209 In other words, the star once 
more reinforces the power dynamic that denies Stracci any food. It is only when clouds cover the 
sun that production stops, Stracci is freed, and the speedy tempo resumes, but, in the meantime, 
the cast initiates their fatal taunt of Stracci. While he is bound to the cross, Stracci’s very human 
cravings come to the fore but are teased and ultimately rejected; motionless and horizontal, 
Stracci struggles against cast members who are all decidedly vertical and free of constraints 
(physical and otherwise), and who thus feel empowered in their being situated at the winning end 
of a brutal joke. The cast makes fun of Stracci by dangling a sandwich and a bottle of water 
before him, and they test Stracci’s sexual frustrations by inviting an actress (playing Mary 
Magdalene) over for a striptease. The more formal qualities of these moments, such as the close- 
up shots of Stracci licking his lips, underlines his impotence and continued hunger – both 
gastronomic and sexual – as his position on the cross bars him from biting the sandwich or 
watching the actress undress. 
Regarding this scene, on one hand, scholars have underscored how in tune the viewer is 
with Stracci’s jeopardized humanness.210 On the other hand, scholars also reflect on the 
 
208 Rohdie, The Passion of Pier Paolo Pasolini (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1995), 159. 
209 Elduque, “Pasolini and Third World Hunger,” 375. 
210 Murphy writes, “Stracci represents the most primal and vital human instincts. He eats, he sleeps, he has fathered 
a clutch of children and throughout the film is depicted bare-chested in his loincloth costume, worn with only a 
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macrocosmic effects of this scene: the gap between the exploitative bourgeoisie (represented by 
the Hollywoodized film machine) and the oppressed lumpenproletariat (Stracci), and the broken 
promises of prosperity for the new consumerist Italy.211 Stracci, then, represents life at its 
absolute barest, and is surely the emblem of Pasolini’s latest political commentary: artistic 
spectacles starring the rich are built on the hunger of the poor. In fact, while Stracci and the actor 
playing Christ are still bound to their crosses, Stracci complains of hunger and threatens to act 
out; the actor responds, jokingly, that if Stracci rebels as such, he would not take Stracci with 
him to the Kingdom of Heaven. Stracci poignantly replies that he would settle just for the 
Kingdom of Earth, thereby underlining his own sub-humanness. But as we will see, such 
exploitation of Stracci lays the groundwork for revolution. 
This idea of the sub-human is further cemented when Stracci is at last unchained. Pasolini 
once again slows the frame rate, increasing Stracci’s tempo as he scurries down to the cave, 
where the ricotta awaits. Despite Stracci’s escape to the dark subterranean, the cave is 
nonetheless initially presented as a safe-haven for Stracci, where he can eat in peace, free of the 
demanding constraints of the spectacle above. However, essences212 of the spectacle soon invade 
his space. Stracci eats alone – as in, he is the sole consumer in the frame – but he eats for two 





sports jacket and shoes.” Murphy, “Dark Fragments,” 9. Viano also underlines that Stracci’s initial fever and hunger, 
too, speak to the needs and homeostasis of the human body (A Certain Realism, 102). 
211 To this end, Stefania Benini writes, “The homo sacer is the subproletarian flesh who represents bare life doomed 
to an abject fate and to a death that expresses the crisis of the false positivity of the bourgeois order.” Benini, 
Pasolini: The Sacred Flesh (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2015), 58. 
212 Here, I use the word “essences,” and not “actors” or “cast,” because it is not necessarily clear whether anyone 
else is actually present in the cave with Stracci. When I played this scene for my class [Spring 2018], one student 
questioned whether the “Stracci Show” was actually happening or if this was a series of hallucinations by extreme 
hunger. In other words, does Stracci actually eat the grotesque amounts of food bestowed upon him, or does he die 
because his tempo did not match that of the world in which he lived, and he therefore was never truly seen? The 
possibility of hallucinations is certainly an interesting alternative interpretation of this scene. 
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rhythm of the audience(s) is noticeably slower and more relaxed than Stracci’s speed,213 and, 
based on the chorus of hearty laughter, Stracci’s hunger remains a joke to the cast. This time, 
though, instead of denying Stracci his basic needs of food and water, the cast finds it funny to 
overwhelm Stracci with a chaotic, excessive, even carnivalesque banquet.214 This “banquet” is a 
spectacle which the cast deems “the Stracci Show.” Although such a title implies that Stracci is a 
star with agency, he is, instead, treated like an animal at a zoo, fed at scheduled times for an 
audience’s viewing pleasure.215 
The setting of the “Stracci Show” – that of an underground cave – is significant for 
multiple reasons. In the Bible, following His crucifixion, the body of Christ was buried in a cave; 
here, too, the “Stracci Show” implies a burial, where Stracci is once again coded as already dead. 
Indeed, the events in the cave facilitate his eventual death by indigestion. Stracci retreats to the 
cave to hide, seeking an invisibility necessary to eat in peace, but it is in the cave that the cast 
notices not only his body but also his hunger, which they brutally exploit. The cast assumes two 
roles: They are Stracci’s audience, laughing at both the gargantuan amount and ravenous rate at 
which he is eating, and they are also accomplices. This laughter is decidedly different from the 
therapeutic tactics of Totò, discussed at length in Chapter Two. Whereas Totò’s humor was a 
way of engaging the public, of amassing togetherness as the nation transitioned away from 
 
213 The argument that the film complex kills Stracci is thus upheld, because the tempos at which viewers watch the 
“Stracci Show” – both Stracci’s high speed and the slowness of the cast, and the striking difference between the two 
speeds – are Pasolini’s constructions. The director kills his protagonist through his experiments on time and time- 
space. 
214 Murphy, “Dark Fragments,” 10-11. Murphy, citing Mikhail Bakhtin’s commentary on Rabelais, claims, 
“Stracci plays the role of the fool and the jester, which Bakhtin identifies as being central to the carnivalesque, 
particularly in relation to the grotesque body” (11). 
215 My use of the passive voice is important, as not only does Stracci lose all agency over his own body, succumbing 
to the mountains of food before him, but he is also treated like an animal part of a circus act; reminiscent of tigers at 
a zoo, Stracci’s “feeding time” is a pleasurable exhibition for a wider audience. Elduque would support such a 
reading, when he writes, “While Stracci’s shot is speeded up, the shot of his audience is left at normal speed, as are 
their guffaws. This contrast underlines Stracci’s frenzied, violent swallowing, turning him into an individual 
infantilized by food (Mancini and Perrella 1982: 488), and creates a sadly comic gag, which is dubbed ‘The Stracci 
Show’ by the cruel spectators who throw him more food” (“Pasolini and Third World Hunger,” 375-376). 
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material hunger, the laughter surrounding Stracci’s hunger is, instead, a divisive tool, separating 
those who do and do not have easy access to food. This laughter is criminal. In addition, in the 
cave, there is decidedly less accountability for such a crime, as Stracci’s invisibility is only 
amplified through the underground location; how can one be held accountable for acts against a 
person whose existence is unseen?216 By contrast, it is only when Stracci gasps his last breath, 
above ground, bound to his cross above a throng of publicists, that Stracci is no longer exploited. 
Instead, his exploiters – the cast, Welles, Pasolini, and even the viewers217 – finally see the man 
hiding behind such intense hunger. 
From the moment Stracci takes his first bite of the ricotta, to Pasolini’s resumption of 
shots above ground, the “Stracci Show” lasts only two minutes and eight seconds. In that time, in 
addition to the wheel of ricotta, he is fed two raw eggs, a whole watermelon, a bowl of spaghetti, 
and, finally, the entirety of the banquet table, complete with more fruit (most visibly, grapes and 
pears) and eggs, which were first introduced in the establishing shots. This table, once central to 
the shots in Technicolor, now pervades Stracci’s black-and-white world, thus foreshadowing the 
grim, aggressive fate surrounding these foods. In line with Welles’s story of the Passion of 
Christ, the foods that the cast feeds Stracci – namely, the eggs and the fruit – are paschal 
symbols, both signifying new life and rebirth as Jesus is resurrected. But Stracci’s unnatural 
tempo and tunnel vision surrounding his need to eat, in combination with such top-down feeding 
on behalf of the cast, turn these foods deadly. Stracci’s crazed eating is analogous to Christ’s 
Last Supper; Stracci’s final meal takes place in an intimate setting, but this lunch is, too, 
 
 
216 Viano expands upon my reading, noting that, since Stracci’s overconsumption took place underground, there 
were no witnesses at the scene of the crime, so “no one will know the extent of the others’ responsibility, for it took 
place underground” (A Certain Realism, 102). 
217 It is important to include “viewers” in this group, as viewers had the means to purchase a ticket to see Pasolini’s 
film, and in other words take part in the capitalization of Stracci’s hunger, and with this ticket they played silent 
witness to his frenzied consumption and death by indigestion. 
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peppered with malintent. Stracci does not enjoy the food because of the time constraint,218 but 
more importantly, he is the source of spectacle; he must engulf his food at the Pasolinian rate to 
keep the audience(s) laughing. Stracci engulfs his food for the sake of spectacle, which suggests, 
ironically, that the demands and constraints of film production engulf Stracci. 
The “Stracci Show” abruptly ends and Pasolini’s camera moves above ground, focusing 
on a new spectacle: accompanied by jovial marching-band music, publicists, investors, and 
celebrities have arrived on set to witness the crucifixion of Christ. Welles had hinted at their 
arrival earlier while speaking to the journalist; hopeful that the journalist had a bad heart, Welles 
claimed if that he did have a bad heart and dropped dead on set, it would be good publicity for 
the film’s release. Welles adds, “You don’t exist anyway. Capital acknowledges the existence of 
labor only insofar as it serves production.” This quote, while directed at the journalist, refers to 
Stracci’s inexistence and eventual death by production; with Stracci’s death, the cogs of the 
capitalist film machine will at last come to recognize him. Through Stracci’s Christological 
death, he died for, and by, our neo-capitalist sins. 
Stracci emerges from the cave, is bound to the cross once more, and his cross is elevated 
to join Christ’s. Stracci has been commanded to recite just one line: “Lord, remember me when 
Thou comest into Thy kingdom.” These are Stracci’s last words; spoken quietly towards the sky, 




218 As Silvia Carlorosi notes, “The camera focuses on the mode of the action – fast motion – rather than on the actual 
action of eating.” Carlorosi, “Pier Paolo Pasolini’s La ricotta: The Power of Cinepoiesis,” Italica, Vol. 86, No. 2 
(Summer 2009), p. 263. 
219 The presence of the crowd is significant for two reasons. On one hand, their presence heightens Stracci’s 
visibility in the moment of his death. On the other, the word “spectacle” is employed in certain translations of the 
Bible to describe Jesus’s crucifixion; His death was like a show: “When the people who had gathered there to watch 
the spectacle saw what happened, they all went back home, beating their breasts in sorrow. All those who knew 
Jesus personally, including the women who had followed him from Galilee, stood at a distance to watch” (Luke 23: 
48-49). This translation may be found in the Good News Bible (American Bible Society, 1992 edition; pp. 1552-
1553). The italics are mine. 
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“Azione!”, but Stracci has already passed away. Following a series of close-up shots, alternating 
between Welles’s pensive expression and Stracci’s closed eyes and beads of sweat, Welles 
concludes, “Povero Stracci. Crepare… non aveva altro modo di ricordarci che anche lui era 
vivo.” 
This last line of the film is deeply significant and has been the focal point of many 
scholars’ commentaries on La ricotta, as it is believed that the only way for Stracci to overcome 
his invisibility was to die.220 But like the death of Christ, who too was robbed, mocked, and 
taunted with drink, and whose cultic following evolved into one of the world’s biggest religions, 
the implications of Stracci’s death – thus, of his new visibility – resonate far beyond the fatal 
moment of indigestion. Many scholars focus on, instead, Welles’s original concluding line: 
“Povero Stracci. Crepare… non aveva altro modo per fare rivoluzione.” It has been argued that 
Stracci’s death, and his overeating and frenzied consumption between shots, signals a revolution. 
Brazilian film scholar Albert Elduque claims that, since his death presents an interruption of the 
work-flow, Stracci’s death is a manifestation of a proletarian revolution: the exploited worker 
throwing a wrench to stop the bourgeois wheel from making more revolutions. In his section on 
time, Elduque concludes, 
That is what Stracci’s revolution consists of: introducing paralysis into the core of the show. His death 
entails an assault on the bourgeois world: now the film-maker and all the audience are forced to watch 
immobility; their narrative rhythm (the shooting plan, the jet setters’ visit) is cut off by another narrative – 
that of the corpse. […] Finally, one narrative has reacted against the other: his immobile corpse and 
immobilized image imply an attempt, even a coup d’état, against the political, social and narrative rules of 
the film set.221 
 
Indeed, Welles must repeat “Azione!” in a failed attempt to command Stracci’s attention, and the 
spectacle is brought to a standstill as the crowd waits for Stracci to deliver his line; the star had 
once domineered the shooting schedule, but now the show cannot continue without Stracci, and, 
 
220 Rohdie, The Passion of Pier Paolo Pasolini, 112. 
221 Elduque, “Pasolini and Third World Hunger,” 378. 
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consequently, here is where Pasolini’s film draws to a close. Stracci, then, appears to be the new 
coupling constraint with which the cast and crew must contend. 
I question the heroic status that scholars have assigned Stracci. It is possible, but 
doubtful, that he, long invisible and physically subject to the demands and taunts of his fellow 
cast members, had the agency or even the intention to initiate revolution, let alone the violent 
connotations of Elduque’s coup d’état. Yes, Stracci transitioned from the subterranean to the 
spectacular, and from distant periphery to the center of the show, by eating from the Technicolor 
table of plenty. Once taunted while immobile, and once overindulged underground, those acts of 
consumption allowed him to overcome the constraints – hunger and production – that once 
confined him to invisible powerlessness. But he ate and he died: does this necessarily mean that 
he is the pioneer of Pasolini’s Marxist revolution? The lumpenproletariat is, after all, marked by 
his disinterest in revolutionary advancement. 
But perhaps Pasolini is hinting at a revolution of a different kind. Revolution, 
synonymous with rebellion and uprising, also indicates a turn, a spin, often in the formation of 
the infinite circle – with no beginning or end, or a clear path set for humankind. The shape of a 
circle represents everlasting continuity and perfection: a stark contrast to the perversions and 
ruptures presented in Pasolini’s work. To these ends, with Pasolini’s Uccellacci e uccellini as its 
case study, the rest of the chapter explores this second definition of “revolution.” My reading of 
La ricotta borrowed the theoretical groundwork laid by Anthony Giddens, explaining Pasolini’s 
manipulation of linear time as a means of narrating his disturbing rendition of the Passion of 
Christ. The next section, meanwhile, establishes the contours of what I deem Pasolini’s circular 
writing, and in so doing, qualifies to what extent the tropes of eating in Uccellacci e uccellini 
bolster – or break – any continuities in eating and in history. 
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The Disorientation of Uccellacci e uccellini 
 
Uccellacci e uccellini continues the sense of narrative discomfort conjured by La ricotta. 
 
In La ricotta, the focus was mostly on questions of hunger and invisibility, as well as the 
unnatural tampering with time. The overarching question surrounding Uccellacci e uccellini, 
meanwhile, is not necessarily a question of time, but of “where?” It is not a particular 
protagonist, but rather the setting, which is unrecognizable in Uccellacci e uccellini. Pasolini 
takes leave of the diegetic film set of La ricotta, which evokes the memory of Jerusalem, and 
positions the two protagonists of Uccellacci e uccellini within parts unknown, walking along a 
single road. Despite the presence of road signs that mark distances to real places such as Cuba 
and Istanbul, and despite street signs that affirm the existence of life and laws – examples 
include “Private Property” and “Via Antonio Mangiapasta, Scopino” – the viewer is unsure of 
the film’s setting: Where are the protagonists headed? 
Likewise, a synopsis of Uccellacci e uccellini is more difficult to formulate than La 
ricotta. The episodic nature of the film mirrors the wandering protagonists: ambling, 
directionless, and non-teleological; the film even has the potential to unfold out of Pasolini’s 
intended order, where the core tenets of the film would not change if the viewer were to watch 
the diegetic stories in a different sequence.222 The most prominent storyline within Uccellacci e 
uccellini, as narrated by a Marxist intellectual crow, is a disturbing contradiction of the mission 
statement of St. Francis of Assisi, thereby transporting the viewer from the Biblical times of La 
ricotta to the 1200s. But the film is not simply a perversion of St. Francis’s mission – with an 




222 Viano, A Certain Realism, 153. 
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uccellini is the portrayal of more macrocosmic issues, potentially surprising and upsetting 
Pasolini’s audience and contemporaries: the iconic comedy of Totò, as discussed in Chapter 
Two, now decidedly darker; the questionable state of Italy’s political landscape after the death of 
Communist leader Palmiro Togliatti; and the clash between Marxist culture, with its traditions 
growing obsolete, and the saccharine, yet increasingly alluring, “pulp” of Hollywood. These 
sociocultural moments in themselves reveal the disturbing tumult of 1960s Italy, but the way in 
which Pasolini narrates them jars the viewer even further. 
Although “non-linear” could represent a variety of geometries, if the film’s non-linear 
structure embodied a shape, it would be the circle, a shape with no origin or endpoint, and thus, 
no clear beginning or end; the circle is perfectly disorienting, because where are the protagonists, 
but similarly, how does the viewer position herself to the story? And what resolution, if any, 
does Pasolini provide in his filmic carousel? “Going around in circles” does not achieve new 
ends, but that is, perhaps, Pasolini’s objective. He accentuates not a path towards an unknown 
future, but a return to the past: a shift towards the archaic, the pre-industrial, and as this section 
emphasizes, the pre-linguistic. Indeed, Uccellacci e uccellini is a difficult narrative to follow 
because this is a project in which Pasolini explores the inefficiency of spoken and written 
language, and herein he experiments with new, more primal, ways of expressing oneself and the 
history in which Italians were living. 
 
Contaminating Language, Circular Writing 
 
Before offering a deeper analysis of the film, I will better define Pasolini’s circular 
writing, which reflects the changing tides of power, the high and low points of history, and the 
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continuity of such ebbs and flows over time. Film scholar Geoffrey Nowell-Smith introduced a 
diagram in 1977, designed to list some axes – value systems, if you will – prominent throughout 
Pasolini’s oeuvre. These axes, or Columns A and B, which list archetypal characters and themes, 











Nowell-Smith comments on the two columns: 
 
Column A here represents a set of terms which cohere to form a possible real world, that of the modern 
bourgeois order, and, at the same time, it represents a negative, or ‘bad’ pole – all those things, which 
singly or together, Pasolini is trying to get away from. Column B does not have this coherence. In value 
terms it is the positive, or ‘good,’ pole, representing the desirable opposites of all the intolerable things in 
column A. But in another sense it is column B which is negative, since all the items in it are merely 
negations of the positive realities of column A. […] What I now want to suggest is that the hidden order, 
the ‘deep structure,’ of Pasolini’s films (and his writings) consists in the coherence he attempts to attribute 
to the incoherent (and unrealizable) world of column B.223 
 
Nowell-Smith’s diagram is of tremendous interest for two reasons. First, he frames Column B as 
“incoherent,” “negative,” and “bad,” but yet, precisely because this Column is focused on the 
past, on nature, on the peasant, and on freedom, these themes embody not a linear, teleological, 
and uncertain path forward, but a circling back to the past: a pre-industrial, pre-modern world 
that evades the marginalization, exploitation, and lack of recognition prominent in La ricotta. 
Nowell-Smith claims these themes are entities that “Pasolini is trying to get away from,” but 
Pasolini is attracted to Column B, not repulsed; his films document a return to the positive 




223 Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, “Pasolini’s Originality,” Pier Paolo Pasolini, ed. Paul Willemen (London: British Film 
Institute, 1977), 16-17. 
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Smith suggests a shift from Column B to A, but in a move that disorients the public, Pasolini’s 
work counters that current. Indeed, how do we move “backwards,” from A to B? 
However, Pasolini’s work is by no means so binary. What Nowell-Smith fails to 
underline in his commentary are Pasolini’s works of contamination: in La ricotta, there was the 
mixing of high and low elements, and the slippage between bourgeois and burino. In other 
words, Column A is not purely indicative of bourgeois progress, nor is Column B wholly 
representative of a blissful, liberated past; rather, the columns are rather inextricable, feeding into 
each other. Indeed, there is no clear distinction between Columns, nor is B pitted as a polar 
opposite against A, or vice versa; aspects of Pasolini’s oeuvre are connected under one system, 
and A and B represent the cyclical ebb and flow, the push and pull, the changing tides, of the 
world. 
In addition, Nowell-Smith’s Columns, concluding with the terms “progress” and 
“regression,” oppose the revolutionary nature of Pasolini’s stories – namely, their geometry. 
Pasolini’s parables on language “initiate a return to a time before history and before language 
where time is eternal,” thus assuming the form not of a line, but of a circle.224 Circles do not have 
a point of origin or an endpoint; free of lines, circles are meant to represent eternity, infinity, 
wholesomeness, and perfection. Cycles, frequently designed in circular formation, proceed in 
continuum, without beginning or end. Circles/cycles, then, are an appropriate depiction of 
Pasolini’s writing as he conveys the continuous push and pull between the values of Columns A 
and B. Both literal and figurative manifestations of circles and cycles are prominent across 




224 Rohdie, The Passion of Pier Paolo Pasolini, 33. 
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cycle of history. Indeed, in terms of the brief plot synopsis provided earlier, such as the death of 
Togliatti and Totò’s dark comedy, these disturbances may perhaps be read as “crises”: times of 
intense difficulty. However, “crisis,” or the Greek krisis, is a “turning point.”225 A turning point 
is defined as a decisive change, whether in geographical direction or circumstance. This analysis 
of Uccellacci e uccellini qualifies the attacks on animals, the digestion of prey, and the 
absorption of their nutrients and values as parts of Pasolini’s filmic digestive cycle. The question 
remains as to how these stages of eating correspond to humankind at large: Echoing Mao 
Zedong’s diegetic question which opens Pasolini’s film, where is humanity headed? Is humanity 
going anywhere new, or will it circle back to the habits of the past? 
 
Circling Back to the Past 
 
Along with the return to the archaic and pre-industrial, there is also the turn towards pre- 
language. Namely, Pasolini encourages a break from the strict regimen of written language and, 
instead, a return to pre-linguistic communication: a return to autochthonous and physical 
connections, away from the syntactic and, thus, bourgeois. From his early Friulan poetry to Le 
ceneri di Gramsci, from Ragazzi di vita (1955) to Una vita violenta (1959), and numerous 
screenplays, including his novel-film hybrid project of Teorema (1968), Pasolini is, first and 
foremost, a writer. But in the early 1960s, in directing marginalized characters such as the street 
 
 
225 Citing an interview that Pasolini did with Jean Duflot, Viano writes, “It is very likely that such an intellectual 
would have claimed to know the answer to [Edgard] Snow’s question: Mankind is heading towards the catastrophic 
fall of capitalism and the subsequent dictatorship of the proletariat. Uccellacci uccellini thus stages the crisis of this 
particular kind of ideology and is the harbinger of a new type of ideological thinking that honestly admits to its own 
permanent crisis. Pasolini once said, ‘We want the crisis of Marxism to be perpetual, because it is only in this way 
that Marxism will stay in history and will avoid entering the museums as well as being smothered by the Party’s 
conformity.’ In an interview with Duflot, he remarked that ‘an ideology that is not in crisis is not an ideology. 
Krisis, in Greek, meant ‘turning point,’ from krinein, ‘to separate, to decide.’” Viano, A Certain Realism, 150. The 
italics are Viano’s. 
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urchin, the prostitute, and Stracci,226 Pasolini comes to acknowledge that written language 
communicates only so much, and, in his theoretical writings, he underscores the communicative 
prowess of images. 
Pasolini divides the realm of Language into two components: im-segni, or cinematic 
images, and lin-segni, or the symbols of written language. Pasolini is careful to distinguish 
between the “symbols” conjured by written text and the “icons” depicted on screen. The primary 
difference between im-segni and lin-segni is, while the written word “mela” and a screen-shot of 
an apple, for example, are both ultimately envisioned as the round fruit of autumn, the written 
requires a mental illustration for recognition, whereas the image is a real sign of life; with 
images, the eye does not need to do extra work to transform the image into its signification. 
Pasolini states, “Mentre ogni altro linguaggio si esprime mediante sistemi di segni ‘simbolici,’ i 
segni cinematografici non sono tali: sono ‘iconografici’ (o iconici), sono segni di ‘vita,’ se posso 
esprimermi così; in altre parole, mentre ogni altro modo di comunicazione esprime la realtà 
mediante ‘simboli,’ il cinema invece esprime la realtà mediante la realtà.”227 
In other words, language, comprised of written and spoken words, is rational, and it 
follows established rules and channels to ensure understanding between parties. In subscribing to 
these codifications, Pasolini feels part of a greater community for possessing the keys to 
comprehending and interpreting others,228 but by the same token, the images of cinema must be 
freed from such rational discourse.229 Filmic images bypass the natura segnica of lin-segni, 
 
 
226 Accattone (1961) was Pasolini’s first of twelve feature films, followed by Mamma Roma (1962) and then La 
ricotta (1963), the short film discussed at length. 
227 Pier Paolo Pasolini, Il sogno del centauro, a cura di Jean Duflot (Roma: Editori Riuniti, 1983), 94. 
228 Pasolini states, “Qualsiasi istituzione costituisce un terreno di possibili scambi; sono le chiavi di questo codice a 
permettermi d’interpretare gli altri, così come, per esempio, attraverso il suo contegno, riesco a interpretare Lei 
[Duflot]; il codice, soprattutto il codice linguistico, è la forma esterna indispensabile a questa fraternità umana che 
provo sempre in me come qualche cosa che ho perduto.” Pasolini, Il sogno del centauro, 58. 
229 Stephen Snyder, Pier Paolo Pasolini (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1980), 75. 
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functioning instead in terms of physicality, of reality, without the “magical symbolism” upheld 
by lin-segni.230 The empiricism of im-segni is especially important when narrating the visceral 
plight of a lumpenproletariat like Stracci, whose reading skills are presumably nonexistent, and 
also, in the case of the hungry, hopping sparrows of Uccellacci e uccellini; words are insufficient 
when describing these sub-proletarian and animalistic struggles. Words are hardly in tandem 
with the needs and emotions of humans – with Stracci’s immense hunger pangs, and with the 
overall ennui plaguing Totò and Ninetto as they wander in Uccellacci e uccellini. As Pasolini 
demonstrates, images depict outright the motions of the life cycle, such as eating, excreting, and 
sexual intercourse, of which words may only conjure mental visions at best. 
Therefore, Uccellacci e uccellini – and Pasolini’s outlook of the world as narrated by a 
sage, Marxist crow – is initially verbally dominant, but it is ultimately a visually dominant 
project. Totò and Ninetto grow bored of the crow and his lectures, so they eat him. In their 
consumption of the crow, Pasolini thus demonstrates that it is image, not word, that endures 
crises: these revolutions, these turning points, in society. The humanness, even primitiveness, of 
his protagonists outdoes the Word of God and the cultured voice of Marxist wisdom. And to 
demonstrate the prowess of images over words – and of one’s body over one’s mind, and of 
archaic physicality over bourgeois refinement – Pasolini’s characters eat not merely food, but 
linguistic and cultural signs. Emblems of Italy’s history, religion, and politics are not just 
 
 
230 Pasolini, Il sogno del centauro, 126-7. Duflot prefaces that these pages were previously published as an interview 
Pasolini did with Cinema e film (n.1, Winter, 1966-67), after the release – and thus, a retrospective – of Uccellacci e 
uccellini. Although I fully sustain that Uccellacci e uccellini is a film project that negotiates the incommunicability 
of lin-segni, I find it deeply interesting that, in this interview, Pasolini comes to lament his longstanding philosophy 
of “image = reality” and “language = symbolism,” citing his practice as dangerous, and even going as far as 
comparing it to fascism. Pasolini concludes this portion, “Ho detto che faccio il cinema per vivere secondo la mia 
filosofia, cioè la voglia di vivere fisicamente sempre al livello della realtà, senza l’interruzione magico-simbolica del 
sistema di segni linguistico. Ma quali orrendi peccati comporta tale filosofia? Ho fatto per essa i nomi di ‘azione,’ di 
‘irrazionalismo,’ di ‘pragmatismo,’ di ‘religione’: tutti quelli che io so essere i dati più negativi e pericolosi della 
mia civiltà. I dati stessi, per es., di certo fascismo!! Dovrò rendere conto, nella valle di Giosafat, della debolezza 
della mia coscienza davanti alle attrazioni, che si identificano, della tecnica e del mito?” 
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perverted, but they are savagely devoured. Indeed, Pasolini’s “linguistic, intellectual, and artistic 
web”231 is eaten, absorbed, and excreted by his characters, a process which offers “food for 
thought” for his viewers to consume anew. 
 
The Shortcomings of Language and of Totò 
 
Uccellacci e uccellini is, essentially, a disjointed compilation of vignettes. Before 
analyzing the filmic vignettes, it is necessary to unpack three sketches originally formulated by 
Pasolini: the intellectual groundwork he had undertaken to arrive at the aforementioned divide 
between lin-segni and im-segni. The three vignettes – L’Aigle (The Eagle), Faucons et Moineaux 
(Hawks and Sparrows), and Le Corbeau (The Crow) – were published sequentially in 1965 in the 
weekly magazine Vie Nuove. L’Aigle, in particular, communicates the shortcomings of language. 
Pasolini actually shot L’Aigle before changing his course, abandoning bourgeois, Francophone 
culture in favor of the feature-length, disorienting, Marxist story of Uccellacci e uccellini. 
L’Aigle features Monsieur Cournot (Totò) who attempts to domesticate an eagle for his circus 
but struggles to make the eagle speak “una lingua perfetta,” a refined, bourgeoisified language – 
likely French, the language of Enlightenment thinking. The eagle remains silent, even amid the 
rest of Cournot’s menagerie, all of whom speak “educatamente, civilmente: la tigre, per esempio, 
non dice ‘Ho fame,’ ma ‘Ho un po’ di appetito.” It is only when Cournot’s assistant, Ninetto 








231 Baschiera, The Embodiment of the Bourgeoisie, 70-71. 
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poveracci’” that the eagle finally elects to speak.232 The humiliating realization of the language 
barrier, of the gap between the “signori” and the “poveracci,” turns Cournot completely manic.233 
Whereas Faucons et Moineaux and Le Corbeau form the basis of Uccellacci e uccellini, 
L’Aigle was never included. In his explanation as to why L’Aigle was removed, Pasolini blames 
firstly, Totò, and secondly, the poor quality of production resources available. He writes: 
Aveva perduto [quel valore poetico] per due ragioni: l’impossibilità di Totò a interpretare un ‘personaggio 
cosciente,’ in ‘possesso dei privilegi culturali.’ […] Egli è un ‘innocente’: ed è come ‘innocente’ che può 
divenire poetico. L’altra ragione è la scarsità dei mezzi con cui ho girato l’episodio. Il non avere che 
quattro lenzuoli bianchi alle pareti, mi ha costretto a girare l’episodio appunto come un ghirigoro in bianco 
e nero, una specie di illustrazione di se stesso, fatta con due o tre elementi enormemente poveri: il bianco, il 
nero, qualche grigio (un Léger alla parete), e le facce dei protagonisti. Tutta la possibile abbondanza 
espressionistica è andata perduta in tanta stilizzazione.234 
Pasolini made several changes to remedy his dissatisfactions. For one, he no longer had need for 
the “four white sheets,” as he set Uccellacci e uccellini primarily outdoors. Only a few scenes 
take place indoors; the main setting is instead a road, on both sides of which are mostly open, 
overgrown fields, and above which shines a full moon. Buses pass, airplanes occasionally land, 
and a Cadillac fails to run, but these are largely episodic; Pasolini instead foregrounds mankind’s 
interactions with nature, prioritizing bodily needs and instincts – such as eating, fornicating, and 
excreting – over technological advances and cultural sublimation. The calls of nature supersede 
culture, history, and language. In L’Aigle, Cournot unsuccessfully attempts to dominate the 
eagle, failing to civilize it through the use of language. Film scholar Serafino Murri attributes 
this failure to the supremacy of nature: “Il soccombere della cultura all’animalità (nel senso 
 
232 In an interview with Oswald Stack, Pasolini refers once more to Ninetto’s “omertà” among the crows. When the 
crow died during post-production, this “upset Ninetto a great deal, so when he went to India and saw all the crows 
there he felt he was among friends again because a kind of omertà had been established between him and the 
crows.” Oswald Stack, Pasolini on Pasolini: Interviews with Oswald Stack (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University 
Press, 1969), 101. 
233 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “L’Aigle,” Vie Nuove, n. 7, published 29 April 1965; found in the Vie Nuove collection, 
April-June 1965. 
234 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Confessioni tecniche,” Uccellacci e uccellini: Un film di Pier Paolo Pasolini, a cura di 
Giacomo Gambetti (Milano: Garzanti, 1966), 55. 
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letterale del termine, della pura forza della vita) era una metafora molto complessa per esprimere 
quel senso di disfatta da Dopostoria che Pasolini già lamentava.”235 Pasolini elaborates, “Ora, da 
una parte un nuovo tipo di razionalismo, quello marxista, e dall’altra un nuovo tipo di rapporto 
dell’irrazionalismo pre-industriale – quello del Terzo Mondo – (…) mette in crisi l’intellettuale 
emblematicamente ‘parigino.’”236 The premise of Uccellacci e uccellini, then, is the devouring of 
all things – and creatures – bourgeois, which sends traditional European intellectualism, as 
embodied by Cournot, into crisis.237 
It makes sense, then, that Uccellacci e uccellini is a series of perverted narratives – 
chiefly among them, St. Francis’s famous engagement with birds, speaking to creatures of nature 
and compelling them to acknowledge and love not only God, but all of God’s creations. Pasolini 
perverts stories, especially the aforementioned tale of cross-species communication, so as to 
dismantle the preexisting power dynamics surrounding language. Based on his encounters with 
the Nambikwara population,238 anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss describes the exploitative 
quality of written language, a form of symbolic capitalism: 
 
 
235 Serafino Murri, Pier Paolo Pasolini (Rome: Il Castoro, 1994), 61. 
236 Murri, Pier Paolo Pasolini, 61. 
237 Unlike Antonio de Curtis, a man of nobility, Ninetto Davoli had a decidedly poor upbringing, and this 
stratification is reflected in their differing eating practices. During a roundtable held at New York University in 
December 2012, in which Ara Merjian and Antonio Monda hosted a conversation with Davoli as per a greater 
retrospective on Pasolini and his oeuvre, Davoli recalled an evening in which he and Pasolini dined at Totò’s house, 
remembering the exceeding elegance of the dining space: candelabras and flowers adorning the table, and stacks of 
plates of different sizes and a wide array of silverware to be utilized for different courses – where Davoli, 
unaccustomed to the decorum of fine dining, was unsure how many people were expected to join them, given the 
numerous amount of settings. Davoli ate everything on just one plate. Franca Faldini, Totò’s partner, later told 
Davoli that because of his behavior, and because of the amount that he ate that night, after Davoli left, Totò actually 
sprayed his seat with DDT. Although Davoli recounted this episode quite cheerfully, I find the use of DDT – a 
powerful insecticide, outlawed for the damage it caused among bird populations – to be a symbol of hierarchies at 
play in Uccellacci e uccellini: hawks over the sparrows, Ninetto and Totò over the crow, but also, as discussed in 
L’Aigle and as emphasized here, of Prince Totò against the omertà connecting Ninetto to the eagle. 
“Round Table on Pasolini with Ninetto Davoli,” sponsored by NYU’s Casa Italiana Zerilli-Marimò, 12 December 
2012; accessed via YouTube on 23 April 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J9xBNaL0Qo. 
238 The Nambikwara represent a tribe of hunter-gatherers who live in villages scattered throughout the Amazon 
rainforest. 
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It had not been a question of acquiring knowledge, of remembering or understanding, but rather of 
increasing the authority and prestige of one individual – or function – at the expense of others. […] The 
scribe is rarely a functionary or employee of the group: his knowledge is accompanied by power, with the 
result that the same individual is often both scribe and money-lender; not just because he needs to be able 
to read and write to carry on his business, but because he thus happens to be, on two different counts, 
someone who has a hold over others.239 
How are birds that chirp, dogs that bark, and talking humans meant to communicate and treat 
each other equally if language is so plural, divisive and exploitative? A new system of signs is 
required for not only more effective communication, but also to create a sense of harmony: to 
close the gap between once disparate and miscommunicating parties. Totò and Ninetto, the 
protagonists of Uccellacci e uccellini, thus learn to utilize their bodies to establish a connection 
with the animals they encounter; they hop, they fornicate, and most importantly, they eat.240 
They watch predatory birds savagely consume their prey, and they themselves dismember and 
devour a crow, once their sage travel companion and a loquacious voice of unwanted, 
misunderstood, Marxist wisdom. Indeed, as the crow touts, “The time of Brecht and Rossellini is 
over”; the codes of communication by which the crow abides no longer function, as he is eaten, 
and with him, old ideologies and the irrelevant, obsolete ways of publicizing and perpetuating 
them. 
What are other tactics in which Pasolini promotes “out with the old, in with the new?” 
Pasolini’s casting choice of Totò is, for one, certainly a change from the Chaplinesque 
buffoonery illustrated in Chapter Two, although certain scholars, such as Kathryn St. Ours, note 
Totò’s physicality as continuous with his early work.241 Pasolini cited Totò’s presence as one of 
 
 
239 Claude Lévi-Strauss, Tristes Tropiques (1955), trans. John and Doreen Weightman; excerpted in The Norton 
Anthology of Theory and Criticism, second edition, eds. Vincent B. Leitch, et al (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2010), 1281. The italics are Lévi-Strauss’s. 
240 As Snyder states matter-of-factly, “What becomes important, then, in regard to change is not what one says but 
what he does” (Pier Paolo Pasolini, 79). 
241 Kathryn St. Ours, “Uccellacci e uccellini and the Ambiguities of Bakhtin’s Carnival,” Forum Italicum, 43.2 
(2009), p. 422. 
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the shortcomings of L’Aigle, so how is Totò better suited for Uccellacci e uccellini? Scholars and 
biographers of Totò are divided over the presence of the comic icon in Pasolini’s deeply 
intellectual project – though all arguments refer to Totò’s famous, even omnipotent, maschera: 
the holistic transformation of Antonio de Curtis into the scheming, slapstick, Southern-charming 
Totò. Pasolini, too, insisted on employing Totò specifically for this “type,” recognizable among 
audiences for his credulousness and clownish behavior.242 Yet some scholars, such as 
Massimiliano Scuriatti, lament what appears to be the loss of the maschera, as Totò is 
“manipulated” into playing a role more serious than the earlier gags of Felice Sciosciammocca 
and Antonio Caponi.243 I do not think that Pasolini intended to deride Totò or make him lose his 
way. Totò instead embodies an archaic innocence, a continuity to which viewers could latch on, 
which Pasolini tests against historical moments such as Italy’s housing boom and neo-capitalist 
speculation.244 Totò’s innocence, even obliviousness, presents a stark contrast to Cold War 
politics and the widening socioeconomic stratifications of reconstructing Italy. But because Totò 
remains the same Totò, whether he is shoveling spaghetti into his pockets in 1954 or wandering 
the streets of 1966, he serves as a point of recognizability for viewers as they navigate 
historically uncharted territory. 
The casting of Totò is also appropriate because it underscores the (dis)connections and 
(dis)continuities between one’s expressions and eating. In Chapter Two, Totò’s physicality and 
 
242 In an interview with Oswald Stack, Pasolini says, “I chose Totò for what he was – an actor, a recognizable type 
whom the public already knew. I didn’t want him to be anything but what he was. […] The real Totò was in fact 
manipulated, he wasn’t a straightforward ingenuous character like Franco Citti in Accattone. Totò was an actor who 
had been manipulated by himself and by other people into a type, but I used him precisely as that, as someone who 
was a type.” Stack, Pasolini on Pasolini, 101. The italics are mine. 
243 Massimiliano Scuriatti, E io lo nacqui: Totò, o l’arte della commedia bassa (Milano: Bietti, 2015), 257. 
244 In an interview with La Repubblica, published as “Ecco il mio Totò,” Pasolini says, “Insomma ho opposto un 
personaggio innocente, fuori dall’interesse politico immediato, cioè fuori dalla storia, a chi invece fa della politica il 
suo vero e profondo interesse e vive in quella che lui crede essere la storia. Cioè ho opposto esistenza a cultura, 
innocenza a storia.” La Repubblica, 3 agosto 1976, published in a greater compilation titled Interviste e dibattiti sul 
cinema, p. 3011. 
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hairbrained schemes surrounded one objective: procuring food. The cinema of Totò has been 
long foregrounded in the search for food to “get by,”245 to satisfy a desperate hunger that his 
audiences of the late 1940s and 50s, too, suffered. It makes sense, then, that Pasolini cast such a 
hungry icon in his film on the importance of eating and digestion. Uccellacci e uccellini is a 
realization of obsolete, stale techniques of expression, and the consequent exploration of new 
communication tactics; language falls short before the need to eat. Who is more appropriate than 
Totò, whose fame is connected to the legacy of material hunger, to star in such a film? 
Totò (both Antonio de Curtis’s stage-presence and Pasolini’s character, aptly named Totò 
Innocenti) is hungering for food, but only ostensibly; Uccellacci e uccellini is, rather, an 
exhibition of miscommunications. The hunger in Uccellacci e uccellini is not the same as Totò’s 
hunger in decades prior. Totò – previously defined as a vehicle of continuity – must now digest 
new historical situations: not merely the Hollywoodization of Italian cinema and the rise of new 
comedic stars, but also the end of hopefulness exuded by Communism.246 In so doing, he must 
discover new ways to communicate with not only the animals of Uccellacci e uccellini, but also 
his admiring fans across the peninsula, who recognize the maschera and, by extension, his 
expressions of material hunger. The harmonious continuity and series of happy endings that Totò 
once propagated are jeopardized; in another act of perversion, Pasolini incorporates Totò into a 




245 Refer to Rémi Fournier-Lanzoni’s Comedy Italian Style: The Golden Age of Italian Film Comedies (2008) for a 
detailed explanation of l’arte di arrangiarsi – the art of getting by – which was central to the commedia all’italiana. 
246 In his interview with Stack, Pasolini states, “Totò and Ninetto are mankind, and as such both old and new. What 
they clash with are new historical situations, but as mankind they are not in contradiction with each other.” When 
Stack follows up, commenting, “But take Togliatti’s death, for example, which plays a big part in the film: this did 
not mark a great change in Italian life, as far as I can see,” Pasolini responds, “No, in itself it did not, but it 
symbolized a change. A historical epoch, the epoch of the Resistance, of great hopes for communism, of the class 
struggle, has finished.” Stack, Pasolini on Pasolini, 103. The death of Togliatti recuperates the finitude presented in 
Le ceneri di Gramsci, when “la nostra storia è finita.” 
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predictable strategy amid Pasolini’s unknowns; unable to connect with any of the birds in 
Pasolini’s story, but continually recognized for his hunger, Totò eats his way out of 
predicaments, as he and Ninetto first witness the hawks’ predatorial eating, but then become 
predators themselves, ultimately absorbing the struggles of the Communist subculture. By the 
end of the film, although the viewer is unsure where humanity is headed, she at least recognizes 
hungry Totò – though his hunger is decidedly different this time. 
 
The Hawks “Love” the Sparrows 
 
There are two predicaments in Uccellacci e uccellini which involve eating, and more 
specifically, the consumption of birds. The first is the longest episode247 of the twelve that 
comprise the film: Pasolini’s perversion of St. Francis of Assisi. G.K. Chesterton describes 
Francis’s spiritual revolution, his transition from a good man into a saint, through Francis’s 
disappearance into a cave; curiously, this is the third cave featured in this chapter, as caves are 
the site of not only the Resurrection of Christ, but also the “Stracci Show.” When Francis 
emerges from the cave, he is unrecognizable – not the same man as before, psychologically 
transformed and bearing mystic qualities: “…he was almost as different as if he were dead, as if 
he were a ghost or a blessed spirit. And the effects of this on his attitude towards the actual world 
were really as extravagant as any parallel can make them. He looked at the world as differently 
from other men as if he had come out of that dark hole walking on his hands.”248 Through this 




247 The St. Francis episode lasts roughly thirty-five minutes, and the whole film – the St. Francis episode plus eleven 
more – amounts to roughly ninety. 
248 G.K. Chesterton, St. Francis of Assisi (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1931), 102-103. 
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birds. […] For a mystic like St. Francis the monsters had a meaning; that is, they had delivered 
their message. They no longer spoke in an unknown tongue.”249 The language that connected St. 
Francis to the animal kingdom was that of love for God; animals and humans are brethren that 
share a commonality as creatures of God.250 
Children’s author Leo Politi romanticizes Francis’s relationship with, among other 
animals, birds: 
One day as Francis was walking through the countryside with two of the brothers, he saw on the trees and 
on the ground a great number of birds. 
Wondering at the sight, he said to his companions: 
‘Let us stay here for a while. I wish to preach to my sisters, the birds.’ 
And going into the fields he began to preach to the birds. As he walked among them and touched them with 
his robe, not even one flew away. The birds on the trees flew down to listen to him.251 
 
Within the film, meanwhile, Pasolini denotes the cracks in this utopian vision, emphasizing St. 
Francis’s topsy-turvy foolishness.252 Totò and Ninetto, a father and son, encounter a crow who 
narrates the perverted tale; Pasolini’s film becomes a story within a story, as Totò and Ninetto 
assume the role of two Franciscan monks, Brother Ciccillo and Brother Ninetto. It is particularly 
interesting that the two men, and Pasolini’s viewers at large, revisit the work of St. Francis by 
way of a crow: not just a bird, but also, as Maurizio Sanzio Viano emphasizes, “a black bird, the 
inversion of the white dove of the Holy Ghost, [who] joins father and son to form an unholy 
trinity.”253 As St. Francis is best remembered for his communication with birds, the crow’s 
storytelling to humans is yet another way in which Pasolini upends the traditional narrative; the 
 
 
249 Chesterton, 110-111. 
250 One may refer to St. Francis’s poem, “Canticle of the Sun,” for his belief that everything in nature was a gift 
from God, worthy of appreciation. 
251 Leo Politi, Saint Francis and the Animals (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1959), 3. 
252 Chesterton writes, repeating the word “fool” throughout his description, “…when Francis came forth from his 
cave of vision, he was wearing the same word ‘fool’ as a feather in his cap; as a crest or even a crown. He would go 
on being a fool; he would become more and more of a fool; he would be the court fool of the King of Paradise.” 
Chesterton, 107-108. Scholars’ assessment of Totò as a clown, then, mirrors this description of St. Francis. 
253 Viano, A Certain Realism, 147. 
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recipient and emitter of the message have switched roles. Indeed, St. Ours notes how the 
narration by a crow, not by a human, is in itself a carnivalization of the traditional fable: “A 
traditional fable is, of course, told by people who allegorize non-human animals. In the case of 
Uccellacci e uccellini, however, a non-human animal not only tells a story but carnivalizes it as 
well, in the form of a medieval mystery or miracle play, whose serious-minded religious scope 
allows for the carnivalesque.”254 The story is further carnivalized when its outcome is far from 
expected; its ending is by no means one of brotherly love. The crow’s narration, as the first 
experimentation with language in the film, concludes that language alone fails to curb hunger. 
Indeed, the content of the diegetic story paradoxically highlights the inefficacy of 
language with respect to animals’ primal instincts; words are ultimately useless against the birds’ 
predatory tactics for survival. The episode unfolds as follows. Ciccillo and Ninetto are charged 
with preaching the love of God to two different classes of birds: arrogant hawks and humble 
sparrows. Ninetto’s inclination to bypass the Word of God in favor of hunting and eating is 
immediate. Staring at a tree with branches full of birds, he pulls a slingshot out from under his 
robes and takes aim at the tree; once apprehended by Ciccillo, he then suggests that they avoid 
the task of preaching and instead seek refuge with peasants, “quelli che ciànno dato quella ricotta 
così bona”; 255 Ciccillo responds that they shall take on Francis’s task, because although they are 
not saints, they are human men with God-given brains, with which they could solve how to speak 
most effectively to the birds. In other words, the monks work to overcome their primal, human 
instincts to diffuse God’s message. They arrive at a dilapidated castle, upon which the hawks are 
 
 
254 St. Ours, “Uccellacci e uccellini,” 420. 
255 Pier Paolo Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, from Uccellacci e uccellini: Un film, a cura di Giacomo 
Gambetti (Milano: Garzanti, 1966), 118. After having analyzed La ricotta, we may read the mention of ricotta 
cheese in this vignette as not just a recuperation of a food trope, but also a food that nourishes the burini, the 
lumpenproletariat: the perpetuation of the rustic foods of the past. 
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perched. Questions immediately rise as to what, and how, the Brothers will speak to these birds. 
Ciccillo kneels on the ground and prays to God, asking to grant him strength to remain in that 
very spot until contact has been made with the hawks. In the shots that immediately follow, amid 
strong winds, Ciccillo and Ninetto withstand a horde of bullies who taunt Ciccillo, the 
“mushroom-monk.”256 257 This moment is particularly interesting in that, before the bullies 
roughhouse Ninetto, he once again thinks “hunger first,” as he is seen eating from a pot.258 The 
bullies flee and the seasons pass, and Ciccillo still yearns to understand – and miserably imitate – 
the hawks’ shrill squawks; Ninetto meanwhile grows very impatient and, expectedly, hungry. 
Before continuing my synopsis, it is important to open a parenthesis which concerns 
three, but nonetheless extremely telling, pages of Pasolini’s screenplay: “Il Paradiso di Ninetto.” 
“Il Paradiso,” omitted from the film, illustrates a dream sequence that emphasizes Ninetto’s 
excessive, detrimental love of food. In the film, shortly before initiating contact with the hawks, 
Ninetto expresses his frustrations to Ciccillo: What is the point of weathering all seasons, 
continually trying, and failing, to communicate with the birds? Ciccillo regains his voice and 
responds, “P’abbuscatte er Paradiso, fijo mio!” Ninetto appears to ignore Ciccillo’s exclamation, 






256 It is interesting that bullying and taunting are once again feature in this film, following the ridicule of Stracci in 
La ricotta and, before that, of Christ. 
257 St. Ours underlines the carnivalization of this particular scene: “The youngster screams as we see his body rise 
and fall in slow motion. But the viewer knows that it’s all in fun, especially when the rough housing abruptly ends 
and the film jumps without transition to the successive scene of the two friars patiently praying for a breakthrough 
with the hawks. […] The crow’s use of carnival within the story he tells, then, mirrors the broader use of the 
carnivalesque in the movie of which it is a part. Our feathered ‘intellettuale di sinistra’ appears to be raising thereby 
the question of the transformative powers of organized religion.” St. Ours, “Uccellacci e ucccellini,” 420-421. 
258 In Pasolini’s screenplay, Ninetto instead marvels at some beautiful plums: “Guardate che belle prugne, a frate 
Ciccillo! Annamose a ffà ‘na magnata!” but the food in the pot on-screen is nondescript. Found in Pasolini’s 
screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 119. There should be greater importance placed on this act of eating, as 
Ninetto’s bodily instincts are placed in repeated conflict with Ciccillo’s missionary work. 
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monk. But Ninetto’s dream, his unconscious quest for Paradise, ensues at this point in Pasolini’s 
screenplay. 
Pasolini describes the setting of Ninetto’s dream as a colorful painting by Giotto, 
accompanied by angelic chants: “Forse Ninetto sogna a colori. Il blu di Prussia, un po’ sgualcito 
e liso, il morello, il sangue di bue, l’ocra, il grigio pantano. […] Da una parte c’è un coretto di 
maschietti, messi tutti in fila, e le file una sopra l’altra. Dall’altra c’è un coretto di femminucce. 
Il canto è angelico.” Ninetto thus envisions Heaven, the realm of il Padre Eterno. Il Padre Eterno 
welcomes Ninetto to Paradise, encouraging Ninetto to, among other activities, eat from His table 
of plenty: 
Egli vede per prima cosa una lunga tavola di legno coperta da una tovaglia linda, bianchissima, che ricade 
tesa sugli spigoli. E sopra, ogni ben di Dio, ma come l’avrebbe dipinto Giotto, con grande sobrietà e quasi 
grandiosità: ricotta, formaggi, pagnotte, scodelle, cocomeri… 
 
Frate Ninetto: (provandoci timidamente) Ciò ‘na fame! 
Padre Eterno: Mangia quanto vuoi! 
 
Ninetto corre al tavolo e si riempie la bocca di ricotta, poi con la bocca piena e le labbra bianche, si guarda 
intorno, ridente, e vede: 
Contro una purissima paretina trecentesca, un grande letto, e intorno, come li avesse messi la Befana, un 
mucchio di giocattoli.259 
 
This banquet table is continuous with the Technicolor table of La ricotta, once again featuring 
gross amounts of cheese and watermelons, and again linked to a grotesque act of eating and 
admission into Heaven. Stracci could not deliver his line as the Good Thief because he was too 
weighed down by food. In this space, Ninetto is likewise no longer burdened by preaching, or by 
words in general, as God instead encourages the young monk to embrace tactile, primal, 
“innocent” activities: eating, followed by sleeping, playing with toys, and sexually engaging an 
Eve-like figure, “un primitivo, festosa e nuda,” in a marvelous botanical garden.260 In this space, 
 
259 Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 131-2. 
260 Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 132. This garden is, of course, analogous to the Garden of Eden. In 
the Book of Genesis, God instructs Adam that he “may eat the fruit of any tree in the garden, except the tree that 
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and as with the birds outside Ninetto’s dreamworld, language is irrelevant; of greater emphasis 
are physical indulgences and physiological demands for survival – hence, perhaps, why Pasolini 
contained these heavenly visions to a dream within a sleeping Ninetto. Why Pasolini ultimately 
omitted this dream sequence from his film is bewildering, as these few pages tout the message of 
the entire movie: Sermons are bypassed in favor of satisfactions through food and copulation. 
Instead of this narrative, Pasolini transitions to Ciccillo’s sudden success: he deciphers 
the language of the hawks. Ninetto and Ciccillo approach the castle to preach, and the birds and 
monks exchange the following words by way of piercing chirps; the viewer, who does not abide 
by the same linguistic code as Ciccillo, must read their conversation, captioned underneath with 
Italian subtitles: 
Ciccillo: 261 Falchi, falchi, venite, ascoltate … Venite, ascoltate … 
I falchi: Chi siete? Che volete? 
Ciccillo: Siamo creature di Dio, vogliamo parlare con voi, creature di Dio. 
I falchi: Dio? Chi è Dio? 
Ciccillo: Il creatore delle creature. 
I falchi: E per quale ragione Dio ci ha creati? 
Ciccillo: Voi perché avete creato i vostri figli? 
I falchi: Allora ognuno di noi è Dio. 
Ciccillo: Esagerati! Ecco, non gli puoi dare un po’ di considerazione che s’allargano subito. 
I falchi: E che cosa vuole da noi questo Dio? 
Ciccillo: Amore! 





gives knowledge of what is good and what is bad. You must not eat the fruit of that tree; if you do, you will die that 
same day” (2:16-7). Shortly thereafter, Eve, a woman formed from Adam’s rib, was persuaded by a snake to eat the 
fruit. The snake said that they would not die; rather, “God said that because he knows that when you eat it, you will 
be like God and know what is good and what is bad” (3:4-5). Eve considered the prospect not of tasting the fruit – in 
other words, not its sweetness or juiciness – but, instead, of the wisdom that the fruit would impart: “She thought 
how wonderful it would be to become wise. So she took some of the fruit and ate it” (3:6). Eve’s choice to eat and, 
thus, disregard God’s words* is precisely the filone of Uccellacci e uccellini. In addition, this ability to absorb 
knowledge through consumption is a concept that I examine in greater detail in the coming pages. 
*Curiously, although Eve responds to the snake that “God told us not to eat the fruit of that tree or even touch it” 
(3:3), thus confirming her awareness of God’s warning, Eve was never directly instructed to avoid the fruit. God 
gave this warning only to Adam in Genesis 2:16, before Eve had been formed (2:22). God’s, or perhaps Adam’s, 
warning to Eve is thus entirely implied. 
261 Here I list just Ciccillo, as it is not clear whether Ninetto has learned to communicate with the birds and must 
thus utilize Ciccillo as his proxy. 
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Dissolvenza. Frate Ciccillo e frate Ninetto ridiscendono tutti allegri le strade che avevano salito pieni di 
apprensione e sconforto. Ninetto viene giù quasi ballando, come nel suo sogno in Paradiso e frate Ciccillo 
ha il passo deciso e lo sguardo fiero del giusto.262 
While Ciccillo is able to communicate with the hawks, successfully creating a channel of 
chirping, it is not clear whether the significance of his message is received. The hawks 
understand the ritual and power of procreation, blasphemously equating themselves to God 
through the creation of their offspring, but, despite the repetition of the word, do they grasp the 
concept of love? What kinesthetic actions might be associated with love? How will the hawks 
embody a tiny word with such emotional charge? These questions, for the moment, remain 
unanswered, as the monks abruptly take leave of the hawks to meet with the sparrows. 
Ciccillo again makes a vow of immobility to God, affixing himself to the ground and 
waiting to make contact with the sparrows. Before encountering the birds, Ciccillo withstands 
new distractions: the skeptical interrogations and singing of three women – Sora Micragna, Sora 
Gramigna, and Sora Grifagna – who later participate in a bazaar, hawking watermelons and 
ricotta cheese; one hears the cacophony of other vendors selling cookies, candles, and 
undergarments.263 This marketplace thus becomes a site of tension between ascetic, pious life, as 
embodied by the Franciscan monks of the 1200s, and the neo-capitalist splurges of 1960s 
Italy.264 Ciccillo explodes with impatience, and Ciccillo and Ninetto rise to destroy the vendors’ 
stalls, engaging in acts of violence to expel the vendors from their place of prayer. Despite 
 
262 Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 136. 
263 Pasolini’s screenplay sets the scene as follows: 
È autunno. Soffia il vento, trascinando foglie e polvere a roteare, nella piazza. Le tre baracche sono diventate un 
vero e proprio mercatino: se ne sono aggiunte di biscotti, di mutande, di fave, di candele. Ci sono anche venditori 
ambulanti di bruscolini e di noccioline. E tanta clientela. Frate Ciccillo e frate Ninetto non si vedono, nella 
confusione. 
Sora Gramigna, Sora Micragna, Sora Grifagna: Scope! Cocomeri! Ricotta! 
Altri venditori (in coro): Biscotti! Candele! Fave! Mutande! 
Altre voci: Bruscolini! Noccioline! 
Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 141. 
264 Although Pasolini presents to his viewers a commentary that sheds negative light on neo-capitalist practices, 
Pasolini ironically offers his views through film, itself a product of capitalism. 
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Pasolini’s slowed frame rate, which quickens and adds comedy to the monks’ destruction, St. 
Ours reminds us that Ciccillo’s anger mirrors that of Jesus, who expelled moneylenders from the 
Temple, thereby desecrating a holy place.265 Curiously, the monks utilize the vendors’ own 
products – the food that the ladies egregiously hawk – as weapons against them: They throw 
ricotta in Sora Grifagna’s face and smash a watermelon on Sora Gramigna’s head. As the monks’ 
verbal pleas would have been drowned out by the noise of the market, they must resort to 
physical violence to clear out the piazza; words do not work, and food is converted into 
weaponry. 
Verbal communication is pointless among the sparrows as well. Ciccillo and Ninetto try 
chirps and birdcalls to connect to the sparrows, but they do not respond. Once more, Ninetto 
grows impatient, and he asks Ciccillo if he may play hopscotch. Ninetto’s hopping, the monks 
realize, is what speaks to the sparrows; the sparrows do not speak the same shrill language as the 
hawks, but, rather, a more kinesthetic language of hops and jumps. The monks approach the 
sparrows, hopping to get the birds’ attention. Their conversation, translated by way of Italian 
subtitles, is as follows: 
Ciccillo: Passeri, venite, ascoltate … Venite, ascoltate… 
I passeri: Chi siete? Che volete? 
Ciccillo: Siamo servi del Signore, vogliamo portarvi la buona novella. 
I passeri: Oh, finalmente! Era tanto che l’aspettavamo! 
Ciccillo: Questa è bella! Davvero? 
I passeri: Eh sì, specialmente d’inverno, quando la neve copre tutto, e non si vede più una briciola di cibo 
in tutta la campagna! 
Ciccillo: Un momento! Che razza di buona novella state aspettando, compari? 
I passeri: Beh, la buona novella che ci annunci ammassi di miglio, di grano tenero, da farci diventare tutti 
grassi come tordi! 
Ciccillo: Ahi, orbi, quanta fatica dovrò durare a portare tra voi la vera buona novella! 
I passeri: Beh, che cosa vuole da noi questa vera buona novella? 
Ciccillo: Il digiuno! 
I passeri: Che? Che hai detto?266 
 
265 St. Ours, “Uccellacci e uccellini,” 421. 
266 Pasolini’s screenplay ends the dialogue with this line, although in the film the conversation expands to speak of 
love, as the monks previously emphasized with the hawks. 
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Ciccillo: Il digiuno! Ma non proprio il digiuno digiuno … Non vogliamo mica farvi morire di fame… 
insomma il sacrificio, l’amore… Oh, Signore, l’amore! 
I passeri: Amore… Amore! 
Dissolvenza. 
When compared to the hawks, the sparrows appear to be the more inviting yet more vulnerable 
species. The sparrows are more open to conversation with the monks, but not under the premise 
of God, love and sacrifice, but because the sparrows think that Ciccillo comes bearing food. The 
sparrows are hungry and the winter has been a difficult season, and the sparrows therefore 
readily associate preaching with feeding; the sparrows’ hunger preempts any dialogue with 
Ciccillo. It is implausible, then, that the sparrows would forgo their hunger to accept love 
through sacrifice; their hunger presents an immediacy that supersedes any understanding of the 
abstract notion of love. 
Scholars have claimed that the monks are enormously successful in their engagement 
with the birds, given their exploration of alternative means of expression,267 but they do not 
allow either species the time or means to meditate on the vastness and ambiguities of love. Love 
is multifaceted. Psychologists and self-help gurus speak of love languages, which span acts of 
service, quality bonding time, gift giving, words of affirmation, and physical touch.268 The 
monks, for one, root themselves to the land and speak of love as an act of service to St. Francis 
and to God, but the love of the birds is not one of duty. Love may be expressed through words, 




267 Simona Bondavalli, for one, underlines in particular “the humility of Brother Ciccillo and the cheerfulness of 
Brother Ninetto, willing to experiment with different languages in order to talk to the birds, and ready to use their 
bodies when their words were not sufficient.” Bondavalli, Fictions of Youth: Pier Paolo Pasolini, Adolescence, 
Fascisms (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2015), 135. 
268 In 1995, Dr. Gary Chapman published his internationally bestselling The Five Love Languages: How to Express 
Heartfelt Commitment to Your Mate, which establishes the love languages mentioned above. It is important to 
mention that Chapman’s primary occupation is not marriage counseling; he is a Baptist pastor. Chapman’s 
affiliation with the Church adds a certain relevance to the languages of love preached by the monks in Pasolini’s 
story. 
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another. Acting on their physical needs, the hawks ultimately prey upon the sparrows, killing and 
eating them. As a result, the hawks uphold their sense of God-given supremacy, and the sparrows 
no longer face starvation, as they are sacrificed; these are the very hopes and tenets that the 
monks had just preached. Despite their great efforts, the monks’ miscommunications cost the 
sparrows their lives, as the hawks, not the sparrows, s’allargano: they expand their territory, 
getting fatter in the process. 
 
The Crow, Best Eaten in a Spicy Sauce 
 
Totò and Ninetto are generally politically apathetic, better regarded for their innocence. 
Nevertheless, across their travels, they encounter various signs and symbols that, as Robert S. 
Gordon notes, “mark[s] a clash between past and present cultures, between genuine and corrupt 
modes of living, and between the political Right and Left.”269 The aforementioned marketplace 
scene is a site of these very tensions, but two symbols more deeply representative of these 
clashes are the crow, juxtaposed with the double entendre of the moon/Luna. Indeed, the second 
predicament does not consider a singular episode but, rather, the crow: a character not just 
integral to the film, but he is also emblematic of macrocosmic issues that extend far beyond the 
road in Uccellacci e uccellini: chiefly, the crisis of 1950s Marxism. 
Who is the crow, and what purpose does he serve in Pasolini’s film? The presence of the 
crow is two-pronged. The crow is, firstly and obviously, Pasolini’s narrator: the creature from 




269 Colleen Ryan-Scheutz, Sex, the Self, and the Sacred. Women in the Cinema of Pier Paolo Pasolini (Toronto: 
University of Toronto, 2007), 94. 
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travels, providing testimony – and even ominous warnings270 – as the episodes unfold. The 
crow’s existence matches the duration of the film; he asks to join Totò and Ninetto at the film’s 
opening, and the film concludes with his death. Pasolini exercises his authorial function by way 
of the crow; the crow is Pasolini’s vicar within the contours of Uccellacci e uccellini. Pasolini 
affirms in his essay, “Le fasi del corvo,” “A questo punto, il corvo è diventato autobiografico – 
una specie di metafora irregolare dell’autore. Così è nato il suo back ground psicologico: il 
marxismo innestato come una norma innocente, palingenesi non tuttavia matta ma ragionata, su 
una incrinatura della norma, sul trauma…”271 Indeed, the crow is Pasolini’s autobiographical, 
Marxist, and philosophical insertion in a film starring two meandering “innocenti.” The stories, 
perverted and otherwise, are Pasolini’s, and are thus delivered by way of the crow. 
Pasolini expands upon the crow’s purpose specifically with respect to cinema, 
acknowledging that his narrator is both a product of and antagonist to the film industry, and that 
he is a filmic, irrational image that paradoxically attempts to preach rationalism.272 He writes, “Il 
filosofo ha dovuto precisarsi, poichè senza la precisione non è possibile la semplificazione 
(necessaria non come elemento obbligatorio, ma come affascinante norma prosodica), per un 
prodotto i cui destinari siano gli spettatori cinematografici, ecc. ecc.”273 The crow, constructed 
by Pasolini to be complex and well-defined in history,274 will therefore not survive. His elitist 
 
 
270 One of the most exemplary warnings follows Totò’s heartless threats to evict a destitute family, the mother of 
which curbs her children’s hunger by tricking them into thinking it is nighttime. The crow responds to Totò, “Non vi 
dico che avete fatto male, vi dico: attenti che un pesce grosso non mangi voi!” Alessandra Spadino elaborates on the 
crow’s warning, hinting at karmic returns in history: “Di lì a poco, in una circostanza speculare, i due protagonisti 
sono minacciati da un ricco borghese irremovibile alle preghiere di procrastinare la scadenza di un loro debito, in 
una villa popolata da intellettuali persi nella vacuità di un destino mimetico.” Spadino, Pasolini e il cinema 
‘inconsumabile’: Una prospettiva critica della modernità (Milano: Mimesis Edizioni, 2012), 25-26. 
271 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Le fasi del corvo,” Uccellacci e uccellini: Un film, a cura di Giacomo Gambetti (Milano: 
Garzanti, 1966), 58. 
272 Snyder, Pier Paolo Pasolini, 75. 
273 Pasolini, “Le fasi del corvo,” 57. 
274 Pasolini, “Le fasi del corvo,” 57-58. 
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intellectual wisdom counters not only Totò and Ninetto’s primitive proclivities for food, drink, 
and sex, but the crow also stands in opposition to moviegoers at large, who seek a lighthearted 
escape (especially with Totò as star) from the grueling workday and the ennui of a daily routine. 
The crow is too intellectually committed, too rational, for the simplicity Pasolini expresses, and 
is thus engulfed by mainstream culture. The crow is, therefore, the embodiment of the crisis 
facing Marxism: the Communist struggle against Italians’ increasingly conformist mentality, the 
advent of the television, and the growing, internationalizing Hollywood machine. The crow is 
dismantled and swallowed up ostensibly out of hunger, but primarily out of boredom. 
The death of the crow is foreshadowed by a silent newsreel depicting the funeral of 
Palmiro Togliatti, Gramsci’s successor, leading Italy’s Communist Party from 1927 until his 
death in 1964. Pasolini edits the newsreel so that it appears that Totò and Ninetto, having missed 
a bus, must walk directly into the funeral, joining the parade of mourners in their remembrance 
of Togliatti. Togliatti’s death is important, not only because his death presents a crisis – a turning 
point – in Italy’s Marxism, but also, the death of Togliatti signifies the death of an exceedingly 
traditional intellectualism. In his book, Between Hollywood and Moscow: the Italian 
Communists and the Challenge of Mass Culture, 1943-1991 (2000), Stephen Gundle discusses 
the great challenges that the Communist Party confronted in the 1950s and 60s, as the stronghold 
of Marxist culture waned against the modern allure of capitalist Americana. Gundle argues that 
Togliatti embraced and propagated a culture that was unrealistic, too erudite, and closed off from 
the everyday realities of the Economic Miracle – namely Italians’ increased spending power and 
newfound propensity for consumer durables, such as the refrigerator, the television, and the Fiat 
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500. 275 While Marxist cadres encouraged younger generations to read the prison notebooks of 
Gramsci and see the neorealist films of Luchino Visconti and Giuseppe De Santis, products of 
popular culture – whether Hollywood movies or Italian photoromances – were more 
approachable, and, as Gundle argues, harmless. Gundle cites an example of a twenty-three-year- 
old student, “enrolled in the PCI, who admitted preferring westerns and adventure films to 
Visconti’s La terra trema (The Earth Trembles, 1948), which was ‘too intellectual and difficult.’ 
Another Communist also confessed to finding ‘complicated’ films empty and sterile. Much 
preferred were American adventure films that ‘even if unlikely, do no harm.’”276 The crow, then, 
as an emblem of Togliatti’s Communism, is a preachy bore for Totò and Ninetto, as well as for 
Pasolini’s audience. No longer serving his professorial purpose, the crow is eliminated in order 
to fulfill basic human needs.277 The crow is consumed not necessarily out of malice, but the men 
see the crow more for his flesh, which cloaks his empty message. 
Totò and Ninetto’s decision to eat the crow is preempted by their interactions with the 
moon/Luna. The moon, presented two ways in the film, is the symbol par excellence of the pre- 
industrial, of a world grounded in nature – of the primitivity that ultimately devours the crow. 
Both the establishing and closing shots of the film are of a full moon. The moon is foregrounded 
in the film for several reasons. It is a force of nature; it stabilizes the earth’s rotations and its 
 
 
275 Gundle writes specifically, “The sort of intellectual courted by Togliatti was, by contrast, of a narrowly 
traditional type: the ‘man of letters,’ the artist, the philosopher, the writer; in other words, not at all the sort of figure 
whose role was emerging as central in the organization of consensus in capital society (the technical expert, the 
scientist, the industrial manager) but rather a category whose status and social function had been defined in an 
earlier phase of social development and whose values were frequently extraneous to modern experiences. By 
translating the question of the politics of culture into a battle of influence the rarified and somewhat closed 
environment of university professors, literary magazines, scholarly debates, and institutionalized artistic activity, 
albeit shaken up by the changed order in society, Togliatti betrayed an archaic conception of culture separate from 
the real socioeconomic context and therefore extraneous to the life of the mass of the people, their customs and 
preferences” (Between Hollywood and Moscow, 22). The italics are mine. 
276 Gundle, Between Hollywood and Moscow, 66. 
277 Bondavalli, Fictions of Youth, 131. 
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gravitational pull impacts ocean tides.278 Time corresponds to the circular moon; one month 
represents the time between new moons, and nocturnal life proceeds by moonlight. With respect 
to the 1960s, the moon is also a historical objective, a destination of desire; no astronaut had yet 
reached the moon by the film’s release, but Totò at one point in the film does speak of Yuri 
Gagarin’s travels in space. Encapsulating history, technology, and nature, the moon is a powerful 
symbol in Pasolini’s film on the tensions between nature and industry, and between ideologies 
and human instinct. With the film bookended by the moon, one may assume that the film equates 
one lunar cycle, over the course of which Communism, or political credence of any kind, has 
fallen, and language dies with the crow.279 The life and death of the crow are juxtaposed with the 
moon, whose presence on Earth manifests as Luna, a brush-dwelling prostitute. Indeed, the moon 
– in Italian, la luna – is a feminine noun. In Uccellacci e uccellini, the moon is not just an 
astronomical satellite, but its forces of sexuality and maternity are embodied by Luna, who Totò 
and Ninetto encounter along their walk.280 
Luna’s appearance is brief, just within the last ten minutes, immediately following the 
Togliatti newsreel. Nevertheless, her existence waxes as the crow’s wanes. Her function in the 
film, though short, depicts the endurance of physicality and natural instincts over the 
constructions of politics and language. Though Pasolini’s screenplay confirms that Luna is a 
puttana,281 Luna is not the typical prostitute – Federico Fellini’s Cabiria, Antonio Pietrangeli’s 
Adua (of Adua e le compagne [1960]), and even Pasolini’s Mamma Roma of four years prior – 
 
 
278 Totò’s very first line in the film reads, “Co’ la luna nun se prende,” which scholars have taken to refer to bad luck 
in fishing and/or sex. Whatever the referent may be, Totò elaborates that a high tide – as created by the moon’s force 
of gravity – is necessary. 
279 Gordon, Pasolini: Forms of Subjectivity, 238-239. 
280 Pasolini may have envisioned Luna when he developed the prostitute, nuda e festosa, featured in the garden scene 
in “Il Paradiso di Ninetto.” 
281 Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 211. 
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to which viewers have grown accustomed. For one, Luna has no interest in money, nor does she 
seek entry or acceptance into the bourgeoisie. In addition, whereas prostitutes typically solicit 
work while walking the paved streets of the city, Totò and Ninetto walk past Luna, who is 
seated, as if rooted to the earth – detached from the city center and from capitalist transactions in 
general. Colleen Ryan-Scheutz claims that Luna represents “an uncontaminated, instinct-based 
sexuality – a tangible sign of human relations that remains unconditioned by the moral codes of 
the city.”282 To some degree, this reading is plausible. Luna, Totò, and Ninetto rely on their 
bodies to express themselves, reflecting on their senses of smell, touch, and taste, and utilizing 
their noses, stomachs, and groins to communicate and satisfy physical needs. Totò feigns 
stomach pains to enter the grass and engage with Luna; Luna, meanwhile, uninterested in coitus, 
expresses interest in the aroma of freshly mown hay and comments on her lunch of sliced meat 
and spinach. When Luna returns to the crate after her time with Totò, Ninetto follows suit, 
likewise feigning the desperate need to excrete. However, the scene is hardly “uncontaminated.” 
Despite Luna’s excitement over the smell of hay, and despite the tall grasses that enclose her and 
her suitors, capitalist noise drowns out the possibility of conversation, both before and after 
coitus. Pasolini taints Luna’s verdant world with machines.283 Indeed, Luna performs her acts of 
sex in the vicinity of an airport, where planes roar overhead and land in the background. Planes 
appear to not belong in such natural, primitive surroundings. The industriousness and modernity 
of the plane are similar, then, to the crow, in that their objectives – of flight, of closing gaps 
between people – do not fit into the autochthonous world of Luna and her suitors. The crow 
announces that “il viaggio è finito” – his journey is complete, his preaching stale and obsolete.284 
 
282 Ryan-Scheutz, Sex, the Self, and the Sacred, 95. 
283 Ibidem. 
284 Immediately before meeting Luna, the crow states ominously, “Arriveremo alla fine […] Mah! Il cammino 
incomincia, e il viaggio è già finito.” 
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Luna’s presence, however, instills a sense of hope, rebirth, and, potentially, a revival of 
revolutionary spirit in an otherwise uproarious time in history, amid all the noise. The tides thus 
shift; “le fasi del corvo” are complete, allowing the moon to shine. 
Totò and Ninetto resume their journey, recharged from their escapades with Luna. The 
crow, meanwhile, blabbers on, recognizing that his time is up: “Sono finito … è passata la mia 
ora … Le mie parole cadono nel vuoto.” Totò and Ninetto are bored and exhausted by the crow, 
nor do they understand his message; Snyder emphasizes Pasolini’s transition from verbal to 
visual cues as the film progresses, so the crow – a verbal pedagogue – is useless in the second 
half of the film, which exhibits more visual experiences and physical pleasures, such as food and 
sex.285 To this end, Totò announces to Ninetto that they will eat the crow, because as Totò 
exclaims, “Tanto che sta a ‘ffa, me pare pure matto!”286 The crow’s words are incompatible with 
the men post-coitus, hungrier than ever before. In the shot- reverse shots that immediately 
follow, Totò grabs the crow’s neck; Totò’s eyes manically widen; there is a lengthy pause as the 
camera continues focused on Totò’s eyes;287 and the crow is completely dismembered, smoke 
emanating from his remains. Totò and Ninetto continue walking, their backs to the camera in an 
extreme long shot. The voice of singer Domenico Modugno288 permeates the closing shot, as he 
chants, “Amici cari, / come sempre, / finisce così, comincia così, si chiude così, continua così! / 
questa storia di Uccellacci e uccellini.” 
 
 
285 Snyder, Pier Paolo Pasolini, 75. While the rational crow dominates the first half of the film, the second half is in 
favor of more visual, and irrational, images over words. 
286 Pasolini, screenplay of Uccellacci e uccellini, 221. 
287 It is curious that Pasolini does not capture the actual moment of consumption. This choice may help to answer a 
question posed in a later paragraph, regarding the value of the crow and his teachings. Does the consumption of the 
crow’s flesh necessarily matter, or is Pasolini more focused on the ideas of devouring language, the crisis of Marxist 
culture, etc. and thus does not require such explicit imagery? 
288 Modugno is best remembered for his 1958 hit “Nel blu dipinto di blu (Volare),” which was later covered 
famously by Dean Martin. Pasolini’s use of Modugno is a powerful choice, as Modugno is representative of Italy’s 
internationalizing popular culture – precisely what the crow laments. 
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Modugno’s verses refer, of course, to the continuation of the men’s journey, as well as 
the cyclical nature of history: the changing political tides, the death of Togliatti and the upsurge 
of the Left amid the longstanding dominance of the Christian Democrats. In a certain sense, the 
verses also refer to the digestive cycle: the after-effects of eating the crow, who exclaims, “I 
professori vanno mangiati in salsa piccante, ma chi li digerisce diventa un po’ professore anche 
lui!” In his interview with Oswald Stack, Pasolini elaborates on the crow’s exclamation, insisting 
that we read the consumption of the crow as not merely an act of cannibalism,289 but as “what 
Catholics call communion: they swallow the body of Togliatti (or of the Marxists) and assimilate 
it; after they have assimilated it they carry on along the road, so that even though you don’t know 
where the road is going, it is obvious that they have assimilated Marxism.”290 In assimilating 
Marxism, Pasolini’s “communion” is analogous to the act of “absorption” in Gramsci’s passive 
revolution. In order to maintain control, the dominant class requires the active collaboration of 
the masses over which it rules; in so doing, the hegemony resolves and absorbs any prospect of 






289 Pasolini employs the word “cannibalism” in his interview with Oswald Stack (106), but I question the validity of 
that term to describe this kind of consumption. Cannibalism implies a biological/physical sameness between the 
consumer and the consumed. When two men devour a crow, then, it is an interspecies consumption, whereas 
cannibalism is more appropriate for when the hawks ate the sparrows, or bird-bird consumption (though these, too, 
are different species). However, if the crow is an animal emblem of Marxism, which is a human construction, then 
Pasolini’s reading of the consumption of the crow as cannibalism is more plausible, although I am not entirely 
convinced. 
290 Stack, Pasolini on Pasolini, 106. 
291 See Gramsci’s Prison Notebooks, 1.48 and 8.236. In addition, in his “History of the Subaltern Classes: 
Methodological Criteria” (1934-1935), he writes, “Their history is intertwined with that of civil society, and thereby 
with the history of States and groups of States. Hence it is necessary to study […] 2. Their active or passive 
affiliation to the dominant political formations, their attempts to influence the programmes of these formations in 
order to press claims of their own, and the consequences of these attempts in determining processes of 
decomposition, renovation or neo-formation.” Excerpted in Selections from the Prison Notebooks, edited and 
translated by Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, London: Lawrence & Wishart, 2005. 
For secondary commentary, see Fabio Frosini, “¿Qué es la ‘crisis de hegemonía? Apuntes sobre historia, revolución 
y visibilidad en Gramsci,” Las Torres de Lucca, Vol. 6, No. 11 (2017), p. 55. 
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Yet, the question remains as to whether Totò and Ninetto actually digested the crow’s 
values. In his assessment of this scene, Luigi Martellini claims, “Essi andranno, andranno avanti, 
nel loro immenso futuro, prendendo dall’ideologia comunista quel tanto che può esser loro utile, 
nell’immensa complessità e confusione del loro andare avanti.”292 Martellini’s allusion to 
usefulness is quite telling. In terms of digestion and nutritional value, the body metabolizes 
macronutrients – fats, carbohydrates, and proteins – in accordance with what is most useful at a 
specific moment in time. For example, if the body is undergoing immense physical strain, the 
body will first digest simpler carbohydrates for their immediate release of energy, whereas 
proteins are more useful in the long run, helping to maintain muscle mass that breaks down 
during exercise. The body prioritizes what to digest based on the external demands imposed 
upon the body in specific situations. What part of the crow, then, is useful for Totò and Ninetto 
in 1966? What will be absorbed and what will turn into waste? To this end, we return to 
Pasolini’s interview with Stack: “Prima di essere mangiato il corvo dice: ‘I maestri sono fatti per 
essere mangiati in salsa piccante.’ Devono essere mangiati e superati, ma se il loro insegnamento 
ha un valore ci resterà dentro.”293 Pasolini thus leaves the viewer unsettled with the caso 
ipotetico: the crow and his contemporaries must be devoured and overcome, but if their teaching 




In both of the Pasolini films analyzed in this chapter, the protagonists are killed, 
ostensibly, by acts of consumption. In La ricotta, Stracci dies of indigestion from eating too 
 
292 Luigi Martellini, Ritratto di Pasolini (Roma: Laterza, 2006), 130. 
293 Spadino, Pasolini e il cinema ‘inconsumabile,’ 27. The italics are mine. 
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much cheese, too quickly; and at the end of Uccellacci e uccellini, Totò and Ninetto savagely 
devour their travel companion: a talking, Marxist crow. Whether killed by food or treated as food 
itself, neither Stracci nor the crow continues on in Pasolini’s world of material excess and 
spiritual deprivation. Food, however, is but an alibi in these films. The production of film – its 
exploitative nature and its frenzied schedule, all to create a profitable commodity for public 
consumption – is what kills Stracci. Likewise, the crow’s exceedingly elaborate speeches – and 
the boredom they arouse within the apathetic Totò and Ninetto – kill the messenger. Through 
these deaths, Pasolini paves a return towards the pre-industrial, the pre-capitalistic, and the pre- 
Hollywood, and in so doing, he subverts traditions of narration and the bourgeois codes of 
language. Pasolini distorts sacred and popular tales that once bound Italian Catholics together, 
and he underscores the insufficiencies of lin-segni and the visceral prowess of im-segni, to 
exhibit the revolution, the crisis – the turning point – of the lumpenproletariats’ struggle to fulfill 
basic survival needs. These moments of “unfinished business” disorient the viewer, because any 
sense of continuity appears to have vanished. Indeed, we are far from the wholesomeness and 
easy points of recognizability underlined in the earlier chapters; instead, as encapsulated by the 
directionless yet violence-filled road along which Totò, Ninetto, and the 1960s viewer meander, 
we are on a path of not only great uncertainty, but also annihilation. 
Yet, despite the disorientation and destruction that Pasolini’s work embodies, within this 
tumultuous, ominous period is the notion of hope and renewal. Given the likeness of his death to 
the crucifixion of Christ, through Stracci, we anticipate a second resurrection. Similarly, at the 
end of Uccellacci e uccellini, the viewer seeks solace in the moon: the feminine, the maternal, 
the bearer of life. In Pasolini’s Teorema (1968), too, there are continued connections between 
femininity and the earth, as well as the removal of bourgeois, capitalist codifications in the 
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search for an authentic self. This chapter would be remiss without some discussion of Teorema, 
which affirms the ideas underscored in La ricotta and Uccellacci e uccellini, but also introduces 
the themes central to Marco Ferreri’s La grande abbuffata (1973), the basis of my next and final 
chapter. 
Teorema, a novel and filmic adaptation both authored by Pasolini and released in the 
same year, depicts a wealthy Milanese family sent into existential crisis after the arrival and 
abrupt departure of an unnamed houseguest. The guest extracted the family’s vulnerabilities, 
curiosities, and desires, sexual and otherwise; in his absence, each of the family members 
recognizes the emptiness in their life, as their self-image has until that moment consisted 
exclusively of “idee sbagliate”294 and luxury materials: cars, tasteful clothing and furniture, and 
dinner parties. Indeed, the early shots of the film are muted in two ways. Pasolini’s shoots scenes 
of city life in sepia, juxtaposing these urbane moments with shots of a rocky, barren desert, 
thereby forming a monochromatic montage which reveals the ennui and emptiness impacting the 
family. In addition, the characters are muted; they are captured walking and dancing with 
friends, moving their lips and calling for others’ attention, but their words and laughter are 
inaudible. These formal qualities convey that, before the arrival of the guest, the family is only 
superficially going through the motions of life. By contrast, the viewer is jarred by the abrupt 
 
 
294 In his novel, Pasolini includes five sets of poetic verses, each of which depicts the crises that the family members 
experience. “La perdita dell’esistenza,” about Lucia, the mother, describes an inner void that the guest helped her to 
locate and consider. In these lines, Lucia calls the values by which she lived her life “horrendous” and “wrong” – 
not to mention Pasolini’s politicization of her bourgeois lifestyle, as Lucia takes accountability for her anti- 
Communist, Fascist compass. She states: “[Il vuoto] sarebbe inaridito / fino a seccarsi – coincidendo con la fine / di 
una vita inutile – se tu non fossi giunto. / Tu hai riempito di un interesse puro / e pazzo, una vita priva di ogni 
interesse. / E hai districato dal loro oscuro nodo / tutte le idee sbagliate di cui vive una signora / borghese: / le 
orrende convenzioni, gli orrendi umorismi, / gli orrendi principi, gli orrendi doveri, / le orrende grazie, l’orrenda 
democraticità, l’orrendo / anticomunismo, l’orrendo fascismo, / l’orrenda oggettività, l’orrendo sorriso.” Pier Paolo 
Pasolini, Teorema (Milano: Garzanti, 1968), 88. 
Because this chapter considers Pasolini’s experimentations with written language and images, it is important to 
reference both the novel and his screen adaptation in order to provide a most complete reading of these crises. 
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changes in color and audio in the first scene in which the guest is present. The sepia has been 
replaced by navy blue and olive-green couches, Chinese vases, and bright floral arrangements, 
and there is the din of lively party conversations. The clearest line of dialogue amid all the noise 
acknowledges the guest in English, a language foreign to most of the guests, thereby rendering 
the guest as otherworldly. “A boy,” as daughter Odetta names him, revolutionizes the family, 
breaking up the humdrum of their lives. 
The guest could thus be interpreted as a vehicle of complete rupture. He is the impetus by 
which the family unearths all that they have long repressed; they realize that they have 
attempted, but failed, to buy happiness, filling their emotional and spiritual voids with material 
possessions. The guest’s departure, then, has great consequences on each of the family members. 
The repercussions for two people in particular – Paolo, the father, and Emilia, the housekeeper – 
offer a segue into the themes discussed at length in the next and final chapter. 
Paolo, a factory owner and the sole financial provider for his family, experiences one of 
the more major identity crises. In the novel, a poetic monologue titled “La distruzione dell’idea 
di sé” – in which Paolo laments the absence of the guest – is laden with diction of destruction 
and uncertainty. This diction, written in the passato prossimo, and which is combined with his 
discontinued feelings described in the imperfect tense, affirms the rupture left in the guest’s 
wake. Paolo questions: 
Che cosa hai distrutto in me? 
Hai distrutto, semplicemente, 
– con tutta la mia vita passata – 
l’idea che io ho sempre avuto di me stesso. 
Se dunque da molto tempo io avevo assunto la forma che dovevo assumere 
e la mia figura era, in qualche modo, perfetta, 
ora, che cosa mi rimane? 
Non vedo niente che possa reintegrarmi 
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nella mia identità.295 
 
Following the guest’s departure, Paolo’s malaise is both physical and psychological. The sepia 
desert of the establishing shots is, in fact, the locus of Paolo’s unraveling; over the course of the 
film, Paolo abandons his factory and employees, any sense of intimacy towards his family, and 
even his clothes. Indeed, Pasolini takes a rather literal approach to the unraveling, focusing on 
the removal of clothing, offering close-ups of items that the family discards throughout the film. 
The act of stripping down to the naked body enables the family to shed layers of repressed 
thoughts and interests; it is a gesture that reveals their true selves, free of the markers of their 
bourgeois identity, to the guest and to the outside viewer. The most striking decloaking is 
Paolo’s, who strips down in the middle of Milan’s central train station. What unfolds in the 
station in 1968 is extremely different from Totò’s experience in Totò, Peppino e… la 
malafemmina. Whereas Totò and Peppino arrive in Milan overdressed in fur coats and hats, as if 
to protect themselves from the cold and foreignness of the northern city, Paolo instead removes 
his suit, tie, and undergarments, completely and very publicly exposing himself. Captured in an 
extreme long shot, Paolo’s naked body is dwarfed by the large, overarching billboards 
advertising products such as San Pellegrino water and Baci chocolates. Whereas the billboards 
encourage commuters to purchase goods, to add these foods and drinks to their diet, Paolo, in an 
act of subtraction, removes material possessions from himself. This gesture initiates his 
transition to the complete barrenness of the desert; the closing shots are of Paolo, naked and 
small among the dunes, where his scream – a final, cathartic release – penetrates the frame of 






295 Pasolini, Teorema, 91-92. 
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of food lose their significance, and the consumers’ bodies are gradually destroyed by such 
grotesque eating. 
La grande abbuffata also depicts a continuation, a feminine rebirth, at the end of the 
world. The function of Andréa in La grande abbuffata is similar to that of Luna in Uccellacci e 
uccellini, as well as Emilia (Laura Betti), the maid in Teorema.296 Emilia’s response to the guest 
is strikingly different than Paolo’s; her transition is more ethereal. Whereas Paolo exhibits a 
mental descent into the desert, Emilia assumes the qualities of an earth goddess. Shortly after the 
guest’s departure, Emilia, too, leaves the house, taking the bus to a small farming village – 
presumably her hometown, as people young and old readily know her name. In the rest of her 
scenes, Emilia is always captured outdoors. She enters the village and sits on a bench, remaining 
there for an indefinite amount of time. Indeed, the construct – or, as previously discussed, the 
constraint – of time appears to have lost its meaning through Emilia’s immobility; there is no 
forward, teleological movement. Being rooted to the ground, Emilia is reconnecting with the 
earth, separating herself from housekeeping and, by extension, her salary, her interactions with 
domestic appliances and household furniture, and even the food she once prepared for the family. 
In fact, she rejects a neighbor’s platter of fresh tomatoes, bread, sausage, and pastasciutta – 
ignoring the woman’s insistence that the food is buono – and asks instead for boiled nettles. 
Nettles, a plant growing freely along the side of the farmhouse and the road, have been a staple 
 
in herbal medicine since ancient times. The medicinal quality of nettles is deeply telling, as 
Emilia both heals others and is in need of healing herself. Indeed, the nettles supplement 
 
 
296 Pasolini very frequently cast the same people in his films. Ninetto Davoli, for example, plays il postino in 
Teorema, providing a comic relief which contrasts the family’s ennui. Betti was the star in La ricotta, whose 
manipulation of the production schedule contributes to Stracci’s indigestion. In Teorema, meanwhile, Betti’s role is 
starkly different from her part in La ricotta, as she plays a house servant who, ultimately, eschews capitalist values 
and embodies autochthony and even divinity. 
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Emilia’s growing divinity: Prior to her consumption of the nettles, Emilia, still rooted to the 
bench, miraculously heals sores on a child’s face, earning her a cult following among the village; 
shortly after eating the nettles, Emilia is found levitating over the house. This ability and 
necessity to heal culminates in her burial at a nearby construction site, in which her body 
becomes enveloped in the earth. A neighbor joins Emilia at the site, burying everything but 
Emilia’s eyes, because Emilia has not come to die, but to weep; indeed, the final shot of Emilia 
is a pair of eyes protruding from the mountain of soil, and beside the mound is a puddle of tears. 
Emilia’s buried body – her voluntary implantation in a hole over which new buildings will be 
constructed – may thus be read as a seed. Much like a seed needs water to germinate and flower, 
providing food and oxygen for the world above, Emilia’s tears are a source of hope and survival 
– for the world to heal and to continue to exist, despite the looming ennui and unknowns 
ahead.297 
The next and final chapter proceeds with these ideas of subtraction and rebirth in 
Ferreri’s La grande abbuffata, where we encounter Andréa, a character with a similarly 
regenerative purpose. When four men convene to eat themselves to death – thereby eradicating a 
world that no longer makes any sense – Andréa survives their gorging, standing alone amid the 
half-eaten platters of greasy, indulgent delicacies and the pools of abject waste. Despite the chaos 
that surrounds and prompts the self-annihilating act of eating, and within the void hiding behind 
material excess, Andréa represents a beacon of hope: a clean, blank slate; the chance for the 







297 Ryan-Scheutz, Sex, the Self, and the Sacred, 154-157. 
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Chapter Five: La grande abbuffata, or the Reawakening at the End of the World 
This project has, thus far, outlined Italy’s filmic foodscape across material deprivation, the influx 
of American products and Hollywood values, and, as Pier Paolo Pasolini exhibited, the 
contention of the natural and the archaic against the constructions of culture and industrialized 
time. Central to my analysis of Pasolini’s work was the image of a circle, a shape of continuum 
and of cycles – of death and, of particular importance to this chapter, of rebirth. Indeed, while 
Paolo of Pasolini’s Teorema (1968) bares his body, venturing nude across the desert, Emilia 
exudes an autochthonous divinity; she is voluntarily buried so that she could weep: her tears 
being the source of new life. This final chapter continues to examine active, grotesque breaks, 
this time from the affluent society and the increased standardization of eating, while still 
reprising those “cyclical” ideas, depicting a reawakening at the end of the world. Ultimately, 
Marco Ferreri’s La grande abbuffata (1973) documents a return to origins: to neorealism, a point 
of origin in Italy’s postwar cinematic canon, and to the apex of authenticity, before symbols and 
one’s cultural capital detract from the purity of one’s existence. 
In La grande abbuffata, four well-established men – a chef (Ugo Tognazzi), a pilot 
(Marcello Mastroianni), a television personality (Michel Piccoli), and an attorney (Philippe 
Noiret) – come together for a “gastronomic seminar”: a weekend dedicated entirely to food, with 
the ultimate objective of being suicided by excessive consumption. Fatty, creamy, protein-rich 
food enters the space by the truckload, but its prospect of death, not of satiation or conviviality, 
greatly excites the men, as chef Ugo states matter-of-factly, “Se non mangi, non puoi morire.” 
From this very brief description, some ways to describe this French-Italian co-production, not to 
mention the fourteenth film of Ferreri’s five-decade career, are “bourgeois,” “apocalyptic,” 
“carnivalesque,” and “grotesque.” I would add “neorealistically optimistic” to that list. This 
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chapter compares and contrasts Ferreri’s film to the neorealist tradition of three decades prior, 
taking into account casting choices, the mise en scène, and the significations of such objects. 
Ferreri subtracts symbolic value from the mountains of food in his frame; the world has lost its 
sense, and thus, the filmic foodscape needs to be wiped clean, down to its kernels of filmic and 
gastronomic originality. A return to neorealism recuperates a moment of filmic recognizability – 
in other words, the idea that we have lived through world war, and this, too, shall pass – and a 
feeling of resumption, even at the end of the world. Over the course of such comparisons, the 
emphasis is that, although La grande abbuffata is aesthetically by no means in the same category 
as Roberto Rossellini’s Roma città aperta (1945) and Vittorio De Sica’s Ladri di biciclette 
(1947), nor does Ferreri’s film decry the social injustices prevalent throughout the 1940s, 
nevertheless, the apocalyptic, self-destructive eating of La grande abbuffata signals a return to a 
tabula rasa: a chance to start anew from total destruction. 
 
From Having Everything to Desiring Nothing: A Brief History of Industrialized Eating 
 
Of course, the backdrops of Ferreri’s and 1940s neorealist cinema are starkly different. In 
the 1970s, what was missing is not food itself, as it had been in the 1940s; instead, society’s 
moral compass was askew. Economist J.K. Galbraith deemed the 1970s the “affluent society,” 
defined by a marked rise in privately owned possessions. This not only sparked a surge in 
competition among neighbors, but also, sensible consumption was on the decline. In the affluent 
society, the basic needs of the masses were fulfilled to a point of exceeding, diminishing returns; 
people were so obsessed with the pursuit of “keeping up with the Joneses” that they failed to 
cherish, let alone acknowledge, what they actually owned. The affluent society favored opulence 
and wants over one’s fundamental needs. However, in filling one’s space with too much stuff, 
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people were left spiritually and emotionally devoid. Through the law of diminishing returns,298 
as stockpiles grew to excess, people failed to recognize the point of such objects, and their sense 
of purpose amid those material goods.299 Ferreri’s film, then, focuses in particular on the 
unsustainability of the affluent society. 
The opening shots of La grande abbuffata, for example, are comprised of formal 
contrasts which both entice and subvert the viewer, delineating the warmth and fatalistic qualities 
of food in excess. Ferreri opens his film with a still image of a relatively empty, commercial 
street on a gray day in Paris; the viewer is primarily focused on the line of black, dusty cars 
parked along the sidewalk. “Gray” and “dusty” is diction that characterizes the bleakness of both 
Ferreri’s narrative and the affluent society at large; all outdoor shots are of gray days, and the 
cinematography of these scenes is foggy – as if to offer an aesthetic rendering of such 
unrecognizability and of the loss of sense. And yet, returning to the image of the street, now a 
moving image, the camera pans to “Le Biscuit à Soupe,” a grocery store that chef Ugo frequents. 
The differences in color between the gray street and Le Biscuit à Soupe are striking: We escape 
the gray and cold of the outside and enter the store, which, with soft lighting and its backdrop the 
colors of brown and gold, appears inviting and warm. Chains of red sausage links cascade above 
Ugo and the grocer,300 and, notably, the walls of the store are adorned with loaves of bread. This 
presentation, with freshly baked bread at its center, conjures an atmosphere that is warm and 
 
 
298 The law of diminishing returns, or of marginal utility, refers to the point at which the benefit or pleasures gained 
(or, perhaps, the profit earned) from an object is less than its cost. In terms of supermarkets, which this chapter 
considers extensively, sales advertising products at “ten for $10” bring the law of diminishing returns into question; 
the rate at which a family of four could enjoy, for example, ten jars of peanut butter, does not justify the price of 
sale. 
299 Frank Trentmann, “Consumer Society Revisited: Affluence, Choice and Diversity,” Transformations of Retailing 
in Europe after 1945, eds. Ralph Jessen and Lydia Langer (Farnham, U.K.: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2012), 20. 
300 The image of meats hanging overhead demonstrates a continuity with Chapter Two, when, in Totò, Peppino e… 
la malafemmina (1956), upon their arrival in “faraway” Milan, Totò and his relatives unpack their suitcases, 
containing kilos of food from their native South, and hang salami on clothesline above their hotel beds. 
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nurturing, but there is also an air of wastefulness, in that bread is not the alimentary staple of life, 
but, rather, a wall decoration. The camera – and, by extension, the viewer – gravitates towards 
the fullness, the color, and the warmth of the grocery store; the foodscape is inviting, but Ferreri 
upends these sensations, heightening the excesses so much that food is lethal. Indeed, Ferreri 
employs food as the goods that overwhelm and intoxicate his four protagonists, denying them 
any pleasure from eating. He roots his work in the experiences that arise within Italy’s 
modernized consumer culture: the thrill of having “stuff” soars to such an extreme degree that 
the objects lose their value; people own stuff, but they fail to recognize the essences and the 
purpose of those things, and, by extension, what connections – sensory and otherwise – exist 
between the consumer and the consumed.301 In so doing, Ferreri is lamenting the loss of taste – 
and of any gastronomic pleasure – to the mass production and standardization of food. 
How did Italy get to this moment over the course of thirty years, transitioning so radically 
from desperate hunger to painful excess? What exactly does the 1970s foodscape look like, and 
how does it inform Ferreri’s film, prompting him to eradicate a complicated web of food- 
symbols? The gastronomic portraits put forth by Totò and Sophia Loren, of family togetherness 
over lavish meals (whether real or imagined), do not match historians’ illustrations of the 
increasingly anonymous, standardized shopping and eating experiences of the 1970s. By 1973, 
the foodscape was, instead, one of anonymity and of rupture: of testing and surpassing one’s 
bodily limits under the guise of affluence. Italy was home to labyrinthine supermarkets, where 
droves of pre-prepared and frozen products were designed and advertised to streamline food 
preparation for working families with, increasingly, two working parents. To better 
 
301 Anthropologist Vito Teti comments accordingly: “Nelle società industriali si è affermata una ‘modernità 
alimentare’ che, con un regime di quasi permanente abbondanza, sta sconvolgendo o addirittura rovesciando il 
rapporto dell’uomo con il suo cibo. La ‘gastro-nomia’ si è trasformata in ‘gastro-anomia.’” Teti, Il colore del cibo: 
Geografia, mito, e realtà dell’alimentazione mediterranea (Roma: Meltemi, 1999), 106. 
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accommodate the two-worker family, the simplicity of Italian food transformed, as the scarcity 
of time was prioritized over fresh ingredients and the familial conviviality of mealtimes. Big 
branding and streamlined chains of distribution paved the way for the standardizations of food 
production and consumption. Products and packaging were constructed and advertised in 
accordance with the demands of industry, so appearances and flavors were made uniform; jars, 
cans, and boxes of foods were created, packaged, and distributed the same way, ultimately 
resting on supermarket shelves as a continuous, unchanging presence: an image, however, deeply 
discontinuous with Totò’s spaghettata or the multiplicity of pleasures derived from Sofia’s 
pizzas.302 The consumer was persuaded to purchase these “quick” foods – cake mixes, frozen 
vegetables, canned soups – even when the product did not satisfy any particular need.303 Eating 
in the age of “supermarketing,” where food was in (over)abundance and standardized in its 
preparation and presentation, was not just new territory for Italian consumption; it even 
deterritorialized eating, dissolving the boundaries of not only the consumer’s body, but the 
positionalities of that consumer with respect to the world. Susan Bordo, though speaking on 
overweight and anorexic individuals, describes being overweight as the “dominance of the 
consumer self in its extreme capacity to capitulate to desire.”304 Overtaken by desire, the self is 




302 Carol Helstosky, Garlic and Oil: Politics and Food in Italy (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2004), 143. 
303 Carosello, an advertising segment sandwiched between the evening news and nightly programming, is another 
example of industrialized time; it was a tradition, for one, that children be put to bed “after Carosello.” Through 
four spots, each lasting two-and-a-quarter minutes, families were hypnotized by jingles, recurring characters, and 
storylines all designed to sell a product and/or an idea. Although these tropes were constructed by corporations and 
advertising agencies to push a product, people who lived during the Carosello era note that they fondly remember 
the jingle but almost never the product (Bacchilega and Rieder, 347); the spectacle of consumerism outshines, or 
even envelops, the goods themselves. For further reading on Carosello, Bacchilega and Rieder’s essay, “The Fairy 
Tale and The Commercial in Carosello and Fractured Fairy Tales,” may be found in Channeling Wonder: Fairy 
Tales on Television (eds. Pauline Greenhill and Jill Terry Rudy; Wayne State University Press, 2014). 
304 Susan Bordo, Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture and the Body (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1993), 201. 
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the inability to separate one’s body from food, the object of desire.305 Deterritorialized 
consumption as such would align with the schizo of one’s social milieu. Borrowing the term 
from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, the schizo is a subject that strays from the norms set by 
capitalist production, and, thus, “plunges further and further into the realm of 
deterritorialization,” seeking out the limits of the social structure and claiming a new identity in 
the process.306 The four men of La grande abbuffata are precisely such deterritorialized subjects; 
their grotesque eating is an act of the schizo. In search of an identity separate from the norms and 
practices of the affluent society, the men push and exceed their bodily limits; the excessive 
quantities of food shock the sensory register of the viewer, while the protagonists are 
desensitized, even dehumanized, in the process.307 
The deterritorialized “gastro-anomia” almost immediately pervades the film, and is 
conveyed most poignantly through scenes where vehicles and food are presented 
contemporaneously – thereby demonstrating that eating has become automated. When the viewer 
first sees the pilot, Marcello, he is ordering flight attendants to unload his cargo from the plane: 
all nondescript boxes, with the exception of an enormous wheel of Parmigiano-Reggiano – but 
the nonchalance with which Marcello acknowledges the cheese indicates how the viewer, too, 
should treat the food. Later, when the four men are seen together for the first time, they are 




305 Gerda Reith, Addictive Consumption: Capitalism, Modernity, and Excess (London: Routledge, 2018), 120. 
306 Niki Kiviat and Serena J. Rivera, eds. (In)digestion in Literature and Film: A Transcultural Approach (London: 
Routledge, 2020), 2. In the introduction of our volume, we reference Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s Anti- 
Oedipus, Vol. 1 of Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1972), trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, and Helen R. Lane 
(London and New York: Continuum, 2004), 34. 
307 Kiviat and Rivera, (In)digestion in Literature and Film, 6. We cite Bernard McElroy’s Fiction of the Modern 
Grotesque (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1989), in that the literary grotesque functions as an examination of 
hostile physical worlds that “overwhelm the individual, denying him a place and identity,” (17) surrounding him 
with violence, brutalization, and dehumanization. 
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Once more, the camera’s focus is not on the warmth or the sensory qualities of the pizza, and it is 
certainly not on the pleasure – rather, the lack thereof – that the pizza gives its consumers, but 
Ferreri accentuates the drive itself, conducted in relative silence.308 Through these frontal shots, 
the pizza is given very little attention, as Marcello sits in the backseat, holding a nondescript, 
white box, which is continually obstructed by the glare on the windshield.309 Food is no longer, 
for example, the steamy, saucy spaghetti that the Sciosciammocca family frenetically stuffed into 
their mouths and pockets in Chapter Two. Likewise, gone is the visceral desire, the physical 
hunger, that prompted Totò’s multi-sensory, hallucinatory spaghettata. The steam emanating 
from Totò’s spaghetti, the bright red of the tomato sauce, the al dente texture of the pasta, and 
the starchy, acidic flavors lose their appeal, because these ingredients – the bases of his 
exaggerated, sensory responses – were readily available at every market. The hunger, at least of a 
material nature, has vanished. 
Consequently, the joy across humans’ five senses that foods typically spark has 
dissipated; with the rise in the quantity and availability of food, the sensory phenomena 
surrounding food have disappeared. In the brain, there are neural pathways, such as the pleasure 
center and reward system; with the introduction of certain foods, which engage one’s senses of 
smell, sight, and taste, these zones “light up,” generating feelings of euphoria within the 
consumer.310 This chapter focuses on the converse of this reaction: With an excess of food, this 
 
 
308 Teti writes at length on the increased “McDonaldization” of society – in other words, how food has become quick 
and portable. Through its newfound portability, since the consumer is able to eat on the go (in this case, while 
driving), food is no longer associated with a particular place, or, by extension, with the traditions of that place. The 
contours of a consumer’s relationship with food are greatly reduced without that patria alimentare. Eating in “non- 
luoghi,” and therefore losing the slowness, conviviality, and healthfulness of food, contributes to the gastro-anomia 
of modern society. Teti, Il colore del cibo, 117. He borrows the term “non-places” from Marc Augé. 
309 Since La grande abbuffata was released in 1973, the same year as the global energy crisis, these shots might also 
be a commentary on the increased motorization of society, tensions between the West and the oil-rich Middle East, 
and the consequent rationing of fuel in the West. 
310 Reith, Addictive Consumption, 110. 
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joy diminishes; the potential of these neural zones is weakened. When considering rows of 
identical soup cans at the supermarket, standardized to appear indistinguishable from one 
another, the consumer’s sense of sight is dulled. Similarly, gone is the sense of taste; any 
differences between salty, sweet, bitter, and umami vanish.311 The five senses lose their function, 
and the consumer, in turn, cannot make sense of what she is eating. In this vein, as Ferreri 
underscores in La grande abbuffata, there is the loss of significations and of signifieds. Without 
the honed senses of taste or sight, the men over the course of the weekend lose their ability to 
recognize foods, even confusing them with inedible or abject objects: Paté is the building 
material for an edible cupola; hot chocolate assumes a disturbing likeness to diarrhea; la tarte 
Andréa and nondescript pink mounds, both described later, simultaneously signify sweet, fruity 
cake and a woman’s flesh. The connections between food and consumer have been severed, as 
foods are relished instead for the excessive quantity and, by extension, their lethal quality. 
Through La grande abbuffata, Ferreri recognizes the philosophy that entire truckloads of 
food make no sense; the more that is added to the frame, the less room there is for rich 
connections to be built between the consumer and the food. Of particular interest, then, is the 
nihilist agency Ferreri assigns to his protagonists; acknowledging their passivity, the four men 
create the end of the world through their self-destruction, as the world will end as they know it, 
because they will not survive to perceive the world any longer. What renders such a change from 
passivity to activity? Until this point, food was part of a system of symbols that dictated 
 
311 In this vein, I am reminded of anthropologist Carole Counihan’s fieldwork, presented in Around the Tuscan 
Table: Food, Family, and Gender in Twentieth-Century Florence (New York: Routledge, 2004). She records one of 
her subject’s remorse on food’s lack of taste: “While glad for the increased consumption, Renzo lamented the 
decline of desire and food quality: ‘Today we eat much better, with more variety. However, in the old days, the food 
was more desired – Sunday, because we ate better; holidays, because we ate capon. In contrast, today every day is 
Sunday. Then we longed for things. Today, instead, pretty much every day, we have everything we want, but the 
taste of food is much worse. Today the food has no taste. Today, if you eat, let’s say spinach, or Swiss chard, or beet 
greens – everything tastes the same.’” Counihan, 179-180. 
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moments of happiness, duties, and desires in one’s daily life; it was considered that daily life as a 
whole was possible thanks to “symbolic institutions” that brought pleasure – and stability – 
through repeatable actions. These symbols governed over sexual legitimacy, human interactions, 
and the conviviality and rituals of eating, but they also represented the self with respect to 
external forces.312 The idea of “I think, therefore I am” involves a conscious recognition of the 
self as a body, mind, and soul functioning in tandem with the outside world. Given the ongoing 
discussion of food, let us reframe this decree as “I eat, therefore I am”; eating has become an 
automatic, mechanical process that sustains the survival of humankind.313 Ferreri, however, 
forces his viewers to remember that “I eat” is an active verb conjugation; humans are not meant 
to be passersby in their own lives, as they may choose to eat or not to eat, and how much; what, 
when, and where to eat; and with whom, if anyone, they will eat. When one begins to question 
the automation of her day’s activities – and thus, when one realizes her agency and the 
aforementioned elements of choice, and when this once-well-oiled machine of symbols shows its 
cracks – she surmises that her routine makes no sense. When the structure of one’s day is 
henceforth fraught, and indeed, inauthentic, what ensues are one’s psychoses, manias, and, as 
Ferreri’s film demonstrates, an unwillingness to live: to reject life’s rituals and invert the revised 
Cartesian principle into “I eat, therefore I am not.” Ferreri’s oeuvre is, indeed, situated at this end 







312 Maurizio Grande, La commedia all’italiana, a cura di Orio Caldiron (Roma: Bulzoni, 2003), 151-152. 
313 Film scholar Angelo Miglianni converts the Cartesian principle into a statement of pessimism on behalf of La 
grande abbuffata. He writes, “Esistere è, dunque, soltanto mangiare, il ‘cogito, ergo sum’ cartesiano si decompone 
per ricostruirsi come ‘mangio, dunque sono.’ Ecco perché La grande abbuffata si propone come il film del 
pessimismo, del rimpianto di una irreversibilità; il mondo non è cambiabile e, quindi, si deve perpetuare, deve essere 
mondo che continuamente ripete se stesso senza possibilità di trasformazione…” Miglianni, Marco Ferreri: La 
distruzione dell’uomo storico (Pisa: ETS, 1984), 121. 
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For this reason, critics view Ferreri’s work as apocalyptic; many of his films culminate in 
explosions, murder, and suicides. However, while “apocalypse” does refer to the end of the 
world, in this case, it is more the process of unraveling and re-raveling sense; in response to 
meaninglessness, extinction is necessary for the world to start anew, to make sense again.314 In 
other words, what follows ultimate rupture – “apocalypse,” as it is usually defined – is a 
reawakening: the rebirth of sense. Jean-Luc Nancy emphasizes that sense will be recuperated 
only through complete abandonment: the negation of “sense” as well as of “life.” The two verbs 
comprising “I think, therefore I am” are now negated to become “I do not think, so I am not,” 
thus signaling the end, but also a return to the opening, of the world.315 
In other words, Ferreri’s films suggest an albeit violent return to a realm preceding 
significations, to a place that simply “is”: a precursor for the things of the world to resume their 
sense. The return is reminiscent of 1940s neorealism, or “cinema year zero”: a film movement 
that captured both the voids of the dopoguerra and a nation starting anew out of total rubble. My 
analysis of La grande abbuffata considers Ferreri’s connections to, and detachment from, 
traditional neorealism, and, in recuperating the neorealist motif of rebirth, how his work may 
offer viewers a taste of continuity in revisiting the hope embedded in the filmscape of the past. 
 
Ferreri the Neorealist? 
 
There is significant debate about whether Ferreri belongs to the neorealist tradition; in an 
interview with Spanish film scholar Esteve Riambau, the director himself toyed with the creation 
 
314 Daniele Rugo, “Marco Ferreri: The task of cinema and the end of the world,” Journal of Italian Cinema & Media 
Studies, Vol. 1, Number 2 (129-141), pp. 134-135. 
315 Jean-Luc Nancy, The Sense of the World, trans. Jeffrey S. Librett (Minneapolis, Minn.: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1997), 3. 
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of “new realities,” the grand-scale stories erupting from a singular moment, a quotidian image, of 
one’s day.316 It is important not to delineate between Ferreri’s oeuvre and the neorealist school, 
but, rather, to acknowledge what from neorealism Ferreri perpetuated and discarded in order to 
sculpt his vision of the end of the world. On one hand, some scholars cite screenwriter Cesare 
Zavattini as a major influence on Ferreri’s work, further forging the connection between 
traditional and Ferreri’s neorealisms. The creation of stories through the Zavattinian pursuit of 
truths – which Italian scholars name pedinamento or film-inchiesta; the Spanish, el acecho de la 
realidad, or the “staking out of realities” – greatly appealed to Ferreri and shaped his career. In 
searching for a story, Zavattini sought to follow the slow, tired steps of the worker, or a woman’s 
day of shopping for shoes; Ferreri adopted a similar practice.317 In the early 1950s, as well as 
upon his return from Spain in the early 1960s, Ferreri, too, put his cinema into direct contact with 
everyday objects, people, and places, with the intent of extracting truths from them. These 
positionalities define his early journalistic, documentarian projects: Documento mensile (1951), 
 
 
316 Esteve Riambau, “Del neorrealismo a la crisis del cine. Una conversación con Marco Ferreri,” Antes del 
apocalipsis: El cine de Marco Ferreri, ed. Esteve Riambau (Madrid: Ediciones Cátedra, 1990), 16. The portion of 
the interview to which I refer above – the idea of creating new, plural realities – is as follows: 
Riambau: Uno de los aspectos que más me interesa de sus películas es su capacidad para crear nuevos 
espacios a partir de previos espacios reales, como si fuera un puzzle. 
Ferreri: Esta es una cuestión relacionada con la pregunta de ¿dónde nace el cine? Siempre tiene que nacer 
de una pequeña historieta porque el cine siguen siendo las imágenes de una pequeña historieta. 
Riambau: Cuando habla de ‘pequeña historieta’ ¿se refiere a los fumetti? 
Ferreri: No, a pequeños cuentos. Después se produce toda una relación con la imagen que cambia. Pienso 
que es muy importante la imagen, la estructura, cómo cambia y construye nuevas realidades. Cada historia tiene su 
imagen. América es una imagen. Hay toda una discursión cotidiana mía, interior, respecto de todo eso. Sin embargo, 
ahora resulta que lo más importante es la anécdota, el pequeño cuento. Los productores sólo quieren eso. 
Riambau: Sin embargo, sus películas insisten continuamente sobre la creación de nuevas realidades, 
como la utilización que hizo del hueco de Les Halles para el rodaje de Touche pas la femme blanche. 
Ferreri: El cine es cine. Es la fuerza visual. La fuerza de la imagen debe ser, por lo menos, igual a la 
fuerza del texto. Este, para mí, es mucho menos importante pero eso no se puede decir porque, ahora, todo el mundo 
pide texto. 
Much of the scholarship on Ferreri is in Spanish because of Ferreri’s “Spanish period,” in which he directed three 
films in Madrid between 1958 and 1961: El pisito (1958), Los chicos (1959), and El cochecito (1961). Italian film 
scholar Stefano Della Casa, for one, draws striking comparisons between El cochecito and Ladri di biciclette and 
Umberto D. (1952), two of De Sica/Zavattini’s neorealist productions. 
317 Cesare Zavattini, “Some Ideas on the Cinema,” Vittorio De Sica: Contemporary Perspectives, eds. Howard Curle 
and Stephen Snyder (Toronto: University of Toronto, 2000), 54. 
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the omnibus film L’amore in città (1953), and Le italiane e l’amore (1962). In “Paradiso per tre 
ore,” the twelve-minute vignette of L’amore in città on which both Zavattini and Ferreri 
collaborated, the premise is, at face-value, couplings of men and women, young and old, meek 
and bold, while at the Astoria Dance Hall on Sunday evenings for three hours. More importantly, 
through the long shots of the crowded dance hall and zooms into enamored and bored facial 
expressions, Ferreri and Zavattini seek to underline the twists and turns of courtship and gender 
roles in urban, postwar Italy. Although this is just one example of Ferreri’s documentary work, 
one must ask: After a thorough investigation (hence the notion of the film-inchiesta), what could 
one learn about the self and the surrounding world from interacting with all this “stuff”? 
Returning to René Descartes and the axiom of “I think, therefore I am,” my knowledge of the 
self – my life as I know it – is developed and upheld with respect to the objects and bodies of the 
world among which I function; the “stuff” makes sense of the self.318 But one must consider the 
varying kinds of stories – the kinds of selves – that develop after uncovering multiple quotidian 
truths. Whereas Zavattini stressed the importance of filling empty spaces with human life, to 
maximize the potential of every minute – “to take any moment of a human life and show how 
‘striking’ that moment is: to excavate and identify it, to send its echo vibrating into other parts of 
the world”319 – Ferreri appeared to do the exact opposite with his truths. When the “stuff” that 
comprises one’s day no longer makes sense, the self, too, loses its definition. 
To accentuate these existentialist perspectives, let us zoom into two of their respective 
films. In 1952, Zavattini created Umberto D., a wizened pensioner who, with his dog, faces 
 
318 In this vein, film scholar Giacomo Ravesi concludes about Ferreri’s early work: “E’, insomma, la lezione 
zavattiniana del film-inchiesta (e oltre), che resterà nell’arte ferreriana anche dopo le esperienze degli anni ’50, 
soprattutto come l’esemplificazione di una nuova e antiretorica forma di conoscenza del mondo e di sé.” Giacomo 
Ravesi, “Cinema, vita ed esperienza urbana,” Marco Ferreri: Un milanese a Roma, eds. Graziella Azzaro and 
Stefania Parigi (Rome: Tiellemedia, 2007), 40-41. 
319 Zavattini, “Some Ideas on the Cinema,” 54-55. 
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eviction and homelessness, and thus debates ending his life; five years prior, in Ladri di 
biciclette, Zavattini illustrates the massive stakes of a single bicycle, a vehicle required for 
Antonio to make a living and support his family, including his infant child. In El cochecito 
(1961), meanwhile, don Anselmo, Ferreri’s rendition of the retiree, cons his family into buying 
him a motorized wheelchair – a purchase he does not actually need, as he is healthy and mobile, 
but one he wants in order to be like his disabled friends. Don Anselmo, a middle-class member 
of Spanish society, is trying to “keep up with the Joneses,” thereby engaging in irrational 
consumption: purchasing something for which there is no real need. 
The works of these filmmakers are situated within periods of great historical and 
sociopolitical rupture: for Zavattini, the totalizing devastations of world war; for Ferreri, the 
anxieties accompanying the “Brave New World”320 of neo-capitalism, the global energy crisis, 
and the terrorist violence by political extremists. Thus, Zavattini and Ferreri differ in their 
treatment of survival; as with the dire absence and oppressive presence of food, the meaning of 
survival, too, changed between 1943 and 1973. Indeed, Ferreri focuses on the quotidian, as did 
Zavattini, but Ferreri’s films concern survival in a new light: the struggle for individuality, and 
knowledge of the self, against objects; a clash between human subjectivity and objectification. 
Ferreri’s early work was focused on capturing not the slow, tired steps of the worker, as Zavattini 
had done in the 1940s, but instead, humans’ interactions amid the electric velocity of Italy’s 
boom: the arrival of the supermarket and its big-brand goods, the dream of the sparkly American 
kitchen, and the debut of the television in Italy’s bars.321 But just because Ferreri’s protagonist 
 
320 This is an allusion to Aldous Huxley’s dystopian novel, Brave New World (1932), which, set in a futuristic, post- 
Fordist state, details a social hierarchy in which scientific advancements – in the fields of reproductive technology, 
psychological manipulation, and sleep conditioning – combine to form a dystopian society. 
321 Ferreri’s commentary on the television is channeled through Michel, who is a television personality. In the scenes 
in which the viewer first encounters Michel, he is at the studio, double-checking that his assistants have remembered 
to pack all the cleaning supplies for his “weekend getaway.” The discussion of rubber gloves adopts the feeling of a 
commercial, in which the camera zooms in on Michel’s hands, now wearing the neon-orange gloves, as he praises 
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has “stuff” does not mean that he is content. Through the frenzied stockpiling of goods and 
purchasing of consumer durables, the individual’s world was increasingly mechanized, at the 
expense of his own human agency – indeed, of his individuality, of his selfhood. Proceeding 
further, don Anselmo actively chooses to fuse his abled body with wheels: an exhibition of man 
and machine becoming one entity, as the wheelchair supplants the voids of the self. The 
Ferrerian struggle, then, is not survival by its fundamental definition – that is to say, the 
procurement of food, water, and shelter – but it is contention with the ennui, the tastelessness, of 
consumerist Italy; how does one define herself in a world of standardized sameness? The self 
regressed into a passive, even anonymous, bystander as Italy modernized and globalized; as 
Ferreri demonstrated across his work, as society grew increasingly affluent, the self was blinded 
and, ultimately, dismantled. The questions remain, then, of what such dismantling looks like, 
and, echoing the question asked by Pasolini in Le ceneri di Gramsci (1957), how does one 
function when “la nostra storia è finita?”322 
Dismantling, Ferreri-Style 
 
I. Undressing the Star 
 
Ferreri most poignantly illustrates the feelings of malaise and regression, the ennui of 
existing within a world of excess, through the formal qualities of La grande abbuffata. This 
chapter considers, first, Ferreri’s cast – his mix of French and Italian comedic stars and frequent 




the suppleness and the resistance of the product. Notably, he is “selling” this product to his assistants, who are both 
young women: generally considered the managers of the domestic space, and thus likely aware of what constitutes a 
high-quality cleaning product. 
322 Pier Paolo Pasolini, Le ceneri di Gramsci (VI), in Pasolini: Poesie e pagine ritrovate, a cura di Andrea Zanzotto 
and Nico Naldini (Roma: Lato Side, 1980), 118-128. 
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are shot. These formal choices demonstrate the ways in which Ferreri underscores the ineptitudes 
of 1973, all the while hinting at rebirth, replete with optimism: a fresh chance to redo the world 
that has been undone. 
A significant theme of this dissertation has been that of stardom: stars’ iconic 
recognizability, as well as their exemption from the greater population’s hardships, such as 
hunger and poverty. As discussed in Chapter Two, Totò, played by the noble Antonio de Curtis, 
did not communicate an authentic suffering, as he did not partake in the collective experience; 
because he was too much of a star, and de Curtis was too wealthy, Totò’s hunger remained 
entirely farcical. Likewise, Sophia Loren’s cosmopolitanism and travel anecdotes of avocados 
and exotic fruits were not a direct reflection of 1960s domesticity. Ferreri, too, incorporates the 
star into his narrative. His casting choices include Ugo Tognazzi, Marcello Mastroianni, Michel 
Piccoli, and Philippe Noiret – all of whom had established acting careers, and, particularly in the 
cases of Tognazzi and Mastroianni, whose stars were already shining brilliantly well before 
1973. 
Ferreri had stated that he did not care whether his cast was comprised of amateur or 
professional actors; what mattered instead was the actor’s likeness to the character he played.323 
His employment of the star, however, is extremely important for a text like La grande abbuffata, 
which underscores the philosophy of subtraction. In his dissolution of sociocultural symbols – 
essentially documenting the end of the world in 1973 – Ferreri cast stars because the stakes of 
subtraction are much greater when someone has attained an iconicity through certain costumes, 
gestures, and bodies of work; there is significantly more to lose. The star thus becomes the focal 
point in Ferreri’s dismantling of the world, as the star’s body is derobed of the costumes, 
 
323 Casimiro Torreiro, “La muerte de la máscara. El actor en el cine de Ferreri,” Antes del apocalipsis: El cine de 
Marco Ferreri, ed. Esteve Riambau (Madrid: Ediciones Cátedra, 1990), 68. 
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makeup, and elaborate hairdos that once enabled the transformation from man to star; instead, in 
La grande abbuffata, Ferreri disables and reverses that process, reducing the star to flesh, food, 
and feces. Ferreri removes the maschera of his four stars, thereby eliminating any distance 
between the actors and their characters. The actors of La grande abbuffata even share the same 
name as their characters – Marcello Mastroianni plays Marcello, Philippe Noiret plays Philippe – 
further blurring the distinction between the character and its interpreter. With the star stripped of 
his own distinctive traits and “undressed,” barenaked324 before the world, the character’s tics and 
manias become those of the actor, thus exposing the actor’s existential vulnerabilities when he 
realizes there was nothing – no role, no mask – left to hide behind.325 Ferreri, then, capitalizes on 
the maschera in a much different way than Mario Màttoli, Camillo Mastrocinque, and even 
Pasolini did with Totò, as seen in Chapters Two and Four, respectively. Through his four 
protagonists, Ferreri emphasizes that the star is not exempt from the end of the world; he is not 
only as vulnerable as anyone else, but also, returning once more to the Warholian soup cans, he 
is yet another fixture in a standardized world. Indeed, in this film, the viewer does not admire 
Mastroianni, for example, for his star qualities, but instead witnesses the distortion of Marcello’s 
bodily limits. Despite my particular analysis on Tognazzi and Mastroianni in the upcoming 
sections, the focus is, ultimately, on bodies in peril, jeopardized by an excess of food. 
 
A. Ugo Tognazzi, the seven-time veteran of Ferreri’s duress 
 
Tognazzi is a peculiar case study because his oeuvre is an exhibition of mediocrity. 
“Mediocrity” is defined as ordinary, as far from remarkable as possible: the anti-star. Tognazzi’s 
 
 
324 Torreiro, “La muerte de la mascara,” 71. He describes this process as “presenting the actor as naked before the 
world, deprived of the security that the maschera provides.” 
325 Grande, La commedia all’italiana, 155. 
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stardom is grounded in the unspectacular; he did not have the glamour or sex appeal of Sophia 
Loren or the absurd excesses of Totò, but, instead, a sense of humor and outlook grounded in the 
everyday, in the average. And yet, this averageness is the very cornerstone of Tognazzi’s 
stardom: his only means of being above average. From Tognazzi, viewers paid to see the not- 
particularly-handsome, not-particularly-tall man with a wry sense of humor, delivered in a calm, 
monotonous voice; he was also frequently dressed in shades of brown. There are negligible 
differences between, for example, Ugo in La grande abbuffata and l’anarchico in Nanni Loy’s Il 
padre di famiglia (1967); viewers expected Tognazzi to embody the same archetype.326 Indeed, 
Roberto Buffagni records Tognazzi declaring his intentions “di costruire un personaggio identico 
a tutti ma che, nello stesso tempo, è Tognazzi.”327 The stakes of being “identical to all, but at the 
same time, Tognazzi himself” are crucial to my discussions on standardization and the 
annihilated star-sign; what does it mean to somehow stand out among strikingly similar objects, 
and what are the consequences when those distinctions are removed? Across their collaborations, 
Ferreri emphasizes Tognazzi as part of a homogeneous series and renders him, in the words of 
film scholar Casimiro Torreiro, “poco más que un mono atrapado en los insondables vericuetos 
de su propia impotencia.”328 
How does Tognazzi transition – or, rather, descend – from a star to, as stated above, a 
trapped, powerless monkey, where he is no different or more refined than that of his 
countrymen? Ugo is positioned most frequently in the background, dressed in brown so that he 
 
 
326 Regarding Il padre di famiglia (1967), Tognazzi’s mediocrity could be further underscored remembering that 
Tognazzi replaced Totò, who was originally cast as l’anarchico, but he died during production; his scenes had to be 
redone using second-choice Tognazzi. Tognazzi’s usually subdued behavior offers a stark contrast to the 
outrageousness and excess that Totò would have presumably brought to the role. 
327 Roberto Buffagni, ed. Ugo Tognazzi. La supercazzola (2006). 
328 Torreiro, “La muerte de la mascara,” 68. This translates as: “[…] little more than a monkey trapped in the 
insurmountable pits of his own impotence.” 
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even occasionally blends in with the villa’s wooden panels, so the viewer’s attention does not 
gravitate towards him; there is nothing spectacular about his presence, nothing “unique.” In so 
doing, Ferreri positions Tognazzi as a pawn in the greater historical picture. Tognazzi’s 
performances are consonant with the historical events and sociocultural phenomena of Italy in 
the 1960s and 70s,329 much like how the physicality of Totò was a response to the socioeconomic 
tumult of the 1950s, fostering a connection with his audience by way of the history they shared. 
As explained in the previous pages, the 1970s was an era of crisis by automation. Sameness was 
the name of the game: The increasingly standardized production of goods was the backdrop with 
which Tognazzi had to contend. 
In addition, film production is quite similar to the industrialized, systematic, repetitive 
standardization of Western supermarketing. Tognazzi was an actor embedded within Italy’s star 
system: a network of people who became icons only through the repeated mass production and 
distribution of films – yet another product consumed ritualistically by the public, just like food. 
And in many of these films, as their maschere took shape, the stars were repeatedly hired to play 
the same character archetype, thus becoming standardized products, marketed as such for the 
benefit of the film and their careers. Returning momentarily to the example of Sophia Loren, 
starring in photoromances in her early career, Loren was repeatedly cast as the “foreign 
temptress or slave girl, usually of Arab or Gypsy origin” on account of her olive complexion and 
“exotic air”; 330 her persona was fabricated in this fashion so as to sell her body and sexuality 




329 Gabriele Rigola, Una storia moderna. Ugo Tognazzi: cinema, cultura e società italiana (New York: Kaplan, 
2018), 156. 
330 Stephen Gundle, “Sophia Loren: Italian Icon,” Historical Journal of Film, Radio, and Television, 15:3 (1995), p. 
370. 
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repetition are very much like those of developing and advertising products on grocery shelves; 
with increased availability comes a depreciation in value – a trend that speaks even further to 
Tognazzi’s mediocrity. In La grande abbuffata, signs lose their meaning, and the star-sign is no 
exception; the actor’s maschera is but a façade. The sparkly veneer of stardom fades to reveal 
human shortcomings, missteps, and neuroses.331 Thus, whereas de Curtis was able to hide and 
thrive behind the maschera of Totò, this could no longer be so in the 1970s. Through his seven 
collaborations with Ferreri, Tognazzi agreed to partake in the repeated dissolution of systemic 
markers that bolstered him as a star positioned above his fellow citizens. With the removal of the 
maschera, Tognazzi was more clearly connected to his audience through the history they shared: 
a questioning of the world and where, if anywhere, they fit in: where can the self exist free of 
any industrialized series. 
Out of this mediocrity, the viewer is jarred that Tognazzi not only obliged or passively 
accepted Ferreri’s grotesque experiments, but in La grande abbuffata, he creates the grotesque. 
Ferreri cast Tognazzi as the chef, the head and mastermind of the “gastronomic seminar.” 
Ugo/Tognazzi is not just a figment of the background; he is an agent of destruction, as he 
converts these standardized foods into the meals that kill all four protagonists. Indeed, when Ugo 
is handling food, these are the few moments when he is captured in the foreground and 
commands the viewers’ attention. In one close-up shot, in which he is smelling a wedge of 
Parmigiano-Reggiano, he is so close that it just might be possible to smell the hard cheese and 
taste its pungency and saltiness through the screen – but even then, we desire not Ugo, and not 
just the food he manipulates, but really, the viewer imagines what that food is capable of doing 
to the consumer. In being given agency and leadership over food, Ugo/Tognazzi is the crux upon 
 
331 Rigola, Una storia moderna, 160-161. 
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which passive, automated consumption is converted into the intentional act of grotesque eating. 
The mass quantities of food combine with his serial mediocrity to form a weapon of destruction, 
a means of rupture; by making Ugo the chef of the group, Ferreri has doubled-down on the 
stakes of eating repeatedly and with resignation. 
Ferreri’s choice was partly personal, even autobiographical, but it is also one that speaks 
to breaking the cycle of automation described at length. On one hand, given their repeated 
collaborations, Ferreri and Tognazzi were close friends, and thus, food was one means of 
expressing such conviviality. It soon became routine to gather at Tognazzi’s apartment for lavish 
meals, and the richness and large quantities of food actually caused Ferreri significant digestive 
problems, resulting in his admission into a Swiss clinic. This hospitalization was the impetus for 
La grande abbuffata, as Ferreri denoted the close connections between eating and death: not just 
that starvation, or not eating, could lead to death, but that overeating could be just as fatal. In his 
biography of Mastroianni, Donald Dewey writes: 
As Tognazzi was to recount it, La Grande Bouffe (Blowout) arose from the elaborate meals that he and 
Ferreri had once devoured in the actor’s Rome apartment. ‘When everything was out on the table, all of it 
seasoned to a turn, we would survey it very carefully, then say to each other almost ritualistically, “This is 
going to kill us.” Then we would dig in.’ When the director had dug in once too often and had to be 
admitted to a Swiss clinic, he has acknowledged, ‘I began thinking about death.’ No sooner had he gotten 
back on his feet than he wrote the script for La Grande Bouffe...332 
Since Tognazzi participated in and hosted these very mangiate, regularly breaking bread with 
Ferreri and intimately involved in the moments of consumption that both damaged and inspired 
Ferreri, it makes sense that he was chosen to coordinate Ferreri’s grotesque feasts on-screen. 
Although haute cuisine appeared to be a more refined, classier contrast to the aforementioned 
grocery shelves, by engaging in such elaborate meals week after week, these feasts, too, became 
routine, one no more special than the other. The routine of feasting, then, matches Tognazzi’s 
 
332 Donald Dewey, Marcello Mastroianni: His Life and Art (New York: Birch Lane Press, 1993), 213. 
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mediocrity: engaging in and expecting the same experience, time and time again. However, as 
explained earlier, the system of signs falls apart when one recognizes the senselessness of his 
routine. As the chef, the once-mediocre Tognazzi is following the next step in the progression, 
transitioning from automated passivity to nihilist activity – and from routine to rupture. 
Yet, one might question to what extent Ugo orchestrates the feast. Ultimately, Ferreri 
directs his cast to the grotesque – which further supports Ugo’s mediocrity, as one man among 
many. Indeed, Tognazzi was not alone in his mass consumption. In La grande abbuffata, Ferreri 
subjects his protagonists to an onslaught of food. In becoming one with their characters, the 
entire cast was thus forcibly overwhelmed by food. For example, Ferreri demanded that Andréa 
Ferreol, playing a schoolteacher who joins the men in their eating frenzy, gain twenty-five 
kilograms for the role, forcing her to have five square meals per day.333 But in anticipation of the 
stoic roboticness of their consumption, Ferreri had excessive amounts of food regularly delivered 
to the studio, so that his cast would be weighed down both physically and mentally by all the fat, 
sugar, and calories; in this process, weakened by food, they came to accept grotesque eating and 
defecation as unquestioned routines, mirroring precisely the automation of the 1970s 
foodscape.334 
In other words, although Tognazzi assumed the role of chef, he is but the head of these 
feasts. The consumers are just as invested as the preparer; indeed, the notion of “suicides by 
consumption” implies that the consumers kill themselves. Another such consumer is Marcello 
(Mastroianni), the pilot at the “gastronomic seminar,” and who off-screen is traditionally hailed 
 
333 Paul Guermonprez, “La Grande Bouffe, Arte: 8 choses à savoir sur ce film à scandale,” Télé Star, 17 July 2016; 
accessed via Web 12 February 2019: https://www.telestar.fr/culture/la-grande-bouffe-arte-8-choses-a-savoir-sur-ce- 
film-a-scandale-photos-219670. 
334 Viviana Lapertosa, Dalla fame all'abbondanza: Gli italiani e il cibo nel cinema italiano dal dopoguerra a 
oggi (Torino: Lindau, 2002), 139. 
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as the “Latin Lover” of Italian cinema. Since Marcello is the first of the four to die, this virile 
archetype must now be debunked – especially considering that men are no longer, in the Edenic 
sense, the first sex, since Andréa is the first to exist in Ferreri’s reborn world. 
 
B. Marcello Mastroianni, or debunking the “Latin Lover” 
 
Despite Mastroianni’s reputation as Italy’s “Latin Lover,” Ferreri stripped the star of his 
sex symbol, likening him to an inetto: a physically impotent and, thus, socially powerless man. I 
had mentioned the inetto in Chapter Three, in which I discussed Mastroianni’s filmic relationship 
– and indeed, impotence – with Sophia Loren, the “unruly woman.” The inetto, in conflict with 
this unsettling, radically changing political environment, as well as with shifting gender roles, 
continues to transpire on the silver screen through Mastroianni.335 Indeed, Mastroianni exuded a 
powerlessness with respect to the social and political turbulence impacting Italy amid waves of 
revolution and on the eve of the Years of Lead. In La grande abbuffata, despite his gluttony for 
the flesh of women and animals alike, Marcello’s masculinity is challenged by the men’s 
weekend of competitive eating. Not only is Marcello the first to lose this test of machismo, but, 
in the end, he is outdone by a woman. 
At the film’s onset, Marcello embodies a virility that mirrors Italy’s futurism of fifty 
years prior. I reference futurism because of his deep-seated attachment to technologies, and 
because of his ability to soar and travel to faraway places at inhuman speeds. He is the pilot of 
the foursome, regularly commandeering commercial jets across Europe’s airspace; later, at 
Philippe’s villa, he expresses great fondness for and tinkers with a blue Bugatti. The car’s blue 
 
 
335 Jacqueline Reich, Beyond the Latin Lover: Marcello Mastroianni, Masculinity, and Italian Cinema 
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color, the enormity of the plane, and the speed and power at which these machines function are 
all meant to resonate with Marcello’s masculinity. And yet, Ferreri combined Marcello’s 
proclivities with the softness, warmth, and fragility of Ugo’s dishes. When Marcello is the first 
of the four to die, viewers immediately blame the car; the metallic machine offers no warmth or 
protection from the frigid air, so Marcello, who ventures outside to take the car for a drive, 
freezes to death overnight. However, cars have been previously described as non-luoghi: sites of 
mechanized, absent-minded eating. The absentmindedness associated with the car extends to 
Marcello; the richness and grotesque quantity of the food weigh Marcello down, inhibiting his 
senses and his ability to gauge his body temperature accurately. It makes sense, then, that 
Marcello would be found dead in the car; Ferreri upends the sign of futurist virility, exposing the 
man to the extremes of temperature and food, with the car – perhaps a maschera itself – offering 
no protection. 
Although Mastroianni claimed that his death was first in the series simply because he and 
Catherine Deneuve, his lover, had planned a trip to Jamaica,336 Ferreri’s choice to kill the “Latin 
Lover” quickly is a means of underlining Marcello’s impotence. Unable to respond accordingly, 
Marcello dies in the driver’s seat, frozen, immobile, and exceedingly full. While the car and the 
plane are traditional symbols of masculinity that Ferreri inverts in his narrative on food – of 
which, likewise, Ferreri inverts its life-sustaining quality – how else does Ferreri weaken the 






336 Dewey, Marcello Mastroianni, 214. There is some debate among scholars as to whether this claim is necessarily 
accurate. Pascal Schembri, for one, writes that La grande abbuffata was actually Mastroianni’s last film corale 
precisely because it was unfair that he was killed off first. Schembri, Marcello Mastroianni. Lo spessore della 
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with the gastronomic seminar: a feast from which women are largely absent, thereby 
emphasizing the rapport between the male participants? 
As with Tognazzi, Mastroianni always had a strong penchant for food, of which Ferreri – 
among other directors – was well aware. Film scholar Pascal Schembri records comments made 
by Ferreri and Mario Monicelli, director of I soliti ignoti (1958), both of which provide some 
rationale as to why Mastroianni loved food, and how Ferreri alluded to this obsession in La 
grande abbuffata. Monicelli, for one, cited Mastroianni’s obsessive pursuit of food as analogous 
to the pursuit of a lover. Whereas women often fawned over him, Mastroianni was attracted by 
the difficult “chase” of food; a delicious plate of food, not a beautiful woman, was a successful 
conquest. In conversation with Sebastiano Mondadori, Monicelli stated: 
‘Mastroianni era un uomo con un umorismo innato. Piacevolissimo nonostante la fissazione per il cibo. 
Passava la giornata di lavoro a pensare a dove saremmo andati a mangiare a fine riprese. La sera, dopo 
cena, si scolava una bottiglia di grappa intera.’ […] L’amore per la vita va di pari passo con l’amore per il 
cibo e con l’amore per le donne. Mario Monicelli sembra contrapporli in principio, quando sostiene che 
tutte sul set si innamoravano di lui ma lui non pensava che al cibo. Questo forse perché loro gli si offrivano, 
il cibo invece se lo doveva cercare, con attenzione, andando magari a pescare ristorante particolari in luoghi 
non sempre facili da raggiungere.337 
And yet, when women abandoned Mastroianni, food provided an almost motherly solace in such 
difficult, lonely times. Food offered a consolatory pleasure, a means of continuity despite the 
loss of a lover. For example, Schembri reports that following the filming of Non toccare la 
donna bianca (1974), when Deneuve and Mastroianni ended their relationship of three years, 
Mastroianni cried to Ferreri, “‘Voglio morire, voglio morire, è meglio farla finita,’ per poi 
gettarsi su un piatto di pastasciutta appena fortunosamente sbarcati.”338 Food gave Mastroianni a 
strong center of gravity in such moments of turbulence, pleasuring him when a woman could not 




337 Schembri, Marcello Mastroianni. Lo spessore della trasparenza, 155-156. 
338 Schembri, Marcello Mastroianni. Lo spessore della trasparenza, 160-161. 
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his mangiate with Tognazzi formed the premise of La grande abbuffata, here, too, Ferreri 
incorporated components of Mastroianni’s biography into his feast. 
For his close connections to food, combined with the widespread acknowledgement of 
his sexuality and manhood, Mastroianni provides a solid lens through which to consider 
questions of gender in La grande abbuffata: a film in which strikingly few women are present. 
Indeed, how do Marcello and his cohort support, or thwart, the notion of manhood at the end of 
the world? It is certainly significant that, with the exception of Andréa, who will be discussed in 
greater detail in an upcoming section, the “gastronomic seminar” is organized, prepared, and 
executed by men. Although Ugo is at the helm, all four men play a role in ordering the trucks of 
food, acting as Ugo’s sous chefs and preparing the mise en place, and feeding each other forkfuls 
and fingertips of meats, pastas, cake, and sauces. Scholars, James R. Keller chiefly among them, 
have written extensively on the reasons behind such male-centered eating, underscoring that the 
feast is a means of demonstrating one’s manhood: a test of endurance, just like injuries sustained 
from contact sports or “winning” a bar fight. These injuries are meant to be worn as badges 
marking one’s strength, endurance, prowess, and indeed, masculinity; despite such immense 
physical exertion, the men do not wish to lose face in front of their peers and surrender to the 
feminine foods of cake and purees, so they willingly undergo force-feeding, eating while 
prostrate, and excessive consumption against the warning signs of gas, nausea, and diarrhea.339 
Indeed, the pleasures that the men seek from the food – indeed, the “consolation,” “peace,” and 
“naturalness” that Mastroianni sought so feverishly from food – are won at the expense of 
outdoing and, in this case, eliminating male rivals. Ferreri’s feast is not a pleasurable pause from 
 
 
339 James R. Keller, Food, Film and Culture. A Genre Study (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 2006), 52. For further 
analysis on masculine performance by way of athletics, please consult Mark Simpson’s Male Impersonators: Men 
Performing Masculinity (1993). 
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the daily humdrum, but it is instead an exhibition of rivalry: of violently negating the 
conviviality and wholesomeness of food by, instead, becoming the man who consumes the most 
food, lasting longer than the weaker, “lesser” men. Thus, whatever the actual reason might have 
been, when Marcello is the first to die, we may read his death as a blow to Mastroianni’s 
masculinity, emphasizing the inetto once more. The “Latin Lover” persona fades as 
Mastroianni’s sex symbol is emasculated and erased by the pleasure/pain dynamics of the feast. 
But even as meek, anxious Philippe endures the longest, eating long after his friends are dead, 
ultimately, the manly competition ends with a woman as the supreme victor, alone with the 
overwhelming amount of food, the men’s foe and weapon of mass destruction in Ferreri’s film. 
 
II. Dismantling the World with Food and Feces 
 
A. Quotidian objects, historical artifacts 
 
The objects part of Ferreri’s mise en scène recuperate and comment on the historical 
moment in which his films are set; La grande abbuffata is just one case in which Ferreri employs 
seemingly banal objects to comment on the spiritual and moral voids present in society. Central 
to his oeuvre is the relic, the museum quality of objects, intended to commemorate and educate 
contemporary viewers on a specific moment in history, or on a particular aspect of one’s culture. 
In his Dillinger è morto (1969), Glauco (Michel Piccoli), a designer of gas masks, unwraps a 
bundle of old newspaper and uncovers a revolver that once belonged to John Dillinger; the 
newspapers from the past inform Glauco’s discovery of the present, and the object guides 
Glauco’s transition from passivity/defense (the gas masks) to activity/attack (the gun). After 
giving the gun a modern, feminine look, transforming the phallus-shaped weapon by painting it 
red with white polka dots, Glauco uses this “antique” to kill his wife, sedated by the ubiquitous 
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drugs of the 1960s. Likewise, in Il seme dell’uomo (1969), in the days immediately following the 
apocalypse, Cino and Dora – who survive by driving through a tunnel as the world ended – 
convert an abandoned house into a museum; Cino meticulously catalogs and classifies household 
items, informing potential future visitors on what those of the pre-apocalyptic period used in 
their daily life. The museum project, however, precludes Cino from realizing that the museum 
exists precisely because of the apocalypse; the “treasures” of the past contain the very decadence 
and hostility that sparked the end of the world in the first place, turning what was once a house 
where people lived into a museum of mummified objects.340 Four years later, in La grande 
abbuffata, it is food that communicates these parallels between the affluent society and their 
wealth of problems. 
 
B. Sublime cuisine 
 
Indeed, Ferreri utilizes food as a classist tool, a lens through which to view the “gastro- 
anomia” of the 1970s affluent society. These men are not eating the simple minestre of previous 
decades, or having to “make do” with scarce ingredients, but, instead, their feast boasts paté, 
roast duck, oysters: displays of the men’s bourgeois status. This distinction is important, not only 
because Ferreri’s film is, indeed, situated in the midst of J.K. Galbraith’s “affluent society,” but 
also because the men’s high socioeconomic standing is another means through which they may 
separate themselves from other creatures of nature. From this point of distinction, their eventual 
fall into savage consumption is all the more shocking for the viewer. 
Similar to the star, who rises above his fellow countrymen through his recognizability 
and iconicity, the treatment of food as “cuisine” similarly elevates the consumer – and 
 
 
340 Angela Bianca Saponari, Il rifiuto dell’uomo nel cinema di Marco Ferreri (Bari: Progedit, 2008), 41. 
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humankind at large – above the animal kingdom. This explains the coding of the weekend as a 
“gastronomic seminar,” as if to assign the men’s grotesque eating an elevated air of distinction. 
Indeed, at the gastronomic seminar, led by Ugo the chef de cuisine (labeled as such instead of 
“cook,” which sounds less formal and classy), the table is elaborately set with fine china and 
floral centerpieces, and the men, elegantly dressed for dinner, not only address each other with 
heightened formality but also make constant allusions to art and literature. What they choose to 
eat is just one demonstration of their affluence, as their distinguished tastes are amplified through 
conversation. The men praise Ugo’s ornate creations, such as paté in the shape of a cupola, 
which itself is a precious work of art, but they also debate artistic trends in tandem with the food 
they eat: Michel recites Hamlet as he dances around with a cow’s head, and, over oysters, the 
men view vintage pornography and comment on the artistic lighting of such images. Only the 
wealthiest of men could engage – both financially and thematically, remembering Pierre 
Bourdieu’s work on taste and class341  – with the gastronomic seminar, as their knowledge and 
the foods in question could only be applied and consumed with greater capital; no lesser creature 
could gain access to such a lavish occasion. 
And yet, the premise described above is but the beginning of La grande abbuffata; the 
feast quickly loses its markers of order and distinction as it descends into “orgiastic turmoil.”342 
The men unbutton their shirts, lose their good posture, and trade silverware and plates for each 
other’s hands, as they feed and are fed while lying prostrate on beds, tables, and benches. This 
 
 
341 In his Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1979), Pierre Bourdieu describes the direct 
correlation between one’s socioeconomic standing and her consumption preferences. Bourdieu concludes that upper- 
class members of society have culturally refined tastes. He offers, among others, the example of music: Music by 
Mozart, Beethoven, Bach, etc. may be defined as “classical” because of the aristocratic patronage assigned to these 
composers, thereby giving their work an air of distinction. Rap and rock music, meanwhile, tell stories of work, life, 
and survival in working-class and, often, urban communities. La grande abbuffata is, thus, an exhibition of 
traditionally upper-class tastes in food, art, and literature which, ultimately, Ferreri distorts and disembowels. 
342 Keller, Food, Film and Culture, 53. 
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transition from upperclassman to savage requires the stripping of the signs of the men’s symbolic 
capitalism; in response to all the excess, Ferreri removes such “non-sense” from the world. 
Indeed, just as Ferreri rips the maschera away from the actor, where the actor, who had long hid 
behind a series of on-screen personas, is suddenly no different than his spectators, the elements 
of haute cuisine, too, turn on the well-dressed, well-to-do protagonists. The excess of food, and 
Ferreri’s gruesome exhibition of the men’s flatulence and bowel movements resulting from such 
extreme consumption, reduces them from white-collar citizens to an animalistic status. The focus 
is no longer on their occupation or their salary, or even their first names, but rather on the 
overindulgence in survival needs and the body’s physical response to such a process. In other 
words, we no longer care about Marcello the pilot or Michel the television personality, but we 
are instead attuned to, fundamentally, mass eating-turned-excretion, a process which reduces 
human consciousness and lethally attacks the body. Thus, contrary to much of the scholarship on 
this film and despite its overwhelming presence in every shot, Ferreri’s film is not about food 
but, instead, the inversion of sublimation: a violent return from the affluent society back to the 
world of animalia. All sociocultural elements that once positioned the men as elites – in 
particular, their power to purchase and enjoy rich foods such as paté, pastry, and expensive game 
meats – are the very tools that Ferreri employs to kill his protagonists, turning them from 
distinguished men to their most basic roles as eaters and defecators, no different than the animal 
carcasses they once consumed. 
Artists and psychoanalysts alike consider sublimation as a glue that binds the dichotomy 
of private perversions and public endeavors, safeguarding artists – among others – from 
becoming emotionally unbound, by encouraging the conversion of personal, internalized 
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energies into externalized objects.343 In his definition of sublimation, Volney P. Gay refers to the 
powerful example of alchemy, or the science through which the chemical and physical 
composition of ordinary metals become those of gold: the suppression and conversion of the 
intrinsic qualities of, for example, lead, into something far more precious and powerful.344 In this 
vein, let us reconsider the protagonists of La grande abbuffata through this transformational, 
sublime lens – in particular, how the taboos of pornography and masturbation, generally 
consumed and performed alone, are converted into moments of high culture. In an early scene in 
Ferreri’s film, the men suppress the natural inclination to play with the phallus for orgasmic 
pleasure and, instead, critique pornography as a vintage aesthetic. Watching porn has been 
elevated into a group discussion among men dressed in blazers and enjoying the aphrodisiac of 
oysters. The base carnality of masturbation is converted into an Enlightenment-style salon, as the 
phallus is tucked away, bypassing porn as “taboo,” and the lighting of the pornographic slides 
and the oysters sliding down the men’s throats are meanwhile signs of cultural repute. Casting 
aside the desire to stroke the phallus, and even the anality of masturbating among other men, the 
atmosphere the men achieve is thus sublime. 
It is crucial to note that this scene is early on, thereby illustrating a starting point of 
distinction: the high amount of symbolic capital that Ferreri subtracts over the course of the film 
as he reverses the process of sublimation, restoring the “base carnality” within his protagonists. 
Indeed, men embedded within such cultural super-structures, humans swathed in so much 
symbolism that blocks and represses their “freedom,” must undergo the same disembowelment 
as the routines and industrialized products that, too, no longer make sense. In order to see the 
 
 
343 Volney P. Gay, Freud on Sublimation: Reconsiderations (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 
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men for what they truly are – to view humans “as is,” in their most natural state – they must be 
stripped of the symbols of the sublime. Thus, the oysters and the pornographic slides – the 
markers of affluence and of cultural institutions with which they interact, thereby suppressing the 
body’s natural inclinations – comprise some of the tokens of Ferreri’s “game” of eradication, of 
annientamento; the question is not who among the men will eat the most or live the longest, but, 
instead, who will survive the raid of symbols?345 Ferreri keeps score, marking the loss of symbols 
and underscoring the men’s transition from artificially sublime to naturally primordial beings, 
through one of the foremost societal taboos: uncontrolled excrement. 
 
C. The Consumption and Excretion of Symbols: The End of the World? 
 
This section addresses a series of conflations present in the final half-hour346 of the film, 
brought together in the same frame: the disturbing closeness between consumption and 
excretion; the increasing ambiguity about what – or who – may be categorized and recognized as 
food; and death and rebirth. In turn, as much as the latter scenes of the film exhibit death and 
destruction, my reading is instead centered on creation, reincarnation – Andréa’s culinary 
transformation from woman into dessert – and rebirth. 
With only twenty-seven minutes remaining in the film, Marcello is the only one of the 
four who has died, having frozen to death outside in the Bugatti. His corpse is stowed in the 
kitchen closet, positioned behind its glass door like a phantom in the viewers’ gaze during the 
scene’s long shots: ominous foreshadowing of what will soon happen to the other three men. The 
kitchen is, thus, at once a space of joy and death: the site where Ugo creates rich culinary 
masterpieces which the consumer decimates, only for his insides to wreak destructive havoc. 
 
345 For more on Ferreri’s “gioco di annientamento,” see Lapertosa, Dalla fame all’abbondanza, 138. 
346 La grande abbuffata is two hours, ten minutes in length. 
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Indeed, two creations – or, rather, fusions – are well underway. We see Ugo tending to a pot on 
the stove. Despite the canisters of herbs and spices on the counter, and the egg he drops into the 
pot, it is not revealed exactly what he is preparing; this shot emphasizes the irrelevance of food 
itself, as the film underlines instead the systems and physical relationships that govern the 
process of human digestion. The egg soon becomes a double-entendre, as Andréa fondles Ugo’s 
groin while he examines and pricks the egg with spices; likewise, a man penetrating an egg may 
also be read as the moment of fertilization, foreshadowing the “rebirth” that culminates in the 
closing shots of the film. When Andréa asks, “Can I taste it?”, it is not clear whether she is 
referring to the dish or Ugo himself – as if the egg and Ugo’s body are one. In the same scene, 
Ugo gets the idea to create the tarte Andréa, fusing her body with food as well, as he literally 
hoists her bare bottom onto a sheet of pastry dough, kneading her buttcheeks and the dough in 
the same motions; squealing with glee, Andréa’s white rear-end of cellulite becomes one with 
the doughy pile of flour and yeast. 
Meanwhile, juxtaposed with the creation of la tarte, Ferreri cuts to Philippe’s bedroom, 
where he and Michel exhibit symptoms of extreme indigestion: malaise, exhaustion, and 
confusion, their human composure waning as Philippe mistakenly greets Michel as Marcello, and 
Michel hoots in response like an animal. The four eventually gather in a room to admire the now- 
complete tarte Andréa – in the shape of Andréa’s rear, as emphasized by Ugo’s hand gestures, 
and adorned with green grapes and red fruits. When Andréa asks Michel if he would like some, 
again, it is unclear whether she is asking him to consume the cake or her body; nevertheless, he 
declines her offer, choosing instead to play the piano: a final sign of his dwindling refinement. 
The music, however, is overshadowed by his flatulence. Whereas Philippe, with his mouth full of 
the tart, exclaims, “We’ve gotten used to it!”, Michel’s farts are the prelude to his death by 
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diarrhea. Ferreri zooms in on Michel’s face: eyes winced, beads of sweat along his forehead, and 
mouth in its own flatulent formation of a Bronx jeer – struggling to play classical music against 
his bodily emergency. Wordlessly, Michel gravitates outside to the balcony, where he nearly tips 
off the ledge. Retrieved by Philippe and Ugo, Michel slides to the ground, dying atop a pool of 
his own diarrhea. What emerges from the anus is no different than the hot chocolate Philippe was 
slurping just seconds earlier – only adding to Ferreri’s conflations. 
In this scene, Ferreri takes the process of symbolic disembowelment quite literally, 
documenting the men’s bowel movements – their expulsions – even more attentively than their 
consumption. The rationale behind such a choice is two-pronged. Firstly, whereas the 
gastronomic seminar was meticulously organized and prepared, excretion – especially when 
illustrated as wet flatulence and explosive diarrhea – is the antithesis of control. Excretion is a 
physical act that likens humans to animals, and no work of art or intellectual discussion can 
prevent the body’s conversion of food into waste; figments of the men’s bourgeois culture are no 
shield against natural processes.347 Excess consumption, as the men engage in in La grande 
abbuffata, will, likewise, make for excess waste. It is only natural for viewers to follow the 
digestive process, no matter how extreme, in its entirety; considering that this is Ferreri’s way for 
humans to return to their most natural state, free of cultured repressions, viewers should see the 
whole digestive journey through. Echoing the affirmations of Pasolini scholar Sam Rohdie, the 
sublime was not to be found in vintage slides or museum relics, but in feces.348 Shit, as Ferreri 
encourages, is the vehicle by which humans could shake the markers of their [socioeconomic] 
 
 
347 Miglianni, Marco Ferreri, 116-117. 
348 Sam Rohdie, The Passion of Pier Paolo Pasolini (London: British Film Institute, 1995), 122. Rohdie writes, “At 
these banquets everything was reversed. The sacred was not found in a celestial heaven, but in terrestrial shit. 
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distinction and return to existing on the same plane as the animals they eat and among which 
they live.349 
Secondly, in line with the break in automation detailed at length, defecation is a means of 
showing the cracks in a world of long-unquestioned routines, of revealing the quirks of the 
human body that once seamlessly demarcated one’s inner psyche and outside surroundings. In 
line with psychoanalytic readings, the object of feces is in itself a product of numerous 
dimensions. It is at once abject waste and a new development, to which its creator assigns a 
variety of significations: Feces is an individualized product, formed after the digestive processes 
occuring in one’s own stomach and intestines; it is an object that requires the parent’s attention 
and disposal, and is thus an object connecting baby to mother; and, as it is illustrated in La 
grande abbuffata, it is a weapon.350 Amid the frenzied stockpiling of goods, feces, which the self 
creates by ejection, is a new object through which to consider the decadence, the waste, of the 
world; the feces, then, represents the radical turn from robotic passivity to active nihilism, upon 
realizing that the world has lost its sense. Indeed, except for the butchering of animalcarcasses, 






349 In his essay, “De la decadencia a la utopía,” José Enrique Monterde cites defecation as a revelation of human 
weakness with respect to the cultural super-structures that position mankind above animalia; he writes, “Contra una 
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Ferreri, ed. Esteve Riambau (Madrid: Ediciones Cátedra, 1990), 113. The italics are mine. 
350 My argument is based on the work of Pasolini scholar Maurizio Sanzio Viano, who, in describing Totò and 
Ninetto’s feigned urges to defecate at the end of Uccellacci e uccellini (1966), explores the multivalent nature of 
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the men’s deaths; the violence inflicted upon the four bodies emerges, instead, from within, as it 
is manifest through feces. 
Defecation is the ultimate acknowledgement of, and way of bursting through, the world’s 
numerous cracks. Thus, the body turns on itself as a final, albeit failed, attempt to make sense of 
the self – as if the expulsion of feces equaled the expulsion of life, or our sense of it, from the 
body.351 And yet, diarrhea – among other taboos that exhibit humans’ naturality – is the means of 
not only contemplating one’s physical existence, but also of liberating oneself, of breaking free, 
from the cultural institutions and historical moments that have long repressed humans.352 Thus, 
in being stripped of the symbols that both define humans and suppress their natural instincts – in 
other words, expelling an index of moral concerns and acknowledging that the world has turned 
to shit – humans are demystified and cleansed, and the world as tabula rasa may, perhaps, begin 
to start anew. This notion of starting anew is the foremost commonality between Ferreri’s work 
and 1940s neorealism. The end of the world appears barren and bleak, but these are precisely the 
grounds upon which the survivors – of the war, of the feast – rebuild and reinstill sense into new 
beginnings. Andréa, the survivor of La grande abbuffata, embodies precisely such newness. 
 
The Reawakening at the End of the World 
 
I. Andréa and the Survivors of Neorealism 
 
Women are, at least initially, the glaringly missing component from the feast; 
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men invite three whores to the feast, all of whom are too crass353 for and too bored by the 
formalities of the gastronomic seminar, and thus do not stay for the weekend. But enter Andréa, 
who is key in connecting this film to neorealist tenets. Because this chapter demonstrates in part 
what Ferreri borrowed from the neorealist tradition, it is crucial to underscore the notion of 
survival – of continuing to live despite all odds. In neorealism, children and the elderly tested the 
boundaries of life and death.354 In La grande abbuffata, Andréa, who partakes fully in the feast, 
is the vehicle for continuity: of the persistence of life amid the suicides by consumption. 
In neorealist film, viewers are presented with a spectrum of female characters which 
reflects heavily on the Fascists’ treatments of women. On one hand, there are the mothers, the 
donne madri,355 who go to tremendous lengths to provide for and protect their families. Viewers 
readily remember Pina, the fallen Resistance heroine of Roma città aperta (1945), who oversees 




353 For example, and perhaps as a means of foreshadowing the men’s descent into savage tendencies, one of the 
whores spits her gum out on Ugo’s cake, and then cuts said cake not with a knife, but a karate chop, proceeding to 
feed Ugo the slice by hand. 
354 In neorealist films by Roberto Rossellini, children are those who both survive and, provoked both by the war and 
harmful personal relationships, are driven to suicide. In Roma città aperta, in a powerful closing scene, the children 
– having witnessed the execution of Don Pietro, the neighborhood priest – walk together towards the horizon, backs 
to the camera but eyes on St. Peter’s Basilica. Three years later, in his Germania anno zero (1948), young Edmund – 
under the influence of the misanthropic Nazi, Signor Erring – kills his sickly father; the closing shot of this film is 
not of survival, but of suicide, as a deeply remorseful Edmund throws himself off a building. 
In films by Vittorio De Sica, children, the middle-aged, and the elderly all toy with death. In Sciuscià (1946), 
Giuseppe and Pasquale, two kids dreaming of a white horse – symbolizing freedom, purity, and prosperity – are sent 
to prison for conducting black-market schemes. In this narrative situated in the Fascist police state, Pasquale informs 
the guards of Giuseppe’s escape; Giuseppe is seen in the closing shots on a bridge with the white horse, but, when 
Pasquale leads the police to Giuseppe’s hiding place and ultimately kills him, the white horse disappears into the 
fog. In Umberto D. (1952), the old pensioner Umberto, facing eviction from his apartment and with nowhere else to 
turn, nearly commits suicide but ultimately decides against it; the closing shot is of Umberto with his dog, Flike, 
frolicking towards the horizon. Both closing scenes leave the viewer deeply unsettled by such uncertainty. 
355 I acknowledge completely that the terms donna madre and donna crisi are terms developed and perpetuated by 
Fascist propagandists; I employ these terms here because neorealism is a direct response to Fascism and World War 
II. Victoria de Grazia is considered the scholar to have first defined these terms for American audiences, delineating 
between the fecund, devoted mothers of the ventennio (donna madre) and the skinny donna crisi, relishing the 
newfound commodities and leisure activities of the 1920s and 30s (photoromance magazines, movie-going, 
cigarettes, sports, etc.), and in so doing, rejecting the call to motherhood. For further reading, I recommend de 
Grazia’s How Fascism Ruled Women (1992). 
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unborn child, and later, in pursuit of her fiancé, she is brutally gunned down by Nazis in the 
street. And returning once more to Ladri di biciclette, it is Maria who secures her husband’s 
employment and her family’s wellbeing, pawning their matrimonial sheets to finance his bicycle. 
On the other hand, there is the donna crisi, the women disinterested by sociopolitical tumult, 
whose focus is instead on magazines, drugs and alcohol, and other consumer novelties of the 
period; Marina of Roma città aperta, who easily reveals Manfredi’s secrets to Ingrid, a Nazi, in 
exchange for drugs, starkly contrasts Pina. Ferreri’s Andréa is an interesting case, then, as she is 
presented as neither mother, nor “crisis woman.” In La grande abbuffata, Ferreri does not 
perpetuate the archetypes of women in neorealism, and by extension, in Fascism. Instead, 
Andréa is a teacher who works at the school adjacent to the villa, tasked with educating and 
ensuring the wellbeing of young children, and yet she relishes all elements of the feast: the 
overwhelming mountains of food, the all-male group of diners, and their repeated sexualization 
of her body, treating her as yet another object for their consumption. Breaking from the 
neorealist categorizations of women, what connects Andréa most profoundly is her survival: her 
inheritance of the end of the world, and her existence in a world of new beginnings. With the 
closing shot of the film, Andréa, alone but alive amid the grayness of the villa, is. 
Andréa first encounters the four men when she brings her class into the villa’s courtyard 
for a field trip. Their visit to the villa adds to the collegiate atmosphere that the men seek to 
attain with their gastronomic seminar, where, even if only momentarily, they may impart some 
wisdom on the connections between food and society to a younger generation. Exhibited in 
different shots, some students view and discuss the linden tree of M. Boileau, a French poet of 
the Enlightenment period; others join Michel at the pond to catch fish, to gain the understanding 
of the food chain that “mean” humans kill and eat the fish, thereby concretizing the hierarchical 
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distance between mankind and animalia; a small handful of children gather in the garage to listen 
to Marcello’s lecture on Bugatti; and, in the kitchen, more than a dozen children sit around the 
table and enjoy some stuffing that Ugo has prepared, along with a platter of brioche buns and 
fruit for the taking from an overflowing basket. Though this is the only time children are present 
in the film, it is important to note that in these brief scenes, they strongly resemble the children 
of neorealism thirty years prior, in that they, too, bear witness to a world of doom and impending 
destruction. In the 1940s, the war raged right outside children’s doors, bombings destroying their 
neighborhoods, cutting off their access to food, and even ripping their parents away from them; 
in the 1970s, the destruction is that of material wealth, which we see through this hyper- 
bourgeois education that the men impart on the children. These destructions are, of course, very 
different. Yet, while there is no scene analogous to the closing shots of Roma città aperta – 
where a group of children, having just witnessed the execution of Don Pietro, marches forth 
toward the horizon – the notions of survival and of optimism conclude La grande abbuffata as 
well. These neorealist essences are embodied most strongly by their teacher, Andréa. 
Throughout the field trip, Andréa is refined, demonstrating restraint around the feast, 
viewing the class’s day at the villa as little more than an educational experience; cup in hand, she 
waves away Ugo’s steaming skillet of kidneys à la bordelaise, stating, “It smells very good, but 
I’m drinking hot chocolate.” But then the food hits her tongue: the catalyst sparking great change 
in Andréa’s behavior, as if the rich flavors transcended the stuffy professionalism of the seminar, 
provoking a sensuality that neither poems, nor fishing, nor cars could achieve. In a close-up, the 
viewer notes Andréa’s slowly blinking eyes and the orgiastic moans emerging from her throat; 
she is immediately hypnotized, even erotically charged, by the gastronomy of the seminar. 
Through brilliant editing, the viewer is unsure how much time has lapsed, or how much other 
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food Andréa has consumed since the close-up shot, for in the following frame, Andréa is now 
seated in a different room, away from the children (though we still hear their chatter in the 
background), and with her mug nowhere in view, Andréa’s hands now hold a plate of yellow, 
flambeed food. She then puts the plate down and begins to dance, twirling and humming, hardly 
resisting Ugo’s invitation to join them for “a party” that night. The convivial, joyous 
connotations of a party starkly contrast the morbidity and cruel intentions behind the seminar, 
and Andréa’s blithe, happy-go-lucky comportment – versus the men’s fatigue and malaise – hints 
at their differing fates: She will join the men in eating and fondling, but she will survive. The 
food has overtaken Andréa, but for Andréa, food is not grotesque or murderous; instead, food is 
an innocent aphrodisiac. Andréa is not involved in a suicide mission, but, rather, in an orgy; she 
shares the men’s desire to consume large quantities of delicious foods and flesh, and allows 
herself to be desired and consumed in the process. She both eats and is la carne – mirroring the 
likeness between humans and animals, particularly when markers of Culture have been removed. 
Indeed, once the field trip – complete with its history and poetry lessons – concludes, what 
remains is flesh to eat and to be eaten. 
Scholars are divided in their assessment of Andréa: Is she a harmful presence? What is 
her role in the men’s deaths and the end of the world at large? On one hand, because Andréa 
survives and demonstrates a cheery naïveté around the men’s suicides, complaining of hunger 
despite seeing them die at the hands of food, some scholars condemn her, treating her as an 
accomplice as lethally provocative as the food. Indeed, being a teacher by profession, this may 
be yet another seminar – like those conducted at school – whose proceedings she facilitates.356 
 
 
356 Film scholars Fulvio Accialini and Lucia Coluccelli state matter-of-factly that Andréa “kills,” going as far as 
comparing her role to the emperors of Ancient Rome, who encouraged the suicides of their servants and close 
confidants in times of crisis. Accialini and Coluccelli, Marco Ferreri (Milano: Edizioni il Formichiere, 1979), 111. 
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Other scholars, meanwhile, make reference to Andréa’s maternity: her ability to give birth, 
unique among the predominately male cast. It is jarring, then, to position her amid such 
grotesque eating and death; this maternity is similar to the typically life-sustaining and nurturing 
qualities of food, which Ferreri inverts. Angela Bianca Saponari, claiming that Andréa violates 
her natural call to maternity and utilizes her teaching career to facilitate, instead, the men’s 
journey to death, even names her an “angel of death.”357 The non-maternal woman, as Saponari 
describes Andréa, is a figure present throughout Ferreri’s oeuvre. Dora of Il seme dell’uomo 
refuses pregnancy, because the idea of welcoming a child into the apocalypse terrifies her, and it 
is only when Cino drugs and rapes her that she is with child; later, in La carne (1991), Ferreri 
defines Francesca, his female protagonist, by three aspects: her relationship with a spiritual guru, 
her profession as a prostitute, and her decision to have an abortion – all of which exoticize her 
and frame her as deviant and otherworldly. While there is no mention of pregnancy or babies or 
abortion in La grande abbuffata, some scholars choose to position Andréa among these women 
who reject motherhood on a more clinical basis, as she helps to destroy life, not create it. 
And yet, despite the death and malaise surrounding Andréa, she continues to care for 
those around her, offering food and respite in times of uncertainty and danger. Although Andréa 
has no children of her own, her students and the four men are like surrogate children who she is 
charged with nurturing.358 Andréa, thus, remains a person of continual support, biologically359 
and emotionally: a representation of that from which men depart at their birth and to which they 
return after contending with life’s challenges – in this case, mechanized and automated eating. 
 
357 Saponari writes, “Ad accompagnare i protagonisti lungo questo cammino è una figura femminile, quella di 
Andréa (Ferréol), la maestra, il cui corpo, esageratamente candido, tradisce la primaria funzione maternal: sarà lei ad 
aiutare i quattro a morire, ponendosi al loro fianco, quasi ‘angelo della morte’” (Il rifiuto dell’uomo, 10). 
358 Rémi Fournier-Lanzoni, Rire de plomb. La comédie à l’italienne des années 70 (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2017), 117. 
359 Monterde, for one, denotes Andréa as “la hipótesis utópica de regeneración biológica de la especie” (“De la 
decadencia,” 118). Similarly, Schembri writes, “L’unica salvezza è rappresentata dal genere femminile, legato alla 
vita per missione biologica” (Marcello Mastroianni. Lo spessore della trasparenza, 159). 
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Indeed, in the final scene, Andréa and Philippe are the only two remaining diners. Philippe is 
sitting outside on a bench, where Andréa greets him with a “sweet and good” dish in the shape of 
breasts: two pink mounds topped with olive-green “nipples.” Philippe eats, and shortly 
thereafter, he collapses, dying in Andréa’s arms, his final resting place being her breasts. The 
camera zooms out as Andréa casts his body aside and rises up, retreating inside the house; the 
credits roll as a pack of dogs roams the yard, howling and feasting on the newest truckload of 
meat. 
With the pack of dogs as the final frame of the bleak world Ferreri has designed, and with 
all the humans either dead or out of view, certainly the world that Andréa has assumed is one 
recently overwhelmed by death and now decidedly animals’ domain. Philippe’s last bites, the 
consumption of the pink mounds at the moment of his death, as the closing of a circle, the 
conclusion of one life cycle. Indeed, Philippe’s last time on camera mirrors his first: At the 
beginning of the film, Philippe’s housekeeper and former wet nurse wakes him up, and he rises 
from his pillow, only to fall forward onto her breasts. Philippe’s progression across the film, 
then, is from one surrogate mother’s breasts to another, coupled with the consumption of 
surrogate breasts: his wet nurse’s as a baby, and the pink mounds presented in the closing shots. 
This circularity hints at the notion of the return to birth, or rebirth. The end of the world appears 
gray, empty, and rife with savage intentions – but all the while, the world is opening up to the 
“new”: to new life, to new sense. Andréa is the vehicle for continuity, surviving all four men and 
the destruction left in their wake, thus bridging the worlds before and after the big feast. 
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The neorealist reawakening of the affluent society 
 
Philippe’s death is the end of sense: the moment in which the men’s ability to make sense 
of the world, in terms of both taste and conscious thought, is over. By contrast, Andréa’s survival 
represents the continued existence of the world, its intactness, despite destructive forces of 
change. Ferreri’s exposure of the world’s end and the acknowledgement of its continuity – in 
other words, the coexistence of death and rebirth in the same time-space – is precisely the 
essence of neorealism. Neorealist scholarship is rich with the diction of “springtime”: of an 
awakening, of resurrection, following the privations and struggles of a long, harsh winter. The 
horrors of the war, and, thus, the metaphor of winter, come to a close, and what ensues is a 
youthful energy, a feverish urge to communicate all that happened, even an Edenic virginity 
restored to the world – as if the world returned to its first week of existence. The neorealist 
movement wields a utopian purity, where the filmmaker may be read, indeed, as God; in his 
Neorealismo, ecc. (1979), Zavattini bestows the creators of the filmic postwar world with divine 
qualities, conjuring animals and objects to existence: “Fu il momento più incontaminato e 
promettente del cinema. La realtà, sepolta sotto i miti, raffiorava lentamente. Il cinema 
cominciava la sua creazione del mondo, ecco un albero, ecco un vecchio, ecco una casa, un 
uomo che mangia, un uomo che dorme, un uomo che piange” (63).360 Characters of neorealist 
film, navigating the prospects and obstacles presented by this new world, seek to fulfill 
fundamental objectives: procuring food, securing employment, keeping a roof over one’s head. 
Similarly, the world that Ferreri bequeaths to Andréa at the end of La grande abbuffata is one 
surrounded by death but also the promise of new beginnings. Immediately following Philippe’s 
death, Andréa – perhaps reminding the viewer of a phoenix from the ashes – rises from the bench 
 




and walks away from his corpse. Where Andréa goes next is uncertain, because the closing 
credits obstruct her movement, but her kinesthesis is, nevertheless, evidence of continued 
existence in the world. 
Andréa, thus, occupies a space where, echoing Zavattini, the minutes and days and the 
affluent society of 1973 no longer matter; Andréa just is. Citing the works of Zavattini and 
André Bazin, Daniele Rugo notes: 
[...] The world must survive the force of change exercised on it by the film. At the end of the film, there 
must still be a world out there, which the former cannot totally encompass, overwhelm, or exhaust. [...] As 
C. Zavattini invoked, cinema ‘should never look back [...] it should look at life not from the point of view 
of the plot, but from that of existence (1952: 14). Bazin’s argument could therefore be translated as follows: 
‘the world is, quite simply, even after it has been condemned.’361 
 
Andréa is, thus, a surviving emblem of the world from which the men eliminated themselves. As 
a woman who “is, quite simply,” she is demonstrative of a fertile ground upon which to start 
anew: a world of “revolutionary promise” where, as Rugo underscores, “everything becomes 
possible, but nothing is possible yet.”362 Rugo’s commentary is extremely important to my 
argument, as it celebrates the fertility – even divine miraculousness – of neorealism, in that the 
movement represents the blossoming of new life and significations. 
The four suicides of La grande abbuffata suggest a return to a time before life, before 
thought, and, as Nancy would posit, before sense, thus marking the end (or rather, in line with 
my neorealist reading of the film, a new beginning) of the world. Yet, through Andréa’s survival, 
the world persists; the viewer recognizes Andréa and the visible objects that comprise Ferreri’s 
mise en scène: the villa, the dogs, and the food they devour. Likewise, Andréa will continue to 
assign meaning to not only the objects surrounding her, but also the history informing her lived 
experiences. So long as humans seek to make sense of the world in which they live, assigning 
 
 
361 Rugo, “Marco Ferreri: The Task of Cinema,” 130. The italics are mine. 
362 Rugo, “Marco Ferreri: The Task of Cinema,” 139. 
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significations to the objects and creatures among which they exist, the world can never simply 
“be.” And, over time, the wealth of symbols builds up once more, confounding the sense of self 
and reducing the sensory connections once felt so viscerally with objects, in particular with food. 
Like Paolo in Pasolini’s Teorema (1968), naked and roaming the desert, we remain in search of 
that purity, of an authentic self perhaps never to be fully recognized. Uncertainty abounds, as the 
question thus repeats: What is the point – the point of roaming the desert, the point of 




Throughout Italy’s postwar reconstruction, actors and directors of the Italian film industry 
grappled with the notion of continuity. In particular, this dissertation explored continuities by 
way of food, or lack thereof, as presented in film. Through the work of Totò and Sophia Loren, 
viewers remembered not only hunger, but also the feelings of imaginative creativity and 
conviviality that placated the absence of food. The wholesomeness of the first half of the project 
was tested against the onslaught of changes impacting Italy during the Economic Miracle. In the 
1950s, Italy encountered material abundance for the first time, and thus, physical hunger was 
converted into desire of a deeper kind. The food tropes in the latter half of the dissertation, 
decidedly more violent than those in earlier chapters, indicated a hungering for what was. As 
food grew to excess, and as these instances of consumption were increasingly grotesque, there 
was the desire to circle back to a time before sociopolitical and geographic stratifications, 
capitalist exploitation, and the bourgeoisification of language. By 1973, the men of La grande 
abbuffata navigated unrecognizable territory, ultimately choosing death over a life that makes no 
sense; these protagonists chose not to continue whatsoever. This project, thus, discussed the 
digestion of food and, by extension, the changes and continuations informing that very filmic 
foodscape. 
The first two body chapters demonstrated a continuity between the past and the tumult of 
the postwar period. Chapters Two and Three both discussed the utilization of the body to portray 
moments of starvation and satiation. These chapters depicted a transition in gastronomy between 
the hunger pangs of the dopoguerra and the new products and practices of the West – and, as 
demonstrated through these two Neapolitan stars, the unrecognizable ways of the Italian North. 
In Chapter Two, Antonio de Curtis’s maschera of Totò forged a connection between not only 
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material deprivation and the “exotic,” luxurious foods of the affluent North, but also Europe’s 
comic traditions of old and new. Viewers take comic relief in Totò’s physicality, his exaggerated 
facial expressions and gesticulations, in his journeys away from hunger – even on a polar 
expedition to the faraway land of Milan – and his insistence on eating foods that reminded him, 
and the viewer, of home: stuffing his pockets with spaghetti, hanging salami along clotheslines 
across his hotel room, but also, when his budget allowed, dining at a restaurant and ordering 
bottles of champagne and “otherworldly” dishes like turtle soup. This series of food tropes 
illustrated the continuance of consumption habits but also the effects of increased spending 
power, where one’s traditional diet opened up to new dining experiences and delicacies. 
Chapter Three, meanwhile, analyzed the corpus of Sophia Loren. This chapter discussed 
her body of work, from films to cookbooks and beauty manuals, as well as her body as an object 
for consumption. Loren interacted with a wide array of food, and these tropes – the usage of 
pizza, fruit, and milk – define her as a Southerner, sultry seductress, and, in time, mother. The 
viewer, in turn, engaged with Loren’s body, portrayed as supple and enticing as sticky pizza 
dough and bright red cherries. Through these very interactions, Loren secured her stardom, as 
she was inscribed within a nexus of Italy’s cultural networks and phenomena, as represented by 
the 1960s spectator: the urban poor; the Left; increasingly ubiquitous Americana and the 
Hollywoodization of Italy’s film industry; and the Catholic heteropatriarchy, which issued its 
seal of approval only when Loren gave birth in 1968. Although Loren’s stardom goes 
unquestioned today, her acceptance among these circles reflects waves of societal changes and, 
initially, the friction against such moments, and how Loren successfully negotiated sociopolitical 
tensions with an element of the past: foods as iconic and recognizable as, ultimately, herself. In 
employing these foods, Loren, like Totò, acted as a bridge between past and present; she 
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managed to compromise her massive sex appeal and liberal behaviors (at least for the 1950s and 
60s) with Italy’s longstanding food traditions, which celebrate and perpetuate the values of 
motherhood and family life, as well as the expectation that women, as food providers par 
excellence, be the signposts of the home-space. 
Chapters Four and Five were set in a more violent period, given the oncoming waves of 
political protests, culminating in the Years of Lead, and the rise of the affluent society: premises 
for rupture and fatalistic endings. Material hunger was no longer the major concern, but instead, 
nearing the other end of the spectrum, gone was the tradition of conviviality, of eating and 
coexisting in a lively, friendly way. In these films, one does not eat to live; one dies eating. 
Because the ties to a harmonious and convivial past appeared severed, in the works of Pier Paolo 
Pasolini and Marco Ferreri, food was a weapon: a means of exhibiting dominance over weaker, 
powerless entities – of annihilating one’s prey – as well as a way of killing the Self. 
In Chapter Four, in which food and predatory eating were metaphors for exploitation, 
Pasolini experimented with narration and language. Through his early films, he alluded to 
religious lore as a way of conveying the immoralities of exploiting fellow human beings. In so 
doing, in his condemnation of the capitalist bourgeoisie, Pasolini’s work prioritized the visual 
over the verbal, as he explored the irrationality of cinematic images and, ultimately, rejected the 
linguistic codes reserved for the upper classes. Whereas the Passion of Christ is one of the 
holiest moments in Christianity, in La ricotta (1963), Pasolini’s short film depicting the Last 
Supper and the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, he killed his sottoproletario protagonist through the 
manipulation of frame rates: a statement affirming that time is money, and also that the [film] 
industry is exploitative, denying workers even the fundamental right to eat. So as to conform to 
the demands of his director and foremost cast members, and having consumed cheese at 
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Pasolini’s inhuman speed, communication broke down as Stracci was unable to deliver his lines 
as the Good Thief, because he died of indigestion. Stracci was killed by food, but also by the 
regulations of cinema. Three years later, in Uccellacci e uccellini, birds were eaten – by bigger 
birds and humans alike – because preexisting codes of communication no longer functioned. 
Animals do not follow the rationality of verbal language; they express themselves through hops, 
chirps, and adherence to the food chain: Big, carnivorous animals eat smaller, weaker creatures. 
As a result, despite the valiant attempts of Franciscan monks – played by Ninetto Davoli and 
Totò, who, indeed, was no longer portrayed as the wholesome figure of the past decade – to unite 
hawks and sparrows by preaching the compassion of God, the hawks ate the sparrows. Likewise, 
the Marxist ideology of the crow died with Palmiro Togliatti, and thus, unable to connect with 
the bird’s cryptic, hyper-intellectual commentary, Totò and Ninetto savagely devoured him. In 
these two Pasolini films, eating was a means of destruction, but also of revolution. 
In this regard, despite these ruptures, a sense of optimism was to be found in circles and 
cycles. The circle is a shape that promotes unity, wholesomeness, and perfection. Cycles, often 
drawn in circular formation, insist on perpetuation – in this case, the resumption of a world 
destroyed by conflicts, world war, and the signs that comprise the world itself. This explains 
Pasolini’s intense focus on the moon/Luna throughout Uccellacci e uccellini; the cycles of the 
moon dictate changing tides, and the ebb and flow of sociopolitical forces were precisely the 
premise of Pasolini’s film. As Domenico Modugno chants at the end of the film, “Amici cari, / 
come sempre, / finisce così, comincia così, si chiude così, continua così!” Palmiro Togliatti 
might have died in 1966, but the world did not come to an end; the natural rhythms of the world 
continued on. Likewise, Emilia in Pasolini’s Teorema (1968) also reminded the viewer that, out 
of trauma, one’s tears could be a source of renewal. 
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The circularity of Uccellacci e uccellini, as well as Emilia’s objective of regeneration, 
offered a segue into Marco Ferreri’s oeuvre – chiefly, La grande abbuffata (1973), the case study 
of my final chapter. Ferreri’s work was analyzed in part through the lens of traditional 
neorealism to indicate a strategy of returning to a world that simply “is.” Ferreri cast major stars, 
only to strip away all markers of their symbolic capital. His frames were overwhelmed by 
mountains of food, contrasting the stark deprivations of the dopoguerra, only for his protagonists 
to be suicided by such excess. However, Andréa’s survival juxtaposed with the four suicides 
underscored the motif of rebirth present throughout neorealist films. Amid death and destruction, 
the viewer diverted her attention instead to new life existing in a world rich with possibilities: a 
clean slate, where the great potentials of the world begin again. 
 
Since this is a project of continuities, readers might ask: Why does the project stop 
precisely at a moment of rebirth, of new beginnings, as the world persists with Andréa’s 
survival? What happens to Italy’s foodscape, both inside and out of the theater, after La grande 
abbuffata? Historians and film scholars of Italy deem 1973 as the end of an era. Inflation, 
reduced productivity, and the global energy crisis marked the end of an economic upswing.363 In 
addition, scandals and corruption undermined the public’s confidence in the government. To that 
end, the gross quantity and the richness of food, reminiscent of that exhibited in La grande 
abbuffata, was viewed as a sign of success – that Italy had “arrived” economically – but it also 
symbolized the corruption and greed of the 1970s and 80s. Travelogues of the Sicilian Mafia 
(also known as Cosa Nostra) detailed how certain foods were associated with the big deals made 
between mafiosi, businessmen, and politicians. Historian Carol Helstosky describes one 
 
363 Peter Bondanella, A History of Italian Cinema (New York: Continuum Publishing, 2009), 201. 
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eyewitness account of a 1979 banquet hosted by Nino Salvo, an intermediary between the 
Christian Democrats and Cosa Nostra: “One eyewitness account […] provided a partial list of 
food for special guest Giulio Andreotti and others: canapes of caviar and smoked salmon, 
Russian salad, pasticcio, lobsters, jumbo shrimp, suckling pig, wild boar, pheasant, veal, grilled 
fish, ricotta and whipped cream cakes, profiteroles, fresh fruit, and wine from Salvo’s estates.”364 
This extensive list might remind the reader of Totò and Peppino’s evening at the Gran Milan 
restaurant, in which they spent hundreds of thousands of lire on turtle soup and champagne. 
Though depicted as luxurious, otherworldly delicacies in 1956, twenty-five years later, these 
foods were recognized as the standard fare for celebrating wealth and success – but also the dark, 
violent measures taken to get to that point. Yet, in response to such excess, there was once again 
the turn back to simplicity: to healthier, more abstemious eating habits. Helstosky even 
recuperates the word “austere,” a buzzword of Italy’s gastronomic and Fascist pasts, to describe 
the diets of contemporary leaders Silvio Berlusconi and Umberto Bossi.365 A circling back to 
simpler times, to simpler eating, is presented anew. 
 
The 1970s were a bleak period for Italian cinema, too. Italy’s top directors began to die: 
Vittorio De Sica and Pietro Germi in 1974; Pasolini in 1975; Luchino Visconti in 1976; and 
Roberto Rossellini in 1977. Michelangelo Antonioni and Federico Fellini, meanwhile, seemed to 
be past the peak of their creativity.366 Film scholars placed little hope in the newer generations of 





364 Carol Helstosky, Garlic and Oil: Food and Politics in Italy (Oxford: Berg, 2004), 157. 
365 Ibidem. 
366 Mira Liehm, Passion and Defiance: Film in Italy from 1942 to the Present (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), 250. 
367 Ibidem. See also Bondanella, A History of Italian Cinema, 497. 
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more stable industry than domestic film production.368 Peter Bondanella offers a particularly 
bleak portrait of such directors, describing them as “float[ing] adrift upon a cinematic ocean 
buffeted by an indifferent public, a neglectful national government, and an increasing sense that 
Italian cinema had become irrelevant to younger generations who had lost touch with Italy’s 
cinematic traditions and political or cultural concerns.”369 In addition, as this project focused 
heavily on comedic stars, by the mid-1970s, these great actors were also at an impasse. Totò died 
in 1967; Loren chose to act in fewer films, prioritizing quality time with her two sons; and as for 
the comic stars of Marcello Mastroianni, Vittorio Gassman, Ugo Tognazzi, and Nino Manfredi, 
they functioned in a world that was no longer funny or “rosy.” At the premiere of Ettore Scola’s 
C’eravamo tanto amati (1974), starring Gassman and Manfredi, women described them as “has- 
beens, washed-out shadows of their former greatness: ‘It’s not true that men grow old more 
gracefully than women,’ one remarks; another makes the even more damning comment, echoing 
the theme of We All Loved Each Other So Much, ‘if only you could have seen them during the 
Resistance…’”370 Whereas this dissertation began with the notion of laughter as a kind of 
collective therapy – of not only alleviating, but remembering, the hunger pangs of the recent past 
– by the 1970s, comedy seemed to have lost that therapeutic force. 
 
This is not to say, however, that food tropes in Italian cinema simply end with Marco 
Ferreri. In fact, in several instances, there is the recuperation of issues and themes described in 
the body of this project. For example, in 1974, the year after La grande abbuffata was released, 
 
368 Bondanella reports that in 1968, 294 films were produced in Italy, but in 1978, this dropped to a low of only 98 
films, while American imports remained at a high level (201). He offers more statistics towards the end of his book: 
“During the 1990s, between 140 and 180 American films circulated in Italy, whereas Italian productions or 
coproductions averaged about 100 per year; and yet non-Italian films earned almost 75 percent of total revenues” (A 
History of Italian Cinema, 498). 
369 Bondanella, A History of Italian Cinema, 497. 
370 Ibid., 211. 
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Franco Brusati’s Pane e cioccolata recuperates the North-South stratifications depicted in Totò, 
Peppino e... la malafemmina (1956), as viewers follow a displaced southerner even farther north 
than Milan – in Switzerland. The opening shots of the film immediately remind us of Totò’s 
behaviors and tastes, which ran counter to “refined” Milan: The protagonist, Nino (Manfredi), 
enjoys lunch in a park, but the obnoxiously loud crunch of his bread interrupts the diegetic 
classical music of a nearby orchestra; his tastes being too crass for the tranquility of the park, this 
sets the tone for the rest of the film, in that Nino does not belong. 
Suicide by food is also a gesture repeated in Italy’s filmic foodscape. Fast-forwarding to 
Ferzan Özpetek’s Mine vaganti (2010), la nonna reflects silently on her own lost love within 
Özpetek’s narrative on homosexuality, family values, and southern Catholic traditions and 
norms. Instead of openly acknowledging her extramarital feelings, la nonna retires to her 
bedroom; on the table are piles of chocolates and sweet treats. Being diabetic, the sugar is 
forbidden — just like her love. Allowing herself a pleasure that is socially, but not 
physiologically, acceptable, la nonna chooses death by sweets over the misery of living under 
the exclusive normativities of romance. 
Even more recently, in September 2013, Guido Barilla, CEO of Barilla, was under fire 
for comments he made against the LGBT community, stating that he “would never do an advert 
with a homosexual family.”371 In turn, Italian LGBT groups called for the boycott of his 
company, which comprises over 20 brands. In an unexpected change of events, in October 2019, 
Barilla released a commercial in which women — white, cis women; women of color; and 
transgender women — were invited to a spaghettata.372 Shot in colors and exhibiting fashions 
 
371 Nick Ramsey, “Pasta Barilla boycotted after CEO’s ‘homophobic’ remarks,” MSNBC, 26 Sept. 2013; accessed 
via Web 8 Aug. 2020, http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/pasta-barilla-boycotted-after-ceos. 
372 Nadia Lee Cohen, “Dinner’s Ready,” released 16 Oct. 2019; accessed via Web 8 Aug. 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fdHLN6G9Hc. 
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that transport the viewer to the 1960s, the commercial includes close-ups of men’s and women’s 
feet upon a sidewalk, loafers and high heels alike. There is a woman, her eyes hiding behind 
sunglasses, who rides the subway unaccompanied; the neighboring passenger, an older man 
reading the newspaper, breaks the fourth wall and exclaims to the camera, “Dinner’s ready!” 
Next, a trans woman takes a telephone call while under a hairdryer. Later, two bespectacled 
women of color are driving in a top-down convertible, listening to the sounds of “Radio Barilla.” 
The medley of shoes, the sunglasses, the trans woman’s masculine-sounding voice, and the older 
man’s exclamation that dinner is ready (versus, traditionally, a woman stating that the dinner she 
prepared is finished) — these are all instances of gender ambiguities which subvert 
heteronormative expectations of femininity and of food preparation. These women are not 
hidden in the kitchen, slaving away over a hot stove, but they are instead en route to a dinner 
party to which they were invited. The beginning of the commercial is, thus, hardly continuous 
with Barilla’s vision of a “classic family where the woman plays a fundamental role” — that is, 
until, the host of the party is revealed: Who is more appropriate than Sophia Loren, eighty-five 
years old, to lay down the vat of pasta for these women, announcing with a smile, “E’ pronto!” 
The casting of Loren indicates her continued centrality within changing social arenas; she 
continues to invite women to “eat with her.” At the same time, though this appears to be Barilla’s 
apology, showcasing a family of a different kind, their “classic” vision is upheld by way of 
Loren, a woman who still plays that “fundamental role” of domestic servant. 
 
 
In other words, even today, tropes of food consumption and preparation continue to 
inform viewers of the social, political, and economic changes unfolding beyond the theater, and 
of the anxieties that are digested simultaneously with food. Yet, as much as this dissertation 
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considered continuities within the filmic foodscape, it also spoke of finitude: of endings brought 
about by food and of closing shots. This project, thus, stops here. 
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